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SUMMARY 
There are many important environmental issues involved in the construction and use of 
buildings which are either undergoing or require further research. The lack of detailed 
embodied energy assessments models has been identified and limits possible 
environmental analysis. This study examines the current state of research into the 
environmental impact of frame materials, assesses the quality and range of data available, 
sets up a new framework for evaluation of materials and uses several example structures 
to assess the environmental impact This has been achieved by, firstly, studying the 
environment related literature available concerning the frame of the building, separate 
from other considerations, to provide a clear understanding of the processes involved. 
Second, data is extracted from the literature and processed to provide a homogenous 
approach and level field from which frame analysis can take place. Gaps in the available 
data are identified. 
Third, the identified gaps are filled using data derived from sources ranging from 
manufacturers' literature to direct analysis of on site activities. Fourth, a model has been 
created to assess the environmental impact of the building frame. The factors assessed 
within the remit of environmental impact are: embodied energy, embodied CO2 and 
transportation hours. The embodied energy includes the primary energy for all raw 
materials, transportation, office overheads and contractor operations. These are calculated 
from the winning of raw materials, through manufacture, to demolition and recycling. 
Embodied CO2 encompasses the same range of data, but with respect to the CO2 • 
transportation hours estimate the time spend on the road by vehicles involved in the 
embodied energy and CO2 calculations. Finally data from several buildings has been 
used, to evaluated the environmental merits of each with respect to each other and to other 
buildings for which calculations have been perfonned. Conclusions have been draw and. 
further work suggested. 
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1. IN1RODUCTION 
Modem environmentalism came to the fore in the sixties due to a combination of factors 
including an increased ability to analyse the complex interactions and interrelationships 
involved, physical realities of pollution and environmental damage and increased media 
coverage and public involvement. This provided both the incentive and the ability to 
examine the long term consequences of human action on the environment. However~ as 
with most spheres of scientific activity, there is no single answer to the environmental 
problems reviewed and no unified agreement on what actions should be taken or even if 
the 'symptoms' have been correctly identified. 
There are many points of major interest to environmentalists, but possibly the factors of 
most concern in construction are the depletion of resources, both renewable and 
exhaustible, damage to the environment and the production of 'greenhouse' gases. The 
search for improved environmental friendliness in the construction industry has a number 
of causes - cost effectiveness, need for a new selling point, fear of legislation and 
increased costs, and the fear of adverse public opinion. An important point to remember 
is that, given this is a relatively new area, there are areas where fixed definitions are 
lacking and which are therefore open to differing interpretation. Solutions to today's 
perceived questions may turn out to be the cause of more problems than they solve. One 
such policy change which has a small impact on construction involves the trend to use 
diesel as a fuel in cars and the subsequent realisation that rather than being less polluting, 
these may be more harmful waste in diesel than new petrol alternatives. This is not the 
first area where perceptions have changed and will probably not be the last. 
These grey areas not withstanding, there is general agreement that action needs to be 
taken to reduce the environmental impact of human activities. 
1.1 Sustainability 
The ideas of reducing environmental impact and examination of ecological issues fall 
broadly under the heading of 'sustainability' and 'sustainable development'. Sustainable 
development is not a clearly defined idea and could mean different things to different 
people. More radical environmentalists might argue that the term 'sustainable 
development' is an oxymoron, and that no development is sustainable in so far as all 
development incurs environmental penalties of one sort or other. 
For the purposes of this project the terms sustainability and sustainable development have 
been taken to mean a move towards balancing economic and environmental costs and 
adjusting decisions accordingly. Construction is currently, along with most other 
industries, a long way from being sustainable in the long term. 
The environmental implications of sustainable development in construction have been 
split into two broad branches - Engineering and Geographical. The engineering approach 
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looks at the more tangible aspects of construction, those which can be measured directly. 
The geographical approach looks more at the human impact of these processes. Although 
the areas of concern overlap, the ways of looking at the situation differ. For example, 
production of concrete requires a large amount of aggregate and the provision of this 
aggregate, either through sea dredging or quarries, has a calculable energy cost per tonne 
which includes energy used by plant, transportation and so on. These can be thought of 
as the Engineering Environmental Implications. It also has an impact on people living 
near the site through pollution, damage to the landscape, etc. These can be thought of as 
the Geographical Environmental Implications. It can be easily seen that in some cases 
these factors will directly overlap but in others they will not. For example noise pollution 
can be directly measured, but it is not possible to compare this figure with the energy 
requirement of a piece of plant. With this in mind, factors have been sorted under these 
two headings by means of how directly calculable they are. This is a simplification 
however, given the complexity and sheer range of factors involved, it is thought to be the 
best available course. 
These issues affect the environment in a number of ways and at different levels - for 
example on the macro scale the depletion of the ozone layer and related global warming as 
described by Edwards et al (1) or on a micro level construction noise and dust. There are 
also a range of issues in between. 
Other considerations, which could be considered more important than the environmental 
implications, are the economic and legal aspects. Knowing how much improvements will 
cost, who will pay and what future changes are possible is vital to successful 
implementation of any environmental policy. 
1.1.1 Environmental Impacts 
Table 1-1 shows data from work carried out in Scandinavia by Bjorklund, Jonsson, and 
TiIlman (2). Based on a study of construction materials, this details the wide range of 
parameters involved in the production of a 1 kg steel slab - the raw materials which must 
be extracted, the energy used in processing, and the emissions both air and water. Even 
in this detailed examination some factors, of which the quantities were very small, have 
been excluded. The relative importance allocated to any of these factors will depend on 
who is doing the analysis and the perspective used. If this type of analysis was camed 
out for all construction materials and processes, it would be possible to build up a picture 
of all inputs and emissions for the frame. However this presents two main problems -
firstly the data was calculated in Scandinavia and as such can not be directly applied to the 
situation in the UK (although the methodology could be applied). Secondly, unless all the 
materials and processes are analysed, any calculations based on only some data will be 
biased. For any assessment to produce fair results, there must initially be a 'level field'. 
These factors are all directly measurable and will fall into the 'Engineering' category. 
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Table 1-1: Measurable Environmental Impacts (2) 
PRODUCf: Steel Slab 1 kg 
Parameter Load Unit 
Raw Materials 
Raw Liquid Iron 985 g/kg 
Recycled Steel 49.2 glkg 
Lime(Buml} 120 glkg 
Alloy Materials 7.94 glkg 
Additives 4.75 g/kg 
Chemicals 1.94 2/ke 
Energy Use 
FJectricity 0.928 MJ/kg 
Oil (Eol) 0.001 MJ/kg 
Oil (Eo5) 0.053 MJ/kg 
Diesel 0.035 MJ/kg 
Petrol 0.002 MJ/kg 
Gas(LP~) 0.027 MJ/kg 
Gas (Coke~) 0.337 MJ/k2 
Emissions To Air 
Carbon Dioxide 55.7 glkg 
Sulphur Oxides 41.6 mg/kg 
Nitrogen Oxides 69.2 mg/kg 
Particulate (inc. Metals) 0.923 g/kg 
Leal 0.432 g/kg 
Cadmium 9.73 ,nnlkg 
Coppec 0.146 mg/kg 
Chromium 91.9 JIIIl/kg 
Mezcury 32.4 JIIIl/kg 
Nickel 0.281 mg/kg 
Zinc 3.46 m21k2 
Emissions To Wak:r 
Total Nitrogen Content 7.36 mglkg 
Total Phosphorus Content 973 JIIIl.Ikg 
Manganese (IKI) 2.43 mglkg 
Zinc(aV 0.865 mglkg 
Lead (IKI) 0.376 mglkg 
Copper (IKI) 76.2 JIIIlIkg 
Chromium (IKI) 23.8 JIIIlIkg 
Nickel (10) 14.1 um/k2 
W.re 
Industrial Wasle 83.7 glkg 
Hazardous Wasle 0.137 2/k2 
These factors are by no means the only parameters and for any given project may not be 
the most significant. Chevalier (3) suggested a range of others which are shown in Table 
1-2. 
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Table 1·2: Items Difficult To Quantify (3) 
Biotic resource depletion 
Global warming powec 
Ozone depletion potential 
Human toxicity 
Ecotoxicity 
Photochemical oxide formation 
Acidification 
Nitrification 
Residual heat in water 
Odour 
Noise 













Although Chevalier suggests units to measure these factors, it would be difficult to 
actually measure these items on a material by material basis, although it might be possible 
to do this on a country wide basis, depending on the level of accuracy required. These are 
examples of 'Geographical' factors. 
In addition to quantifying these factors, the relative weight given to each of these factors 
is difficult to assess - is nitrification more important than acidification? The answer to this 
question would depend on a range of factors. It is not possible to directly compare the 
various factors without applying some element of human judgement which will always be 
open to different interpretation. The same problem occurs when trying to make 
comparisons between items in Table 1-1 and Table 1-2. 
Some of the problems associated with classification have been outlined by Owens & 
Owens (4) and these are -
• The intangible nature of many environmental 'goods' (the problem of 'quantifying 
the unquantifiable'). 
• The enormous uncertainty surrounding complex environmental issues. 
• The uneven distribution of costs and benefits in time, geographical location and 
society (the problem of social and inter generation equity). 
• The problem of distinguishing between need and demand. 
These concepts apply to the resources used in any process. Resources can be further split 
into different categories (Figure 1-1) which affect the view taken of use - if the resources 
are renewable or non renewable. Currently virtually no distinction is made between the 
different types in construction work, but the indications are that this is changing. 
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Figure 1-1: Classification Of Natural Resources (4) 
I NATURAL RESOURCES I 
I NON-RENEWABLE I I RENEWABlE I (Stock) I I (flow) 




4 Resources tbIIl CID be recycled I H Resources tbIIl are continually available I 
ReUlCd Solar Enerl)' 
Reprocessed Water 
Landfill Nuclear 
Most of the resources used in the construction of the frame are non-renewable or stock 
items - there are finite quantities of these items. As noted in the diagram, some of these 
resources can be recycled, for example steel and aggregates (although because recycling 
could occur does not mean that it will or is justifiable in simple energy terms). Also most 
of the energy used in construction is from non renewable sources, although low imJllCl 
buildings provide a good example of the use of renewable resources for heating, cooling 
and lighting. Timber can be used in large quantities in construction, for example for 
shuttering, and this item is a renewable or flow item, but can be exhausted by over use 
and will require planning and management to be sustainable. Generally construction 
should move towards using managed renewable resources if it wishes to become 
sustainable. 
1.2 Reasons For Assessing Environmental Impact 
As noted, there are many possible reasons to carry out an environmental audit, some of 
an immediate and practical nature and some which are more indirect The reasons that will 
have most impact in construction will probably be the immediate and practical rather than 
the more nebulous and impractical ones. 
1.2.1 General Ideas 
There is currently debate about exactly what effect increasing use of technology is having 
on the environment especially in areas such as releasing greenhouse gases or depletion of 
resources. There are however some facts which have been established and these can be 
stated with some certainty. For example burning fossil fuels, such as oil and wood, 
releases CO2 and this gas increases the greenhouse effect by trapping energy being 
radiated from the Earth. The construction industry and its output, as a major user of fossil 
fuel, is contributing significantly towards this effect In addition construction is a major 
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polluter through the procurement, use and disposal of its materials. These factors, 
because they can not usually be pinned down to cause and effect. have a variable impact 
One of the main reasons that designers, contractors and clients could need this 
information in the future is that legislation may demand it. Since current legislation lags 
behind the perceived threats to the environment there is little doubt that more will be 
enacted. 
1. 2. 2 Environmental Cost 
The environmental cost of a process is the negative effects on all of the factors discussed 
in the previous section. However the exact parameters are not set and what is viewed as 
significant will depend on what is thought to be sustainable and what is unsustainable. 
The environmental costs (or impacts) must be reconciled with the monetary costs if they 
are to be truly represented in everyday activities. 
There is a general perception in the UK construction industry that producing a low impact 
building carries a cost premium - requiring better grades of materials (for example triple 
glazing rather than double) and increase vigilance in specification (for example use of 
woods from renewable stocks), however the evidence for this is mixed. The 
environmental and monetary costs have been considered under two major headings: 
embodied and operational. To avoid confusion between environmental and financial 
factors the term 'environmental impact' has been used in preference to 'environmental 
cost'. Where the term 'cost' is used without qualification, it should be taken to include all 
factors, both financial and environmental. 
1.2.2.1 Embodied 
The embodied environmental impacts are those 'built in' to a structure over the complete 
life cycle, for example in materials. The environmental impacts and financial costs are 
generally thought to increase when producing a 'low impact' building instead of a· 
'standard' building. While this may seem to be a contradiction, the low impact element is 
generally related to the operational rather than embodied element. However there can be 
benefits in reducing environmental impact which occur from simple examination of the 
building specification, for example the frame materials selection. As examined in the rest 
of the thesis, this choice is complex and various answers have been provided for the 
embodied impacts of each frame type. Steel and concrete frames can be generally viewed 
as being equally valid solutions in construction terms and the financial cost will be 
approximately the same (although for any specific b'uilding the sums may differ), 
therefore any reduction in environmental impact which can be made by selecting frame 
materials should be neutral in other t~rms. 
Thorp (5) carried out an analysis of the energy and cost implications of frame selection, 
shown in Table 1-3. Although these figures were produced in 1990 and might now be 
regarded as suspect in the light of new work, they do illustrate that it is possible to get 
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different energy costs for similar frames and thus similar monetary costs. The timber 
frame has by far the lowest embodied energy, but as suggested in the text, timber can 
only be used in low rise (3 floors or less) buildings and is thus not a direct competitor in 
many cases. 
Table 1·3: Embodied Energy Cost (5) 
Reinforced Concrete Structural Steel Timber 
(G1) (01) (G1) 
Concrete 4550 1600 
Reinforcement 7600 500 
Structural Steel 15000 
Steel Decking 2200 
Steel Fittings 550 
Formwork 330 
Structural Timber 3600 
TOTAL 12480 19300 4150 
There are also possible monetary and embodied impact savings through the reduction in 
mechanical and electrical services which occurs in low impact buildings, however this 
will mainly be reflected in the operational costs. Any overheads for low energy products 
will tend to be reduced as environmental solutions become more readily available. It is 
also possible that monetary cost will be added during planning and construction due to the 
unfamiliarity with the techniques involved. 
1.2.2.2 Operational 
The operational environmental impacts are those incurred in operating a structure over the 
complete life cycle, for example in fuel use for heating. 
Operational energy is determined by the quantity and use of heat, cooling and ventilation 
equipment installed as well as lighting, equipment and other small loads. A low impact 
building should always reduce the energy requirement, although as noted the embodied 
impacts may increase. Clement-Croomes (6) quoted figures which show how having 
passive cooling rather than air conditioning can reduce the operation costs (Table 1-4). 
The low energy cost figures still leave room for large improvements, but it is clear that 
reductions of around.50% are possible even at this stage. 
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Table 1-4: Typical Office Running Cost (6) 
Office Type Annual Energy Running Cost 
Consumption Cost 
kWh/ml £/m2 
Typical Gooe Typical Gooc 
Air Conditioned 
(i) Prestige 620 39C 22 1~ 
(ii) Standard 420 22( 14 ~ 
Naturally Ventilated 
(i) Prestige 290 IS< 7 ~ 
(ii) Standard 240 12( 6 
" 
1.1.3 Environmental Economics 
There are many different ideas about how economics can be used to control 
environmental impacts including energy use and pollution. Most environmentalists would 
argue that the current situation requires more regulation, tighter laws and higher fines. 
1.2.3.1 Enl'ironmental Economics Theory 
The modern industrial economy can be likened to a throughput machine that profits by 
transforming raw materials and energy into products. In a competitive marketplace, 
individual businesses carry out this function in ways which tend to maximise their 
individual productive efficiencies. That is, they strive to continually reduce the costs of 
acquiring and using raw materials, energy, labour, and other resources. In theory, a 
competitive economy should root out pollution over time, as individual businesses strive 
to increase profits:-
All pollution and all waste is lost profit . . A central purpose of any business that 
seeks profits should be to maximise efficiency, and thereby reduce and 
ultimately eliminate pollution and waste 
WiIliam K. Coors. 
As a general statement this holds true although when looking at the construction 
processes, which tend to produce large amounts of waste (see section 4.2.7), it would 
probably prove more costly to eliminate all waste than to accept it, albeit reluctantly. 
So generally pollution is a sign of imperfect efficiency; raw materials and energy that have 
been incompletely transfonned into products or services. When the costs of acquiring and 
using resources are not fully accounted for (internalised) by the businesses or individuals 
directly responsible for them, waste is not eliminated. 
Failure to externalise cost causes resource depletion and there are two ways to avoid this: 
restrict freedom to use or restrict the resources. In the context of the environmental 
resources (air, water, land and raw materials) command and control regulations do the 
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former - they tell people how to carry out economic activities. More market based laws do 
the latter by using these laws to define external costs out of existence. They achieve this 
by isolating externalised cost categories and assigning specific legal responsibility for 
them. Costs that are externalised by businesses ate typically borne by the environment, 
individuals (the taxpayer or consumer) and future generations. For example, extracting 
fossil fuels imposes costs on the land and water, and burning them emits pollutants into 
the air. These impose costs not only on the environment, but on taxpayers and 
consumers. In addition, consuming non-renewable resources today prevents their later 
use, and thereby imposes costs on the future. 
If the planet earth is conceived of as a bank, then the assets are its natural resources. 
When a process takes fossil fuels from the earth the only financial costs involved are in 
extracting them from the ground. It does not pay the true costs of creating them because 
fossil fuels and resources have already been manufactured over time and stored in the 
earth. Costs imposed on the earth's environment are not included in the profit and loss 
statements of the businesses or individuals responsible for them so they tend to be 
maximised. As long as the damages are within government-established standards then 
contractor or building user is free to inflict them, even if eliminating them would be less 
burdensome for society overall. Environmental policies plug these leaks in the industrial 
economy by imposing a cost and extending ownership for each unit of pollution and 
waste externalised to 'common' resources like air and water. 
1.2.3.2 Environmental Economics In Practise 
For the economy overall, a comprehensive set of environmental laws can serve as a 
powerful agent for industrial renewal, not only by applying the 'polluter pays' principle, 
but also by cultivating the full application of ideas and technologies that can increase the 
value-added manufacturing, and thereby decrease society's collective appetite for physical 
resources. Some of the practical steps which can be taken include -
• Taxes on Consumption and Pollution 
Green taxes are imposed on things of which we require less - consumption, pollution, 
and waste. By increasing the costs of utilising raw materials and energy, and of 
producing pollution and waste, green taxes are intended to drive the development of 
technologies that increase energy and materials efficiency. At a time when the public's 
acceptance of higher taxes is low, green taxes may best be considered an alternative to 
existing taxes, rather than an augmentation of them. The landfill tax falls into this 
category and can be judged to have been a success, helping to increase the awareness of 
the need to recycle. 
• Pollution Fees 
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This makes pollution free up to arbitrary limits set by the government, then sudden 
creates a cost which depends on the current view held by the enforcing body. 
The development and application of comprehensive policies, in concert with the ongoil 
application of knowledge driven technologies, have the potential to expand the resour; 
productivity of the industrial economy by reducing the physical resour;ce requirement 8J 
increasing the knowledge content of products and services; although this is somewll 
limited in the construction of frames, using high strength concrete would be an exampJ 
Over time, this can reduce demand for raw materials and energy, thereby tending 
reduce their price. Efficiencies could eventually lower the value of many raw material 
increasing the likelihood that they will be left in the ground, decreasing environmenl 
impact and cultivating the emergence of an economy characterised by declining was 
production. 
1.2.4 UK Economic Practice 
The points discussed previously in this section suggest a number of possible altemativ, 
in handling environmental issues using economics. In UK some of these methods ha' 
been applied, with limited success. Three ideas which have an impact on the constructi( 
process are discussed. 
1.2.4.1 Carbon Tax 
A carbon tax is levied in the UK, both on motor spirit (petrol) and on fuels used to he 
structures. The level of taxes levied on these types is significantly different, as noted 
section 1.2.4.3. The levelling of VAT on fuels at 8%, later lowered to 5% illustrates tl 
potential difficulty and unpopularity of this type of tax. 
Revenues raised in this way might be used to improve the energy efficiency of user 
There is wide scope for improvements using relatively low level measures, such ~ 
improved insulation. 
The impact of this type of tax will depend on the level of implementation, but while the 
are raised to produce government revenue rather than as environmental taxes which aJ 
used for environmental benefit, the effect will be limited. 
1.2.4.2 Land/ill Tax 
The landfill tax has introduced levies on waste taken to landfill - £2 per tonne on ine 
waste (soil, concrete and brick rubble), more on the varieties of active waste. TI 
majority of the waste produced from frames (both in terms of construction aJ1 
demolition) is inert, although there will be some elements of active waste. This tax 
meant to act in two ways - reduction of waste and encouraging recycling. It was observe 
that, where r;ecycling was performed, it may not result in a benefit to the comparl 
supplying the waste. This tax may have resulted in a higher incidence of illegal tippinl 
but since it is relatively new, there is currently little evidence to support this. For ine 
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This makes pollution free up to arbitrary limits set by the government, then suddenly 
creates a cost which depends on the current view held by the enforcing body. 
The development and application of comprehensive policies, in concert with the ongoing 
application of knowledge driven technologies, have the potential to expand the resource 
productivity of the industrial economy by reducing the physical resource requirement and 
increasing the knowledge content of products and services; although this is somewhat 
limited in the construction of frames, using high strength concrete would be an example. 
Over time, this can reduce demand for raw materials and energy, thereby tending to 
reduce their price. Efficiencies could eventually lower the value of many raw materials, 
increasing the likelihood that they will be left in the ground, decreasing environmental 
impact and cultivating the emergence of an economy characterised by declining waste 
production. 
1.2.4 UK Economic Practice 
The points discussed previously in this section suggest a number of possible alternatives 
in handling environmental issues using economics. In UK some of these methods have 
been applied, with limited success. Three ideas which have an impact on the construction 
process are discussed. 
1.2.4.1 Carbon Tax 
A carbon tax is levied in the UK, both on motor spirit (petrol) and on fuels used to heat 
structures. The level of taxes levied on these types is significantly different, as noted in 
section 1.2.4.3. The levelling of VAT on fuels at 8%, later lowered to 5% illustrates the 
potential difficulty and unpopularity of this type of tax. 
Revenues raised in this way might be used to improve the energy efficiency of users. 
There is wide scope for improvements using relatively low level measures, such as 
improved insulation. 
The impact of this type of tax will depend on the level of implementation, but while they 
are raised to produce government revenue rather than as environmental taxes which are 
used for environmental benefit, the effect will be limited. 
1.2.4.2 Land/ill Tax 
The landfill tax has introduced levies on waste taken to landfill - £2 per tonne on inert 
waste (soil, concrete and brick rubble), more on the varieties of active waste. The 
majority of the waste produced from frames (both in terms of construction and 
demolition) is inert, although there will be some elements of active waste. This tax is 
meant to act in two ways - reduction of waste and encouraging recycling. It was observed 
that, where recycling was performed, it may not result in a benefit to the company 
supplying the waste. This tax may have resulted in a higher incidence of illegal tipping, 
but since it is relatively new, there is currently little evidence to support this. For inert 
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construction waste, there may be a move to increase stockpiles rather than tipping. This 
may mean that while materials are not recycled when they are produced, they will be 
available for use when required. 
1.2.4.3 Cost Of Diesel Fuel 
A distinction is drawn between two kinds of diesel - DERV (diesel engine road vehicles) 
should be used for vehicles for which road tax is payable and Gas oil which is used for 
site based items of plant such as excavators. 
The only physical difference between DERV and gas oil is that the later is coloured pink, 
however there is a substantial difference in cost. The cost for DERV is around fours times 
the cost for gas oil. Figure 1-2 shows figures supplied by the DTI (7) for typical fuel 
prices in March 1997 and, although the actual cost changes over time, this basic 
relationship holds true. 




















Although most construction related transportation will use DERV, some anomalies arise. 
For example mobile cranes use gas oil since they work on site work, but will use the 
same fuel for movement by road. In environmental impact terms DERV and gas oil have 
been taken as identical because the differences in terms of transport and distribution are 
insignificant (see chapter 3). The price differential has nurtured a situation in construction 
where the fuel consumption of items of plant is considered as virtually irrelevant - the 
technical editor of Plant Managers Journal suggested that fuel consumption was too 
esoteric to be covered in his publication (8). This situation is perhaps understandable 
given that large items of plant can cost in excess of £250, 000. 
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An increase in the price of gas oil to similar levels as DERV would have a major effect of 
the cost of operating plant and would almost certainly raise the profile of energy use of 
plant, but might also have a detrimental effect on the volume of work carried out via 
increased monetary costs. In environmental terms this would have two outcomes - a 
lower volume of work would reduce the energy and emissions produced however it 
might also mean that repairs and new buildings would be put off, causing companies to 
continue using older, more energy expensive offices. 
1.2.5 Environmental Law 
There is a growing quantity of statute concerned with construction and the environment. 
In most cases this will apply equally to all frame types. There are however a number 
which will be of consequence to the frame selection process, both directly and indirectly. 
In addition this is an area of the law that can be expected to expand rapidly as there is an 
increase in knowledge of the interaction between the environment and buildings. A good 
guide to this area can be found in the CIRIA environmental handbook series (12). 
The statutes applying to the environment come from both the UK government and the 
European community. UK legislation tends to be different for England and Wales and 
Scotland, although the general thrust of such legislation tends to be similar. The two 
major acts currently in force are the Control of Pollution Act and the newer Environmental 
Protection Act which is currently replacing the older act. 
The ideas behind environmental protection acts are described both explicitly in the section 
on economics and generally throughout the thesis. 
1.3 Kyoto Summit 
The summit in Kyoto in December 1997, provides a good indication of how energy and 
emissions may be dealt with on a world and national scale. 
The summit dealt mainly with production of COl and other greenhouse gases, with some 
nations signing agreements to limit emissions. The targets which have been agreed 
(subject to ratification) are shown in Table 1-5. 
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Table 1·5: Emission Reduction Targets (9) 
Country Emission Targets 










United States 93 
EU Countries (ine. UK) 92 
These targets are based on a percentage of the emissions made in 1990 and have to be 
ratified by the individual nations to become statute. Ratification is not a certainty in some 
countries, particularly the United States. These targets mean that countries which started 
with high emissions in 1990 would still be a large polluter, unless the targets were 
bettered by a significant margin. Other factors covered in Kyoto include the naturally 
occurring gases carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and methane, as well as some man made 
ozone damaging substances. 
The targets should be seen against the background of emissions which are already falling 
slightly in most of the EU countries including the UK. The level of emissions is also 
falling dramatically in the former iron curtain countries, due to the collapse in heavy 
industry post communism, rather than any environmental initiatives. 
Another factor which must be considered is 'emission trading' (10) where countries 
which achieve and exceed the set targets can 'sell' the surplus to countries which have not. 
reached the required levels. This means that the ex communist block countries with much 
reduced heavy industry. have ready made surpluses to sell. 
The outcome is that the net reductions may be much lower than might at first appear, as 
countries which exceed targets sell surpluses allowing other countries to take less action. 
There might also be a positive effect if countries where improvements were difficult to 
make effectively paid inefficient plants in other countries not to produce. Fmissions 
trading was included at the insistence of the US, which is one of the greatest polluters. 
The actual effect of emissions trading is not known beCause this is the first time it has 
been tried on such a large scale, although trials within the US have proved encouraging 
(10). It is possible that this type of scheme could be introduced within the UK and if this 
was the case, accurate assessment of emissions might become a priority. 
One other financial possibility which emerged came from representatives of the insurance 
industry as a counter to the fossil fuels lobby. The insurers, who control around 113 of 
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the total global equities market, stand to lose huge amounts of money due to the climate 
changes caused by emissions. For example the drought in the UK in 1990 cost insurers 
£500 million per year and payments are expected to rise by 50% to £750 million a year by 
2020 (at 1990 prices) (11). This means that insurers have an interest in investing in 
environmentally sound companies. Given this, companies with bad emission problems 
might find it difficult to raise new finance or find the share price falling as insurers sell, 
producing a new impemtive to become green. A representative of Geneml Accident 
commented ... 
What we are saying to individual companies in which we have large 
shareholdings is that we are analysing their strategies on the environment ...... If 
they have not got a strategy for dealing with climate change they will not be a 
good investment. 
Andrew Dlugolecki, Kyoto Summit 1997 (11) 
1.4 Construction And The Environment 
This thesis seeks to examine the literature and models currently available concerning the 
fmme of the building, separate from other considemtions, to provide a clear 
understanding of the processes involved. Issues are only examined if they are directly 
related to the frame. For example, the fmme design impacts strongly on the thermal mass 
and so this is examined, but it has little effect on the fitting out and so this aspect is not 
covered. 
CIRIA special publication 94 (12) lists 14 major issues relating to the construction 
industry's use of energy and the associated environmental impacts. Five of these issues 
are considered directly relevant to this work and these are paraphrased below. 
• New buildings have long lives but are replaced slowly and so represent a long 
term commitment to future energy use. Therefore, it is important to ensure that 
energy efficiency standards are raised for new buildings as they accumulate in the 
stock. 
• The construction industry should set its own voluntary standards for energy 
efficiency which exceed the minima specified in the building regulations. 
• The construction industry's expenditure on fuel and materials is considerable and 
it is in its own interests to seek savings. 
• Air conditioning is unnecessary in most buildings, and in those where it is 
required, it can be zoned to crucial parts of the building only. This results in 
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reduced capital and running costs and also enables a justifiable claim of 
environmental friendliness to be made. 
• Continued work on energy models is important both to support the development 
of eco labelling schemes and to promote energy efficient design. In particular 
there is a need to develop simple models of energy use in non-domestic buildings 
and also to address the usability of detailed simulation models. 
Each of these factors has been considered through out the thesis and applied to the 
methodology and calculations. One other point has also been held in mind, with the aim 
of starting to address the situation: 
Much of the information needed to undertake a comprehensive environmental or 
energy assessment is not yet adequately developed. 
1.5 Conclusions 
The environment is a very wide subject to cover. There can be very few factors which do 
not have an environmental impact of some kind. All of the factors can be view from 
different perspectives. 
The construction industry has a major impact on the environment, both directly via site 
operations and materials procurement, use and disposal, and indirectly as the structures 
are used. The industry as a whole should take action to assess and control environmental 
impacts. There are several tools which can be used to increase the probability of this 
happening the most important being financial and legal. While these tools do not always 
have the desired effect, they are more likely to be applied if the construction industry is 
seen to be slow in responding to the issues. 
The aims of the study described in this thesis therefore are: 
1. To investigate the relative importance of embodied and operational energy. 
2. To investigate the degree of interaction between embodied and operational energy 
3. To determine the relative environmental performance of concrete and steel in terms of 
defined impacts and using a range of parameters 
4. To identify the best methods of reducing environmental impacts measured 
5. To develop a model which will allow a consistent analysis to be performed on a range 
of buildings and which is capable of change to take advantages of changes in 
prevailing conditions in the environmental impact assessment field. 
6. All of these comparisons should be carried out in such a way as to be repea.table 
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2. ENERGY PROVISION AND USE 
As has been suggested in the introduction, there are many possible items which come 
under the broad heading of environmental impact The majority of these are caused, either 
directly or indirectly, by the provision and use of energy. The extent of the impact will 
depend on a range of factors which are discussed in the following sections. 
2.1 Energy Calculations 
The first thing that must be examined when trying to assess energy use in construction are 
the parameters used for study. Their are several models presenting the factors involved in 
measuring the energy over a complete building life cycle. Possibly the clearest, suggested 
by the Building Research Establishment (BRE) , is shown in Figure 2-1. It can be seen 
even in this macro set up that there are a large number of interactions to be considered and 
that on a micro scale the complexity increases massively. The model is split into two 
broad headings - Energy in use (occupational energy) and lifetime embodied energy of 
building materials. 
Figure 2·1: Life Cycle Energy Consumption (1) 
I ENERGY IN BUILDING USEI I 
2.2 Embodied Energy 
The definition of life cycle is very important in the context of calculating the complete 
energy requirements of a building. There are two types of life cycle to be considered in 
this context - the life cycle of the materials used in the building (including the components 
of the structural elements) and that of the building itself. The building life cycle 
encompasses the life cycles of all the materials used from extraction through use to final 
disposal. Ideally this should include any emissions from the materials in landfill sites -
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including energy generated from methane or other useful waste products. This is outside 
the scope of all currently available models. 
The term embodied energy refers to the energy required in order to produce a material or 
structure. This value is usually quoted in gigajoules (G1) per unit of quantity, for example 
cement might be quoted as 8 GJ/tonne1• 
The embodied energy is thus a subset of the total life cycle energy and the ratio of these 
two factors to each other will vary and is discussed in greater detail in Chapters 5, 9 and 
10. 
The inclusion or exclusion of specific items can have a very large effect on the 'energy 
balance' between different materials. This is most clearly stated by Cole and Rousseau 
(2) 
There is no absolute or correct energy intensity of a material. A stated value is a 
direct junction of what was included and what was excluded from its derivation. 
Sections 4.2.2 - 4.2.7 define the factors involved in a complete building life cycle. For 
any given building or component the 'mix' of factors, and hence the relative importance 
of each, will vary. 
An important point to note is that the calculation of an embodied energy figure can be 
considered an additive process. All currently available figures exclude some element from 
the calculation, therefore as more work is carried out, more items could be included and 
the quoted value will tend to increase. For example, an initial calculation might include 
simply the energy immediately involved in the production of a material - total factory 
energy divided by gross volume produced. This could be added to by including energy 
for the offices associated with this production. Further refinements would be made by 
adding the energy needed to transport workers and the embodied energy of plant used in 
production. This can be carried on almost indefinitely as the additions made become 
smaller and smaller as the degree of association becomes lower. A fuller assessment of 
embodied energy is made in chapter 4. 
2.3 Operational Energy 
The operational energy is that required to run the building, including all heating and 
cooling, ventilation, lighting, office equipment and any other items required to make the 
structure operable. Initially the level of energy required will be determined by the 
equipment the building is fitted out with especially the heating and cooling systems, 
although in the longer term the building may well be refitted with different equipment 
I The unit GJ/tonne is the same as MJ/kg which is also quoted - figures quoted with either of these units 
are interchangeable without a multiplication factor. In this report the unit GJ/tonne has been used, eX~l 
where the figure is imported from another report which has used MJ/kg 
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Calculation of the embodied energy will come before (construction phase), during (repair 
and maintenance) and after (demolition and recycling) the period when the building is in 
use. A fuller assessment of operational energy is made in chapter 4. 
2.4 Production Of Energy 
The calculation of life cycle or embodied energy figures for construction can not be 
carried out without knowing the background to energy production and use in the UK. 
This chapter details the basis on which energy and CO2 have been made and illustrates 
these with relevant figures and tables. 
Energy figures can be quoted in a number of ways. National figures tend to be measured 
in tonnes of oil equivalent (TOE), while energy for construction tend to use kilo joules 
(kJ) or kilowatt hours (kWh). The magnitude of some of these figures means that they are 
quoted as mega, giga, tera or peta (each of these being 1000 times larger than the 
preceding figure). Where figures have been changed between different units the following 
conversion factors have been used -
1 Thousand TOE = 41.87 Terajoules = 11.63 Gigawatt hours 
2.5 Primary And Delivered Energy 
For all measurements of embodied energy a distinction should be made about whether the 
figure quoted is primary or delivered energy, because this has a large difference on the 
calculation. 
Delivered energy is that which is required at the point of use, for example a litre of fuel in 
a petrol tank. Primary energy includes every item of expenditure needed to provide the 
energy at the point of use. Table 2-3 shows the energy requirement figures for the UK in 
1996. This shows that 1.86 petawatt hours of energy were used in the UK during the 
year, however an additional 0.85 pWh were required in the supply, distribution and use 
of this energy. Adding these two figures together yields the primary energy requirement 
Therefore for the UK as a whole in 1996, losses were 31% of the total primary energy 
input. 
Table 2-1: Conversion Losses All Energy Sources (3) 
Conversion Losses: 1996 Figures TOEl (1000's) PWh 
Total Primary Energy Input 231890 2.70 
Conversion Losses- 71936 0.84 
Final Energy Consumption 
(' 159954 1.86 
I Tonnes Of Oil Equivalent 
- Losses in conversion, distribution and Use 
This can be expressed in simpler terms: for every 1 unit of primary energy input, only 
0.69 was available at the point of use. The actual split between primary and delivered will 
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depend on three major factors - the type and quantity of fuel used, and the efficiency of 
the machines used in conversion. This presents one of the major problems in interpreting 
some of the available materials data as in many cases no distinction is made between 
primary and delivered. 
The UK uses fuels provided from a basket of supplies (shown in Figure 2-2). The 
relative proportions of coal and gas has changed remarkably in recent years, with the 
deregulation of power supply causing the so called 'dash for gas', where older coal fired 
stations have been phased out in favour of new gas turbine stations. The reasons for this 
are mainly financial, but as detailed in the following sections, this has large implications 
both for overall efficiency and on the generation of COl' 
2.S.1 Renewable Resources 
Figure 2-3 shows the energy which is derived from renewable resources. The scale of 
this charts, relative to Figure 2-2, should not be forgotten - hydro electric power which 
provides 16.7% of the total renewable energy counts for 0.15% of the total for all energy. 
Overall the total energy use was of the order of 230 million tonnes of oil equivalent (TOE) 
while total renewable sources provided 1.72 TOE, less than 1% of the total and only 10% 
of the electricity imported from France. 
Using renewable resources in place of coal and gas will have a positive effect on 
emissions production, because they produce insignificant quantities (mainly associated 
with construction of installations). It should also be noted that a number of the renewable 
sources perform the useful function of reducing waste either by burning or controlled 
decomposi tion. 
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The case of landfill gas is a useful one to examine because of a number of points it raises. 
The material is sent to landfill and the energy extracted at that point. Burning methane to 
produce power is desirable for a number of reasons - a possible dangerous build up of 
gas underground is avoided (the gas must be vented even if it is not used), a potential 
addition to the greenhouse effect is lowered and power is extracted from a waste material. 
On the negative side, the installation of equipment needed to extract and use the gas is 
expensive and only worth while where there is a large potential, for example a large 
landfill site. To provide a large site, materials must be brought in from further around 
than might previously have been the case, increasing traffic and thus increased pollutant 
release. This is the case for a number of other potential waste energy sourcesl . In some 
other cases (some of which are shown as 'Others' in Figure 2-3) such as chicken litter, 
used tyres, active solar, and wind, smaller scale installations can be successfully used. 
2.6 Overall Energy Efficiency 
The numbers shown in express the ratio of primary to delivered energy in the UK 
between 1987 and 1996 (3, 5). A ratio of 1:1 would represent 100% efficiency - no 
losses at all. While this goal is currently unattainable any move in that direction is 
welcome. 
Table 2·2: Overall Energy Efficiency 




The data shows that there has been an improvement in efficiency during this peri~ which 
is caused by two main factors - an improvement in the efficiency with which energy is 
used generally and a large improvement in the efficiency with which electricity is 
generated. Thus in 1987, for every one unit of energy delivered 1.472 was required as an 
input, while in 1996 this had fallen to 1: 1.440. While this may seem like a minor 
improvement, when the large quantities of energy overall are considered, a significant 
saving has been made. The reasons for this can be put down to one basic factor - older 
inefficient coal fired stations have been phased out and replaced by new more efficient gas 
fired stations. This is discussed in more detail in section 2.7.1. 
2 Any waste with a calorific value can potentially provide energy. However. unless the possible cnagy 
availablc for extraction significantly exceeds the input energy requirement for extraction (including 
transportation). there is no likelihood that this energy will be used. Other situations oould be envisaged. 
for example wbae landfill space was at a premium and burning for energy, cven at a nct energy loss, 
might be coosidcRd. 
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2.7 Specific Energy Efficiency 
The energy efficiency figures quoted in the preceding section are based on an overall 
figure for all fuels, however each type of fuel will have an individual rating. Table 2-3 
shows examples of conversion efficiency for all types of fuel used, both from primary to 
delivered and from delivered to useful energy. The figures for conversion to useful 
energy are derived from a range of products, but for any given set up will vary around 
these mean figures. Oil is the most efficient energy form overall (and is also more 
compact than other sources, hence the use for transportation). Once delivered, electricity 
is very efficient in terms of useful energy', however the generation and transmission 
entails large losses. In spite of this electrical energy is used extensively in situations 
where other fuel types would be inconvenient (for example lighting and office 
equipment). It is also used, however, in areas where other forms of fuel might be more 
efficient, such as space heating. 
Table 2-3: Energy Conversion Efficiency (6) 





PE = Primary Energy 
DE=Delivered Energy 













Generally the calculations for construction do not require the figure for conversion from 
delivered to useful energy to be known. This is because a given quantity of fuel will 
produce a definite quantity of material, the actual efficiency with which this is achieved is 
relatively unimportant. The conversion from delivered back into primary energy is 
however, very important, especially for electricity. 
This is the reverse of the situation for companies, for whom the useful energy is very 
important while, because payments are only made direcdy for delivered fuel rather than 
primary energy, this calculation will not enter the equation. Losses from primary to 
delivered will be incorporated in the price paid but the user will not be aware of the 
breakdown. 
3 The useful enCl'gy is the ratio of delivered enCl'gy to used energy - the amount each machine can usefully 
use from the energy it is supplied. 
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CO2 will be produced whenever a fossil fuel (coal, oil and gas) is burnt. The actual 
quantity of gas produced will depend on the specific variety of material burnt. There will 
also be some variation within the fuel type. 
2.7.1 Electricity Generation 
The changes in electricity generation, caused by the deregulation of the industry by the 
UK government, has resulted in great changes in the mix of fuels used - coal being 
largely replaced by natural gas. In 1992, coal provided 61.2% of the total capacity, while 
gas provided only 2.0%. By 1996 this had changed to 42.9% and 21.4% respectively. 
The substitution of new combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants for older stream coal 
fired stations has resulted in a great improvement in the ratio of primary to delivered 
energy4. This is shown in Table 2-4 - the primary energy required in 1996 was the same 
as the primary energy in 1992, however the delivered energy increased from 25.7 to 
28.1. 
This shift in efficiency means that any embodied energy calculations involving significant 
electrical use, made on the basis of, for example 1987 figures, such as Shorrock and 
Henderson (5) will be flawed (although the basic principles will be correct, the 
multiplication factors will be incorrect). There are also implications for two construction 
materials, PFA and Lytag, both of which are made from the waste produced from use of 
coal in power stations. The quantities of raw material production for these products has 
fallen and it is possible that they might become totally unavailable at some point in the 
future. 
Table 2-4: Electrical Energy Efficiency 
Millions Tonnes Of Oil Equivalent 
Fuels Used In FJectricity Generalioo (1996) 
Fuels Used In FJectricity Generatioo (1992) 
Fuels Used In FJectricity Generatioo (1987) 
PE = Primary Energy 









The figures used to produce Table 2-4 are derived from national data and, as such include 
energy imported from France, currently running at around 5% of the total delivered 
energy. The embodied energy and CO2 for this element is difficult to calculate because of 
the differing composition of the power stations in France - predominantly nuclear (around 
70%). For this calculation therefore, the energy imported has been excluded . 
.. The ratio primary to delivered cna-gy is simply the reciprocal of delivered to primary cna-gy and visa 
versa. Thus a PE:DE of 3.33 is equal to a DE:PE of 113.33 = 0.30. This can also be expressed in text. 
For delivered energy of 1 unit there is a primary cna-gy requirement of 3.33 units or for every 1 unit c:L 
primary cna-gy used only 0.3 is delivered to users. 
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Using these figures it is possible to update the data in Table 2-3 as shown in Table 2-5. 
The increase in overall efficiency from 0.29 to 0.36 represents a significant reduction in 
both energy and COz for the same energy requirement (although the demand for energy 
has risen, the primary energy required is the same). 
Table 2-5: Efficiency Of Electricity Generation 
Type Of Fuel 
FJectricity (1992) 
Flectricity (1996) 
PE = Primary Energy 
DE::;: Delivered Energy 






Efficiency Efficiency (DE x UE) 
0.98 0.29 
0.98 0.36 
The basket of fuels used to produce electricity in 1992 and 1996 are shown in Figure 2-4 
and Figure 2-5. Both of these charts represent a primary energy input of 76.6 thousand 
TOE. 
2.8 Primary And Delivered Energy In Construction 
Table 2-6 details the CIRIA estimate for energy (delivered) used in construction in the 
UK. It can be seen that actual 'building' activities make up around 14% of the total 
energy used in construction. One significant point to note is that a proportion of the 
operational energy requirement should be counted towards embodied energy -
construction materials are produced and used by companies, architects, contractors, and 
manufacturers who all use buildings, which all make use of operational energy. This 
factor is discussed later in the thesis. 
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Table 2·6: Construction Energy By Fuel Type (7) 
Commodity/Activity Solid Fuels Oil Products Natural Gas Elect Tota 
(pJ) (pJ) (pJ) (pJ) (pJ 
Iron, Steel & Products 5.0 3.8 5.1 3.3 17.2 
Structural Clay Products 5.4 11.3 18.7 2.7 38.1 
Cement, Lime & Plaster 27.8 1.4 1.9 2.6 33.1 
Concrete, Stone, Asbestos & 11.5 44.9 10.9 12.5 79.8 
Abrasive Products 
Glass 3.3 6.2 1.7 11.2 
Refractory & Ceramic 1.9 2.6 11.1 1.7 17.3 
Paints, Dyes, Pigments & 1.9 0.7 0.4 3 
Printing Inks 
Metal Castings, Forging 1.4 1.5 4.5 2.2 9.t 
Fastenings, Springs, etc. 1.3 0.6 0.6 2. c 
Industrial Plant & Steelwork 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.3 Lt 
Other Machinery & Mechanical 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.7 2.~ 
Equipment 
Timber Processing & Wood 0.1 7.8 0.8 0.6 9.29 
Products 
Plastics Processing 0.1 0.7 0.9 0.8 2.5 
Other 13.4 20.5 15.7 8.7 58.3 
SubTotal 66.9 102.5 78.5 38.8 286.69 
Construction 0.0 40.5 2.5 3.5 46 . .5 
Total 66.9 143.0 81.0 42.3 338.0 
2.9 Fossil Fuel Emissions And Calculations 
As already noted, there is a general correlation between increased fuel use and increased 
emissions and currently the greatest concern about this is the link with global warming by 
the enhanced greenhouse effect 
2.9.1 The Greenhouse Effect 
The earth absorbs shortwave solar radiation, which is redistributed by the atmosphere and 
oceans, and re-radiated back into space on a longer wavelength. For the earth as a whole, 
the incoming and outgoing radiation balance. Some natural gases exist (including carbon 
dioxide and water vapour) and these keep the temperature of the earth 33°C wanner than it 
would be without their presence (8). The activities of humans in burning fossil fuels has 
increased the presence of these gases which has increased the amount of outgoing 
radiation which is trapped. Table 2-7 shows some of the greenhouse gases including the 
concentrations in 1994 and the pre industrial level, the current rate of growth per year and 
gas lifespan. The gases which are shown as having no presence pre industry are purely 
man made and are not directly associated with fossil fuels. There are three main 
greenhouse gas produced from fossil fuel: carbon dioxide (COl)' methane (CH4 ) and 
nitrous oxide (N10) and of these carbon dioxide is the greatest problem, partly due to the 
relatively extended lifespan and partly due to the large quantities produced. 
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Table 2-7: Growth In Greenhouse Gases (8) 
Pre Industrial Level 1994 Average Rate Of Change Lifetim~ 
Concentration 
(ppmv) (ppmv) (per annum) ('{ears 
CO2 280 358 0.40% 50-2()( 
CH" 0.7 1.72 0.60% 1~ 
NP 0.275 0312 0.25% 12( 
CFC-12 0 0.000268 0.00% 5( 
HCFC-22 0 0.00011 5.00% 1~ 
CF" 0 0.000072 2.00% 500()( 
Table 2-8 shows the CIRIA (9) estimate for the relative contribution of greenhouse gases. 
This illustrates that the quantity of gas present does not necessarily correspond with the 
effect - methane has a greater effect than nitrous oxide, even though there are smaller 
concentrations. 
The different effectiveness of gases leads to some interesting anomalies, for example, 
natural gas (mostly methane) leaking from a pipe is potentially a greater problem than 
natural gas burnt as fuel because it is a more effective greenhouse gas than the 
combustion products. The DTI estimates that leakage from pipes was responsible for 9% 
of all methane emissions in the UK in 1995 (10). 
Table 2-8: Gases Contributing To The Greenhouse Effect (9) 
Element Greenhouse Contribution 
Carbon Dioxide (coJ 50% 
Methane (CH,.) 19% 
CFC 12 10% 
Tropospheric O:woe 8% 
CFC 11 5% 
Nitrous Oxide (N20) 4% 
Water Vapour 2% 
OtherCFC 2% 
Table 2-9 shows the government statistics for emissions from fuels burnt (1 0). This table 
uses figures for carbon dioxide in terms of weight of carbon rather than weight of carbon 
dioxide. Therefore a conversion is required to change to the weight of carbon dioxide, 
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based on the molecular weights of carbon and carbon dioxide (5). So every 12 g of 
carbon produced equates to 44 g of carbon dioxides. 
Table 2·9: Primary Fossil Fuel Emissions (10) 
Natural Gas Oil Coal 
g/GJ g/GJ glGJ 
Carbon Dioxide (weight of carbon) 14000 19000 25000 
Methane 4 3 17 
Sulphur Dioxide 590 940 
Black Smoke 17 51 
Nitrogen Oxide 65 140 270 
Volatile Organic Compounds 5 2 14 
Carbon Monoxide 5 15 220 
Clearly the quantity of carbon produced is significantly greater than any of the other 
emissions. Therefore, even allowing for the greater efficiency as a greenhouse gas of 
other emissions, the total quantity of CO2 released means that it is the most important 
cause of warming and should be highest on the list of targets for reduction. It should also 
be remembered that a reduction in fossil fuel use will lower all emissions by the factors 
shown. 
Table 2-10 shows the gross emissions by fuel type for 1995. The data reflects the figures 
in Table 2-9 with coal producing large quantities of carbon and sulphur dioxide. Also of 
note are the emissions from the petroleum derivatives used in transportation - the large 
majority of carbon monoxide being produced by motor spirit (petrol). Also worth noting 
is the large quantity of black smoke emissions from DERV (diesel). Transportation 
generally has a large impact in most areas and these issues are discussed in chapter 3. 
5 The formula for caladating CO2 from a fuel is simply the carbon content of the fuel divided by the 
calorific value. Thus is the weight of carbon produced. This then needs to be multiplied by 44/12 which 
is the relative moleadar weights. The carbon content of the fuel will vary. as will the calorific value so 
care is required when making caladations. 
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Table 2·10: Emissions By Fuel (10) 
Carbon Sulphur Nitrogen Black Volatile Carbon 
Dioxide Oxides Smoke Organic Monoxide 
Emissions Compounds 
Million t Thousand t Thousand t Thousand t Thousand t Thousand t 
Coal 46 1659 518 76 25 313 
Solid Smokeless Fuel 2 32 4 12 2 laC 
Petroleum 
Motor Spirit 19 16 643 14 609 4631 
DERV 12 35 423 163 72 19E 
Gas Oil 7 48 215 33 28 4S 
Fuel Oil 9 457 115 11 4 4/ 
BumingOil 2 1 7 
Other Petroleum 6 26 74 2 6 21 
Natural Gas 41 164 13 14 
Other Emissions 5 90 134 44 1576 10E 
Total 149 2364 2297 355 2335 547/ 
Much of the work canied out studying construction and the environment makes use of 
calculations by Shorrock and Henderson (5). For example the reports by CIRIA (9), 
published in 1994 use these figures. As already noted, the energy figures provided in that 
work are based on 1987 figures and so are the CO2 calculations. While the changes which 
have occurred are not as problematic as for energy, some of the values (specifically 
calorific values) have changed and the CO2 value for electricity is affected in the same 
way as the energy value. 
None of the publications which have quoted this work as a reference explicitly state 
whether the formulas or the data are used for base calculations. This means that any 
derived CO2 values could be significantly in error. The problem is largely unavoidable in 
so far as calculations using data from year X will always be suspect viewed from year Y. 
However, if any report noted what basic values had been taken, problems could be 
minimised. 
The CO2 production figures for both DTI and Shorrock and HendersonlCIRIA are shown 
in Table 2-11. The DTI values have been multiplied as suggested, by the molecular 
weights, to provide parity with the other data. The differences shown are not great in 
themselves, but would be magnified when used over the whole construction industry or 
. even a specific building. 
Table 2·11: Primary Energy Carbon Dioxide Production 
Fuel DTI ShorrocklCIRIA 
CO2 Contribution kg/GJ kg/GJ 
Coal 91.7 91 
Gu 513 SO 
Oil 69.7 69 
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CIRIA have used the figures provided to produce a companion to Table 2-6, detailing 
CO2 production in construction. This is shown in Table 2-12. The biggest single producer 
of CO2 is concrete and stone contributing 36% of the total. This is a simple reflection of 
the values in the similar energy table - energy multiplied by CO2 contribution (the figures 
quoted in Table 2-11 are for primary CO2 and thus should only be applied to primary 
energy calculations). 
Table 2·12: Construction CO2 By Fuel Type (9) 
Commodity/Activity Solid Oil Natural Elect Process Total 
Fuels Products Gas 
Million Tonnes (pJ) (pJ) (pJ) (pJ) (pJ) (pJ) 
Iron, Steel & Products 0.46 0.32 0.28 0.76 1.82 
Structural Qay Products 0.5 0.95 1.03 0.62 3.1 
Cement, Lime & Plaster 2.56 0.12 0.1 0.6 0.59 3.97 
Concrete, Stone, Asbestos & 1.06 3.77 0.6 2.89 6.12 14.44 
Abrasive Products 
Glass 0.28 0.34 0.39 1.01 
Refractory & Ceramic 0.17 0.22 0.61 0.39 1.39 
Paints, Dyes, Pigments & Printing 0.16 0.04 0.09 0.29 
Inks 
Metal Castings, Forging 0.13 0.13 0.25 0.51 1.02 
Fastenings, Springs, etc. 0.11 0.03 0.14 0.28 
Industrial Plant & Steelwork 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.17 
Other Machinery & Mechanical 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.16 0.3 
Equipment 
Timber Processing & Wood Products 0.01 0.66 0.04 1.16 1.87 
Plastics Processing 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.18 0.3 
Other 1.23 1.72 0.86 2.01 5.82 
SubTotal 6.16 8.63 4.31 9.97 6.71 35.78 
Construction 3.4 0.14 0.81 4.35 
Total 6.2 12.0 4.5 10.8 6.7 40.1 
2.10 Conclusions 
Buildings account for a large proportion of all the energy used in the UK, both in tenns 
of the energy used in operating existing structures and the construction of new buildings. 
Total energy use (primary energy basis) equalled 232 million tonnes oil equivalent (TOE) 
(3) in 1996 and of this around 116 is for operational use in buildings and 11.6 for 
materials embodied energy. This means that around 55% (7) of the total energy required 
is used, in one way or another, in structures. 
A significant amount of work has been carried out into calculation of the building 
operational energy requirements, but less so into embc5d.ied energy due to the relative 
proportions of each and therefore their perceived influence. It should therefore be noted 
that the 11.6 million TOE used in ~e construction process represents half of all the 
energy produced by nuclear power stations and 6.5 times all the energy produced from 
renewable resources in the UK in 1996. It should also be remembered that some of the 
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energy used in building operation is used by architects, contractors and materials 
SUppliers, and should thus be counted in the embodied energy of the facilities they create. 
In addition as future designers decrease the energy use required of buildings, moving 
towards a target of a 'zero emissions building', embodied energy will become relatively 
more important. 
Due to the rapid rate of change in the efficiency of energy supply, especially with respect 
to electricity generation, any calculations made on the basis of old figures should be 
regarded with extreme caution. One possible solution to this is to provide detailed figures 
for delivered energy use which can then be updated with primary energy data as required. 
This would require a standard methodology to be used by all parties making calculations. 
This also applies to calculations made for other countries, especially ones where power 
generation is carried out using significantly different spread of input fuels. Generally 
there is a positive linear relationship between energy use and emissions, although this will 
be different for each fuel and especially for electricity. Given this relationship and the 
importance of COl as a greenhouse gas, these two factors could be concentrated on to 
simplify environmental modelling, although other factors should not be forgotten. 
Nuclear and renewable energy sources produce very little COl' but both forms of 
generation have other associated problems. Nuclear power in particular presents many 
problems both in operational safety and disposal of nuclear waste. The real cost of 
nuclear power, taking disposal into account is very difficult to calculate. Renewable 
resources are much safer than nuclear power but can require installation in 
environmentally sensitive areas or be visible for long distances (for example wind farm 
sites on hill tops). Currently the cost per kWh, due mainly to the high capital costs and 
. the relative newness of the technology, reduces the use of this type of power. 
Any calculations made should be 'data stamped' to ensure that the age and source of the 
base data is clear. The figures used in transportation energy are detailed in chapter 3. 
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3. TRANSPORTATION ENERGY AND EMISSIONS 
The need for transportation occurs throughout the life cycle of a structure from the initial 
construction to demolition and disposal. Although the DTI provide, in conjunction with 
the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR)(l), a table 
showing gross road use (Table 3-1), it is not possible to assess what proportion of these 
quantities are construction related. However, significant proportions of the car, light good 
vehicles (LOV) and heavy goods vehicles (HGV) can be linked to construction. 
There has been a clear trend between 1985 and 1995 for increased road use, especially for 
articulated heavy goods vehicles (although some of this has been simply been a transfer 
from smaller to larger vehicles). Construction makes use of all types of transportation, 
but most will either be light or heavy goods vehicles. 
Table 3·1: Vehicle Road Use (1) 
Billion vehicle kilometres 1985 1995 % Change 
..... 
Cars And Taxis 2.50.5 353.2 41% 
Motor Cycles 7.4 4.1 -45% 
Larger Buses And Coaches 3.7 4.7 27% 
Goods V chides 
light Vans 25.2 39.1 55% 
Heavy Goods By Type 
2 Axle Rigid 13.3 16.1 21% 
3 Axle Rigid 1.3 1.5 15% 
4 or more Axle Rigid 1.3 1.5 15% 
3 Axle Artic 0.7 0.4 -43% 
4 Axle Artic 4.4 2.9 -34% 
5 or more Axle Artic 1.9 7.4 289% 
-
All HGV 22.9 29.8 30% 
All Motor V chides 309.7 430.9 39% 
-PecIai Cycles 6.1 4.5 -26% 
-
3.1 Generalldeas 
Transportation will be the main energy component for some materials where extraction is 
relatively easy but large volumes require movement - aggregates for concrete for example. 
Measuring this factor is extremely complicated due to the variable nature of transportation 
lllethods and routes possible. For example, while it is possible to make an estimate for the 
enVironmental costs of a concrete hatching plant, working out the implications of 
tranSPOrting the batched concrete to site would require knowledge of each wagon, road 
COnditions and distances involved. One possible way around this is to use a weighted 
average system looking at gross flows from area to area of materials either on a macro or 
lllicro level, although this involves gross generalisations. 
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3. TRANSPORTATION ENERGY AND EMISSIONS 
The need for transportation occurs throughout the life cycle of a structure from the initial 
construction to demolition and disposal. Although the DTI provide, in conjunction with 
the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DErR)(I), a table 
shOwing gross road use (Table 3-1), it is not possible to assess what proportion of these 
quantities are construction related. However, significant proportions of the car, light good 
vehicles (LaV) and heavy goods vehicles (HGV) can be linked to construction. 
There has been a clear trend between 1985 and 1995 for increased road use, especially for 
articulated heavy goods vehicles (although some of this has been simply been a transfer 
from smaller to larger vehicles). Construction makes use of all types of transportation, 
but most will either be light or heavy goods vehicles. 
Table 3·1: Vehicle Road Use (I) 
'B'illion vehicle kilometres 1985 1995 % Change 
~ 
Cars And Taxis 250.5 353.2 41% 
Motor Cycles 7.4 4.1 45% 
Larger Buses And Coaches 3.7 4.7 27% 
Goods Vehicles 
Light Vans 25.2 39.1 55% 
Heavy Goods By Type 
2 Axle Rigid 13.3 16.1 21% 
3 Axle Rigid 1.3 1.5 15% 
4 or more Axle Rigid 1.3 1.5 15% 
3 Axle Artic 0.7 0.4 43% 
4 AxleArtic 4.4 2.9 -34% 
5 or more Axle Artic 1.9 7.4 289% 
-
AllHGV 22.9 29.8 30% 
All Motor Vehicles 309.7 430.9 39% 
-PcdaJ. CYcles 6.1 4.5 -26% 
-
3.1 General Ideas 
Transportation will be the main energy component for some materials where extraction is 
relatively easy but large volumes require movement - aggregates for concrete for example. 
MeasUring this factor is extremely complicated due to the variable nature of transP9rtation 
methods and routes possible. For example, while it is possible to make an estimate for the 
enVironmental costs of a concrete batching plant, working out the implications of 
transporting the batched concrete to site would require knowledge of each wagon, road 
COnditions and distances involved. One possible way around this is to use a weighted 
average system looking at gross flows from area to area of materials either on a macro or 
tnicro level, although this involves gross generalisa:tions. 
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3.1.1 Suggested Figures In Transportation 
The majority of transportation that occurs during the frame construction phase - materials 
movement to and from site - makes use of road haulage, usually on a regional basis. The 
materials used in frame construction are produced in a relatively large number of 
locations. In some cases rail or barge would be used, for example for bulk materials, 
however this will be limited to situations where the materials are situated close to a 
railhead or canal. 
Road transportation is the most energy intensive form of transportation - Table 3-2 shows 
estimates of transportation energy cost per tonne for road and rail over different distances. 
Rail transportation has a lower energy per tonne for 200 km than road for 100 km 
travelled. The average cost for both road and rail falls with increased distance - this 
reflects the energy to load and unload materials, which is constant whether the distance 
moved is 1 or 1000 km. Transportation by water will have even lower energy costs. 
Where possible, transportation should occur using the most efficient form available. 
Table 3-2: Buchanan & Honey Transport Energy (2) 
Item Embodied Energy 
MJ/t 
Transport Road 30 km 114 
Road SO km 190 
Road 100 km 230 
Rail 200 km 14(i 
Rail SOOkm 36.5 
The actual energy consumed for any given material transport will depend on three major 
factors - the efficiency of the vehicle, the route travelled and the traffic encountered - and 
a number of lesser factors - the skill of the driver, whether the engine is warm, the degree 
of loading and vehicle aerodynamics. These factors are illustrated by Transport Research 
Laboratory (TRL) data. The TRL provide a system for calculation of average fuel 
consumption (3) over a working day. Figure 3-1 shows the measurement for an HGV 
over a sample day, including simulated breaks and different travel patterns. While these 
figures were calculated under very controlled conditions, rather than the possible 
extremes of actual road travel, there are significant variations. Fuel consumption in real 
world conditions could be expected to vary even more in a mixed working day, although 
when travel occurs with constant speed and conditions, for example a motorway, energy 
consumption could be much more even. 
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Figure 3-1: Average Fuel Consumption (3) 
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It is interesting to note that the vehicle fuel consumption increases by about 34% when 
going from unloaded to fully loaded. This is supported by work at the Energy 
Technology Support Group (ETSU)(4) which suggests, based on road testing of 17 and 
38 tonne vehicles, that fuel consumption increases by 10% with a half load and 30% with 
a full load. 
ETSU are also currently researching the possible use of alternative fuels (5, 6). Sources 
such as natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and biodiesel J could all be used 
subject to engine conversion and limitations on fuel tank size. The renewable sources will 
generally generate lower emissions than for petrol or diesel. Some of these fuels have 
been in use in specialised cases, such as for agricultural vehicles, for long periods but 
they are not currently widely accepted. 
ETSU estimates that production of oilseed rape, which is used to produce biodiesel , 
could not substitute for more than 7% of 1992 DERV requirement even if all the land 
currently set aside under the European Common Agricultural Policy were used for this 
purpose. 
Table 3-3 shows average figures for distance travelled in an hour over different road 
types in both a light and heavy goods vehicle. The results range from 80 km per hour on 
I Biodiese) is produced from agricultural crops - for example rapeseed. It is therefore renewable. 
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a motOlway to 20 km per hour in an urban environment - for every hour spent on a 
motolWay four hours are required on urban roads to travel the same distance. 
These figures can be used in conjunction with travel distance to predict how long any 
given journey might take. This could be used in the calculation of total traffic incurred by 
any given process. Generally most journeys over longer distances will be travelled over a 
range of roads rather than only one type. This factor dilutes the usefulness of these 
figures, unless the route is known. Shorter routes will tend to have a greater fuel 
consumption than longer ones on average because of the effect on 'warming up' and each 
break in travel will further increase this factor as shown by the TRL research data (Figure 
3-1). 
Table 3·3: Travel Speeds For Light and Heavy Goods Vehicles (7,8) 
Vehicle Category Average km/hour 
LGV Urban 36 
Rural 56 
Motorway 80 
HGV UIban 20 
Rural 40 
Motorway 80 
3.1.2 Transportation Energy Calculations 
The figures for distances travelled in a given time must be supplemented with figures for 
acttJal fuel consumption and these are quoted in three basic ways - miles per gallon 
(MPG), kilometres per litre (kmllt.) and litres per one hundred kilometres (lt.lloo km). 
Since these all measure fuel consumption, a figure given in, say, MPG can be converted 
into either of the others and so on. 
The data shown in Table 3-4 is given as energy per litre of fuel. Diesel can be seen to' 
have the most energy closely followed by petrol, with LPG some way back. 






The high energy potentials of petrol and diesel are the main attractions of these as fuels 
for road transportation - large distan~s can be travelled using a relatively small and light 
fuel reserve (the vehicle fuel tank) which leaves more space for the paying cargo. 
Alternative fuels are at a disadvantage in this respect. 
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For every gigajoule of fuel in the fuel tank must be added the production cost. This data 
is shown in Table 3-5 to Table 3-7. These tables show the energy overhead, in 
megajoules per gigajoule and associated CO2 emissions. 
The energy shown in Table 3-4 is the energy in a delivered litre of fuel - the potential 
energy of a litre of fuel actually in the vehicle tank (delivered energy). There is however, 
an energy requirement to win, process and transport the fuel to the place of use (primary 
energy). 
Table 3-5: Production Energy & Emission Figures For Petrol (6) 
Petrol Energy CO2 
MJ/GJ kg/GJ 
Extraction 62.4 3.4 
Transport 8.2 0.6 
Refining 96.3 6.1 
Distribution 2.0 0.2 
168.9 10.3 
Table 3-6: Production Energy & Emission Figures For Diesel (6) 
Diesel Energy CO2 
MJ/GJ kg/GJ 
Extraction 58.7 3.2 
Transport 7.7 0.6 
Refmiug 53.4 3.0 
Distribution 1.9 0.2 
121.7 7.0 
Table 3-7: Production Energy & Emission Figures For LPG (6) 
LPG Energy CO2 
MJ/GJ kg/GJ 
Extraction 64.7 3.5 
Traosport 8.6 0.6 
Refming 35.8 2.7 
Sklr8&C 7.5 0.4 
Distribution 5.6 0.4 
122.2 7.6 
For clarity these tables have been reiterated in Table 3-8, which has combined the energy 
and production requirements to produce a total energy figure for a gallon of fuel. It 
should be remembered that the distance travelled in a vehicle using one unit of fuel will 
derive from the energy in THAT UNIT of fuel - the energy excluding production cost. 
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However, to be correct in costing the energy requirement the production energy must be 
added in. 
For example, a diesel HGV with one gallon of fuel in its tank might travel 9 miles (it 
travels 9 miles per gallon) and this has derived from expending 0.176 gigajoules of 
energy (the energy from one gallon of diesel). However for that fuel to be in the tank of 
the HGV required an extra 0.0219 gigajoules in production cost (0.176 x 0.1217) 
therefore the total energy to travel 9 miles would be 0.1979 gigajoules. 
Table 3-8: Energy Per Litre or Fuel Including Production Cost 
Energy Waste Total 
GJ/lt. GJ/Gallon GJ/GJ GJ/Gallon 
Petrol 0.0353 0.160 0.1689 0.1876 
Diesel 0.0388 0.176 0.1217 0.1979 
LPG 0.0260 0.118 0.1222 0.1326 
The information contained in Table 3-9 - Table 3-11 shows the life cycle energy and 
emissions for a range of vehicles. These figures can be used, as a basic average, to 
calculate actual energy and emissions for each road trip. The figures are limited in range 
and do not provide sufficient information to be of use for the generally more specialist 
equipment used in the construction industry, for instance heavy cranes or concrete mixer 
wagons. 
Table 3-9: Vehicle Energy & Emission Figures For Petrol & Diesel (6) 
Fuel Fuel Fuel cq~ 
11100 km MPG MJIkm gIkm 
LGV§ Petrol 13.6 20.9 4.8 309 
LGV Diesel 103 27.6 4.0 267 
HGV Diesel 32.8 8.7 12.7 853 
Old Bus Diesel 443 6.4 17.2 1119 
New Bus Diesel 34.1 8.4 13.2 885 
§ Petrol light goods vehicle with three way catalyst 
Table 3·10: Life Cycle Energy Use And Emissions For Petrol & Diesel (6) 
Energy COl 
MJIkm gIkm 
LGV§ Petrol 5.6 3~ 
LGV Diesel 4.5 29~ 
HGV Diead 143 942 
Old Bus Diead 193 123S 
New Bus Diead 14.8 97i 
§ Petrol lIght goods vehicle WIth three way catalyst 
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New Bus Catalyst 14.5 
§ Bi Fuel LGV with three way catalyst 
Table 3·12: Life Cycle Energy Use And Emissions For LPG (6) 
Energy CO 
MJIkm gIkm 
LGV§ Catalyst 5.2 30S 
LGV Catalyst 143 ~ 
HGV Lean Bum 15.7 94 
Old Bus Catalyst 21.2 1204 
New Bus Catalyst 163 974 
§ Bi Fuel LGV with three way catalyst 
Using these figures calculations can be made for the fuel consumed in transportation and 
associated energy. The ETSU figures also allow calculation of a range of emission values 
including for CO2 and NOx. An estimate can also be made of the time spent travelling and 
so a calculation could be made for the trip hours incurred for any given operation or 
building. The figures shown in Table 3-13 are derived from the preceding tables and 
represent the energy and CO2 figures per gallon for petrol, diesel and LPG. 
The figures for diesel CO2 are slightly lower than those quoted by the OTI for oil in 
section 2.9, (13 kg/gallon = 66 kg/GJ, OTI figure for oil 69 kg/GJ) however these 
figures have been formulated especially for transportation fuels and have therefore 
superseded the general data. 
Table 3·13: Derived Fuel And CO2 Figures 
Total CO. 
GJ/Gallon kg/gall 011 
PeIrOl 0.1876 1~ 
Diesel 0.1979 13 
LPG 0.1326 2S 
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3.2 Conclusions 
Transportation is an important user of energy and contributes large quantities of 
greenhouse gases. There are factors other than simple energy and emissions associated 
with transportation - congestion, danger to road users and pedestrians and time lost to 
traffic for example. Any move towards reducing traffic could therefore have a large 
benefit in many areas. 
The actual calculation of fuel use and time spend on travelling is very difficult due to the 
possible variations in prevailing conditions. A journey of 10 miles on a specific length of 
road and in one particular vehicle could take vastly different times and use different 
quantities of fuel depending on the traffic, the weather or the driver. This possible 
variability is multiplied many times when considering the permutations possible in any 
construction project - the distances, plant used, plant efficiency and site access will all 
vary in addition to the factors already noted. In other cases simple economics can decide 
the environmental impact, for example selection of a hatching plant 10 miles from site 
rather than one 2 miles from site due to relative costs involved. 
In spite of this, it is possible to use average figures for fuel consumption and average 
speeds to assess transportation impact Figures taken over time and averaged will include 
all the elements mentioned, even though a specific journey might not conform to the 
pattern. In line with other assessments in this thesis, good transportation practise has 
been assumed and this will to some degree minimise the variable factors. The general 
guidelines given by the Freight Transport Association (FT A)(9) are assumed to have been 
followed -
• Help drivers get the best from their vehicles. 
• Make the vehicles as energy efficient as is economically worthwhile. 
• Select the best vehicle for the job. 
There is currently no detailed assessment of the transportation element associated with 
specific structures and this would be a useful figure to have with a view to reducing 
transportation impact There is also little data for general travel patterns for plant and 
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4. FACTORS IN BUILDING DESIGN 
Building design plays a key role in determining environmental success. It plays a major 
part in establishing the embodied energy and operational energy requirement and overall 
user satisfaction. Of these factors, embodied and operational energy can both be 
calculated in terms of actual quantities, subject to certain limitations discussed in sections 
4.2 and 4.3. 
Although ultimately user satisfaction is the most important factor in determining success 
or failure, as discussed in section 4.4.1, it is much harder to quantify. Some studies have 
provided limited numerical data in this area but most work focuses on the numerical 
values which can be calculated for energy and emissions. 
Due to the relative unfamiliarity of this type of assessment, there are currently a 
significant number of figures available only for two components - Energy and carbon 
dioxide (COl) emissions. Other factors should not be discounted, but the sophistication to 
calculate them with any degree of certainty is currently not in place. 
Where the term environmental impact is discussed, in broad terms it means all the impacts 
from all the energy and emissions associated with an action. Realistically however it is 
confined to the associated energy and COl' Minimising environmental impact therefore 
implies a reduction of all those factors, but generally means a reduction in energy and 
COl' 
Although these two factors, along with other unmeasured emissions are closely linked in 
most cases, there may be instances where a decrease in one results in an increase in the 
other. This is true, for example, in the production of electricity, where nuclear power 
results in only small quantities of COl compared with coal, but may result in other 
harmful effects. 
4.1 Minimising Environmental Impact 
There are two main methods of minimising the environmental impact of buildings. The 
first is to minimise the embodied energy. This is done by trading off between materials 
which can provide a similar level of functionality but with different embodied energy 
values. The second method is to reduce the operational energy requirement There are a 
wide range of possible methods to achieve reduced operational energy use. 
The minimisation of embodied and operational energy may also require a compromise 
within the design, so that a reduction in operational energy may increase embodied 
energy. 
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4.2 Embodied Energy 
Embodied energy can be defined as being the sum of direct and indirect energy consumed 
in all processes involved with a building or component during a complete life cycle for 
that item. CIRIA estimates that about 4.5% of national demand for energy is used as 
construction materials compared with approximately 50% used as operational energy (the 
day to day energy requirements to run a building). This generates around 40 million 
tonnes of carbon dioxide annually (1). 
Work carried out by Davis Langdon & Everest (2) in conjunction with the BRE suggests 
that the major components of total life cycle energy consumption of a building are factors 
Dot related at all to the structural material, but rather the operational energy and that used 
in repair, refurbishment and maintenance. This work makes a number of assumptions, 
for example that the design life will be fully used and so uses this as the basis for 
calculations - usually 60 years. This will not always be the case - work done by Oolton 
(3) suggests that the design life is often unimportant when consideration is made of a 
building's future. In addition as future designers decrease the energy use required of 
buildings, moving towards a target of a 'zero emissions' building, operational energy will 
become relatively less important. 
4.2.1 Important Factors In Calculation or Embodied Energy 
Apart from the limits on data collection there are a number of other factors which should 
be considered when calculating embodied energy. 
4.2.1.1 Partitioning 
Partitioning is the process of dividing costs (both financial and environmental) between 
products which are produced from the same process. For example, production of steel 
results in not only the main product but also, with minimum extra processing, ground 
granulated blast furnace slag (OOBS). This material was regarded as waste but is now 
considered a useful material, serving as a substitute for cement in concrete. This in turn 
reduces the embodied energy of the concrete it is used in. 
Due to the fact that this is a novel concept, there is no clear agreement on how partitioning 
should occur. If no partitioning occurs there is clearly an over estimate of the 
environmental cost of one material and an underestimate of the other. One simple method 
for splitting is based on the relative commercial values of the two products. 
4.2.1.2 Feedatoc1c Energy 
In some cases materials which could be used for power generation are used for other 
purposes. There is therefore a 'penalty' attached from the energy thus forgone. The most 
obvious example of this is the use of oil products as a carrier medium for chemicals, for 
example additives to concrete often use gas oil. 
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One other example which occurs in frame construction, is the use of wooden form work. 
Wood has a calorific value of approximately 10 GJ/t. If the material is used as shuttering 
then this energy is not used. It is possible that, after use, the used timber would be either 
burnt or used for landfill methane extraction and in this case the energy is realised. Where 
this occurs, it is possible that the embodied energy of form work could be lowered 
because the wood has two uses. The major problem in evaluating the feedstock energy is 
the uncertainty over the end use - in the case of shuttering, after use on site the wood 
could be either burnt on site (although this is less common than it might previously have 
been), taken to landfill or used as energy. 
4.2.1.3 Non Economic Carbon Use 
In some cases a manufacturing process takes advantage of a fuel source within materials 
that could otherwise be used for energy production. There is therefore a question of 
whether to include this energy in the overall calculation. 
An example of this which occurs in this study, is the processing of pulverised fuel ash 
(PFA), a waste product from coal fired power stations. PFA has two major uses in frame 
construction (as well as several other non building uses) - as a cementitious material in 
concrete and as a lightweight aggregatel (trade name Lytag). As the name suggests, PFA 
is the remains of burnt fuel and, because a coal fired station is not particularly efficient 
(see section 2.5), this contains an unused carbon content. This is then burnt in the 
process of turning the ash into a useable (saleable) product. 
There is therefore a question about whether to include this energy in the calculation of 
PFA embodied energy. Clearly the material has already been used as fuel and as much 
energy as possible has been extracted at the power station (there is no reason to think that 
useful fuel would be disposed 00. The wasted energy is accounted for in the primary to 
delivered conversion factor (see Chapter 2) and there is thus a partitioning issue, both 
because the PFA is a waste product which is imported with a zero embodied energy and 
because of the energy still available in the product. 
4.2.1.4 Sequestered CO2 
For materials which fix CO2, there is a suggestion that a deduction be made from the 
emissions to reflect this value. This applies in particular to timber products. This means 
that as a tree is grown it fixes a certain quantity of CO2 (the negative amount) but 
processing produces some emissions (the positive amount). This gives a net value for the 
timber as long as it is in the structure. When the structure is demolished, the fixed 
I 1be poductim of L YTAG requires 811 exb'a stage after the productioo of PF A for cement rep1aameat. 
The processing of PF A involves pading the materials for different uses - larger elements are used f(l' 
LIT AG, while fmer particles are used as cementitious material. 
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(sequestered) COl again comes into play. Some of the values detailed from other works 
include this negative value for COl (see Table 4-3). For timber, the net effect of this 
element will depend on the balance of planting to cutting in the country in question. It 
should be remembered that the COl is only fixed for as long as the timber is held in the 
structure. 
4.2.1.5 Recycled Materials 
Recycled materials are generally held to have an initial embodied energy of zero -
although concrete may have an embodied energy of 8 OJ/t in terms of calculating a 
structural energy figure, demolition rubble is said to have an embodied energy of 0 OJ/t. 
This could also be thought of a special form of partitioning. It is possible to say that. once 
a building has come to the end of the design life, the lowest energy solution would be to 
simply leave it standing. The energy for demolition and disposal is in addition to that 
absolutely necessary. In practical terms, leaving a structure would not happen for a 
number of reasons - the value of land being the most important of these. However, in the 
same way that GOBS has a value and can be said to share some of the pig iron embodied 
energy, if waste has a value, it could be said to share some of the structure embodied 
energy. This value is not necessarily calculated only by a resale value, but could be set 
against the cost of disposal. 
However, a common sense approach would be that end of use buildings need to be 
demolished and that the waste produced should be reused to limit environmental impact 
Any assignment of a carried over embodied energy to waste would reduce the desirability 
of recycling, and this is to be discouraged. 
4.2.2 Raw Materials Extraction 
The extraction of raw materials will be more important for products which require a large 
input, especially when these are bulky. Both steel and concrete frames will require 
significant amounts of raw materials. However these materials tend to be provided on a 
local basis for concrete, but imported from abroad for steel. Materials importation 
presents some problems in energy calculation because of. for example. making sure of 
data parity. 
Aggregates incur major environmental costs, although for transportation rather than 
extraction. Figures from Amato (4). shown in Table 5-6, suggest that the transportation 
cost can be as much as one half of the total embodied energy for bulk materials. Raw 
material extraction is an area where there is a large amount of controversy about damage 
to the environment - especially where quarries are situated in areas of natural beauty. 
Concrete is clearly the major user of quarried materials both in terms of raw materials for 
cement and aggregates for mix production. 
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The production and use of timber is a slightly different case from the other materials for a 
number of reasons -
• The range of timber varieties 
• The renewable nature of the resource if correctly managed 
• The impact on COl 
It is possible to view timber as an environmentally neutral material although this will only 
be the case in certain situations. Since trees lock up COl as they grow and only release it 
on destruction, if all timber used is replenished with an appropriate quantity of saplings 
no change in the net quantity of this pollutant will occur (excluding the relatively small 
costs associated with felling and treating). The truth of this argument depends on stocks 
of wood being correctly managed (for example replacing tropical hardwood with 
softwood would not result in a balance and may also have a negative impact on the variety 
of woodlands). Given these facts it may be possible to neglect the COl cost for any given 
use of the material, although this should be justified by the circumstances. This is clearly 
an area where some of the economic ideas discussed in Chapter 2 may come into play 
with heavy surcharges to intemalise1 the total cost. 
The overall level of raw materials extraction is closely linked to the quantity and level of 
recycling. Generally increases in materials recycling will reduce the demand for new 
materials while at the same time reducing waste. This should generally be encouraged in 
the interests of lowering construction impact. 
4.2.2.1 Embodied Energy Value For Aggregates 
Most sources quote figures for a range of construction materials (these are included in 
section 4.2.3), however MacSporran et al (5) examined the quarrying and recycling 
processes in detail. This assessment includes estimates for the plant involved in each of 
the processes as well as the quarry and transportation process. These values were 
calculated using delivered rather than primary energy. Ovemll the total energy required for 
new aggregates is only 63% of that required for recycled, but most of this comes from the 
higher transportation energy - recycled aggregates were more bulky than new and 
required movements around urban areas. The energy required for plant, both for 
production and transportation is significantly lower than the direct requirements for 
production and movement (fuel and operation costs) (see Table 4-1). The embodied 
energy for plant was calculated by simply taking the mass of steel in, for example, the 
1 ie make ea:h company pay AlL the costs incurred. for example from the damaged caused by exhaust 
J81Cs. rather than ooly buying fud. 
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crusher and multiplying by the embodied energy for steel, which was taken as 38.4 GJ/t. 
This value is significantly higher than that used in this thesis. There is also no assessment 
of the production energy for items of plant. 
Table 4-1: Processing Energy For Aggregate (5) 
New Recycled New: Recycled 
(GJ/t) (GJ/t) (%) 
Direct Production Energy 0.0370 0.0380 97.4 
Production Plant Energy 0.0068 0.0039 174.4 
Transport Fuel Energy 0.0170 0.OS40 31.S 
Transportation Plant Energy 0.0021 0.0046 4S.7 
Total 0.0629 0.100S 62.6 
Calculations for transportation models other than that used would result in different 
energy results. This work represents the most complex calculations which had been 
carried out up to that point (1994). The majority of other reports produced more simple 
data for a wider range of values. 
4.2.3 Raw Materials Processing & Manufacture 
Whereas concrete uses most raw materials, steel requires the most intensive processing 
for any frame material, because virtually all the work takes place at this stage. Up to this 
point there has been limited published work on the functioning of steel works, although 
the doctoral thesis by Alex Amato (see section 5.2) provides some information. There is 
currently some work being carried out which should produce detailed analysis of the 
European steel production, however this study was not available in time for inclusion in 
this research. 
Most of the information available for concrete and related processes gives results for 
aggregates and finished concrete, with little detail. 
4.2.3.1 General Embodied Energy Values 
Some of the earliest figures were proposed by Wright and Gardiner (7) and these have 
been used as a basis for a number of other studies. Figures calculated by Cole & 
Rousseau (6) compare selected values for different countries. Other figures from 
Buchanan and Honey (20). are based on New Zealand industry and the energy balance of 
that country. Some of the best currently available public domain values in the UK are 
from the BRE (8), but even these are not very exhaustive. A summary of these figures 
for structural materials is shown in Table 4-4. 
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Tllble 4-2: Wright & Gardiner Embodied Energy (7) 
Embodied Energy Embodied 002 
MJ/kg MJ/m' 
Range Low High Low High 
Aggregate 0.03 0.30 50 450 
Cement 7.25 8.25 10800 12400 
Bricks Commons 1.00 1.50 1250 1875 
Flettons 3.00 5.00 3750 6250 
Timber 1.50 6.00 1500 2500 
Steel 30.00 50.00 210000 390000 
Table 4-3: Buchanan & Honey Embodied Energy (20) 
Item Embodied Energy Unit 
MJ/unit 
Timber Rough 848 m' 
Air Dry Treated 1200 m' 
Glulam 4500 m' 
Kiln Dry Treated 4690 m' 
Formwork 283 m' 
Softwood 15470 m' 
Plywood 9440 m' 
Cement 8980 t 
Concrete Precast 4780 m' 
Insitu 3840 m' 
Mortar Lime (1:2) 2500 m' 
Cement (1:2) 5980 m' 
Steel General 34.9 kg 
Rods 34.9 kg 
Sections S9 kg 
Pipes 56.9 kg 
Aggtegate 290 t 
Masonry Stone 290 t 
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Table 4·4: BRE Embodied Energy & Carbon Dioxide (8) 
Embodied m z 
Energy 
Low High Indicative 
GJ/t GJ/t GJI kgl 
Aggregates Natural Crushed Rock 0.02 1 o.e 4<: 
Fixed Site Recycled 0.02 1 0.<1 3" . 
On Site Recycled 0.02 0.1 0.1 a 
Sand & Gravel 0.02 1 0.<1 31 
Cement Average 3 7.5 5.3 109( 
With PFA/GGBS - - 4.~ 92C 
Bricks F1ettons· 0.5 5 .5 63( 
Common Stock· 1.8 4.4 3.a 54( 
Facing & Engineering· - - 6.~ 92C 
Facing & Engineeringt 
- - H 140( 
Softwood Imported 0.5 9 7-'. 600-100C 
Indigenous - - 5. 7HI 




Glass Flat 10 30 13 lle 
Glass Fibre 30 60 3e 250( 
Mineral Fibre 
-
60 24 220( 
Steel New Strip 23 50 3.5 340( 





- - 5 160( 
Plaster Plaster 1.5 8.3 U 16C 
Plasterboard 10 80 2." 24C 
• Continuous Kiln 
t Intermittent Kiln 
These tables clearly show the wide range of figures currently available. For example the 
BRE give a range of 3 to 7.5 OJ/t for cement, Cole & Rousseau 9.4 OJ/t and Wright & 
Gardiner a range of 7.25 to 8.25 OJ/t all for the same material! A similar spread occurs 
for steel embodied energy values with a range from 9 OJ/t (BRE recycled steel) to 59 OJ/t 
(Buchanan & Honey). The range of figures available are summarised in Table 4-5. 
Table 4·5: Range Of Figure For Embodied Energy 
Energy Minimum Maximum 
GJ/t OJ/t 
Steel 9.0 59.0 
Cement 3.0 9.4 
Concrete 0.9 3.8 
Aggregate 0.02 1.0 
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Table 4·6: Buchanan & Honey CO2 Emission Figures (20) 
Carbon Released Stored Net 
kg/m' kg/m' kg/m' 
Treated Timber 22 250 -228 
Glue Laminated Timber 82 250 -168 
Structural Steel 8132 15 8117 
Reinforced Concrete 182 0 182 
Aluminium 6325 0 6325 
Table 4·7: Cole & Rousseau Embodied Energy By Country (6) 
Energy Canada us NZ Switzerland Finland 
MJ/kg MJ/kg MJ/kg MJ/kg MJ/kg 
Cement Cement 5.9 9.4 7.4 4.9 4.9 
Concrete 1.2 1.3 2.0 0.9 
-
Mortar 2.2 - - 1.4 -
Brick 4.9 5.8 - 3.0 3.0 
Metal Aluminium 236.3 192.0 145.0 261.7 189.0 
Steel 25.7 39.0 32.0 28.0 -
4.2.4 Construction 
Construction operations are very important when determining the embodied energy for 
materials. The methods used in construction will determine the type and duration of plant 
use, the amount of waste generated and the total duration of the contract Which material 
has an advantage in this area will depend on the design of the building and the timing of 
the work. In general, the energy used on site will be electricity (office equipment, tower 
crane, lights, etc.) and diesel (items of plant). Due to the use of electricity, it is important 
for calculations to be correct, as discussed in chapter 2. 
One specific area where significant savings in energy and emissions could be made is the 
reuse of materials on site, both in the context of demolition waste and excavated 
materials. Significant use of either of these resources would reduce the demand on both 
raw materials and transportation. 
There has been little work canied out in this area to date and one of the major problems 
encountered in this study was the limited data on energy used by construction plant. The 
1990 Construction Weekly Plant Directory annual (9), a register of construction 
equipment, asked contributing manufacturers for information on fuel consumption, but 
notes that 
While some manufacturers have been quick to respond, many have been 
reluctant or simply refused. 
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It is interesting to note that the 1991 edition, the last year the annual was published, 
contained no data for fuel consumption. Even when fuel consumption data is available, it 
must be coupled to a value for the work carried out to be of use. 
The actual methcxis employed on site will depend on a number of factors - the equipment 
available, the preferred contractor methcxiology, time constmints as well as the frame 
material selected. In most cases there will be at least two methcxis and possibly more of 
achieving any given goal. 
Some general site restrictions can be suggested that might have a major impact on the 
methods selected -
• Waiting and access restrictions on the public highway, could mean that few deliveries 
would be required. On a specific level, concrete pumping would be preferred to crane 
and skip because this is generally quicker. 
• Access through the site and storage availability would have an impact on materials 
handling and delivery to site. If space is limited, materials would be expected on ajust 
in time (JIT) basis 
• Overswing rights for a tower crane could be limited and where this is the case other 
placement methcxis might be preferred. 
The possible pennutations for site construction methcxis are almost limitless and each 
contract will be different, even for similar designs. 
Buchanan and Honey suggested some energy rates for construction processes, shown in 
Table 4-8, although clearly these have been reduced to a simple level. Basing the 
preliminary and administration work on the contract value might be a good method of 
evaluation - a more expensive contract will generally entail more work - but a system 
based on actual measurement of work would be preferable. 
Table 4·8: Buchanan and Honey Construction Energy (20) 
Item Embodied Energy Unit 
Preliminaries 39.5 MJ/$ 
AdmiDistratioo 22.5 MJ/$ 
Earthw<Xk 100 MJ/m' 
SiteW<Xk 1 MJ/MJ 
4.2.S Repair, Refurbishment and Maintenance 
This is an area where durability is an important issue. Refurbishment should not be 
particularly important for a building frame. Repair and maintenance can however be very 
important. Although there are cases of steel frames requiring large amounts of work, 
there are many more cases of concrete requiring restoration. This is not a problem with 
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concrete as a material, but rather with the specification and workmanship involved during 
construction. 
Generally, where a frame has been constructed to a high standard there should be no 
major maintenance problems within the design life. Extension of the frame life beyond 
this may entail an increased repair scheme. 
4.2.6 Demolition 
There are a large number of environmental impacts involved with demolition - dust and 
noise pollution, waste materials produced and energy used in demolition. The methods 
employed will differ greatly depending on the building location and site restrictions, but 
also on the recycling strategy employed. Where there is no recycling scheme in place the 
plant and time requirement will be much lower than where a high level of reuse is 
required. Recycling requires the methodical stripping out of materials and may extend the 
contract time slightly. Two examples of demolition for recycling are the BRE Phoenix 
building (13) and IBM laboratory (10) buildings. 
4.2.7 Waste 
The quantity of waste produced during a building life cycle will have a marked impact on 
the total energy requirement There are many areas where waste can be produced - in any 
area where material or energy use is more than the minimum needed to satisfactorily 
complete a given object or operation. For example, it is possible to say that any building 
design which fails to take advantage of the surrounding environment to lower the 
operational energy requirement is producing waste. 
There are a number of places where waste can enter the disposal system. To fully assess 
embodied energy all these need to be considered. The assessment shown in Figure 4-1 is 
based on work by Lauritzen (11). 
Materials with simple processing requirements will tend to have an environmental 
advantage in this area since there will be less opportunity for waste to occur. Also in this 
respect materials which require more work to be carried out on site, rather than off site in 
a factory environment, will tend to produce more waste than those which do not. On both 
these counts, in situ cast concrete seems to be at a disadvantage because of the large 
number of stages and the 'on site' nature of work. No detailed comparison is available 
looking at the relative waste produced for all frame materials. 
Table 4-9 shows the waste on 86 sites surveyed by Enshassi (12) in the Gaza Strip, 
Israel. Although these figures are unlikely to exactly represent UK figures, they clearly 
show the scope for underestimating waste and energy savings in this area. Direct waste 
occurs from working practises such as cutting and mishandling, while indirect waste 
arises through, for example, substitution where materials are incorrectly used. 
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Figure 4-1: Production or Building Waste (11) 
1. Extraction & Processing A certain amount of low quality and waste material arises, but these are 
or Raw Materials often disposed of in the quarry and have no influence on outside waste 
streams so they are not usually considered as waste. 
2. Production or Building Industrial production of building materials, cement, construction steel, 
Materials timber, prefab building elements, etc. leads to some waste and excess 
materials. This can be as much as 5% of production. 
3. Construction Waste Much waste arises from packaging, concrete forming, excess, etc. 
Approximately 20-40 kg of waste is produced per square metre of 
constructed flooring. 
4. Waste From This generates mixed building waste, the amount depending on the type of 
Maintenance And Repair work, specifically whether it is structural or not. 
S. Demolition Waste Waste from both partial demolition (refurbishment work) and total 
demolition. Estimated at one to two tonnes per square metre of flooring. 
Table 4-9: Materials Loss Resulting From Direct And Indirect Waste (12) 
Waste 
Direct Indirect Total Normal Allowance 
Material (%) (%) (%) (%) 
Common Bricks 3.2 2.0 5.2 2.0 
Facing Bricks 4.9 2.2 7.1 3.0 
Steel Bars 2.1 1.5 3.6 2.0 
Shuttering 6.9 4.1 11.0 4.5 
Demolition waste is an area in which there is an increasing quantity of information. 
Demolition work carried out in conjunction with the BRE low energy building (13) has 
shown the possibilities for increasing the useful life of construction materials. Although a 
number of problems arose, specifically the restrictions imposed by the construction 
program, the transport distances involved in moving reclaimed materials around the 
country and the availability of storage sites while materials await the next use, generally 
the program was considered a success. 
In good environmental design the idea of waste is closely associated with recycling. The 
BRE recommends five stages in the disposal of waste. In descending order of 
desirability, these are reduce, reuse, recycle, recover energy and dispose. 
To reduce waste simply means the elimination of unnecessary waste through, for 
example, tight ordering procedures and good stock control. Reuse means taking whole 
elements and, after cleaning as required, using in a new setting. Generally reused items 
are high value such as architectural features, potentially however any item whic);l can be 
removed without damage can be handled in this way. Recycling involves using the 
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material in another fonn. Frame materials tend to fall into this category. Concrete and 
masonry can be sorted, crushed and used as sub base or as aggregate, as in the BRE 
building. Steel can be incorporated into new elements. The recovery of energy can take 
place in a number of ways. Some waste material, as shown in Table 4-10, has a calorific 
value which can be exploited for power generation. Recently waste materials have been 
used in the production of cement (14). 
Table 4-10: Calorific Values For Waste Materials (15) 
Materials Calorific Value 
(MJ/kg) 
Dry Hardwood 18-19 




Average Household Waste 12-14 
Structural materials such as concrete and steel have no calorific value to be extracted in 
this way. It is possible however that the embodied energy of these materials might go 
down if waste materials were used in their creation. Disposal will usually involve simple 
use of landfill sites. Although frame materials lack a recoverable waste value, this gives a 
possible advantage in land fill. These materials are inert so they do not give off methane 
gas, eliminating the need for special techniques to be employed in making safe after 
dumping. 
All of these options incur extm energy expense mainly through transportation and 
repurposing (for example crushing) operations. These will generally increase the lower 
the grade of recycling. Increases in financial cost can, as noted in the BRE study, be 
offset by the resale values of the waste materials and the reduction in landfill charges. 
4.2.8 Recycling 
Speare (16) identifies two main reasons to recycle - the need to conserve resources and 
the need to manage waste - both of which are part of the drive to provide sustainable 
development 
CIRIA (1) figures suggest that recycled aggregate can only fulfil an estimated 11 % of 
current demand and further that 11 million tonnes of building waste material in total is 
recycled but with capacity for a further 70%. This figure also includes some refuse from 
the construction process rather than simply demolition. In terms of structural elements 
there is very little scope for reusing sections because of the obvious difficulty in 
disassembling without damage to individual members. The majority would either be 
expected to be recycled or disposed of as landfill. 
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There are a number of propositions to define the types and stages of recycling. Speare 
suggests use of the terms reduction, reuse, recovery and disposal. Since in this context 
reduction is looking at the broader issues of reducing quantity of material used, it is 
simpler to say that this is covered in other areas. 
A study of demolition in Melbourne, Australia carried out by Salomonsson and 
MacSporran (17) suggests that there are three possible ways of handling materials 
proouced by demolition - direct Reuse, Reprocessing and Landfill disposal and these 
agree broadly with the reuse, recovery and disposal suggested by Speare. The study 
proouced waste recycling figures for a specific site and these are shown in Table 4-11. 
This work should be viewed in conjunction with the data for recycled aggregates, also by 
Salomonsson and MacSporran with Tucker and detailed in section 4.2.2.1. 
Table 4-11: Material Recycling (17) 
Material Reuse Reprocessed Landfill 
t % t % t % 
Concrete 0 0 63200 70 27100 30 
Brickwork 11600 60 2900 15 4840 25 
Structural Steel 1630 15 8710 80 540 5 
Reinforcement 0 0 1640 50 1640 50 
Timber 1330 50 0 0 1330 50 
There is a marked difference in the recyclability of the different materials - 60% of the 
brick is reused but none of the concrete. This is because the concrete members are easy to 
demolish but very difficult to dismantle without damage. In addition structural members 
will have been subjected to unknown loading history and reuse would raise issues of 
fitness for use in a new structure. These figures suggest that there may be a large market 
for recycled materials if the conditions are correct in this country. Much of the crushed 
concrete waste has initially been used as hardcore, however there are now mix designs 
which allow perfectly acceptable concrete to be made using this material (18). 
The definitions used by Speare and Salomonsson are less complex than the five recycling 
headings proposed by the BRE (detailed in section 4.2.7) because they exclude both 
elimination of waste and recovery of energy. The BRE definitions should be considered 
better since they increase the scope of the life cycle energy calculations. The table below 
shows the relative quantities of materials recycled for the BRE building -estimated at 96% 
or higher. r 
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Table 4-12: Summary Of Demolition Waste Management (13) 
Material Disposal Option Estimated Quantity Unit 
Bricks Low level recycling 500 m) 
Conugated Roofing Sheets Reused 300 m2 
Roofing Timber High Level Recycling 300 m2 
Slate Oadding Reused 40 m2 
Iron & Steel High Level Recycling 90 t 
Lead & Copper High Level Recycling 1.3 t 
Concrete Low Level Recycling 600 m' 
Fixture, Fittings & Furniture Reused 6 m' 
Cast Iron Drainpipes Reused 10 no. 
Remainder or Building Landfill 50 m) 
Speare outlined a number of factors which will influence the quantity of a material which 
is reused and reprocessed which are -
• Value of waste 
• Levclofcon~nation 
• Reprocessing cost in comparison with production cost 
• Variety of use 
• Possibilities for reuse in small quantities 
Allwinlde & Stembridge (19) identified a number of barriers to increased reuse of 
building materials and these included 
• A lack of standards for the recycled materials 
• A lack of facilities 
• Transportation and processing cost. 
To these factors Speare added several other constraints including 
• Geography 
• A lack of technical knowledge and equipment 
• Perception barriers that waste is only, by definition, waste 
These will all tend to become less of a problem as work progresses in this area - this was 
one of the stated reasons for the BRE building materials being so extensively recycled. 
CIRIA (1) reported that there are a number of constraints to a greater use of recycled 
materials -
• Transportation costs and lack of infrastructure. 
• Existence of established primary resources market. 
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• Specifications which are based on primary resources. 
The lack of recycling infrastructure might be considered a greater impediment than actual 
transportation cost, because, as noted by MacSporran (5), waste materials will generally 
have to be transported to a waste site anyway. However CIRIA noted that 
A major constraint 10 greater recycling of bulk materials appears to relate to 
transportation costs compared with the value of the materials. 
4.2.9 Perspectives 
For reasons already outlined, most factors are considered from the energy perspective 
only because this is the data for which information can be gathered in a systematic and 
quantitative way. This does not mean that there are no other possible methods of looking 
at the environmental impact of buildings and some of these have been noted previously. 
These can either be considered in conjunction with energy or as separate indices and some 
of those more likely to be used are examined in the following sections. 
4.2.9.1 Environmental Footprint 
This factor looks at the geographical distances between the areas materials originate from 
and the location of use. A larger environmental footprint can generally be considered to be 
less environmentally friendly since it implies greater transportation cost. This only holds 
true if all transportation costs are the same, which is clearly not the case between, for 
example sea and land transportation (examined in Chapter 3). It also takes no account of 
the differing efficiencies of industries in different countries. 
It is possible that some system can be derived looking at gross areas and assigning values 
for production and transportation cost, which would identify areas which would most 
advantageously be used as a source for materials 
4.2.9.2 Emissions and Energy Use 
There are a large number of emissions which result both from construction and use of a 
building. Some of these are direct (C02 from transportation) and some are indirect 
(pollution from power stations). These include -
• Production of CO2 from use of fossil fuels. Primarily of concern as a green house 
gas. 
• Particulates, particularly carbon, are a source of increasing concern because of 
possible links to respiratory diseases. 
CO2 is mainly produced in power generation (either through power stations or from 
building mechanical and electric equipment) and will vary with the type of fuel used, but 
can also occur from the use during construction and demolition of site equipment such as 
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gas heaters. As can be seen from the table gas produces the least COz and coal the most, 
however these figures will vary with power station. The COz associated with electricity 
will depend on how it is generated. A Fuller explanation of energy production is included 
in chapter 2. 
Particulates will be generated throughout the building life time but mainly during the 
phases up to and including construction and during and after demolition. These factors 
will all be influenced by the selection of frame material and techniques employed on site. 
4.2.9.3 Ecological 
The factors identified in Chapter 2 are the most problematic to quantify. The factors 
which occur most often are at either end of the life cycle - material extraction (for example 
mining) and disposal (for example landfill or dumping). Given that steel requires much 
smaller quantities of raw materials and is highly reused it has an advantage over concrete 
and brick in this area. Timber may actually provide a positive impact - a well managed 
forest may be used for recreation, but tends to be simply burnt rather than reused at the 
end of its life. Increasingly demolition waste of this nature may be used to generate power 
which, as previously discussed, is not an option open in the case of the other structural 
materials. Buchanan and Honey (20) estimate that timber actually has a negative net 
carbon emission figure (see Table 4-6), which greatly increases this material's 
competitiveness with respect to concrete and steel. 
4.2.10 Assessment of Values for Embodied Energy and CO2 
There have been a number of attempts to provide accurate figures for embodied energy 
for construction materials and these vary to a large degree depending on how the variables 
described above have been accounted for. These figures are derived from a number of 
sources, mainly Government statistics, industry figures and step by step . process 
analysis. None of these sources can produce totally accurate figures, rather they can be 
viewed as a snap shot of one process at one point in time using a given set of criteria 
It is clear that for any structure the actual value picked will have a marked impact on any 
calculations made and on any comparison between materials. The differences in embodied 
energy figures occur for a range of reasons, mainly the difficulty of getting correct base 
data for calculations, the differences in industry dynamics between countries and the 
boundaries for data inclusion. Some of these figures include an element for transportation 
and some do not. 
4.2.11 Using Embodied Energy and CO2 Data 
To use these numbers in a meaningful way requires calculation of the work done by a 
quantity of the material, specifically the total quantity of material in a structural member or 
complete building. 
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This provides a better test of the energy requirements for different materials than a straight 
comparison of embodied energy as megajoules per tonne will. Comparison without this 
calculation is misleading because one tonne of steel, say, can be used to produce more of 
the frame than one tonne of concrete. To increase the accuracy of the comparison, 
assessment must be made of each building under consideration. This is also true of the 
initial embodied energy figures. 
In addition there are few figures for embodied energy for actual buildings. Some work 
was canied out by Buchanan and Honey (20) for three buildings types in New Zealand ( 
Table 4-13). As noted earlier, because of the net negative COz emission figure, the 
timber structures have a clear advantage over steel and concrete. It is unlikely that these 
figures would be the same in the UK given the differing set up with regard to timber 
production. For the generic 3-6 floor office building, the only option for which all three 
material types were used, timber has a lower embodied energy requirement and produces 
less CO2 emissions by a large margin followed by concrete and then steel. 
One building for which embodied energy and CO2 calculations have been made, for each 
of the main construction items, is Linacre College. This information was calculated using 
figures calculated by Nigel Howard at Davis Langdon And Everest (DLE) for the BRE 
(21). The calculated values for embodied energy and COz are shown in Table 4-14. 
Table 4·13: Honey and Buchanan, Embodied Energy and CO2 (20) 
Portal Frame 3-6 Hoor Office Hostel 
Energy GJ/m! GJ/m! GJ/m! 
Concrete Structural 3.4 2.2 
Non Structural 2.2 1.5 
Total 5.6 3.7 
Steel Structural 1.6 4.4 
Non Structural 1.6 2.2 
Total 3.2 6.6 
Timber Structural 0.2 1.5 1.1 
Non Structural 1.6 2.2 1.5 
Total 1.8 3.7 2.6 
ala kg/m! kg/m! kg/m! 
Concrete Structural 80.1 43.6 
Non Structural 34.9 26.5 
Total 115.0 70.1 
Steel Structural 29.1 91.4 
Non Structural 35.2 34.9 
Total 64.3 126.3 
Timber Structural -4.2 1.0 -5.6 
Non Structural 35 34.9 26.7 
Total 30.8 35.9 21.1 
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Table 4·14: Llnaere College, Embodied Energy & COl (21) 
Gross Hoor Area 986m2 Embodied Energy Embodiedmz 
(OJ) (fonnes) (%) 
Site Preparation. Soil Disposition 350 4.4~ 29 3.5% 
Substructure & Basement 2141 27.0~ 226 27.1% 
Frame 8 0.1~ 1 0.1% 
UppcrHoors 2212 27.9~ 228 27.3% 
Roof 254 3.2~ 24 2.9% 
Stairs 89 l.lqj 10 1.2% 
External Walls 1194 15.1 qj 141 16.9% 
Windows & External Doors 97 1.2qj 9 1.1% 
Internal Walls 782 9.9qj 86 10.3% 
Internal Doors 28 0.4QJ 3 0.4% 
Wall Finished 136 1.7~ 13 1.6% 
Hoor Finishes 349 4.4~ 39 4.7% 
Ceiling Finishes 237 3.0~ 20 2.4% 
Sanitary & Disposal Appliances 39 0.5~ 4 0.5% 
1UfAL 7918 834 
Total/m2 8.0 0.8 
The Linacre college accommodation block, built for Oxford University and completed in 
September 1994 provides 986ml of space. The construction uses structural masonry 
rather than a steel or concrete frame. The decision to use this form of construction was 
based on analysis of the competing material energy figures. The proportions of energy 
and COl coming from each building element is approximately equal, with the greatest 
difference for external walls (1.8%) and site preparation (0.9%). Based on these figures 
the 'frame' (composed of frame, upper floors, stairs and external walls) is 44.2% of the 
total. 
4.3 Building Design and Operational Energy 
It is important to control the internal environment of the building for one overriding 
reason - to ensure the petformance of equipment functioning within, especially the human 
resources. The requirements for thermal comfort have been shown to be less stringent 
when the occupants have more control over their immediate surroundings (22). The 
second requirement, largely based on the needs of computers has decreased in importance 
as these machines become able to tolerate much wider environmental perimeters. This 
means that there is no reason why the current trend towards passive systems should not 
be extended. 
4.3.1 Air Conditioning 
Air conditioning can be both passive and active. Active conditiOning uses mechanical 
means to provide the required internal environment for both people and equipment 
Passive ventilation uses the building design and the external environment to do the same. 
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Totally passive systems are unlikely to occur due to the large variations in the local 
conditions possible in this climate. Most commercial buildings will require at least some 
plant, for example a fan to increase air movement as required. This is supported by the 
case studies assessed, all of which retain some mechanical equipment It should also be 
noted that it is unlikely that natural ventilation can replace full air conditioning as this 
contains an element of humidity control. While a natural ventilation scheme can have 
some effect on humidity, for example making use of water features such as lakes, this 
will never be as close a control as can be exercised by HV AC equipment 
The current consensus is that mechanical air conditioning has traditionally been over 
specified for a number of reasons (23)(24)(25) which include-
• The requirement for full air conditioning as a prestige element of a building. 
• The rapid change in requirements of advancing and new technology, specifically 
computers. In addition there is often a discrepancy between the energy use rating 
of equipment and the actual average use. The BRE estimate that this factor can be 
as much as 80% (26) 
• The method of payment to mechanical and electrical contractors is generally a 
percentage of the contract cost which offers no incentive to explore areas which 
provide a less expensive alternative. 
• Inherent conservatism in design to ensure against post completion claims for 
failure to achieve adequate cooling standards. 
Despite this there is little doubt that some elements of mechanical ventilation are required 
in some specific areas, notably laboratories and lecture halls, but the need is more limited 
than the current levels of use might suggest. 
4.3.1.1 The Cost Of Air Conditioning 
Table 4-15 shows typical energy and monetary costs for a range of air conditioning 
systems. These systems can be made partially redundant when natural ventilation is used 
resulting in a saving in both running costs and capital expenditure. There may also be a 
saving on replacement cost during the life of the building. There will also be a clear 
reduction in COz emissions over the life of the building. ( 
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Table 4·15: Typical Characteristics Of MV AC Systems (27) 
Cost Capital Fuel 00 
(1992) (1993) 
Air Conditioning £/m2 £/m2/Y kgC/m2/~ 
Centralised Mechanical Ventilation With Heating 100 1.9 8.H! 
Constant Volume (Single Zone) 160 3.0 13.64 
Variable Air Volume (V A V) 180 2.4 10.91· 
Dual Duct 210 3.4 IS.0( 
Partially Centralised Centralised Air System With Local 200 3.1 13.64 
Induction System 160 3.2 13.64 
Fan Coil System 170 3.2 13.64 
Unitary Heat Pump Systems 130 3.2 13.64 
Packaged Heating And Ventilation Only 90 1.1 4.604 
Self Contained Units 70 3.S 20.4~ 
Split Systems 85 3.5 20.4.5 
Individual Reversible Heat Pumps 110 3.0 15.0C 
Variable Refrigerant Flow Systems 130 2.8 13.64 
4.3.2 Design Features 
There are a number of other factor which will help detennine the internal environment of a 
green building. These factors include shaping strategies involving exposed concrete 
soffits and matters such as daylight. shading, ventilation and control systems and are 
having a major effect on the design and layout of concrete buildings. 
4.3.2.1 Thermal Storage 
One of the methods for eliminating air conditioning involves the use of structural mass as 
a heat sink to smooth the peaks and troughs of external temperature. This is a complex 
concept and involves a number of design concepts - heat flow, ventilation, control 
systems and aesthetic value. In the case of the PowerGen (28) building the shaping of the 
concrete soffit was found to have a beneficial effect on the sound characteristics. 
There has been a significant swing towards buildings which take advantage of concrete's 
high thermal mass to reduce or eliminate air conditioning and there are a number of 
buildings worthy of study. Nearly all the low impact buildings surveyed made some 
mention of the use of thennaI storage (see Table 4-16: Features Found In 'Green' 
Buildings), however there are very few figures detailing how its use has affected building 
performance. 
There are a range of heat sink types that can be used to store heat or coolth against a need 
_ the most obvious example being a cool night followed by a hot day. The type most used 
in buildings is a thennal store, using either latent (including phase change solid to liquid), 
or sensible (none phase change) energy. Using concrete to store heat in this way has a 
number of advantages (29) - large thennal capacity in a small mass because of relatively 
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high density, reversibility over cycles and durability. The greatest advantage is that the 
concrete's primary task is structural so inherent thennal mass can be realised with little 
extra design or cost. Generally the mass utilised will be that used in the floor elements of 
the structure, which tends to be made from concrete whether the rest of the frame is steel 
or concrete. The chief point of interest then comes in the quantity of mass that can be 
accessed - steel framed buildings tend to use composite concrete-metal deck slabs of less 
thickness than found in insitu cast frame buildings and this will provide less mass to use. 
There is little doubt that thennal mass represents an opportunity in construction. A BRE 
paper (30) suggests that. ... 
.... . building thermal mass can represent an important and viable technique for 
reduction of peak summertime internal temperatures. 
However several sources have questioned the effectiveness of thennal mass above a 
certain quantity (31 )(32)with an SCI report stating that 
.... there ·is very little difference between the effective thermal mass in equivalent 
steel framed and concrete framed buildings 
and that 
.. .. the choice of servicing system is far more imponant than the choice of frame 
material 
The critical point in the argument is the question of access to the thennal mass. There are 
several methods that can be used to increase the amount of thennal mass accessible and 
these are outlined in section 4.3.2.1.1. Although some early examples of these methods 
have been built, it should be noted that they are largely untested over the long tenn. 
4.3.2.1.1 Thermal Mass Availability 
Thennal storage mass is the quantity of heat that can be collected in a quantity of material 
over a temperature range. Calculated using specific heat capacity and density, thennal 
storage mass, when coupled with heat transfer to or from the environment, can 
beneficially affect the thermal comfort of a building. For any given storage mass, an 
increasing temperature change will result in an increased energy storage. This might lead 
to the conclusion that increasing slab thickness would linearly increase performance since 
it increases the potential energy storage capacity through a linear mass increase. 
However, two factors moderate this; the 'availability' or 'remoteness' of the mass and the 
ability to transfer and absorb supplied heat which in turn depends on other factors; 
exposed surface area per unit mass (e.g. flat slabs have a lower surface area than waffle 
decks), the resistivity of the boundary layer and the thennal diffusivity. Heat transfer 
occurs in three ways - primary (direct contact with radiation), secondary (contact with a 
radiative area) and remote (mainly convection). Concrete soffits are heated mainly by 
'secondary' radiation and convection. Obstruction of the mass, for example by a 
suspended ceiling, will reduce its usefulness significantly. Convection transfers can be 
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increased by directing air flow over the heat exchange area either using natural buoyancy 
or forced ventilation. The surface resistance to heat transfer of the concrete and boundary 
layer is important since a lower value effectively makes more mass available by speeding 
up transfer. Evaluation of resistance involves several factors including surface resistance, 
emmisivity of heat exchanging surfaces and heat transfer coefficients. 
One promising method for increasing the potential transfer uses hollow core concrete 
slabs (33)(34) primarily under the name of Termodeck (35) but these may have a 
number of drawbacks, for example maintenance and cleaning. In addition the buildings 
that take this approach seem to use it instead of other design features rather than in 
conjunction with them. This is discussed in section O. 
Once the boundary layer is crossed, the speed with which the heat distributes through the 
mass is governed by the thermal diffusivity, which is based on the conductivity and 
density of the concrete. 
4.3.2.1.2 Phase Change Materials 
The use of phase change materials could be very useful in controlling the intemaI 
environment, but it is not thought that these materials will affect the environmental implCt 
of the frame material. 
4.3.2.2 Solar Panels 
There are two major ways of using solar panels, either as a heat exchange mechanism or 
via photovoltaics to generate electricity. Photovoltaic panels do not reduce energy 
consumption as such but do switch the power source to a renewable one with no CO2 or 
other emissions (except those involved in construction and repair of the unit). Currently 
there are few examples of the use of these (only one building of the case studies examined 
(36) featured this type of panel) probably because of the high initial cost. 
Heat exchange solar panels are simpler and cheaper than photovoltaic panels. In the only 
case found of these being used on a non domestic dwelling (37), the panels were used to 
preheat water. The results of this in terms of reduced energy consumption are not known. 
4.3.2.3 Use Of Daylight and Natural Ventilation 
All green building designs make use of daylight to reduce the lighting requirement This 
can occur in a number of ways, for example through the use of shadingnight shelves on 
windows or other areas such as atriums. These features are illustrated in Figure 4-2 
which shows a section though the Learning Resources Centre, Anglia Polytechnic 
University (38,3',40,41). 
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This design also makes use of an atrium which is a feature found on a number of these 
buildings. An atrium can serve a number of purposes. As illustrated above, it serves to 
bring light down into the heart of the structure. It can also serve as a thermal chimney, 
acting to increase ventilation by creating a pressure difference. 
All the buildings surveyed used at least double glazing and most window units included 
blinds, light shelves or external shading. All these windows were operable by the 
occupant to increase ventilation and increase user satisfaction. Figure 4-3 shows a 
number of features designed into the Learning Resources Centre at Anglia Polytechnic 
University but especially the internal light shelves and the blinds sandwiched between the 
two panes of glass. 
Figure 4-4 shows how the prevailing wind can be used to increase ventilation when 
coupled with the building design. 
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Figure 4-5: Shaped Soffits in the PowerGen Building 
Figure 4-5 illustrates the use of shaped soffits, which have been designed not only to 
allow the use of thermal mass, but also provide benefits in minimising sound pollution 
and to provide light paths, as well as being pleasing to the eye. This example has been 
taken from the PowerGen. 
4.3.2.4 Energy Efficient Equipment 
Most buildings make use of low energy lighting and other equipment where it is ' 
applicable to do so. Much work has been done by the BRE on improving the energy use 
characteristics of buildings through use of low energy equipment, for example by Moss 
(42) and these provide detailed guidance for this area. 
4.3.2.5 Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) 
There are two extremes to controlling the features in a green building. The first is to make 
the design simple and let the users have control. The second is to use intelligent automatic 
controls which can learn through experience. This secortd approach mirrors that involved 
with fully air conditioned buildings where the users generally have little direct control 
over their surroundings. 
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4.3.2.6 Use Of Recycled Materials 
Few green buildings yet use reclaimed materials in construction. Recycled materials have 
a number of benefits in green design notably helping to blend the structure in to the 
surroundings (often required by the local authorities) and lowering embodied energy and 
COz requirement 
It is interesting to note that unless more new buildings make use of recycled materials, 
there will be little incentive to recycle, since there will be no demand for the materials 
saved and prices will therefore be low. If recycling is restricted to specific areas it will 
also increase the energy requirement in reuse, through increased transportation cost. 
4.3.2.7 Other Features 
There are a range of other features which can be used to help reduce the need for 
mechanical equipment, for example construction underground, rock cooling or earth 
roofing. However since these tend to be solutions for smaller buildings and are bespoke 
solutions and as such are difficult to assess. 
4.3.3 Factors Limiting Green Building Design 
The most important factor in determining the design of a green building is the prevailing 
climate, on both a local and geographical level. Green buildings are unlike more 
traditional sealed and air conditioned buildings in that they must interact with the outside 
to achieve good internal conditions. A given site will provide limitations in the form of 
size and shape and factors such as nearby buildings, noise pollution and air qUality. 
These factors are linked with broader features such as the possibility for natural 
daylighting, limiting solar gain and natural ventilation. In addition to assessing how the 
building will be affected by its surroundings, the designer must address how it will affect 
the local environment. 
Wind is an important factor in green design because it provides the potential for cross 
ventilation and can increase the efficiency of thermal chimneys. One of the most important 
contradictions in providing both heating and cooling in the UK climate is caused by the 
relative length of the heating and cooling seasons. The requirement for cooling naturally 
is a high ventilation rate, this increases potential heat loss during winter. 
In office buildings it is generally thought that cooling is more important than heating due 
to the high internal gains in these environments and the building design will reflect this. 
However, all the design features outlined have the effect of reducing the energy 
requirement for the building, which will reduce the excess internal heat gains. This may 
lead to a situation where the heat gain is of more concern, especially in the mornings 
during winter. 
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4.4 Current Building Design 
The adopted building design for a given brief will depend on a large number of factors. 
EveI)' building is unique and, to some extent, not repeatable. Examination of a number of 
buildings designed to be green reveals that designers have, in most cases, settled on a 
range of features which improve environmental performance. Initially 22 projects have 
been studied to gather real world data about how 'green' buildings are designed and the 
features found in each tabulated. This does not represent a comprehensive survey of all 
green structures over the last few years, but rather those that have received most 
exposure. 
Table 4-16 shows the range of features found in these buildings. Some of these buildings 
have been studied in more detail in the following section. The quantity and quality of data 
available for each building was variable and this is reflected in the text. More information 
has been given where it is available. For each of the quoted cases, enough information 
was available to make a reasonable analysis possible. In all cases, except the Co-op 
building, the designers have made at least partial use of 'natural ventilation'. 
Headings have been used in the tables to save space. Each of the heading and notes 
explaining the meaning is explained in the key. Full details for the buildings examined, 
including a brief outline and full list of references, can be found in appendix A. 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from a study of these buildings about the methods 
popular in producing a low impact building. The most important point made is that 
designing this type of building calls for close integration of the different elements, light, 
shade, heating and cooling, to be really successful. Designs where one of these elements 
has been compromised tend not to work as well. 
Significant amounts of design work goes towards the use of light and shade and where 
this works, building occupants benefit The heating and cooling elements, linked often to 
the BEMS, have tended not to work as might have been hoped, but improvements will be 
made as more empirical evidence becomes available. 
The use of recycled materials and solar panels are different from the other features 
considered. Recycled materials can be used on any building to lower the waste element, 
but not necessarily the embodied energy or CO2• As noted on the BRE building, recycled 
materials often have to be brought in from significant distances at a considerable 
transportation cost. This is an importation point to note because while the infrastructure 
for recycling does not exist on a local level, this form of waste reduction may not actually 
reduce the building impact It will however reduce raw materials exploitation which could 
make the effort worthwhile in itself. 
Solar panels for energy could also be added to any building but the cost is currently a 
prohibitive factor. As cost decreases, more use will be made of this feature .. 
Several points were noted which tended to be found in designs that worked well -
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• Large quantities of thennal mass were not required, but the design must be geared 
to use the mass available 
• Natural ventilation does not equate to . low t.ech in all cases. The energy 
management systems employed are often very sophisticated. To get the most out 
of these systems, they must be 'fine tuned' after occupation and an operator user 
with good system knowledge should be in control. 
• Natural ventilation does not exclude use of mechanical services. Services should 
be provided as a supplement to the natural process which have been harnessed. 
• In buildings where there are zones of different internal requirements, they should 
be serviced in different ways - natural ventilation for most areas and services for 
kitchen or computer suites for example. 
• Well thought out light paths making use of many surfaces to provide low glare 
light If other than a slab with a flat soffit is used, coffers should be used and 
oriented at ~ to the light source. 
4.4.1 Success or Specific Designs 
The success or failure of any building is measured by how well it performs the tasks for 
which it was designed. In most cases, and in all the buildings surveyed, this means 
allowing the occupants to work comfortably and efficiently. Some data looking at post 
occupancy perfonnance of naturally ventilated buildings is available. This information is 
concentrated in the Probe reports carried out by the Building Services Journal and HGA 
Itd. Four green and four air conditioned buildings were studied during design and after 
occupancy and the results (43,44) consider how each building performed relative to a 
number of criteria. based on user perceptions. 
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Table 4-16: Features Found In 'Green' Buildings 
FEATURES NatLl'a1 Ventilation 
Use Of Reclaimed Malerial! 
Solar Panels 
Building Energy Management System 
Provision Of An Atrium 
Low Ener&y Use Equipmen 
Shallow Ran Building 
Type Of Glazing 
Use Of Daylight 
Use Of Sbading 
Use OfTbermal Mass 
BunnlNG 
Anp PoIy1ecbnic University Queens Building • • • x3 .. • • • .* 
Association ror Consumer Researcb • • • xl • • • • .* 
BRE Low Energy Building • • • xl • • • • • .. 
Britannic A8SUfance Building • • • xl • • .* 
British Oas Properties • xl • .* 
Cable &. Wire leas • xl .* 
Co-op HeadqUlriers .. .* x3 • • 
DeMootforl University Queens Building • • • xl • • • .. .. 
East Anglia University E1izabetb Fry Building • x3 • .* 
Hampshire County Court • • xl .* 
Housing 21 Headquariers • • • xl • • .. .. 
Inland Revenue Building • • • xl • • .* 
lonica • • • xl • • .* 
Linacre College Oxford • • x3 • • • .. 
PrlZer Offices" Reuurant • • x3 • .* 
IU1ImoUtb University. Ibrtland Building .* • xl • • .. • .* 
JVwerOen • • • xl • • • • .* 
RSPB Headquarters • • xl • • .. 
Univenity Of Linco1nsbire • • xl • .* 
Victoria Quay • • xl • • .. 
Weidmuller • x3 .* 
Woodhouse Medical Centre • x2 • • .* 
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Use Of Thermal Mass 
Use Of Shading 
Use Of Daylight 
Type Of Glazing 
Shallow Plan Building 
Low Energy Use Equipment 
Provision Of Atrium 
Faergy Management System 
Solar Panels 
Use Of Reclaimed Materials 
Natural Ventilation 
* 
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Indicates where use has been made of thermal mass to assist in 
temperature control. This is usually used in conjunction with 
intelligent controls. 
Indicates that shading has been employed to minimise glare ao:I 
control heat gain. These can be internal, extcmal or integral in 
the window units. 
Indicates that natural daylighting has been maximised either 
through building orientation, window design or light 
channelling. 
Single (xl) double (x2) or triple (x) glBling. Window units can 
also incorporate shading and ventilation features. 
This indicates an office depth of less than 12m side to side. The 
use of an atrium to improve light through the middle of the 
building is also acknowledged. 
This indicates that low ena-gy fixtures have been used where 
possible, for instance in lighting fixtures. 
Shows the number of atria the building contains. These are used 
in two main ways - to provide stack ventilation or bring in light 
Building energy management system (BEMS). This indicates 
the use of automatic controls or a computer control system. 
Advaoa:d examples of BEMS have a learning aspect improving 
performance over time. 
This indicates the use of Photovoltaic (for poWQ" generation in 
the BRE building) or water heating solar panels (as a preheating 
system in the Portland building). 
This denotes if reclaimed materials have been used in any major 
way in the conslrUction. 
Indicates the use of natural processes to heat and cool the 
building. Nearly all the structures do this. however they all use 
some mechanical systems and so are all qualified in some way. 
Denotes that use of a feature is qualified or not implemented to 
the extent that it has been in other designs. 
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None of the naturally ventilated buildings worked perfectly and one significantly under 
performed. In several cases the occupant did not understand the operation of the more 
advanced features or how the whole system fitted together, resulting in problems. 
The report came to a number of conclusions including -
• Internal gain assumptions from office equipment were too high 
• Designers must make systems simple, efficient and robust 
• Building energy management systems (BEMS) are difficult to use and designers 
should ensure that software generates clear outputs. 
• The best buildings overall are of a mixture of ventilation types 
• Advanced naturally ventilated buildings tend not to perform as well as air conditioned 
buildings. 
4.5 Conclusions 
The building designs discussed in this section show which ideas are currently considered 
useful in green buildings and thus should be primarily addressed in any model or 
assessment. 
This report aims to assess the environmental impact of the frame material rather than the 
whole building and so it is only necessary to address these issues to the extent to which 
they require modifications of the frame to allow for incorporation in the design. So, for 
example, the use of solar panels need not be assessed because these are essentially frame 
independent This is also true for BEMS (although these may control systems which are 
frame dependant), the use of atria, the design of windows and the use of low energy 
equipment 
This leaves a number of areas which are directly linked to the frame design - thermal 
mass, the use of daylight, plan depth, use of recycled materials and the use of natural 
ventilation. One of the criticisms that it is possible to level at existing environmental audit 
models is that they currently take no account of the modifications that need to be made to 
a structure to accommodate the green design features, concentrating instead on simpler 
designs. 
Any new environmental audit model should be able to compare both standard and green 
structures to assess the impact such design will have atld should be able to use the full 
range of figures made available. 
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT MODELS 
The process of tracking energy and environmental impacts of a building. a so called 
'environmental audit', can be carried out in a number of ways. Each method assesses the 
factors (outlined in Chapter 2, 3 and 4) involved in different ways, according to how they 
are interpreted and the relative importance attached. This can lead to different results for 
similar structures. 
One possible definition of an Environmental Audit, suggested by Cole and Rousseau (1), 
states that 
An environmental audit for building construction is an accounting of the 
quantifiable environmental factors that will be incurred in building production 
and use, reducing them to equivalent terms and presenting them in meaningful 
categories. The purpose of the audit is to add an environmental dimension to 
design decisions. 
An environmental audit includes both energy and non energy factors, each of 
which has direct and indirect components. 
The data required to carry out a full environmental audit does not yet exist and there are 
many grey areas. Even when there have even been attempts to define what information is 
actually required the lists can not be said to be definitive or exhaustive (2). Most audit 
systems choose to limit themselves in scope and opt to try and deal with as many 
environmental impacts as possible while remaining relatively easy to understand. For all 
systems there is a trade off between ease of use and complexity. 
There are a number of audit models and material databases either already available or 
currently in preparation. These are the first generation to become available and as such 
reflect the current imperfect state of research in this area. Examination of some of these 
models is problematic due to their commercial status and associated cost. 
Three major models have been assessed from Canada, Scandinavia and the UK. Each of 
these models sets out to provide a detailed assessment of buildings and represent the 
'second generation' of tools which use much more complex calculations than were used 
originally. Other 'first generation' models are also examined in less detail. 
In this section, for the purposed of clarity an outline for all of the models which have 
been assessed has been provided initially. with some specific comments relevant to each. 
5.1 Forintek 
5.1.1 Background 
The Canadian "Building Materials In The Context Of Sustainable Development" project, 
sponsored by Natural Resources Canada, has been ongoing for a number of years, and 
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involved a range of partners headed by Forintek Canada Corporation. The reports 
examined were produced by Cole and Keman (3) and the Environmental Research Group 
of the University of British Columbia (4)(5)(6). For clarity, this work is referred to in 
the text as Forintek. The project has three aims -
Developing a systems model to assess the environmental consequences of 
using alternative building materials in defined applications 
Providing objective, publicly available information concerning the relative fit 
of alternative building materials within a holistic sustainable development 
framework 
Providing direction for building products R&D which will minimise 
environmental impacts through more efficient use of natural resources and 
building materials. 
The main reasons cited for the project-
Increased environmental awareness, pressures from environmental activists and 
direct government regulation will increasingly combine to affect building 
material choices. Since most, if not all, building products offer certain 
environmental benefits while entailing environmental cost, one result is likely to 
be use of a wider mix of materials in any given structure ............ Our model 
will help to identify opportunities by facilitating direct environmental 
comparisons between materialsfor specific buildings and designs. 
The price system may send perverse signals about the relative environmental 
benefits of costs associated with competing products, particularly when they are 
made of different materials ............ Since efforts to reduce the environmental 
impacts of producing and using building products can result in product cost 
increases, the products making the greatest environmental gains may suffer in 
price competition against other products ............ The building designer may be 
unaware of the extent to which higher costs for a product reflect environmental 
improvements and therefore be unable to make a true comparison on the basis of 
just cost criteria. 
These general principles are refined into four questions -
1) Are there significant differences between the embodied energy of wood, steel and 
concrete structural systems? 
2) If differences occur between the embodied energy of wood, steel and concrete 
structural systems, are these differences significant in terms of total building embodied 
energy? 
3) What is the relative order of magnitude of the initial embodied energy of buildings 
compared to that incurred through nonnal maintenance and replacement over their 
effective life and to the operating energy use? 
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4) For current and anticipated future levels of energy efficiency, is embodied energy 
and the differences created by alternative structural differences significant when compared 
to the total life-cycle energy used in buildings? 
5.1.2 Approach 
The questions raised were answered by examining the embodied and operating energy of 
a generic three stories office building of conventional design using wood, steel and 
concrete as frame materials. The building was given to different hypothetical geographical 
locations. A plan for the building studied is shown in Figure 5-1. 
Figure 5·1: Forintek : Typical Floor Plan 
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To calculate the initial embodied energy a relatively small number of energy intensity 
figures (see Table 5-1), derived from published sources were used in conjunction with a 
material quantity take off to provide the embodied energy figures. 
Table 5-1: Forintek Materials Embodied Energy (3) 
Embodied Energ, 
MJ/k~ 
Concrete Below Grade Horizontal 0.75 
Timber Glulam 8.9C 
TJI Floor Joists 10. lC 
12 mm PI ywood lO.4C 
TJI Roof Joists 12.96 
Steel Reinforcing Bars 15.43 
Beams 15.43 
Roof Joists 19.6t 
Steel Deck (' 25.6t 
Columns 25.91 
Column Base Plates & Anchors 27.0C 
Reinforcing Mesh 4l .2~ 
The recurring embodied energy - that from repair and maintenance - and demolition were 
then calculated, also based on estimates obtained from the available literature. The 
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operational energy was calculated using the Department of the Environment 2 (DOE -2) 
energy simulation program covering a number of different simulations. The Life cycle 
energy was then established by combining these figures. The summary results are give in 
Table 5-2 together with those from similar calculations in other reports. There is a wide 
range of variance between these sets of figures - this can be explained by a number of 
factors including differences in building design and finishing, the geographical location 
and the embodied energy figures used. 
Table 5-3 shows the suggested energy requirement for demolition of different structure 
types. Concrete requires significantly more energy than steel. This is probably due to the 
factor that a concrete frame requires demolition where as the steel elements can be 
dismantled. 
Table 5-2: Forintek Structure Embodied Energy (3) 
3 Story, Structure Non Structure Total 
4620m2 (GJlm2) (% (GJlm2) (%) (GJlm2) 
With Basement 
Wood 0.93 20 3.64 80 4.56 
Steel 1.27 26 3.69 74 4.96 
Concrete 1.27 26 3.66 74 4.93 
No Basement 
Wood 0.51 12 3.61 88 4.11 
Steel 0.98 21 3.68 79 4.66 
Concrete 1.01 22 3.62 78 4.63 
Table 5-3: Forintek Energy Demand For Demolition (4) 
Material Building 
Small Medium Large 
500-1500m2 5000-15000m2 50000-150000ml 
MJ/m2 MJ/ml MJ/m2 
Wood 31.2 27.1 23.a 
Conaete 176.C 136.2 119.2 
Steel 10S.E 81.; 7U 
5.1.3 Report Conclusions 
This report reached a number of conclusions. These should be viewed in the light of 
some degree of possible differences with other systems. The most important of these 
conclusions for the purposes of this report are shown below. 
Structure can represent a significant proportion of the initial embodied energy of 
a commercial building. 
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The difference between the embodied energy of wood, steel and concrete framed 
buildings designed to offer similar performance can also be significant. 
As the energy efficiency of buildings improves, the amount of energy required 
to produce them - their embodied energy- represents an increasing component of 
total energy. 
Current strategies for reducing the life cycle energy use should clearly progress 
first by introducing those design considerations which significantly reduce 
building operating energy 
5.1.4 Discussion Of Forlntek Model 
The results provided by this study show similar embodied energy figures for steel and 
concrete structures - well within the errors which will occur within the calculations. 
Timber structures are shown as requiring a lower embodied energy for the whole 
structure - 92% of the figure for steel when an underground car park was required and 
88% when it was not. When examining only the structural embodied energy the results 
for steel and concrete are again very similar, however the timber structure requires nearly 
50% less energy than either, 52% when there is no car park and only 76% when the car 
park is present. These figures show the same trend as those from Buchanan and Honey 
detailed in section 4.2.10. As with those figures, the nature of timber production in this 
country is different from Canada and this will have an effect on the results. These results 
are based on a standard design of structure rather than one using an up to date green 
design. 
Since this model is commercial, there is a lack of detailed data to assess and furthermore it 
is a closed model1 • In broad terms however the model seems to provide a good guide to 
the environmental impact of buildings. The major limiting factor for the use of this model 
is the possible transfer of data from Canada to the UK. For the data to be used for this 
country it would be necessary to alter it to take account of the underlying differences in 
construction and materials provision culture as well as more specific differences in actual 
values. 
With this in mind, this report has been used as a source of information and guidance, but 
the actual values have not been used. 
1 A closed model is one for wbich the base daIa is unavailable except to the original creators 
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5.2 Oxford Brookes University 
5.2.1 Background 
The Doctoral Thesis of Alex Amato - A Comparative Environmental Appraisal Of 
Alternative Framing Systems For Offices (7) contains the outline of a system for 
evaluating the Life Cycle Energy implications of using steel and concrete frames. This 
work is supported by information gathered from a number of sources, including the Steel 
Construction Institute (SCI), British Steel, Davis Langdon & Everest and Oscar Faber 
Applied Research (8). Much of the data supplied to Amato from outside parties is of a 
commercially sensitive nature and is not included in the Thesis. Results and information 
stemming from this work have appeared through a number of channels other than the 
thesis document (9)(10), but mostly through the SCI. Since a large quantity of data is not 
included it is not possible to recreate the results. For clarity, this work is referred to as 
Oxford Brookes. 
5.2.2 Building Models Used 
The calculations made in this model are based on the design of two standard buildings 
(designated Building A and Building B) detailed by the SCI in 'Comparative Structure 
Costs of Modem Commercial Buildings' (10). These buildings have a simple rectangular 
plan, the larger of the two also possessing an internal atrium. No modifications have been 
made to take into account any design features, incorporated in some new buildings, 
which might have the effect of lowering the environmental impact The buildings are 
configured in a number of ways as outlined below -
Building A "Small Building" 
I3.Sm wide, 48m long and four stories high (2,6OOm2 gross floor area) with perimeter 
heating. The servicing zones are situated at either end of the building. The cladding is 
traditional brick and block with rectangular windows occupying 25% of the facade. There 
is a floor to ceiling height of 2.7m with a 150 mm raised floor. The foundations are pads 
bearing on sand and the ground floor is not suspended. A typical floor plan for this 
building is shown in Figure 5-2. 
Building B "Large Atrium-Type Building" 
4Sm wide, 60m long and eight stories high (18,000m1 gross floor area) with a central 
covered atrium of dimensions 15m x 30m and full air conditioning. The servicing zones 
are situated at opposite ends of the building. The cladding is purpose made high quality 
cladding system with a thin granite veneer over medium density block work with dry 
intemallining. There is a floor to ceiling height of 3.0m with a 200 mm raised floor. The 
foundations are under reamed bored piles into clay. A typical floor plan for this building 
is shown in Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-2: Oxford Brookes Building 'A' : Typical Floor Plan 
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Further details are given for other design details and assumptions such as occupancy 
patterns, required fire resistance and working energy requirements. The full range of 
heating and structural options used in the study are shown in Table 5-4. 
The figures used for embodied energy were provided by Davis Langdon and Everest 
(DLE) with some modifications, specifically looking at the impact of steel recycJability 
and the transport element. Unfortunately the DLE database is not available for this study 
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and so any assessment will therefore be limited. The embodied energy is calculated using 
a standard bill of quantities entering data for 
• Value of material in tonnes/ml of element 
• Values of initial embodied energy and COl for each m1 of element 
• Values of component life in years 
• Values of the repair and refurbishment embodied energy and COl for each m1 of 
element 
Table 5-4: Building Options Examined (9) 
Structure Type Option 
Building A 
Slim Floor Beams Heating & Natural Ventilation 
And Precast Slabs Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract 
Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
Heating & Mech. Supply + Extract Via FF + Enhanced Heat Transfer 
Composite Beams Heating & Natural Ventilation 
And Composite Slabs Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract 
Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
Heating & Mech. Supply + Extract Via FF + Enhanced Heat Transfer 
Reinforced Concrete Slabs Heating & Natural Ventilation 
Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract 
Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
Heating & Mech. Supply + Extract Via FF + Enhanced Heat Transfer 
Cellular Beams Heating & Natural Ventilation 
And Composite Slabs Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract 
Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
Heating & Mech. Supply + Extract Via FF + Enhanced Heat Transfer 
Precast Concrete Heating & Natural Ventilation 
Hollow Core Units Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract 
Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
Heating & Mech. Supply + Extract Via FF + Enhanced Heat Transfer 
BuildingB 
Slim Floor Beams Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
And Precast Slabs 
Composite Beams Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
And Composite Slabs 
Reinforced Concrete Slabs Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
Cellular Beams & Composite Slab Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
Precast Hollow Core Units Heating & Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 
The Oxford Brookes study uses the definition of Embodied Energy and COl shown 
below which is then qualified with a number of clauses. 
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Embodied energy is 'the total primary energy that had to be sequestered from a stock 
within the earth in order to produce a specific good or service and return waste safely to 
earth' 
The definition of this statement is then qualified using a nwnber of definitions 
1) Feedstock energy - the calorific energy produced when a material is burned. This 
can remain locked into the materials (timber) or be lost in creation of a product. Feedstock 
energy has been excluded. 
2) Partitioning - useful materials produced as a by product of the main material. A 
problem occurs in how to assign the embodied energy between the main and any 
secondary products. This could be done in a number of ways, for example by economic 
value, by mass or by the energy required to produce the nearest alternative. No allowance 
has been made for partitioning due to the complexity of this operation, but preliminary 
indications suggest that there is only a small impact on final energy figures. 
3) Timber and sequestered COl - the COl locked into building materials (primarily 
timber). This can be deducted from the total for the material. The Oxford Brookes report 
argues that this should only happen when timber is actually a totally renewable resource 
(all timber used is replaced in a steady state system.) In addition methane is produced 
where timber is placed in landfill si tes. 
4) Transport And Embodied Energy and COl - is the transportation of all materials 
involved in production of a product through all stages. This may involve several transport 
movements and of these the final movement to site is usually the most important. The data 
mainly comes from Department of transport information and is of a general (average) 
nature. [Figures are shown for transportation of raw materials - steel and cement]. 
S) Recycling and reuse - all recycled and reused materials have been assumed to have 
no embodied energy when they are removed from the building of which they were a part. 
Renewable energy inputs - no energy generated from these sources has been included in" 
the study, for practical reasons, although Amato suggests that it should be included in 
future. 
Two areas were given specific attention in this report - recycling and transportation. 
These two elements were used to modify the data base of materials values supplied by 
DLE. 
5.2.3 Transportation Calculations 
(' 
The transportation figures used in this report are based on national averages for materials 
moved in the UK. The calculation was based on a range of vehicles ranging from 7.5 
tonne rigid to 33 tonne articulated" lorries. The figures came from analysis of DoT 
statistics and the work by Miller and Humby (see section 5.4.3.4) which looked at the 
differences in energy for concrete that is in situ cast and precast. The transportation values 
used (both primary and delivered) are shown in Table 5-6. 
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This study found that 
"In general, the transpon components are small compared with manufacturing 
energy consumption. For most materials, therefore, only small amendments to 
the DLC database were carried out except for aggregates, natural stone, hardcore 
and similar materials where transponation was a major contributor". 
For example the (primary) energy for hardcore is quoted as 0.28 OJ/t of which the 
transportation energy is 0.1 OJ/t - 36% of the total. 
5.2.4 Recycling Calculations 
One of the most important elements in the calculation of energy is the recycling element 
Steel is a good candidate for recycling, and this report estimates that the split between 
new and recycled steel is around 50/50. However, within this there is variability on 
where recycled materials are used -
..•. nearly all structural sections manufactured in the UK originate from British 
Steel Commercial Steel Sections and Plates (primary process), while most steel 
reinforcement bar is produced by companies like Shearness Steel almost entirely 
using scrap steel as their feedstock. 
The report therefore suggests that a figure for steel could be derived for all steel assuming 
long teIDl recycling and that this could be applied to all steel use situations. The equation 
used to derive these values is shown as Equation 1. 
Equation 1: Derivation Of Recycled Steel Value 
(1-r) 
SM - (PM - RH) )( (1-r") + RH 
WbereS. = Multi-cycIe embodied energy 
p. = Primary Embodied Energy 
R. = Recycled Embodied Energy 
n = Number Of Cycle Stages, With Primary n = 1 
r = Recycling Yield Ratio 
When used this equation produces a range of values for steel embodied energy over time. 
The curve is asymptotic so the greater the number of cycles, the less the value will tend to 
change and the closer it is to horizontal, but it will never actually stop changing. This 
curve is shown in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4: Variation Of 'Multi Stage Life Cycle Embodied Energy' 
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This analysis results in three values for steel - for the primary stage energy (i.e. the 
situation if only raw materials are used, shown as the left hand value in Figure 5-4), the 
multistage energy (all values over time taking into account all steel production) and the 
recoiled energy (the energy for steel using only recycled materials). These values, shown 
in Table 5-5, were used as parameters in calculation of the whole structure embodied 
energy results. The value for primary steel was used for calculations in the main section 
of the work (including the figures in Table 5-7). 
Table 5-5: Steel Primary (Primary) Embodied Energy Values 
GJ/t 
Primary Steel (from raw materials) 25.5 
Recycled Steel (scrap is the main source) 17.3 
Multicycle Steel (value overtime) 18.9 
5.2.5 Report Conclusions 
The study reaches a number of conclusions the most important of these for the purposes 
of this thesis are shown below -
• There is no significant variation between the various types of construction 
a) in the embodied energy or embodied CO2 values 
b) in the operational energy or operational CO2 values 
c) in the total life cycle or CO2 values 
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• The operational energy consumption for naturally ventilated office buildings is 
only 36% of that for mechanically serviced options 
• The life cycle total energy and total COz figures for all the structural options and 
all the services options are many times larger than the initial energy/COz 
figures .... often 10-15 times as large. 
A number of overall conclusions are also reached 
energy consumption and CO2 emissions are key environmental parameters for 
life cycle assessment 
there is no significant difference between the environmental peiformance of steel 
framed office buildings in comparison with concrete framed buildings 
there is no operational energy benefit in the passive thermal peiformance of 
concrete framed buildings as compared to steel framed buildings 
the relationship between embodied energy and operational energy is now 
understood and this understanding can assist with assessing future energy 
implications arising from improvements in the building fabric 
a comparative life cycle assessment methodology now exists that is 'transparent' 
and this could be further developed for other LeA studies 
5.2.6 Selected Data From The Thesis 
Table 5-6 shows some of the data which has been used in the report. This work is notable 
for explicitly separating both transportation and primary energy requirements. It is 
probable that this data is based on figures calculated for the UK, however this is not 
certain because the DLE database uses information from many sources. 
The periods after which operational energy becomes eq~ to and then exceeds embodied 
energy are shown in Table 5-7. This can be as quickly as 4 years in the case of heavily 
mechanised buildings, increasing to 11 years where only heating is employed. 
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Table 5-6: Oxford Brookes Embodied Energy and COl Values (9) 
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Table 5-7: Operational Energy and Initial Embodied Energy (9) 
Pmods When Operational Energy (OE) Equals Initial Embodied Energy (ER) 
PrimaJy Energy Delive~ Ener&) CO2 
(Years) (Years) (Years) 
AI Slim Floor Beams ADd Precast Slabs 
Healing &: Natural Ventilation 11.3 14.8 14.3 
Heating &: Mechanical Supply + Extract 7.8 10.1 9.8 
Heating &: MecbanicaJ Supply + Ex1nIct Via False Floor 7.7 10.0 9.8 
Heating &: Mech. Supply + Extract Via FF + Enbansed Heat Transfer 7.7 9.9 9.7 
A2 Composite Beams ADd Composite Slabs 
Heating &: Natural Ventilalion 11.6 15.0 14.4 
Heating &: Mechanical Supply + Extract 7.9 10.1 9.8 
Heating &: MecbanicaJ Supply + ElI:tnK:t Via False Floor 7.9 10.0 9.8 
Heating &: Mech. Supply + ElI:tnK:t Via FF + Enbansed Heat Transfer 7.8 10.0 9.7 
7.8 
A3 ReiDfon:ed Concrete Slabs 
Heating &: Natural Ventilation 11.2 14.0 15.1 
Heating &: Mechanical Supply + ElI:tnK:t 7.7 9.8 10.4 
Heating &: MecbanicaJ Supply + Extract Via False Floor 7.6 9.5 10.3 
Heating &: Mech. Supply + Extract Via FF + Enbansed Heat Transfer 7.6 9.4 10.3 
A4 CcUuIar Beams ADd Composite Slabs 
Heating &: Natural Ventilllion 11.8 15.5 14.7 
Heating &: Mechanical Supply + Extract 8.0 10.4 10.0 
Heating &: Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 8.0 10.3 10.0 
Heating &: Mech. Supply + Ex1nIct Via FF + Enbansed Heat Transfer 8.0 10.2 9.9 
A5 Prec:ast ConcRte Hollow CoR Units 
Heating &: Natural VentilalioD 11.7 14.9 16.2 
Heating &: Mechanical Supply + Extract 7.9 10.0 11.0 
Heating &: MecbanicaJ Supply + Extract Via False Floor 8.0 10.1 11.0 
Heating &: Mech. Supply + ExtrICt Via FF + Enbansed Heat Transfer 8.0 10.1 11.0 
Bl Slim Floor Beams ADd Precast Slabs 
Heating &: Mechanical Supply + ElI:tnK:t Via False Floor 4.5 6.6 5.5 
B2 Composite Beams ADd Composite Slabs 
Heating &: Mechanical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 4.6 6.6 5.4 
B3 ReiDfon:ed COncRte Slabs 
Heating &: MecbaDical Supply + Extract Via False Floor 4.1 5.8 5.6 
B4 CeUular Beams.ADd Composite Slabs 
Heating &: Mecbanic:al Supply + Extract Via False Floor 4.5 6.5 5.4 
BS Prec:ast ConcRte HoUow CoR Units 
5.2.7 Discussion Of Oxford Brookes Model 
This model represents the first major environmental impact assessment tool available and 
specific to the UK and covers a wide range of materials and ideas, including assessment 
of operational energy. It does not cover any of the more current green design ideas and 
this restricts the applicability of all the conclusions reached. The conclusion that steel and 
concrete framed buildings are broadly similar in tenns of environmental perfonnance 
agrees with the data from Forintek, although this excluded operational energy. 
The transportation calculations are based on average Government figures and can not be 
expected to have the same degree of certainty that actual local figures would have. Since 
the model is not available and neither is most of the base data, or the parameters for the 
calculation of the data, it is difficult to assess how good the perfonnance of the model 
actually is. 
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The published data shows a number of interesting facets including pointing up the large 
variation in the transport component of embodied energy (Table 5-6) especially for items 
such as aggregates. Other significant findings show that the initial embodied energy is 
only a small proportion of the total energy used during the complete life cycle of the 
building - typically the initial embodied energy used is surpassed by the operational 
energy used in 10 -15 years, with the longer period being taken in naturally ventilated 
buildings. 
The recycling model proposed should be treated with care and is overly complex, 
suggesting a fuller knowledge than is actually the case. It is problematic to suggest that 
steel will be recycled using the same technology as now in say 100 years time. It is likely 
that much more of the energy produced at that point would be produced using renewable 
energy, which would significantly alter the energy equation. 
Although this is a relatively small detail, because of the large numbers of such details, 
deviations in the fonnulae used could result in errors. A comparison of the embodied 
energy data (shown in Figure 5-5) for the Forintek and Oxford Bookes studied show the 
range of data available. 
A distinction is made in this study between the embodied energy in the building after 
completion (termed 'initial building embodied energy' (ibee» and the embodied energy 
when the building is deemed obsolete (tenned 'Life-cycle building embodied energy' 
(Lcbee)). The operational energy requirement is the energy required for the building to 
fulfll its function and is in addition to the life cycle embodied energy requirement 
The embodied energy values are then multiplied out for each element and married to the 
estimates for the operations energy. 
5.3 Chalmers University Model 
This model, originating in Scandinavia, analyses the life cycle impact of building frame. 
material over the life cycle (11). 
5.3.1 Background 
The authors identify a number of reasons for the production of this model in particular the 
current lack of tools for assessing environmental impact It notes that these methods 
should be so transparent that it is possible for the user to find out on what basis the 
results have been obtained. These broad aims are refined into two statements 
To analyse and assess the environmental impact otStructural concrete and steel 
frames in buildings during the whole life cycle using the method of LeA as a 
tool 
To create a computerised model structure for environmental assessment of 
framed structures, that may be used as a tool for improvement analysis 
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The study looked at a representative segment of offices and dwellings with several 
stories. The frame designs were chosen to be representative of current building 
technology in the Nordic countries. 
The designs chosen were examined using a modular system, defined below, including 
both horizontal and vertical elements and supplementary materials needed to make each 
frame case deliver an equivalent minimum function. 
5.3.2 Design Criteria 
The building design uses a number of broad design guidelines and is based on a 
"Functional Unit". The design parameters and functional unit definitions are shown 
below. 
Design parameters 
• The building is 'externally long' and 12l1Om wide for offices/dwellings. 
• The floor to ceiling height is 2.7/2.4m for offices/dwellings. 
• A cladding system is included. 
• Only the third floor in a six storey building is analysed. 
• Gables, stair cases etc. are not included. 
Functional unit 
• The Functional unit includes the floor deck, one internal wall for the room and 
one internal wall separating the hallway and room, and two external walls. The 
"Functional Unit" floor area is derived from this. The dimensions for the 
functional unit are shown in Table 5-8. 
Table 5-8: Functional Unit Definition 
Width Length Facade Internal Window External Deck Internal 
Height Height Area Wail Area Area Wall 
Area 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m2) (m2) (m2) (m2) 
Office 2.4 12.0 3.0 2.7 2.5 9.2 28.8 32.4 
Dwelling 2.4 12.0 2.7 2.4 1.7 9.6 24.0 24.0 
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5.3.3 System Boundaries 
To somewhat simplify the calculation, a range of items was identified which could be 
used to provide a representative sample of the environmental impacts associated with 
these forms of construction. The factors identified are listed below. 
• Use of raw materials 
• Energy use 
• Emissions to air and water 
• Waste 
Within these definitions data gaps have been identified where information was sub 
standard or simply missing. These data gaps included the use and impact of 
infrastructure, accidental spills, human resources and their impacts, work environment, 
noise and odour. The calculations made use of average, rather than specific transportation 
distances and average current perf onnance was used rather than a current best practise or 
improved future standard. 
The building life span was taken to be 50 years. The analysis of waste materials ended at 
land fill stage and so does not consider impacts after disposal - for example visual impact 
of landfiIl sites. Materials where it is not possible to study all the "upstream" or 
"downstream" flows or where data is lacking have been designated "Non-elementary". 
Packaging materials are not considered nor are non structural steel items (nails, screws, 
etc.) except were specifically stated. 
Data collection occurred from a number of sources including environmental reports, 
manufacturers' data, trade associations, building contractors and engineers and housing 
administration organisers. The research was 'conducted in close co-operation' with • .. the 
building material industry, especially producers of cement and concrete products' . 
The data used in the inventory may be specific, i.e. represent a specific process, or 
general, and represent an average of processes in a country, within an industry etc. 
Where there was considered to be a large uncertainty, for example with building life span, 
alternative scenarios have been calculated and results presented (a sensitivity analysis). 
5.3.4 Calculation Methods 
There are three statements which define how the calculations have been made and these 
are listed below. 
1) The mass balance is solved with the functional unit as the basis for 
calculation. 
2) Energy use of the system is calculated, specified according to different energy 
sources, by first calculating the contributions from each process and then adding 
them together. 
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3) Emissions of the system are calculated by first calculating the contributions 
from each process and then adding them together. 
Only direct energy has been calculated (the energy needed to produce that energy is 
excluded) and feedstock energy (where raw materials have a calorific value and could be 
used as fuel) has been accounted as energy use. Where emissions are not calculated 
directly default figures were used. The standardised transportation data is shown in Table 
5-9. 
Table 5-9: Transportation Energy Data (11) 
Type Energy MJ/ton-km 
Lorry. Long distance 1.00 
Lorry. local distribution 2.70 
Railway, Fleclrical 0.3C 
Railway. Diesel 0.33 
Coastal Shipping 0.4' 
Ocean Going Shipping 0.2C 
Tankcn 0.11 
In some stated cases, data has been aggregated under broader definitions than those 
generally used because of the non common terminology used by manufacturers. Gross 
flows in and out for any given process do not always balance because they are calculated 
over a year and neglect possible changes to stocks. 
5.3.5 Demolition 
This study assumes that all materials become filler and/or waste after demolition except 
constructional steelwork as is current practice in Sweden. The figures used are shown in 
Table 5-10. These are significantly lower than the values quoted in the British Columbia 
study (see table Table 5-3) the concrete rate being 136.2 compared with 51.5 MJ/m2 and 
the steel rates being 81.7 compared with 18.7 MJ/m2/ There is no suggestion that either of 
the reports is wrong - the differences could simply be due the methods employed, factors 
included or differences between Scandinavia and Canada. 
Table 5-10: Chalmers Energy Demand For Demolition (11) 
Frame Alternative Energy Demand (diesel MJ/m2) 
1-2 (in situ oooaete) 51..5 
3-7 (otbermaterial options) 18.? 
Table 5-11 shows the percentage of waste materials assumed to result from demolition. 
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Table 5-11: Composition or Demolition Waste (11) 





Lightweight Cooaete 3 
Plaster 8 
Gravel. Sand. Crushed Limestone 2 
Steel 1 
Coke Ash 5 
Otha- 5 
103 
5.3.6 Impact Assessment Methods Utilised 
The Chalmers study made use of three methods of assessing environmental impact 
1) Environment Priority Strategy in Product Design (EPS) 
This system is based on the willingness to pay to restore reference conditions for 
• Biological diversity 
• Human health 
• Production 
• Aesthetic value 
• Natural resources 
This results in an index (ELU) assessing these five parameters, with lower being better 
2) Environmental Theme Method. 
Data is converted to contributions to know environmental problems, weighted against 
each other based on Swedish environmental policy. 
3) Ecological Scarcity 
Ecological scarcity is defined as the ratio between total environmental impact and critical 
impact within a geographically defined area. 
5.3.7 Report Conclusions 
The Chalmers University document provided three main conclusions relevant to this 
study. These are listed below. 
• As the energy use related to service life of the building far exceeds the energy use 
during the other steps, frames should be constructed so that service use energy is 
minimised. 
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• Recycling of demolition masses is important to reduce the impact of buildings over 
their life cycle. 
• Energy use from cradle to grave does not differ very much between frames. 
5.3.8 Discussion or Chalmers Model 
The data provided for the calculations and scope of emissions in this study is far greater 
than that in either the Forintek or Oxford Brookes work and includes categories for 
emission to air and water as well as simple energy use. These factors include items such 
as emissions of formaldehyde, arsenic, methane and many others. 
The use of a functional unit provides a method of assessment simpler than looking at the 
building as a whole. This simplicity may also be a drawback because, although most 
buildings contain repetitious patterns which could be used as a functional unit, there are 
also many areas where non standard plans are used. This is particularly the case with 
concrete framed buildings (see Chapter 4». 
The overall conclusion is that there is very little difference between concrete and steel and 
this agrees generally with both the British Columbia and Oxford Brookes works. 
However no consideration was given to timber as a construction material and this was 
shown to have the least impact in the British Columbia work. 
It is difficult to use this data in a UK model due to the problems, already outlined, in 
importing data from abroad. 
5.4 Additional Systems 
5.4.1 Eco Labelling 
Eco labelling does not provide an overall assessment for a building, rather it provides 
detailed environmental information in terms of energy, CO2 and wider environmental 
impact for individual materials. This information can then be used in a wider 
environmental audit or simply when selecting which material is preferable from an 
available range. This process can also be used to help eliminate waste through a better 
knowledge of 'best practise'. Each material has progressed a different amount along this 
path and, while for some there is a large amount of information in one area (for example 
for materials which are subject to a detailed British Standard such as cement), overall the 
information available is limited and subject to debate. 
5.4.2 International Audit Models 
There are a number of audit methods available for different countries, all of which have 
advantages and drawbacks. Of these methods, possibly the best known is the Building 
Environmental Performance Assessment Criteria (BEPAC) which has similarities with the 
Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM). 
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All these audit models have the drawback, when looked at from a UK perspective, of 
using base data which may not be directly applicable to construction in this country. One 
example of this difference in data is electricity, with each country having different 
proportions of output produced by each type of fuel source (e.g. hydroelectric is more 
often used in Canada than the UK) and even this varies with location within the country. 
This problem is not intrinsically insuperable but most of the systems assessed are 'closed' 
in as much as changing the input variables is not possible without detailed knowledge of 
the model. One of the main problems any environment model faces is the need for 
immediate results, when by the very nature of construction only a very long term study 
could reasonably provide true accuracy of data. 
5.4.2.1 BEPAC 
The BEPAC model (12) is specific to Canada and offers assessment in five major areas~ 
Ozone layer protection, environmental impact of energy use, indoor environmental 
quality, resource conservation and site and transportation. These are further subdivided 
into more detailed categories where required. These categories are all accorded equal 
importance. For each section points are awarded in two areas - design and management 
This system contains no detailed assessment of the building frame except in so far as this 
connects with other criteria. The calculations are feature specific and subjective within the 
framework. It does not assess the complete design in detail. 
5.4.2.2 An Object Oriented Model For The Assessment Of The 
Environmental Quality Of Buildings 
This French method proposed by Peuportier, Polster and Sommereux (13) uses a 
simplified elemental approach coupled with a database to evaluate the building impact It 
uses an algebraic expression for the quantity of recycling which increases accuracy for 
materials where this is applicable. This system is thought to be the best available in the. 
medium term until there is more real data. Output is in the form of an environmental 
profile which can be thought of as an expanded form of material eco labelling 
encompassing the complete building. 
5.4.2.3 Building Material Assessment System 
The Building Material Assessment System (BMAS) system proposed by Partridge and 
Lawson (14) uses a weighting system to assess the environmental impact of materials 
using 14 parameters ranging from the damage suffered by the environment during 
extraction to the recyclability of the demolished material. The parameters and weighting 
are shown in Table 5-12. 
These weightings are then used in conjunction with a score from 1 (least bad) -5 (worst) 
for each material for each parameter. All these factors are used to produce an Ecological 
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Factor, which can be used to rank materials with higher score indicating a worse 
perfonnance. 
Table 5-12: BMAS Parameters & Weighting (14) 
Element Parameter Weightin~ Total 
Mining Damage During Extraction :3 
Damage Relative To QJantity Of Materials 2 
Renewability Of Raw Material 4 
Recycled Content :3 12 
Manufacture Waste From Manufacture & Production 3 
Air Pollution From Manufacture & Production 4 
Embodied Energy 5 12 
Construction Energy For Transport To Site 3 
Energy On Site For Assembly & Erection 1 
On Site Waste & Packaging 2 f 
Use Maintenance Requirement 3 
Environmental Impact During Life Cycle 3 f 
Demolition Energy & Associated Effect During Demolition 2 
Recyclability Of The Demolished Material 4 (i 
The system has the advantage of being able to cope with different geographical locations 
and the flexibility to cope with areas where systems requiring numbers might be unable to 
provide any results. The disadvantage is that because the weight of a material is 
detennined by 'straw poll' of 'environmentally aware professionals and building 
designers' and averaged, the result is subjective. 
No results are given for standard buildings. 
5.4.2.4 Other Systems 
There are a number of other systems which provide partial assessment. The Netherlands 
has produced the "Environmental Preference Method For Building Materials" which 
looks to provide the least polluting material from any given selection thus providing the 
designer with a simple lookup table of 'best' materials from this point of view. 
The "Environmental Declaration Of Building Materials' system suggested in Denmark 
(15) would result in a database of facts on materials with each having an environmental 
profile including information on raw materials, emissions and other related factors. 
The Athena package (16) is produced by Forintek and based on the data already 
discussed. 
5.4.3 UK Audit Models 
5.4.3.1 BREEAM 
The most widely used audit method in the UK is BREEAM (17), which provides a 
method of assessing buildings - including offices, supermarkets and homes - using three 
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broad areas of concern which are designated as Global, Local and Internal. Global issues 
involve factors such as CO2 emissions resulting from energy use and designing for 
longevity, local issues include noise and use of contaminated land and internal issues 
assess the thermal comfort and lighting. Credits are gained by showing improvement on 
design in tenns of the environment from the 'best' normal practice and are appraised on a 
range from fair to excellent No credits are awarded for simply fulfilling legal 
requirements. An overall award is made based on the minimum credits gained over all 
three sections. To gain maximum effect the assessment should take place in conjunction 
with the design, however buildings are also assessed after the design is completed. 
The strength of this approach is in its relative simplicity and ease of application. The 
simplicity is also the major drawback, because evaluation of factors occurs on a 
uncomplicated level and excludes some areas altogether. For example a building gaining 
the highest credit award would have all the following features according to Yates, Bartlett 
& Baldwin (18) 
• Improved insulation 
• No air conditioning 
• Good use of daylight 
• Energy efficient artificial light with effective controls 
• Efficient appliances 
The use of 'Improved' and 'Good' reveals the imprecise nature of the assessment and 
there is no reflection of the interaction of different aspects in the way that a more 
quantitative assessment might In addition it is possible for a building to gain maximum 
points (1'). This is obviously limiting to design and does not reflect the full range of 
possibilities available. Despite these drawbacks, this approach has considerable merit as a 
first step approach to environmental assessment 
5.4.3.2 En,ironmental Design Manual 
This suite of tools is gathered from a number of different sources, mainly the CIBSE 
guide and Building Research Establishment data, which has been placed on computer and 
linked together. The system is not yet available commercially, but should provide more 
information than BREEAM although still less than would be required for a full 
environmental audit 
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5.4.3.3 Of/ice Toolkit 
The Office Toolkit (20) is a computer model package which provides assessment of 
existing buildings. It is a tool for office managers rather than designers. The package 
comes in the fonn of a spreadsheet. 
5.4.3.4 Brighton University 
This work, carried out by Humby and Miller (21, 22), is not a complete evaluation 
model, but rather seeks to assess the differences between pre cast and in situ cast concrete 
in terms of construction. The production of insitu concrete includes activities including 
hatching, delivery of concrete, timber and reinforcement to site and site construction up to 
vibration of the concrete. The precast analysis included a similar range of activities. 
The report provided a range of calculations and values for placing of concrete (pump, 
skip and dumper) and transportation distances and these are shown in Table 5-13 and 
Table 5-14. These are calculated using primary energy figures. 
Table 5·13: Concrete Placing Energy (21) 
Activity Energy 
MJ/m2 




Table 5·14: Assumed Transportation Distances (21) 
Sement Distance 
(Miles) 
Precast Units To Site 180 
Ready Mixed Concrete To Site 5.2 
Steel Reinforcement To Site 31.5 
TlDlber Shuttering to Site 203 
Overall the report concluded that in situ casting had a significantly lower total assembly 
energy (33.4 MJ/m2) compared to precast (62.5 MJ/m2), although it did acknowledge that 
transportation distances had a major influence on this result. Transportation was estimated 
as 40 - 60% of the total energy. These figures are given to highlight the differences 
between insitu cast and precast concrete, and as such are not comparable with models 
which assess all energy demands. 
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5.5 Comparisons and Assessment 0/ the Available Models 
The conclusions presented by the three major works for which results are available 
broadly agree, although there is much room for uncertainty in the variables and 
calculations allowed by all sets of research. The results presented in the Oxford Brookes 
work represent probably the first in depth analysis for the UK of the environmental 
impacts for commercial buildings and are certainly of great interest. 
It is difficult to accurately assess both the Oxford Brookes and Forintek models on a 
micro level because of a lack of data. The Chalmers model is the most detailed but in 
common with the other reports, limited in its assessment of on site (both construction and 
demolition), activities. The Brighton study looks in most detail at on site activities (both 
the Chalmers and the Oxford Brookes study use elements from this report). The data 
provided by Buchanan and Honey (Table 4-13) has also been considered in this section 
because it provided data on a whole building basis, but was not considered to be an audit 
model. The data for Linacre college (fable 4-14) has not been included because of the 
relatively small size of the structure. 
Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 show the frame and total structural energy cost for three 
reports and clearly illustrate the wide range of figures available. The data from which 
these graphics are derived, shown in Table 5-15, are taken from two of the main studies -
Forintek and Oxford Brookes. This has been supplemented by results from Buchanan 
And Honey. No results have been used from the Chalmers report because these are not 
quoted in whole building embodied energy terms and are also filtered using weighting 
systems. 
Clearly there are big differences between the results from each report. The highest results 
for each material come from Buchanan and Honey. This is the oldest work and seems to 
have been carried out in the least detail. In each case the Forintek report provides the 
lowest resul ts. 
The relationship between the frame and the total embodied energy varies with, in some 
cases, the frame providing as much 61 % of the total (concrete) or as little as 12% (wood). 
Given the wide differences between the report results, an average figure was not 
calculated over all the results. The Oxford Brookes figures are primary energy, while the 
other two are delivered energy. 
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Table 5-15: Comparison or Frame and Total Embodied Energy 
Study Option Frame Total Frarne:Total 
Energy Energy 
GJ/m' GJ/m' % 
Concrete 
Forintek No underground parking 1.0 4.6 22 
Forintek Inc. underground parking 1.3 4.9 26 
Oxford Brookes Building B'" Hat Soffit 2.1 7.3 29 
Oxford Brookes Building A'" Hat Soffit 2.5 8.7 28 
Buchanan & Honey Concrete 3.4 5.6 61 
Precast Concrete Frame 
Oxford Brookes Building B'" Hollow Core Units 1.7 6.9 25 
Oxford Brookes Building A'" Hollow Core Units 2.7 9.0 30 
Steel Frame 
Forintek No underground parking 1.0 4.7 21 
Forintek Inc. underground parking 1.3 5.0 26 
Oxford Brookes Building B'" Cellular Beams & Composite Slab 2.6 8.8 29 
Oxford Brookes Building A'" Slim Hoor Beams & Precast Slab 2.6 7.8 33 
Oxford Brookes Building A'" Composite Beams & Composite Slab 2.6 8.9 29 
Oxford Brookes Building B'" Slim Hoor Beams & Precast Slab 2.7 7.9 34 
Oxford Brookes Building B'" Composite Beams & Composite Slat 2.7 7.9 34 
Oxford Brookes Building A'" Cellular Beams & Composite Slab 2.9 9.1 31 
Buchanan & Honey Steel 4.4 6.6 67 
Wooden Frame 
Forintek No underground parking 0.5 4.1 12 
Forintek Inc. underground parking 0.9 4.6 20 
Buchanan & Honey Wood 1.5 3.7 41 
'" This model makes an allowance for the installation of dIfferent types of plant and servicing - 0 GJ/m2 for 
heating and natural ventilation and around 0.20 - 0.27 GJ/m2 for fully serviced buildings. The figures given are 
for the heated and natural ventilation option. 
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5.5.1 Concrete Frame 
There are five examples for concrete frames with a spread of 1.0 - 3.4 GJ/mz for the 
frame and 4.6 - 8.7 GJ/m2 total embodied energy. The frame energy is given as between 
22 - 28% of the total energy for all except Buchanan and Honey where the result was 
much higher at 61 %. 
5.5.2 Precast Concrete Frame 
Only the Oxford Brookes study examines a precast frame and these results are slightly 
irregular. The buildings examined use the same precast system, and the figures produced 
(1. 7 and 2.7 GJ/m1 respectively) show a greater difference than in any other interstudy 
comparison. While it is acknowledged that concrete can be a more variable material than 
steel in terms of construction, precast solutions should be similar to steel. Elements are 
factory produced and should be as predictable as steel in on site conditions. The steel 
frame solutions, using three different designs are much more uniform (within 0.3 GJ/mz 
for six examples). The Oxford Brookes report makes no mention of these differences. 
The precast solutions result in a lower frame energy than the insitu cast alternatives. This 
is the opposite of the results found by Humby, which found that the precast frame used 
nearly twice the energy of insitu, partly due to the increase transportation distances. The 
ratio of frame to total embodied energy were 25 and 30% respectively. 
5.5.3 Steel Frame 
The results for steel frames are generally slightly higher than for the concrete alternatives. 
This is not canied through to the total energy, with the results being approximately 
comparable. The steel frame is generally a higher proportion of the total energy being 21 -
34% (excluding the value of 67% quoted by Buchanan and Honey). The Oxford Brookes 
frame energy results are remarkably consistent, with five of the six results falling within 
0.1 GJ/mz and the final result l?eing only 2.5 GJ/mz higher than the average. 
5.5.4 Wooden Frame 
The wooden frames have by far the lowest energy requirements, although the other 
energy requirements are higher, making the total comparable within the Buchanan and 
Honey and Forintek results. The reports came from Canada and New Zealand 
respectively and the impact of this on the production of timber compared with the UK is 
not known. 
5.5.5 Comparison Between Frame Materials 
None of the models are able to assess differences that might occur in specific buildings 
between, for example, geographical locations - a building in Sheffield could be expected 
to return different embodied energy values to one in central London. Along with other 
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differences which could occur (source of materials, methods employed, recycling, etc.) it 
would be unwise to suggest that one result will be correct in all situations. In particular 
there has been little differentiation between types of concrete. Using a single value for 
steel may be acceptable because it is a relatively homogeneous material, but using one 
value for concrete suggests that C20 blinding concrete has the same impact as high 
strength e80 or lightweight C40 and this is clearly inappropriate for anything other than a 
simple assessment. 
The differences between the ratio of frame to total energy is interesting because many of 
the differences between frame materials are not relevant when considering, for example, 
cladding, since most systems can be applied to all frames. 
The Oxford Brookes report concludes that there is very little differences between frame 
materials, which is slightly dubious given the results. A difference of 2.1 and 2.6 GJ/m2 
represents a 24% increase and is not insignificant over a complete building. Using the 
Oxford Brookes 'B' building as an example 18,OOOm2 x 0.5 GJ/m1 = 9 000 GJ. 
Assuming a value for recycled steel of 17.6 GJ/t, this represents a saving in energy equal 
to 520 tonnes of steel production. This is not insignificant, especially if the result is 
applied to all new buildings. Set against this, is the fact that these results are subject to 
errors derived from both the basic embodied energy values used and the limits on 
calculation. It is possible that these errors could be larger than the differences. However, 
all the results are subject to these errors, so this criticism, while certainly valid, should 
not be given too much weight. 
The buildings considered in all the studies are simple and not designed to maximise 
advantages of each material for low impact design, for example through the use of curved 
soffits. The Oxford Brooke study looks at only one in situ cast concrete frame, which 
uses a flat soffit, although it does include hollow cores, which can be used in conjunction 
with thermal mass. None of the case studies examined in Chapter 4 use a flat soffit 
design. 
The Oxford Brookes model is the only one which is specifically UK based and is 
therefore the one which has been most closely studied. 
The final point which should be remembered is that no study produces results that are 
necessarily any better than the others - they could all be equally correct for the 
circumstances in which they were created. However, all reports acknowledge possible 
flaws and these areas should be improved upon where possible. 
5.6 Conclusions 
Analysis of the available models should be used to guide the creation of any new models. 
Overall, it is clear from looking at the available detail there are significant gaps in the 
detailed information available in calculating life cycle energy figures, and that there is still 
significant room to improve the accuracy of results. Although detailed information is 
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available from some sources, especially the Chalmers report, it is localised for Sweden, 
which limits the applicability in the UK. The differences in results for frames are 
acknowledged to be relatively small and should be qualified by the errors which are 
unavoidably included via variable base data. 
When looking at the current models it becomes apparent that that there is a need for a 
simple to use and truly transparent impact assessment model. The results currently 
available are from Canadian, Scandinavian and UK models and these, unsurprisingly 
given the ranges of input data, yield varying results. These results are difficult to compare 
due to the differences in data from region to region and the different designs used to 
provide the baseline information. 
The work presented here in should produce a localised impact assessment model which is 
open to inspection both in terms of the basic data and the uses to which that data is put. 
The model should also be able to accept different data sets to enable the parameters to be 
examined and suggest the sensitivity to change of different values. This adaptability 
should also enable the model to be improved as new information becomes available 
and/or be tailored to specific company data. Once created a new model can be used to 
assess structures already used in other models to compare values, but also use designs 
from the next generation of low impact buildings. The data used to produce any results 
should be clearly available to ensure that possible confusion is minimised. 
Fundamentally, any conclusions provided are strictly limited by the data and calculations 
used. When assessing different works some simple questions should be used to question 
the results and conclusions -
1) What figures were used and were these produced in the same way as other models? 
2) Do the calculations include the same range of data. How have partitioning, uneconomic 
carbons and other parametric items been handled? 
3) Could other figures reasonably have been substituted which would affect the results? 
4) Are all the assumptions which have been used explicitly stated. Could other reasonable 
assumptions have been made which would have produced different results? 
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6. STRUCTURAL EMBODIED ENERGY 
MODEL: DEFINITIONS AND PARAMETERS 
ASSESSMENT 
The information gathered from the literature and available reports, discussed in the 
preceding chapters, reveals the areas where work is progressing and where gaps exist and 
more work is required. Overall, while there is broad agreement that environmental issues 
will continue to grow in importance in the construction industry and many new ideas and 
tools are being suggested, there are still many areas where detailed agreement has not 
been reached. Looking at the current 'state of the art' it is very possible that some 
concepts will be superseded. 
In the area of embodied energy there are clearly several areas where there is a significant 
gap in the available data, specifically in construction and subsequent demolition of 
structures. The data on transportation is increasing in quantity but is still very generalised 
and lacking on specialised pieces of plant and equipment 
There are also gaps in knowledge of operational energy, although this is where much of 
the work is currently being carried out. The work carried out up to this point has used 
computer models, however there is now data emerging from green buildings in use. This 
data should prove extremely valuable to designers of future projects. The conflict between 
the theoretical and practical sides of the work mean that there is likely to be significant 
changes in design over the next decade. Most of the buildings up to this point have been 
limited in scope using relatively well known ideas - double to treble glazing, increased 
insulation, low energy equipment - and linking them to relatively simple designs. As 
confidence in the new types of design grows it is possible that the design ideas will 
become increasing divergent 
When looking at the current models it becomes apparent that that there is a need for a 
simple to use and truly transparent impact assessment model. Currently available results· 
give widely different results which are difficult to compare due to the differences in work 
practises from region to region and the different designs used to provide the baseline 
information. 
None of the models studied look at the human energy requirement in construction 
processes or the energy associated with people such as housing, travel or food. There are 
a number of reasons for this, primarily the difficulty in accurate assessment. In addition 
consideration should also be given to the fact that humans will consume energy whatever 
activities they are pursuing. In this work the energy exPended by the human operatives 
has not been considered. The increasing use of computers and robotics will reduce the 
need for this type of assessment, however construction still needs a large work force. 
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6.1 Background To Data Gathering 
The factors outlined in the preceding chapters will inform the parameters within which the 
new model operates and the data which is used in processing. This background 
information can be summarised into the guidelines discussed below. 
The work should produce a localised impact assessment model which is truly open to 
inspection. Any model produced should be adaptable enough to accept as much as 
possible of the variable grades of data which are currently available. It should also be able 
to accept different data sets for any given parameter depending on the situation. This 
adaptability should enable the model to be improved as new information becomes 
available and be tailored to specific company data. Once created, a model can be used to 
assess a number of the structures already discussed in other studies. 
Data can be used from as wide a range of sources as possible, but preferably that which 
comes from direct observations and measurements, usually in the collaboration of the 
companies involved. New data should be concentrated in the areas where there are 
currently gaps and should supplement that already available. When combined, the new 
and existing data will form the basis for the calculations carried out by the Structural 
Embodied Energy Assessment Model. 
In general the level of knowledge within companies approached for information about 
environmental issues was disappointing. Although in most instances there was a 
recognition that "the Environment" was important, the knowledge did not extend much 
beyond this level. No general operatives, sales or technical staff in non specialised1 
companies recognised the term embodied energy. Although this was expected in smaller 
local companies, it is surprising in the larger ones. In some cases 'environmental 
benefits' were claimed for a company, for example a reduction in fuel consumption by 
using a specific product, however when this was followed up, data was unavailable. This 
data may have been withheld for reasons of a commercial nature and this is regrettable, 
albeit understandable in some situations. 
The lack of data is reflected in the values used in some places in the Structural Embodied 
.Energy Assessment Model. No values have been used which are not thought to be at least 
realistic. In each case the source of the information and some background information has 
been included although some of the companies from which data was gathered have asked 
10 remain unnamed, and this is reflected in the text 
1 The nmge of companies approached for information was very large, including plant and tool 
manufacturers, plant hire companies, cooaete suppliers, steel fabricators and erectors, contractors IDi 
waste management aod recycling. The only firms oonsidemi to be specialising in energy aod the 
CIlvironment were those with a dcdicaled department or team. 
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6.1.1 Primary Data Sources 
New data has come from direct contact with plant and materials manufacturers, visiting 
trade fairs and gathering literature for specific processes or equipment Where direct 
measurements have been the source of data this has been carried out in conjunction with 
commercial companies in a range of areas concentrating on local firms. 
This section also includes information which has been derived from published sources 
where the data has been repurposed - for example guides on good construction 
techniques. In many cases using good construction techniques will also minimise the 
energy requirements 
Most, if not all companies have a good knowledge of the costs involved in continuing 
business in their area of work. This knowledge may well extend to the energy required 
during operations - mainly in the fonn of fuel bills, however in the case of a number of 
finns contacted, the link between fuel and energy was not made. In other cases little or no 
care was taken noting fuel expenditure, especially in smaller local companies, on the 
grounds that this was not a major source of monetary cost. In a limited number of cases, 
examination of the operations and fuel bills of a company made it possible to gain a good 
understanding of the energy flows involved. In a number of other cases, data exists but 
was deemed of a commercially sensitive nature and unavailable to those outside an 
organisation. 
In the majority of remaining cases, such energy information did not explicitly exist, 
although a certain knowledge of the area was apparent, for example, general fuel 
consumption figures for plant. 
6.1. Z Secondary Data Sources 
The secondary data comes from information already published and detailed in the 
preceding sections, for example the values for steel and cement. 
6.1.3 Primary And Secondary Data 
The use of the tenns primary and secondary does not imply that some data is of a lower 
quality, but rather to show by what route the information arrived in the model. However, 
where data has not been directly gathered or calculated, there is, of necessity, less control 
over how the calculation was made. In some cases a combination of both types of data 
has been used - for example the energy figure for aggregate has been calculated and used 
in conjunction with published data for cement. In some cases, for example plant and 
equipment, the data comes from both primary and secondary sources. Where this occurs, 
the primary data has been used in preference. 
6.1.4 Process Hierarchy 
Both primary and secondary data must be organised and processed if it is to be of use in 
calculation, other than on a very basic level, of structural embodied energy. The 
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Structural Embodied Energy Assessment Model uses a pyramidal structural organisation 
(Figure 6-1). Although 'lower' level processes are shown as feeding into 'higher' levels, 
it should not be assumed that these will have a lower energy cost or are less important In 
addition, at all levels, a unit rate or process can feed into a process not directly above it. 
The most obvious multi level interaction is for what have been termed 'office energy 
overheads'. Every product, be it a tonne of 10 mm aggregate or an office block is 
produced by people who require ancillary equipment - office space, lighting, computer, 
telephones and so on. 
6.1.4.1 Unit Rates 
At the lowest level are the simplest components - unit rates. These consist of energy 
consumption figures for single items of plant and machinery and are quoted as energy 
(gallons of diesel consumed) per hour or miles per gallon. As previously noted, items of 
plant will themselves have an embodied energy figure and will be the result of a complex 
series of events (the manufacturing process), however, in this context, they have been 
assumed simply to exist. This is a reasonable assumption for a number of reasons - the 
long life span of most items of plant and the highly recyclable materials from which they 
are made (metals). In addition, the data is simply not currently available. 
Also included in the unit rate class is an item which is used at all the other process levels. 
Transportation will occur in conjunction with every process at every level and will range 
from movements of hundreds or thousands of miles to small distances around a building 
site. The process diagrams for both concrete and steel identifies a number of the major 
transportation steps - for example the movement of aggregates from a quarry to a batching 
plant - and these are the ones that have been directly calculated as part of the structural 
embodied energy. However a myriad of smaller movements will take place, which are not 
directly identified, because they are small and because they are unpredictable. An example 
of this type of movement would be reusable form work - in some cases forms and moulds 
might be left in place until they are required, in other cases they could be moved to an 
intermediate storage place, or moved several times as required. In addition the method of 
movement will vary, possibly using a wide range of plant such as tower crane or tipper 
truck. or even by hand. 
6.1.4.2 Basic Processes 
At the next step up in the hierarchy are the first processes. These are built up from 
combinations of the unit rates. For example, the energy requirement for land acquired 
aggregates is made up of the rates for any diggers, loading shovels, crushing machines, 
screens, and tippers, and transportation around the site. To this must be added a figure 
for the office energy overhead requirements. In addition, explosives might be required 
where the source material was rock rather than alluvial materials. Explosives are the 
product of a process of their own, however this has been excluded. 
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6.1.4.3 Higher Level Processes 
The higher level processes uses the lower level processes and unit rates to build up rates. 
For example the energy figure from the aggregate process becomes part of the concrete 
batching process which will also include the energy for all the materials used in concrete 
including the transport energy cost, the energy used in the batching plant and the office 
energy overhead. The outcome of this process assessment is a unit rate for a cubic metre 
of batched concrete. The parameters can then be altered for different concrete mixes. 
Processes may occur separately for both steel and concrete or may be used by both. 
These factors are discussed in the next section. 
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6.2 Energy Data Parameters 
STRUCTURl!: 
There are two basic methods of obtaining energy figures for materials and processes -
independent evaluation, for example by this study, or internal evaluations by the relevant 
industries. 
Since there is currently a large quantity of research being carried out in the area of 
embodied energy, the Structural Embodied Energy Assessment model has been designed 
to accept the full range of data currently available and has the ability to be updated when 
required. The functioning of the model is discussed in Chapter 8 . 
6.2.1 Limits On The Range Of Data 
An overall calculation of embodied energy should include all energy that has gone into 
producing that item. This means that, for example, when assessing the environmental 
cost of using a mobile crane, to make a very accurate reading it would be necessary to 
know a number of specific and supplementary items. 
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This is best illustrated in tenns of an item of plant, for example a mobile .crane working 
erecting steel on site. The first item which must be known is the quantity of completed 
work over the job, in this case in tonnes of steel erected and the fuel used to complete this 
work (excluding any additional but unrelated jobs which might have been undertaken 
whilst on site). Also needed is the fuel used in travel to and from the site and other oil and 
lubricants during the job. Supplementary infonnation then needed includes the energy 
used in support of the cranes operation including, but not limited to, computers, light and 
equipment in the site office and hire firm office (office energy overhead). These figures, 
if known will give a good indication of the energy directly used to erect a given tonnage 
of steel. To get a figure for other operations these figures would need to be reworked in 
each case. They will also vary depending on other parameters including the skill of the 
driver. the conditions prevailing on site, and the age of the machine. 
However these calculations exclude the energy required to produce the machine in the 
first instance. This could be calculated by looking at the energy needed by each of the 
operations that went into producing the machine, the supplementary office overhead 
costs, all averaged over the complete life of the crane, and the energy cost of making 
good any wear and tear incurred during the job. Finally, an appropriate share of the 
energy needed to make the machines that made the crane would need to be added. And the 
machines that made the machines. And so on. 
This level of infonnation is not currently available, so the prerequisite is to find a level of 
information which is achievable across the range of processes used in the construction of 
steel and concrete frames. 
This was achieved in two ways, first by setting, with reference to published literature and 
recommendations, the minimum requirement to get worthwhile results and a realistically 
achievable maximum level of data. The second method was to canvas appropriate 
companies to see the level of data that was already or could become available through data 
gathering and analysis. At this stage, the preferred method of data gathering was to 
cooperate with individual companies to assess the energy uses and requirements in a wide 
range of situations. 
The analysis revealed a number of points -
• The level of knowledge and available data was surprisingly low in a large number of 
cases. In many instances initial contact was not responded to or with simple negative 
responses. 
• Some manufactures have made more progress in self evaluation and environmental 
data gathering than others. British Steel for example, has, along with other major 
European steel manufacturers, commissioned a major study into the environmental 
costs of steel. When this is published, in early 1998, assuming that the calculations 
involved are visible, these values will clearly be the most accurate. This work has 
been publicised and announced (1), however, when British Steel were approached to 
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see if any information could be made available for use in this project they declined to 
comment further. The general tone was that when the information was available, it 
could be provided on a case by case basis to those who demonstrated a need and were 
prepared to accept guidance on the data use. 
• For the most complex operations, cement and steel manufacture, the most realistic 
methods of evaluation would appear to be either for an external examination of the 
operations with the co-operation of, and full access to, the industry. Alternatively the 
manufacturers involved could commission a study or carry out their own work. 
Generally the second approach has been taken and the values used in these areas in 
this study are therefore either those provided by the manufacturers themselves (an 
"imported" value) or the very broad values provided by, for example. the Building 
Research Establishment (see section 4.2. 10). 
• In addition to the difficulty involved in the calculation, there is a question of fairness 
to the materials involved. Therefore 'equivalent' sources of data are used wherever 
possible to ensure an even handed approach. It is recognised that each individual item 
or process will have its own specific value for embodied energy. even down to 
individual batches and that using one 'all in' evaluation will reduce the accuracy of the 
model when compared to bespoke calculations. It is not possible to partially calculate 
a figure, by taking known values for individual items. for example by adding office 
overheads, and adding it to an all in value to 'improve' the data because the exact 
parameters (items included and excluded) of the data is not known. Any addition 
might therefore duplicate an item already included. 
• Some figures in segments of the construction industry, for example the requirements 
of the people in charge of purchasing decisions for major plant, did not feel that 
energy was a significant issue. In carrying out the survey for information everyone 
involved in purchasing plant stated that the most important consideration was either 
cost or durability/reliability. This was, in part, attributed to ownership and use of 
plant in this country. Often plant is owned by plant hire firms, which rent items to 
contractors on a short terms basis. The plant is hired with two main issues in mind -
ability to do the job and cost. The decision about which hire company to use is often 
made with reference to 'preferred' subcontracts. In this system the plant hire firm has 
no particular incentive to consider energy. since fuel is provided on site by the 
contractor, and the contractor is generally simply interested in low hire charges. In 
situations where the contractor used their own plant, fuel use was often noted, but not 
then further analysed and considered insignificant. 
• Some manufacturers expressed the opinion that productivity and thus indirectly 
energy, is primarily effected by factors such as driver comfort and good machine 
design. Driver ability was also cited as a major contributory factor. 
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• Manufacturers, when questioned, were often reluctant to produce energy figures 
stating, with a degree of justification, that this information is not required by them or 
their clients and difficult to produce due to the range of operations and variables 
involved. A straw poll of full page advertisements placed in the November 1997 issue 
of Plant Managers Journal (2), found no mentions of energy or environment (see 
Table 6-1). 
Table 6-1: Requirements For Plant 
Reliable! Power Research! Comfort! O:s/ Service! EDcrllY! 
Durable TecbnolollY Productivity Economy Maintenance Environment 
Cummins X X X X 
Hyundai X X X X X 
Samsung X X X 
JeB X X X X 
Twaites X 
Case X 
Hanix X X 
Volvo X X 
Bobcat X 
New Holland X 
Komatsu X X X X 
3 6 6 4 6 2 0 
6.3 Compiled Energy Data 
The target data for the Structural Embodied Energy Assessment model was set, 
acknowledging the factors previously outlined, to using simple average fuel consumption 
and energy rating figures. These are supplemented, where applicable, by an assessment 
of the office overhead cost. 
The data shown in the tables in this section has been presented as simply as possible for 
clarity, for example plant type A, average fuel consumption B litres per hour, work done 
C tonnes. 
For each section a background statement is included about the origin of the data and the 
use to which it is put. In some cases data has been calculated from actual figures from 
plant and equipment used, in others it represents information from manufacturers. Where 
possible, where manufacturers' data has been used, a discussion was held with a 
company representative about use and limitations, although in most cases explicit 
operative knowledge of this area was limited. 
6.4 Process Diagrams 
Process diagrams have been created for both concrete (Figure 6-2) and steel (Figure 6-3). 
These show the range of operations that have been considered for each material in this 
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report. They also show how the processes will flow and interconnect for steel and 
concrete in a structure. 
Although concrete and steel have been detailed separately, they are fundamentally linked -
concrete is used in 'steel' framed buildings and visa versa, and the two chart system is 
used simply for clarification purposes. In each case, the charts are, of necessity, 
simplified. It is simply not possible to show all the possible variations for each variable. 
Each of the elements shown has been identified as an item which requires analysis in 
order to perform an accurate embodied energy calculation. 
To help with identification of processes, the charts use shape coded boxes for each 
general situation. These are explained below. 
These boxes cover the major headings for phases in the frame life cycle. The 'Site 
Operations' box indicates a large number of processes, the majority of which have been 
assessed. During construction many interactive processes will be taking place 
simultaneously and while some of these are frame related, others are not. Where an 
overlap occurs in energy tenns, for example in the work being canied out by site 
management and operatives, an estimate has been made about the relative weights for 
each activity. The Occupation box, which covers repair and maintenance, is shown 
because this is the most important phase of the building life cycle and links the 
construction and demolition phases, rather than because it has been assessed. The reasons 
for this have been noted previously. 
These boxes show where a process calculation has been made, based on primary data. In 
some cases where both primary and secondary data has been used in building up a 
process rate, these are shown as being primary values for clarity. This will include items 
such as batched concrete where, for instance, cement is a secondary figure, but batching 
energy is primary. 
These are processes for which a secondary value has been used. 
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This box shows that an assessment has been made of the office energy requirement and 
that this has been included in the process embodied energy calculations. 
This indicates where a recycling activity may take place. Whether or not this occurs will 
depend on the specific job. 
Indicates that a stream of waste materials is generated. As with transportation, it is 
recognised that waste can be generated at any point in the life cycle, however, also like 
transportation, this can be very unpredictable. An allowance for waste has been made, at 
standard rates, for most material streams. 
This box indicates that materials may be moved to storage at this point. In most cases 
there is an option for materials to either be used directly or moved to store and then used 
(double handling). An example of this is the off loading of steel members, which ideally 
can be done straight from the lorry to the structure, but in many cases will be moved to 
store. Well managed stores will suffer only small losses, however waste can be 
significant if the conditions are other than optimum. 
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Figure 6-3: Steel Processes Overview 
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6.5 Items Included In The Assessment 
There are a large range of items which could be measured to provide a guide to 
environmental impact A number of these concepts are, at best, difficult to quantify, for 
example damage to the landscape. Other items may in future be quantitatively assessed 
but the data for such calculations is not yet available. After assessing the information 
currently available and the possibility for getting new data, four factors were identified 
which are useful environmental indicators and could be calculated with some degree of 
certainty. These are shown below. 
1. Embodied Energy. 
This is the most basic building block for environmental assessment. Currently any 
increase in energy use will involve increased exploitation of the environment. This 
can take many forms, the most obvious being power stations and transportation. The 
use of renewable sources of energy will partly solve this problem but even use of 
solar or wind power involves exploitation in some form, for example wind farms in 
areas of natural beauty. Values for energy are available for a wide range of materials 
and processes, although the accuracy of these values may sometimes be limited. 
2. Embodied Carbon Dioxide (cq~). 
The exploitation of fossil fuels released stored CO". This has a significant impact as a 
greenhouse gas and is one of the prime targets for control and reduction. Calculations 
have been made for many materials, but these can be more variable than energy 
calculations for the reasons identified in Chapter 2, especially the mix of power 
sources used. 
3. Distance Involved in Transportation. 
Transportation is a major energy user and producer of emissions. Traffic jams are 
also responsible for many work hours lost. Traffic jams also result in significant 
increases in pollution. Although there are measures for gross national traffic miles 
travelled, the data for construction is limited. This figure can be used to assess the 
transportation miles involved for frame materials. Reductions in this figure could be 
particularly important for inner city building sites. The energy and CO" emissions for 
transportation are also assessed as part of items 1 and 2 as a function of fuel 
consumption. 
4. Time Involved in Transportation. 
This factor represents the time incurred travelling for the various materials options. 
This factor will relate to the distance travelled, but this need not necessarily be on a 
1:1 ratio. 
Although there are other factors which could be included, these four values represent 
information which is both useful and within the range of data which was available. The 
time and distances involved are related factors, but only the distance travelled is used in 
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the calculation of energy and CO2 emissions - using a fuel consumption figure in miles 
per gallon .. 
6.6 Parameters of Data 
Generally when making calculations a number of basic principles have been applied 
• Where specific data is not available calculations have been carried out on the basis 
of what would be considered 'good practice' and 'what is reasonable'. So for 
example while it is possible that materials could be moved around site a number of 
times due to bad organisation, calculations have been made for only one handling 
movement in excess of that required for final placement 
• The allowance for partitioning, feedstock and other embodied energy factors is 
dealt with on a case by case basis. In terms of frame materials, these factors apply 
to waste products and the analysis has been made in favour of waste reduction. 
The general consensus is that waste should be minimised and lower embodied 
energy values encourage this. 
Where data has been specifically gathered for this thesis, an assessment has been made 
for these items: 
• The energy in production of the material. 
• The transportation required. 
Where possible this has been supplemented by: 
• The number of people required for the process and the related office energy. 
For the purposes of illustrating the additive natural of embodied energy, an estimate for· 
the transportation requirements for people and the embodied energy of plant has been 
made for quarrying. The level of data used has been noted with each item. 
6.7 Presentation Of Data 
The data has been presented using the standard format, shown in Table 6-2. Where 
intermediate calculations are required they are shown in supplementary tables. The units 
for energy measurements are always quoted in gigajoules, usually per tonne or per week, 
but in some cases others have been employed where appropriate. The use of gigajoules 
rather than megajoules is a reflection of the relative contributions although in many cases 
the calculations have been made in more detail. The figures are quoted to a maximum of 
three decimal places. 0.001 GJ/t is equal to 1 MJ/t. Where figures have values lower than 
0.5 MJ the value is quoted as 0.000 GJ. CO2 calculations are quoted to two decimal 
places because they are an order of magnitude greater than energy. Transportation 
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distance calculations are shown to two decimal places, while transportation time is shown 
to three decimal places. 
Table 6-2: Standard Data Presentation 
Material or Process Fmbodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(units) (units) (units) (units) 
Processing Fuel x x x x 
Transportation y y y y 
Total x+y x+y x+ y x+y 
For the columns headed 'embodied energy' and 'embodied CO2 ' the figures refer to the 
contribution to the total embodied energy and CO2 from using the material or process in 
the units given. 
6.8 Conclusions 
A method has been identified which will increase the depth of analysis in some areas. 
When applied to the items identified, in the process diagrams, the analysis will provide 
significantly more information than has been available up to this point. 
The method of data build up will allow delivered, primary and transportation energy, time 
and distance to each be analysed separately. While the range of factors is more limited 
than other studies, specifically the work at Chalmers University, it was not possible to 
increase the scope without being able to analyse, in detail, all the industrial processes 
involved in construction. That level of involvement was not achievable in this study. This 
work also provides figures which have not previously been calculated for transportation 
The analysis of construction processes in detail has shown that there is a lack of 
environmental knowledge in many areas. The information for construction plant was 
particularly lacking in depth although in some cases the information was available after 
discussion with each company involved. 
By assessing the factors involved in embodied energy calculation, for example feedstock 
energy, on a case by case basis, more control can be achieved over the results than an 
overall inclusion or exclusion would allow. 
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7. STRUCTURAL EMBODIED ENERGY 
MODEL: ASSEMBLY OF DATA 
ASSESSMENT 
The gathered data has been split into three basic categories for concrete, steel and generic 
items. The generic section covers items that are common to both steel and concrete frame 
construction or are used in other areas of construction, but might in some cases be used in 
the context of the structure. The generic items are presented first because these rates are 
used in subsequent calculations. All items are presented in the order in which they were 
built up. Although concrete is used in significant quantities in steel structures and visa 
versa, for simplicity these items are only discussed once. 
7.1 Generic Data 
There are a significant number of plant items and operations which are used in the 
construction of both concrete and steel frame construction of which the most obvious are 
transportation and office environmental impacts. Also presented in this section are the 
basic rates of conversion for energy and the production of COz' 
7. 1.1 Energy Data 
The basic energy data and conversions used are shown in Table 7-1. This table shows the 
primary to delivered energy ratio and the COz production for each fuel. So, for example, 
every 1 OJ of gas delivered is equal to 1.11 OJ of primary energy which releases 1.11 x 
51.3 = 56.9 kg of COz' 
Table 7·1: UK Energy Conversion And COz Factors At 1996 Rates 
Fuel Delivered Energy Primary Energy 002 
GJ GJ kg/GJ 
Electricity 1 2.72 53.6 
Coal 1 1.02 91.7 
Gas 1 1.11 51.3 
Oil 1 1.08 69.7 
Diesel 1 1.17 65.7 
Petroleum 1 1.12 64.0 
The data in this table has been complied from the information contained in chapters 2 and 
3. The COz production figure for electricity is based on a weighted average for all fuels 
used in the UK to generate electricity in 1996. Nuclear. renewable and imported energy 
sources have been taken as producing zero COz emissions. Petrol and diesel are produced 
from oil, but are given separate values because the data was calculated especially for 
transportation and is therefore more specific than the general figure for oil. This data table 
is used in the build-up of all the rates which have been calculated in this thesis. 
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7. 1.2 Transportation 
Transportation of materials and plant can involve movements over long distances and 
incur high volumes of traffic. Most of the major envirorunental impacts are for material 
movements, but plant movements can also involve very long distance travel, especially 
with high cost items, for example large capacity mobile cranes. For these machines round 
trip distances of over .500 miles are not uncommon and given that they typically travel 
only 2 or 3 mile per gallon and will incur large energy costs. Not only are plant items 
slow, they are often wide or long (see Figure 7-1) which can result in a significant 
reduction in the speed of other traffic. Frame materials would not usually move such long 
distances, although some do, but generate larger volumes of traffic. 
Figure 7 -1: Transportation Of Plant 
The travel data has been taken from three sources and these are given, in order of use 
pri ori ty, below. 
1. Direct observation and discussion with company representatives. 
2. Specific information from published sources directly relevant to construction 
operations. 
3. Generic data. Where no other information is available, the data from the sources 
quoted in chapter 3 is used (Table 3-4 in particular). This data has been ranked as the 
third choice not because of any perceived flaw, but because it has not been derived 
from construction sources. 
In a number of cases, the companies canvassed were able to make estimates of the travel 
distances involved, but not the fuel expenditure. In this case the priorities detailed above 
apply. 
Calculation of travel speed is the most difficult aspect of these calculations due to the 
variability in road transportation as a whole. The data shown in Table 7-2 has been 
derived from the data in Table 3-3 and includes an item for a ' long run'. The long run 
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calculation makes allowance for the fact that most longer trips will cover a number of 
different road types and conditions. Most longer trips will make use of a motOIway at 
some point while starting or finishing in urban areas. In this case the rate has been built 
up by using a weighting system of 60% motorway, 20% rural and 20% urban. A long 
run has been assumed to be any transportation over 50 miles, and is used unless more 
specific data is available. 
The values used in this thesis have been standardised on miles (MPG, MPH) rather than 
kilometres and the tables reflect this. This was done because all the data gathered from 
field work was in this form, which is more readily assimilated by the majority of people 
in the UK construction industry. 
Table 7·2: Assumed SEEAM Travel Speeds 
Vehicle Category AverageMPH 
LGV Urban 22.5 
Rural 35 
Long Run 41.5 
Motorw~ 50 
HGV Urban 12.5 
Rural 25 
Long Run 37.5 
Motorway 50 
7.1.3 Office Overhead Energy Costs 
There are two basic configurations for offices used in construction: permanent office 
buildings and temporary site accommodation. These will contribute both embodied and 
operational environmental impacts. 
The simplest measurement are for running costs, but to increase the accuracy of 
assessment any embodied energy should be included, however not enough information 
was available to make this viable in this thesis. An attempt was made to get both the 
materials and the energy used in manufacture for the site accommodation from 
Portakabin. Unfortunately the information was not available for two stated reasons -
commercial sensitivity and time taken to gather the information. The office energy that has 
been calculated is therefore limited to that for transportation and operation. 
7.1.3.1 Permanent Office 
There are as many possible rates for office energy consumption as there are offices. For 
example, an Architect working on the design of a building might work in a prestige office 
with full air conditioning and have an area allocation of 2Omz. Alternatively they might 
work from a naturally ventilated office and share a work area, giving a space per person 
of lOmz• The energy requirement for these two situations would be expected to be very 
different, while the actual work done in each could be expected to be roughly similar. 
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No transportation or embodied energy element has been calculated for this type of office. 
7.1.3.2 Temporary Office 
For temporary and site work the situation is simpler, with portable offices being used. 
While there is a significant range of designs available! the range of options is much more 
limited than for office buildings. Observations on site have also revealed that the units 
used are generally at the small end of the possible scale, with use made of more smaller 
rather than fewer larger units. This occurs for a number of reasons, but in particular the 
flexibility offered by a larger number of smaller units (which can be split up and sent to 
different sites) and the ease of transportation (smaller units can be transported without 
special permissions). It was also observed on site that there tended to be two types of 
office fit out - basic unit and office level. The basic units provided only shelter and 
heating, usually for operatives and engineers. There was usually no equipment in these 
units beyond the basics of light, heat, seating and possibly workspace for drawings. The 
office level units tended to be of the same basic design, but had been fitted out to a much 
higher level and incJuded fax, telephones, computer and other general office equipment 
These units were used by the site managers and administrators. Given this split, two 
levels of site accommodation have been recognised - basic and site office. 
The transportation calculations for this type of office were based on an average travel 
distance of 100 miles, suggested by Portakabin. This distance will vary depending on the 
site and the company involved. 
7.1.3.3 Energy Partitioning 
In the same way that embodied energy can be split between different products, the office 
energy needs to be split between different activities. Activities on-site are an obvious 
example of this where operatives would be actively doing a number of jobs, so an 
engineer might spend x hours setting out columns and y hours supervising internal· 
finishes. An approximation of all the hours devoted to each activity is required to split the 
office energy costs. This applies to both the operational and transportation cost, so that an 
office brought on site and devoted initially to structural aspects might then be used for 
other activities after the structure was completed and before the office was moved again. 
This differentiation has been made through discussion with the relevant people for the 
purposes of calculation, but would be different for each site. 
(' 
IlDformation on 'instant accommodation' was acquired from Portakabin Ud - the largest supplier of this 
type of equipment in the UK. They have a range of acrommodation ranging from 7.36m2 to 3S.9Sm2 
internal floor area and these can be combined to give greater areas. 
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7.1.3.4 Temporary Accommodation In Semi Permanent Situations 
In some situations, accommodation is placed at a site and left there for extended periods 
of time - years rather than months. In these cases no allowance has been made for 
transportation since the offices are effectively permanent 
7.1.3.5 Office Energy Use 
The permanent office energy requirements have been made for a single person and based 
on an average office. In some cases the office overhead is included in the overall data and 
where this occurs no further analysis has been made. 
The site office requirements have been worked out as if use was made solely of a two 
person unit set up for both a basic and office configuration. This unit was used because it 
provides flexibility in calculation and because, as noted, site units tend to be small. This 
limit may cause a slight over estimate in transportation cost, but is not thought to be 
significant An allowance for transportation has been made for a 'one way' journey so the 
return trip is expected to be accounted for by other operations. 
The energy levels and equipment found in each office type are shown in Table 7-3. The 
low and high range for permanent offices are taken from the energy efficient office best 
practice programme (1). The high value is for a typical fully air conditioned prestige 
office and the low value is for a good practice naturally ventilated structure. 
Table 7·3: SEEAM Average Office Energy 
Item Basic Site Office Office Low Office High 
Heater(W) 2000 2000 
Lights (W) 116 116 
Computer (W) 117 
Printer (W) 75 
Photocopier 126 
Day (9 Hours) Heating/No Heating (kWh) 19.1/ 1.0 21.9/3.9 
Year (268 Days) (108/160 Heating Split)(kWb) 2223 2989 
Assumed Area (ml) 12.3 123 10 15 
People per unit area 4 2 1 1 
Area Per Person (m2) 3.1 6.2 10 15 
Per Unit Area Aoor per annum (kWblm2) 181 243 150 600 
Per Unit AreaAoor per annum (GJ/m~ 0.651 0.875 0.540 2.160 
Per Unit AreaAoor per week (GJ/week) 0.013 0.017 0.011 0.043 
Per Person Per Week Delivered (GJ/week) 0.040 0.108 0.108 0.648 
Delivered To Primary Conversion Factor 2.72 2.72 1.43 1.92 
Per Person Per Week Primary (GJ/week) 0.109 0.293 0.155 1.241 
The values given in Table 7-3, have been arranged to provide a figure for energy per 
person per week in each of the different accommodation types. Given the wide spread of 
values for the permanent office accommodation, a value of 25 GJ/week will be used. The 
breakdown between energy types is assumed to be 80% gas to 20% electricity for the low 
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energy building and 50:50 for the high energy building. This will vary between 
buildings. 
The relatively high energy use for the site accommodation relates to the use of electric 
heating. A transportation distance of 100 miles has been assumed at a rate of 37.5 MPH 
and with a fuel consumption of 9 MPG. This gives a two way transportation energy of 
4.4 GJtunit. The units are assumed to be for two people sharing therefore the energy per 
person is 2.2 GJtunit 
This transportation energy has been split over 50 weeks. A longer stay on site would 
decrease the energy per week and visa versa. Table 7-5 makes no allowance for moving 
office equipment off and onto the site. 
Table 7·4: Environmental Impacts: Basle Site Accommodation 
Site Accommodation: Fmbodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Basic per penon Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/week) (kg/week) (miles/week) (hours/week) 
Transportation (fo) 0.022 1.44 1.00 0.027 
Operation 0.109 5.83 
Transportation (From) 0.022 1.44 1.00 0.027 
Total 0.153 8.72 2.00 0.053 
Table 7·5: Environmental Impacts: Office Site Accommodation 
Site Accommodation: Fmbodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Office per person Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/week) (kg/week) (miles/week) (hours/week) 
Transportation (fo) 0.044 2.89 2.00 0.053 
Operation 0.293 15.69 
Transportation (From) 0.044 2.89 2.00 0.053 
Total 0381 21.47 4.00 0.107 
Table 7·6: Environmental Impacts: Permanent Office 
Permaneat Office: Fmbodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
perpenon Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/week) (kg/week) (miles/week) (hours/week) 
Onrfttion 0.698 36.55 
Total 0.698 36.55 
7.1.4 Mobile Cranes 
Mobile cranes may spend large periods of their working life travelling long distances. 
Small cranes may well travel locally and will probably travel to and from a depot each 
day. The larger cranes travel further but will often stay on site for a few days and some 
may spend long periods on site not working, while waiting for other operations. 
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Small mobile cranes (approximately less than 60 tonne lift capacity) have only one 
engine, which is used for both driving on the roads and to operate the crane when on site. 
Cranes over this size tend to have two engines - one relatively large for travel and one 
smaller for crane operation on site. This improves the efficiency of overall operation, but 
will increase the capital cost, both in monetary and environmental terms. 
Mobile cranes will tend to have a working life of around 20 years depending on use and 
maintenance, but this will be split over a number of operators. Large operators tend to 
buy equipment from new and then sell them to smaller operators after 5 - 10 years. 
Mobile cranes can perform all the operations that a tower crane can. but are usually used 
for specific tasks, such as steel frame erection. although concrete pours can also be 
achieved. A mobile crane will usually be limited in reach over the site unless special 
luffingjibs are used. Table 7-7 shows travel fuel consumption for a range of cranes. this 
information was gathered from Emsley Crane Hire. All of the cranes in this table use 
separate engines for road and site operation. There is little information about energy use 
while on site which will depend on the type and quantity of work carried out. An estimate 
has been made for this figure based on discussions with mobile crane operators and these 
figures should be regarded with caution. 
Table 7-7: Mobile Crane Fuel Consumption 
General Transport Averages Site 
Model Max. Lift Weight Distance Speed Fuel Fuel 
One Way 
Tonne Tonne Miles MPH Mm G/hour 
Large 
Liebherr L1M 1160/2 160 80 2.7 
Liebherr 1090/2 100 73 3.1 
Demag 120 74 3.0 
Average 130 150 30 3.3 2.5 
Medium 
Krupp KMK4080 90 62 3.3 
Krupp KMK4070 70 62 3.2 
GroveAT685 70 58 4.1 
Average 77 50 35 3.5 2.0 
Using the data in this table it is possible to work out a figure for average energy use per 
day. For simplicity the energy has been calculated for two crane types, large and medium, 
based on the average figures for those crane types. A measurement for a small crane was 
not required for frame calculations. The large crane is assumed to spend three days on site 
excluding travel time, while the medium crane transportation is calculated for a single day 
cycle. A working day is assumed to be 9 hours (exluding travel). The energy is given pro 
rata for each day rather than per tonne - jobs can either be measured by placing rates, for 
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example tonnes of steel per hour, or time on site, for example 2 days for tower crane 
erection, but time on site allows for more flexible calculations. 
Table 7 ·8: Environmental Impacts: Large Mobile Crane 
Large Mobile Crane Embodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Enez-gy COl Distance Time 
(GJ/day) (kg/day) (miles/day) (homs/day) 
Operation 4.453 292.50 
Transportation 5.997 393.94 100.00 3.33 
Total 10.450 686.44 100.00 3.33 
Table 7·9: Environmental Impacts: Medium Mobile Crane 
Medium Mobile Crane Fmbodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Ent2'gy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/day) (kg/day) (miles/day) (homs/day) 
Operation 3.562 234.00 
Transportation 5.654 371.43 100.00 2.86 
Total 9.216 605.43 100.00 2.86 
Clearly the transportation element is considerable for both types of machine. It is certainly 
possible that sites could make use of cranes from a depot much nearer than the distances 
used, lowering the environmental impact However, the hire of large items of plant is 
usually done on the basis of cost rather than distance and even when a local depot is 
available there is no guarantee that plant would be sourced from there. In situations where 
plant stays on site for longer periods, the energy per day would fall accordingly. 
To place these energy requirements in context, the energy has been allocated for an 
average councrete pour using the data calculated by Alkoc et al (2). The times were 
observed on a water treatment project in Turkey using a 40t SWL truck mounted mobile 
crane with both a 0.5 and 1.0 m3 bucket. The analysis has been earned out using the 1.0 
m3 bucket because, for the size of crane in this analysis, the 0.5 m3 bucket would be 
significantly undersized. The crane motor is assumed to be running over the complete 
range, including discharging. The total rate of movement for columns and slab of 12.31 
and 4.41 minutes would allow 44 and 122 such actions respectively to be perfonned in a 
nine hour day. 
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Table 7-10: Alkoc Concrete Pour Rates (2) 
Slab Column 
min. min. 
Fill 1m3 Bucket 1.20 1.20 
Swing 1m3 Bucket 0.88 0.88 
Return 1m3 Bucket 0.58 0.58 
Pour 1m3 Bucket 1.75 9.65 
Total 4.41 12.31 
Table 7-11: Environmental Impacts: Concrete Pour, Medium Mobile Crane 
Medium Mobile Crane Fmbodied Embodied Tnmsportation Tnmsportation 
Conaete Pour Using Enez-gy CO2 Distance Time 
1m3 Bucket 
(GJ/day) (kg/day) (miles/day) (bolUS/day) 
Total 9.216 605.43 100.00 2.86 
Actions 44/122 44/122 441122 44/122 
Column Per Cycle 0.209 13.760 2.27 0.065 
Slab Per Cycle 0.076 4.963 0.82 0.023 
There is no UK data of this kind, so these rates might well be inappropriate for an office 
building in this country. Using the large mobile crane to pour concrete would be 
inappropriate in both energy and cost terms. The overall environmental impact 
calculations do not take into account the manufacturing or maintenance energy for this 
equipment which could be considerable. It is therefore unlikely that the energy has been 
over estimated. 
7.1.5 Tower Cranes 
The tower crane is possibly the single most useful item of plant on site and virtually all 
buildings of the type assessed in this thesis will make use of one. A tower crane will be 
used for off loading, moving materials around the site and possibly placing both steel and 
concrete. 
The information in this section was acquired from three sources - technical data from 
Liebherr. site observation of tower cranes in action and discussions with crane retailer 
Vansen Crane. For the purposes of calculation, two crane types were assessed - a 
Liebherr 154 EC - H6 and a 280 EC-H. The configurations used are shown in Table 7-
12. The two cranes were configured to the same height and jib length, but with different 
lifting capacities. 
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Table 7·1 Z: Crane Configuration (3,4) 
Item 154 EC-H6 280 EC-H 
Jib Length (m) 60 60 
Max. Lift @Jib End (kg) 1650 4100 
Hoisting Height (m) 41.4 41.4 
Hoist Motor (kW) 37.5 65 
Hoist Rate (m/min) 1.7-100 1.4-100 
Slew Motor (kW) 10 10 
Slew Rate (sl.lmin) 0.9 0.7 
Trolley Motor (kW) 5.5 7.5 
Trolley Rate (m/min) 0-96 0-138 
Packing List 
Tower Sections (no@m) 10@4.14 10@4.14 
Tower Dims (m) 1.9*1.9 2.3 * 2.3 
Jib Sections (no@m) 2@12, 2@5, 2@lO, 1@6.4, 1@11.1 2@12, 2@5,2@10,l@6.4, 1@11.1 
Platform and Head 1 Lorry Load 2 Lorry Loads 
Other Items 2 Lorry Loads 2 Lorry Loads 
Total Loads 20 21 
There are three major elements that need assessing for tower cranes which are the 
transportation, erection and use. Transportation is made more difficult to assess by the 
wide range of permutations possible in crane size, however some generalisations can be 
made. The average travel distance is between 100 - 150 miles, with the cranes broken up 
into sections of around 2.2 tonne and carried on low loaders. The concrete blocks for use 
as counterweights are carried with the steel sections. To erect the crane on site a mobile 
crane is required with the capacity to lift the heaviest member safely into position. The 
attending mobile crane would be required for two days with a large tower crane but only 
one day for a smaller version. The mobile crane will be working intermittently. In some 
cases tower cranes can • self erect' or 'climb' (that is increase the height without the need 
for a slave crane), however, even in this case a mobile will be required for the jib 
assembly. 
The tower crane is secured on a base which can come in a number of varieties, the 
simplest being made of expendable concrete. When the tower crane is disassembled the 
base can be incorporated into the structure, left insitu or removed. Other base types, for 
example with a rail mounted crane, can be fully recovered. For the purposes of 
calculation a static recoverable base is assumed to have been used. 
The energy requirement while the crane is in use comes from the three electric motors 
used to hoist and lower the load, slew the jib and run ~e trolley. The motors for these 
need to be sized for peak loads, which can make the~ less efficient at lower loads. 
Generally more than one movement will be carried out at a time, so for example a load 
could be lifted and turned at the same time. The hoist is far larger than the slewing or 
trolley motors. Since the motors are electrical, they use no energy when not actually 
working. Tower cranes which run on rails will additionally require a motor for movement 
and this will be a similar size to the slewing motor. 
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Tower cranes perfOIlIl a wide range of tasks on site moving most materials. A tower 
crane will possibly be more useful for concrete frames because of the large number of 
small lifts required. Performing fewer heavy lifts might require the crane to be relatively 
oversized for non structural work. 
7.1.5.1 Movements Using A Tower Crane 
Some assumptions have been made when assessing the movements using a tower crane. 
No allowance has been made for positioning errors which require extra movement or for 
movement into atria They also assume that there are no obstacles to the movement path, 
other than the building rising one floor at a time. 
The amount of slewing and trolleying that a tower crane is required to do will depend on 
the relative location of the crane to the building and the area from which materials are 
moved (the off loading zone). This was carried out using a relatively simple measuring 
system, which used a weighting system to asses the average distances involved. 
The crane was assumed to be at the centre of a 'target' shape which was mapped into 
zones up to the outer reach of the jib. A silhouette of the building was then superimposed. 
Each of the 16 radials covers 22.5° of the complete circle and each of the concentric rings 
marks off 5 metres along the crane jib. The inner most 5 meter circle was assumed not to 
be used due to the proximity to the tower and crane base. This gives 176 sections. An 
assessment was made of how much of the building falls within each section, based on 
visual inspection using a simple proportional (0.1, 0.5, 0.75 etc.) system. To find the 
degree of movement required by the crane, an example building was used (see Figure 7-
2). This was basic design was chosen for three reasons - the basic rectangular plan is 
often used, the atrium design is often used in green buildings and the atriums allowed two 
different crane positions to be assessed. Figure 7-3 shows the tower crane located in the 
building atrium and includes the area calculation overlay. 
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Table 7 -13: Example 1 Slewing and Trolley Estimates 
Loading Area Band 4 
Band 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Trolley Distance 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 
Segment Area 14.7 24.5 34.444.2 54.0 63.8 73.6 83.4 93.3 
0.( 1 1 0.5 
22.~ 1 1 
45.C 1 1 
67. ~ 1 1 0.5 
90.C 0.5 1 1 1 0.5 
112. ~ 0.5 1 1 
135.(] 0.5 1 1 
157. ~ 0.5 1 1 1 0.5 
180.(] 1 1 0.5 
157. 1 1 
135.1 1 1 
112.~ 1 1 0.5 
90.( 1 1 1 1 0.5 
67.~ 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 1 1 
45.( 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.8 O.S O.S 1 1 
22. 1 1 1 1 0.5 
Area Weight 184 331 241 265 329 262 liS 167 187 
A verage Slew (") 




















0 0 20S~ 
S4.~ 
10.1 
Using this graphic the information in Table 7-13 was compiled. The 22.5° section and 
ring band containing the off loading zone were assumed to require no slewing or 
trolleying (that is, it was the starting point). Each section further away from that requires 
22.SO more slewing and each ring in or out requires more troll eying. 
This example shows the building as having an area of 200m2 which compares 
reasonably well the correct figure of 2112 m2 and the closer these two figures the better 
the result. From this data , two results are derived - the average slew and trolley 
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distances. Lower values will incur lower energy requirements. These are used for the 
energy calculation for this building set up. This calculation assumes that all areas of the 
building require equal crane time, however it is possibly to provide a weighting for each 
area. It would also be possible from this data and the hoisting equations to work out the 
actual energy for each sector and floor, but to do so without more study of on-site 
activities would imply a degree of knowledge which is currently not available. The same 
analysis was canied out for the same building but with the crane in three different 
positions. 
Figure 7-4: Tower Crane Location Example 2 
\ 
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It is notable that in example four, moving the off loading location towards the building 
actually increased the average trolley requirements significantly. These different locations 
are noted in Figure 7-6 as A (closer to the building) and B. This analysis takes no account 
of the limitations imposed on tower cranes by over swing rights, or the speed limits 
required on the object being moved1. 
Table '·14: Summary Of Stewing and Trolleylng 
Example A veralle Slew (") Averalle Trollev (m) 
1 84.6 10.2 
2 85.9 17.2 
3 53.5 10.1 
4a 134.9 23.1 
4b 134.9 11.5 
Table 7-14 provides a summary of the calculated average horizontal movements. Example 
3 shows the least movement requirements for both slewing and troll eying. This makes no 
allowance for the fact that for much of the time when off loading the crane driver would 
be unable to see the hook. In normal circumstances an operative would be employed to 
2 The further out along the jib an object is. the greater will be the speed with which it moves dwing 
stewing. For a aane stewing at O.9sllmin (stews per minute) an object hdd at 60m from centre will be 
travelling at 7m1s while one hdd at IOm will be travelling at 1.2m1s. 
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work with the crane to fasten loads (a 'banksman') and this person would direct the crane 
movements. The movement energy is calculated in conjunction with the hoisting required. 
7.1.5.2 Crane Operation Speeds 
The distances calculated in the previous section must be used in conjunction with 
movement speeds and motor ratings, to allow calculation of energy used. 
Each of the three movements types analysed uses a dedicated motor and each of these has 
a range of speeds. The hoist and trolley motors have a quoted range of speeds for each 
gear ratio. The slew rate is expressed simply as complete rotations (360°) per minute. The 
hoist motor speed is mainly determined by the load being lifted. The movement rates are 
shown in Table 7-12. Each movement generally consists of a short period of low speed, 
then acceleration, top speed, deceleration and then stop, however for shorter movements 
the crane may not reach full speed. When hoisting and lowering, the area designated for 
clearance would usually be travelled at low speed for safety reasons. To make the 
calculation for speed, quoted movement rates have been assessed in conjunction with the 
crane movements observed on site. 
7.1.5.2.1 Slewing 
The calculations for slewing speed have been made using the information provided in 
Table 7-15. There are three elements to the slewing movement - initial acceleration, steady 
movement and deceleration. From on site observation the acceleration was observed to be 
around 3 seconds and the deceleration a slightly shorter time. These were observed on the 
slower crane, so the times for the faster crane have been assumed to be slightly higher. 
These times have been converted into the number of degrees travelled during acceleration 
(and deceleration). When these times and angles are subtracted from the total arc required, 
they leave the element which will be travelled at full speed. There are two 'legs' to each 
movement in this assessment, out and return. Although many movements around site will 
be point to point, for the purposes of off loading activities, the movement is circular. The 
motor load will be different for the out and return leg, with more power being required 
when the crane is loaded and the actual energy required will depend on the load being 
moved. Since the two legs are equal in length, an average value can be used. For a point 
to point movement the higher value should be used. 
The results for this analysis for both cranes are shown in Table 7-16 and the values for 
each are very similar. The smaller crane actually has the faster movement rate, while the 
quoted engine rating is the same for each which is probably to limit the speed with which 
heavier loads can be moved. 
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Table 7-15: Details For Crane Slewing 
154EC-H6 280EC-H 
Motor Rating 2.5 2.5 kW 
Slew Rate 0.9 0.7 sl.lmin 
Mu. Slew Rate 324 252 o/min 
Acceleration Time 4 3 sec. 
Deceleration Time 3 2 sec. 
Acceleration Degree 12 9 0 
Deceleration Degree 9 6 0 
Table 7-16: Energy For Crane Slewing 
154EC-H6 280EC-H 
One Way 
AroC') 45 90 135 180 45 90 135 18C 
Accelerating e) 12 12 12 12 9 9 9 S 
Top Speed e) 24 69 114 159 30 75 120 16~ 
Decelerating e) 9 9 9 9 6 6 6 ~ 
iTime Moving (sec.) 11.4 19.8 28.1 36.4 12.1 22.9 33.6 44.~ 
Energy (kWh) 0.008 0.014 0.020 0.025 0.008 0.016 0.023 0.031 
TlWWay 
Energy (kWh) 0.016 0.027 0.039 0.051 0.017 0.032 0.047 0.06~ 
7.1.5.2.2 Trolley 
The calculations for the trolley speed have been made in the same way as for slewing. 
The information used in the calculations is shown in Table 7-17, and the results in Table 
7-18. The values are of a similar order to the values for stewing. 
Table 7-17: Details For Crane Trolley 
280EC-H 154 EC-H6 
!Top speed 138 96 m/min 
A~eration 4 3 sec. 
Deceleration 3 2 sec. 
Motor Rating 3.75 2.75 kW 
Table 7 -18: Energy For Crane Trolley 
280 EC-H 154EC-H6 
lOne Way 
iTotaI Distance (m) 10 20 10 20 
Distance J)ecelerating(m) 4.60 4.60 2.40 2.40 
1_- At Top Speed (m) 1.95 11.95 (,6.00 16.00 
Distance Decelerating (m) 3.45 3.45 1.60 1.60 
rt"une Moving (seconds) 11.21 21.21 9.20 19.20 
EauaY(kWh) 0.012 0.022 0.007 0.015 
fr-oWay 
0.044 0.014 BterJY (kWh) 0.023 0.029 
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7.1.5.2.3 Hoisting 
The hoisting energy required will not be affected by the relative location of the crane and 
building. Table 7-19 shows the basis for the calculations for hoisting energy requirement 
The calculation for hoisting is more complicated than for the other movements. The 
movement is split into several phases - slow speeds near ground, increasing to maximum. 
Just before the load reaches the level required for horizontal movement it will slow and 
the lowering of the load will be slower than the accent for safety reasons. Pouring 
concrete into columns should require less energy than movements to the slab, because of 
the discharge height This is offset by the increased movement which would occur 
between columns unless the volume of concrete required for each was equal to the skip 
volume. 
Table 7-19: Details Of Crane Hoisting 
General Building Height 20 metre 
ROOT To ROOT Height 4 metre 
Required Clearance 5 metre 
Hoisting Top Speed 100 m/min 
Hoisting Low Speed 10 m/min 
Half Cycle Distance At Low 2.5 metre 
A verage Lift 15.0 metre 
Slowing Distance At Lift Top 1.0 metre 
Clearance At High Speed 5.0 metre 
Lift At Full Speed 19.0 metre 
Lift At Slow Speed 6.0 metre 
FulJCycle Lift At Full Speed 38.0 metre 
Lift At Low Speed 12.0 metre 
Time At Slow 1.20 minutes 
Time At Full 0.38 minutes 
Hoi.tTime 1.58 Min/Cycle 
Table 7-20 shows the energy requirements for the cranes for three heights of building. 
These results are an order of magnitude above the energy for other movements. There is 
also a great difference between the energy requirements for each motor. The calculation 
has been made for the average hoisting requirement This is why the average energy for 
the different building heights varies so little for each crane, although larger buildings will 
require more energy in total. 
Table 7-20: Average Energy Of Crane Hoisting 
Building Height 154EC-H6 280EC-H 
m kWh kWh 
8 0.46 0.79 
20 0.49 0.86 
~- 0.56 0.96 
The total energy requirement for each movement type are totalled in Table 7-21. 
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~redT 20 0.494 0.856 
. ota) (kWh) 20 0.494 0.856 
·red Tota) (MJ) 0.512 0.875 0.533 0.902 
YTota) CMJ) 1.843 3.150 1.912 3.247 
Total (O}) 5.013 8.568 5.201 8.832 
0.005 0.009 0.005 0.009 
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Table 7-21: Environmental Impacts: Crane (One Cycle) 
Best Case 154 EC-H6 280 EC-H Worst Case 154 EC-H6 280 EC-H 
Distance (m) 10 0.014 0.023 23 0.034 0.050 
An: (") 53 0.018 0.020 135 0.039 0.047 
Building Height (m) 20 0.494 0.856 20 0.494 0.856 
Delivered Total (kWh) 0.512 0.875 0.533 0.902 
Delivered Total (MJ) 1.843 3.150 1.912 3.247 
Primary Total (MJ) 5.013 8.568 5.201 8.832 
Primary Total (GJ) 0.005 0.009 0.005 0.009 
The energy requirement is shown for both the best and worst cases calculated for crane 
positioning and use the hoist values for the 20m case. This table illustrates a number of 
points. The hoist energy is the major component of the total energy being between 93 -
96% of the total. The proportion for the 154 EC-H6 is lower than for the 280 EC-H due 
to the smaller motor on this model. Clearly the energy use for the larger model is based 
on the assumption that larger loads would be lifted. The effect of lifting the same load 
through the same movement with different motor sizes is not known. In spite of this, it is 
probable that over sizing of the motor could have an effect on energy requirement. 
7.1.5.3 Tower Crane Energy 
Both the tower cranes examined in this analysis will require significant transportation. 
Although the 280 EC-H requires tower and jib members which are both larger in section 
and heavier than for the 154 EC-H6, there is unlikely to be any difference in the vehicles 
employed and thus the fuel consumption of the transportation would be similar. 
The heaviest section requiring lifting is, for both cranes, the slewing platform and cab, 
which in some configurations is heavier for the smaller crane! The mobile crane 
requirement has been taken for a medium model, as previously defined in Table 7-9. 
The embodied energy for each tower crane has been calculated (Table 7-22) for 
comparison with the erection energy. This calculation was carried out by simply adding 
the quoted weight for all the sections in each crane. Of the total weight for each crane the 
majority is steel and where other materials have been used, they are assumed to have the 
same embodied energy as steel. The calculations have been made assuming a crane life of 
30 years and SO weeks of use on each site. The steel calculations are made using an 
embodied energy figure of 26.8 GJ/t and embodied CO2 of 2030 kglt (Table 5-6). 
Although the energy required for tower crane fabrication is not known, a figure was 
available for structural steel fabrication and this is similar enough in nature to provide a 
guide to the relative levels for energy. The calculation of the fabrication energy is detailed 
in section 7.3.4. 
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Table 7·22: Tower Crane Embodied Energy 
154EC-H6 280 EC-H 
Weights (kg) Slewing Platform 8910 10120 
Tower Head 2340 
Tower 18500 22600 
Jib 6370 9950 
Jib Heal 2850 7400 
Jib Head 500 280 
Hoist Unit 3230 4100 
Trolley And Hook 915 1150 
Total (kg) 41275 57940 
Total (t) 41.3 57.9 
GJ kg 
Auumed Figures Steel Energy 26.8 2030 
Fabrication Energy 1.0 53 
Total 27.8 2083 
Energy Total (GJ) 1147 1611 
Energy (GJ/year) 38.2 53.7 
CD2 Total (kg) 85976 120689 
Energy (kg/year) 2866 4023 
The erection energy for both cranes is shown in Table 7-23 and Table 7-24 while the cost 
for dismantling is assumed to be the same. 
Table 7·23: Environmental Impacts: Crane Erection 154 EC·H6 
Tower Crane Embodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Erection 154 EC-H6 Enecgy CO2 Distance Time 
Primary Energy (GJ/ecection) (kg/erection) (miles/ erection) (homs/erection) 
Mobile Crane (1 day) 9.216 605.43 100.00 2.86 
TJBISPOrf8tion 79.160 5200.00 4000.00 96.39 
Total 88.376 5805.43 4100.00 99.24 
Table 7·24: Environmental Impacts: Crane Erection 280 EC·H 
TowerCtane Embodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Erection 280 EC-H Energy CO2 Distance Time 
Primary Energy (GJ/ecection) (kg/erection) (miles/ erection) (homs/erection) 
Mobile Crane (1 day) 9.216 605.43 100.00 2.86 
Tnmsportation 93.453 6138.89 4250.00 102.41 
Total 102.669 6744.32 4350.00 105.27 
While the energy for erection is similar for both cranes, the embodied energy for each 
reveals larger differences. The relationship between the erection and embodied energy 
will depend on the number of sites the cranes are installed on and the life span, but 
represents a significant proportion of the total. 
Table 7-25 shows the total energy for each tower crane excluding the operation. The 
calculations are based on a six month cycle of site use. The tower crane is the only item 
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where the embodied energy has been included in the calculation (although an estimate has 
been made for quarried aggregates, it was for example only and thus not used in the 
building calculations). This has been done for two reasons, firstly because the tower 
crane is relatively simple compared with other plant and an estimate for fabrication energy 
was available and secondly, the tower crane is used on all types of site so there is little 
danger of biasing overall resul ts. 
Table 7-25: Environmental Impacts: Crane Erection and Transportation 
Tower Crane Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
Primary Energy (GJ/erection) (kg/erection) (miles/erection) (homs/erection) 
154EC-H6 126.625 8671.29 4100.00 99.24 
280EC-H 156360 10767.28 4350.00 105.27 
To estimate the effect of the transportation and erection it is necessary to estimate the 
length of time the crane is on site, the percentage of work which is frame related and how 
many lifts per day the crane performs. On site observation suggested that a figure of 
around two minutes should be allowed for hooking and unhooking (although the 
maximum rates for these actions is significantly lower, there are also periods when no 
actions occur for long periods). The calculations for the average movement time suggest 
that 150 seconds should be allowed, based on a 16m tall building. This gives a total time 
per movement of 6.5 minutes, which allows 83 actions per nine hour day and 457 for a 
5.5 day week. There are 50 working weeks per year which gives a total of around 23000 
movements. The figures in Table 7-28 have been divided by this number to give the 
figure per cycle. 
Table 7-26: Environmental Impacts: Crane Total 154 EC-H6 
Tower Crane Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
154EC-H6 Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/cycle) (kg/cycle) (miles/cycle) (homs/cycle) 
Operation 0.005 0.281 
Embodied 0.002 0.125 
TraIlS & Erection 0.004 0.228 0.18 0.004 
Dismantling & Trans 0.004 0.228 0.18 0.004 
Total 0.015 0.862 0.36 0.009 
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Table 7 -27: Environmental Impacts: Crane Total 280 EC-H 
Tower Crane Embodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
280EC-H Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/cycle) (kg/cycle) (miles/cycle) (hoW'S/cycle) 
Operation 0.009 0.480 
Embodied 0.002 0.176 
Trans & Erection 0.004 0.295 0.19 0.005 
Dismantling & Trans 0.004- 0.295 0.19 0.005 
Total 0.019 1.247 0.38 0.009 
In this analysis the operational energy is of a similar order to the erection, transportation 
and embodied energy, however for a smaller crane the difference would be greater. 
Changing the period on site from one year will clearly have an effect on this balance. 
7.1.6 Excavation 
The rate required for excavation will vary depending on the site, the materials to be 
moved and the equipment employed. To get a basic assessment of the rates, a simple 
excavation contract was examined. 
The site was in Sheffield and required a quantity of approximately 196Om3 of earth 
moved to a site 9.7 miles away. A single excavator was used for excavation, with the 
transportation being performed by 6 tipper trucks. These averaged 15 miles per hour and 
6 trips per day. The material was deposited at a site operated by the contractor, however, 
in other cases material would be taken either to a landfiII site or to a depot for storage until 
required. At the place of disposal a second machine was used to distribute materials. 
The contract took nearly 5 days to carry out, which was regarded as slightly better than 
average. The period required would have been increased if the material was harder to 
excavate. The equipment was left on site overnight, but an allowance has been made of 
delivery of the plant to site and removal at the end. 
Table 7-28 shows the energy calculations both with and without transportation. The 
majority of transportation impact occurs when moving the earth away from site, although 
there is a small element for delivery and removal of the plant to the site. If there was no 
machine at the point of disposal then the energy excluding transportation would be 
reduced by around a significant amount. 
Table 7-28: Environmental Impacts: Excavation 
Excavation Embodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m3) (kgl m3) (milesl m3) (hoursl m3) 
Plant To Site 0.001 0.05 0.04 0.003 
Excavator (x2) 0.040 2.65 
Transportation 0.034 2.23 1.76 0.118 
Total 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 
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7.1.7 Waste Disposal 
Although the majority of waste disposal from frame materials occurs during the 
demolition phase, there is inevitably some during the construction phases which will be 
dealt with using skips. 
Skip hire firms can function as recycling centres transporting waste materials back to a 
central depot, from where sorting can occur. The local company that provided the data for 
this study did this using a fleet of 11 skip wagons to service over 100 individual skips. 
The waste is returned to a central point where high value items are removed by hand and 
other material split into two streams, active and inert. The inert stream contains the 
concrete and brick waste which is taken to a waste site and can be recycled. There was no 
difference in the disposal charges made whether the waste was recycled or not. 
Table 7-29 shows the fuel consumption of medium and large skip wagons and the larger 
tipper trucks that move waste from the skip depot to the quarry. 
Table 7-29: Waste Removal By Skip And Lorry 
Skip Removal 
16t Truck 22 12.1 
7.5t Truck 24 13.0 
Tipper Truck Removal 
3It Tipper 23 8.2 
24t Ti 23 9.6 
Table 7-30: Environmental Impacts: Waste Removal By Skip 
Waste Removal Fmbodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kgl t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Transport From Site 0.080 5.25 4.89 0.222 
Sorting 0.006 0.41 
Basic (fransfer Station) 0.000 0.01 
Office (fransfer Station) 0.000 0.02 
Move To Landfill 0.022 1.44 1.00 0.043 
Basic (Landfill) 0.000 0.00 
Office (Landfill) 0.000 0.02 
Total 0.109 7.15 5.89 0.266 
7.1. 8 Small Plant Items (' 
There are several small, but potentially significant, sources of power consumption. 
Compressors are used in a number of situations, for example to run breakers and drills. 
Use of these might be expected to occur more in a concrete than in a steel frame because 
there are more potential uses. Given the relatively high rates of fuel consumption (more 
than some small skid steer excavators for example), compressors have been included. 
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The analysis for small items excludes any transportation distance because they will 
usually be hired locally and stay on site for some time. There are many other small items 
of plant, for example grinders and power saws, which have been considered to use too 
little energy to be considered in the overall analysis. Table 7-31 shows the environmental 
impacts for small items. 
Table 7·31: Environmental Impacts: Small Items 
Compressor Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/hom) (kg/ ham) (miles/hour) (homs/hour) 
Compressor (CFM 70) 0.178 11.72 
Compressor (CFM 145) 0.326 21.45 
We1dmaker (KV A 2) 0.065 4.29 
We1dmakec (KV A 4) 0.118 7.72 
7.2 Concrete Design And Construction 
7.2.1 General Principles 
The processes in producing concrete involve a wider number of companies and 
individuals than for steel production. Whether this will result in higher energy cost will 
depend on the actual values for each of these items. The data included in this section 
includes aggregates, concrete specific items of plant such as truckmixers and concrete 
pumps. All the items shown in the process diagram (Figure 6-2) have been considered in 
calculating the embodied energy requirement for concrete. 
7.2.2 Design 
The design energy cost will depend on the type of structure and the depth of design work 
required. This figure should also include an element for both architectural and structural 
design time and the energy to travel to meetings and in supervision. This information is 
not available in any detail, and so no evaluation has been made. 
7.2.3 Quarrying And Recycling Operations 
Quarrying and recycling, while at opposite ends of the life of a concrete building life 
cycle, can be closely linked - recycled demolition material may replace newly claimed 
aggregates in some cases and the plant used in this processing is very similar. A quarry in 
Yorkshire, the BA at Bamsdale Bar (see Figure 7-7), was used for the data calculations 
but other quarries were visited to get a better idea of the range available. 
Quarrying represents one of the most visible faces of environmental damage, generating 
large quantities of traffic and causing scars on the landscape. Equally, without the 
aggregates thus generated, the possibilities for construction would be extremely reduced -
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aggregates, either as concrete or fill material are one of the most basic materials in 
building. 
7.2.3.1 Generallssues 
The Bamsdale Bar quarry is used for both extraction of materials, as a landfill site and a 
small amount of recycling. Figure 7-7 shows these operations occurring in a relatively 
small space, with landfill in the foreground, materials recycling in the middle distance and 
quarry at the rear. The multi purpose use of a site for a number of operations is not 
possible in all situations, but where it can be carried out represents a good attempt to 
minimise environmental impact 
The use of a quarry as a recycling centre for inert materials, such as concrete, rather than 
using on site operations may be an environmentally sound option in some cases. The 
figures which must be balanced are the energy cost of moving the materials to the 
recycling centre and the ease of disposal once screening has taken place. If a use can be 
found for resultant recycled materials more conveniently from a static base rather than 
individual sites, then this operation will make sense. This was the case at BA, with some 
of the recycled material being used to provide the lining for the 'waste cells'3. The BA 
site is adjacent to the A IM motorway and away from any major housing site, limiting the 
'additional' environmental damage. In spite of this the best method of recycling materials 
will probably be to do so on the site where waste was created. The reasons for this are as 
follows -
1) To limit the contamination of the waste streams that may occur (the possibility of 
recycling concrete and brick waste as aggregate is much more limited if the waste is 
contaminated with soil or organic materials) The quantity of these contaminants need not 
be very high to place doubt on the quality of the finished product and the extra screening 
required to eliminate this taint might well double the energy cost. 
2) To limit the traffic generated by moving materials. This involves placing the materials 
in wagons, transportation to the recycling point, dumping of materials to a store, 
rehandling materials to crusher and screen and removal to store before transportation to 
site of reuse. When on site recycling occurs, demolished materials can often simply be 
moved by excavator to the crusher and processed directly. In addition, if reuse is to be on 
the same site that generated the waste, transportation is minimal. 
3 As requiRd by cwreot legislation. water must be prevented from flowing through waste material. A Cell 
is formed by placing impervious materials as a 'bed' for wastc. Thc cells "walls" arc then raised ahead of 
the waste disposal. 
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7.2.3.2 Plant requirements 
The BFI quarry is relatively small and has a limited range of plant and equipment. Table 
7-32 shows the energy required in the process used to produce new aggregates. The 
energy calculations are based on a calculated daily average - the expected quantity of 
materials moved in one full working day. 
Figure 7·7: Barnsdale Bar Quarry & Land Fill Site 
Figure 7·8: BFI New Materials Processing 
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The averages shown - 1200 tonnes per day for new aggregate was calculated over one 
year's operation, however the fuel consumption is based on daily plant refuelling records 
over one month. All the major items of plant used in processing new aggregate materials 
are shown in Figure 7-8. An allowance was also made for the explosive energy 
requirement, as calculated by MacSporran et al (5), however the transportation fuel 
energy requirement has been considered as zero due to the small quantities involved. 
Table 7-32: Plant Fuel Requirements - New Aggregates BFI 
Daily Avaage Avaage Avaage Fuel 
Material Diesel (fonne 
Operation Plant (t) (It.) (It.lt 
Drillina & Bla<ltina 1200 0 0.00 
Loaded Into Tipper Wheel Loading Shovel 1200 100 0.08 
Moved To Crusher Tipper 1200 200 0.1'1 
Loaded Into Crusher Wheel Loading Shovel 1200 100 O.~ 
Crushed & Gnded Crusher & 3 Screens 1200 500 0.42 
Moved To Stock Wheel Loading Shovel 1200 100 O.OS 
Loading To Transport Wheel Loading Shovel 1200 100 O.OS 
Total 0.83 
The fuel requirements shown have been converted into energy and CO2 values. To this 
has been added values for the office energy requirement and the transportation energy. 
These components form the basis of the energy value which has been used for both 
concrete aggregates and fill aggregates. The requirement for washing the crushed material 
before it can be used for concrete has been taken as zero. To further illustrate the additive 
nature of energy calculations values for both the embodied energy of plant and a 
component for operatives travelling to site have been made to assess how these compare 
with the basic figure. 
Table 7-33: Environmental Impacts: New Aggregates 
BR New Aggregates Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Enezgy CO2 Distance Time 
Primary Energy (GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Explosive 0.001 0.00 
Wbcded Loadez (x4) 0.015 0.95 
Tipper 0.007 0.48 
Crushec And Screens 0.018 1.19 
Basic (Laodfill) 0.000 0.00 
Office (Laodfill) 0.000 0.02 
Transportation 0.052 3.40 2.35 0.118 
Total 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 
For these calculations a round trip distance of 40 miles at an average speed of 20 MPH 
for lorries carrying 17 tonne loads at an energy cost of 9 MPG has been assumed. The 
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transportation component will vary dePending on the relative location of the site and 
quarry, but in this case was found to be more than half of the energy total. 
The calculated figure for new aggregate is in the middle of suggested values. The BRE 
quote a range of 0.02 - 1.0 GJ/t (Table 4-4), and MacSporran (Table 4-1) suggested a 
value of 0.054 GJ/t. The Oxford Brookes (Table 5-6) study quotes a value of 0.28 OJ/t 
(primary), of which 0.1 OJ/t is transportation, for hardcore. The estimate for CO2 is 15.8 
kg/t. The distances and the fuel consumption are both different than those used in other 
calculations and has a major impact on the values. 
The MacSporran analysis goes further than simple calculation of plant fuel and 
transportation. It also includes the embodied energy for the plant, both on site and 
transportation, including an estimate for maintenance. No estimate was made for the 
fabrication costs of plant. This analysis found that the combined embodied energy for 
plant was 0.0089 OJ/t, which gave a total energy of 0.063 OJ/t. The plant embodied 
energy was therefore around 14% of the total. 
For this thesis there was an initial desire to extend the calculations further than this to 
include two extra factors - the fabrication energy for plant and offices and the operatives 
transportation energy. As already noted, it was not possible to find fabrication energy for 
either plant or mobile offices, however information was gained for the travel to site for 
operatives, and this is shown in Table 7-33. The values for time taken were calculated 
over a one week period. It was not possible to get figures for fuel consumption for the 
cars involved, so these calculations assume an average fuel consumption of 35 MPG. 
Table 7·34: BFI Travel To Site 
Method People In Car Distance (2 Way) Time (2 Way) Average Speed 
Miles Minutes MPH 
Car 2 60 70 51 
Car 1 48 70 41 
Car 1 10 14 43 
Car 3 50 54 56 
Car 1 4 10 24 
Car 1 20 40 30 
Car 1 24 52 28 
Car 1 44 70 38 
Car 1 46 80 35 
Car 1 36 110 20 
Car 1 8 14 34 
14 350 584 399 
The variation in average speed is due to the possible routes which can be used to assess 
the site - faster times were recorded for travel along the AIM than travel over minor 
roads. No significant traffic jams occurred during this period and travel times were all 
within ±5 minutes. This calculation can be made with much more certainty than can the 
assessment of plant embodied energy because it can be directly measured and makes use 
of information already available. 
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A second extension of the data was made for the embodied energy of the plant involved in 
the processes. This was undertaken as per the analysis by MacSporran, but with the 
calculations localised for the BFI. The embodied energy for steel was taken as 35 OJ/t 
(primary) and the CO2 2698 kg/t, which are from the Oxford Brookes work (Table 5-6). 
This value is lower by 4 OJ/t than the value used in the MacSporran analysis. The total 
weight of machine has been assumed to be steel and the initial machine weight has been 
used to calculate both the maintenance and refurbishment requirement The maintenance 
figures have been calculated simply on the basis of a set percentage of the initial weight of 
steel at set points and takes place every year except on years when refurbishment is 
canied out. The calculations have been made for both the site plant and road vehicles and 
are shown in Table 7-35. The extended total aggregate impact, including both operative 
travel and plant embodied energy is shown in Table 7-36. 
Table 7-35: Plant Embodied Energy 
Item Of Plant Site Plant Transport Total 
Crusher Tipper Loading 
Number 1 1 4 1 
Total Weight et) 48 21 40 16 
Expected Life (years) 30 15 14 15 
Refurbishment Cycle (years) 5 3 7 3 
Refurbishment Rate 25% 30% 15% 20% 
Requirement 48 19 0 10 
Annual Maintenance 10% 5% 2% 5% 
Requirement 125 13 11 10 
Total Tonnage 221 53 51 35 
Steel/Year 7.4 3.5 3.7 2.3 
Annual Materials Haodled 400000 400000 400000 21216 
steelrronne 0.000018 0.000009 0.000009 0.000111 0.000147 
Steel Enecgy 35 I~ OJ/t 0.005 Steel COl 2698 kg/t 0.40 
Table 7-36: Environmental Impacts: New Aggregate (Extended) 
New Aggregates Embodied Embodied Tnmsportation Transportation 
BFI, Extended Eoa"gy CO2 Distance Time 
(OJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Plant 0.041 2.62 
Office 0.000 0.02 
Transportation 0.052 3.40 2.3, 0.118 
Operative Travd 0.001 0.08 0.22 0.006 
Fmbodied 0.005 0.40 
Total 0.099 6.51 2.57 0.124 
% lnaease From Basic 107% 108% 109% 105% 
The increase from the basic to the extended calculation ranges from 5 - 9%. The 
tranSportation results should be regarded with caution because the figures for materials 
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and operative travel use different vehicle types and could be viewed as being not strictly 
comparable. In this case the figures have been aggregated to contrast with the standard 
data set and are not used for calculations. Clearly the increases are significant, especially 
when it is remembered that these are values per tonne. The plant fabrication impacts might 
be expected to be significant given the complexity involved in manufacture. All these 
values could be expected to vary with different sites. 
The largest contributor in both cases is the on site plant energy at around two thirds of the 
total. The direct transportation energy is around 21 % but this would fluctuate with each 
quarry and site combination. The BFl site is quite isolated and consequently the travel 
distances are relatively high. The office energy makes a significant contribution, with the 
plant embodied and operative travel contributing approximately 3% between them 
(although the operative travel element contributes significant amounts to the traffic 
figures, which is not represented by these figures). Other elements for which no 
calculation has yet been made may add to the total. Based on these results, the most 
important aspect to study further is the plant, both in terms of fuel use and fabrication 
costs. 
The relative contributions from each of these elements to embodied energy and COz are 
shown in Figure 7-9. 
7.2.4 Concrete Batching 
The input values for the aggregates can be determined from the data in the preceding 
section, when added to the average transportation values. The value for cement is a 
secondary item. 
The energy values for batched concrete require the material value to be added to that for 
hatching, any plant required (usually only a single wheeled shovel), the office overhead 
and the truckmixer for transport to site. A truckmixer is designed to keep the wet concrete 
agitated during transportation but can be used for primary mixing purposes. 
7.2.4.1 Ready Mixed Batching Plants 
Batching plants can be situated at a wide range of locations and the method of 
transportation of raw materials to site will depend on this. In a small number of cases 
plants are located either at a quarry site, or where marine aggregates are used, at the wharf 
and where this is the case the aggregates will have a lower transportation energy cost. In 
many cases plants are located in built up areas, with a view to being close to the potential 
market. However, in these cases the plants are of necessity small and with limited 
expansion capacity. Rural plants will generally be able to cope better with expansion, but 
suffer from being further from sites. 
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Figure 7-9: Contributions To Embodied Energy And CO2 
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Figure 7-10 shows a quarry with on site batching plant. This site is in open country, but 
only four miles from the local town centre. The plant also has a number of other 
noteworthy features including the long conveyor belt (pictured foreground) which 
transports the materials from the excavation point to be graded. This belt has lengthened 
over the life of the quarry operation - initially the works were situated where the lake 
currently exists adjacent to the batching plant - and is now approximately half a kilometre 
in length (split into 3 powered sections where the direction changes). For a period of five 
years the quarry operation was moved to the other site of the batching plant, and during 
this period the lake was used for fishing and other recreation activities. After the quarry is 
worked out the lake will again be used for recreation. The materials quarried from this site 
are alluvial deposits which can simply be dug up and placed, via a hopper, on the 
conveyor without crushing. 
Figure 7-10: Quarry & On Site Batching Plant 
Batching plants can range in production from 10,000 - 100,000 m3 per year, but on any 
given day will operate on a stop go basis depending on demand. In some cases this can 
lead to supply problems as limited materials stock is held. Static plants may be operated 
by either one (up to 20,000 m3) or two people (over 20,OOOm3) with a support staff of 3-
4 for sales, technical and administration purposes. Maintenance is generally subcontracted 
as is transportation of concrete, with many truckmixer drivers owning their own vehicle. 
In most cases there is some degree of geographical separation between quarry and 
batching plant. Where there is a transportation requirement, road haulage is the preferred 
method a roughly SO/SO split between 20 tonne rigid and 25 tonne articulated lorries was 
observed. The majority of this tran portation capacity is arranged by the materials 
supplier, although some may be provided by the concrete producer. 
Once on site, aggregate can either be placed directly in a holding silo from where it can be 
directly used for concrete production or placed in a stock pile for use as an emergency 
back up. The preferred method i to place materials immediately in a silo because this 
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reduces the amount of double handling required. This may not be possible in all cases 
depending on a number of factors including 
• The capacity of the silos for each type of aggregate (i.e. the plant size and capacity). 
This is generally limited to about 20 tonne each. 
• The' call off of concrete by the end user 
• The scheduling of materials delivery to the batching plant 
Cement is delivered in sealed silos directly from the manufacturer. The range of materials 
held on site will depend on the plant and demand from end users, but is generally limited 
to 20 mm and fine aggregate, OPC and GGBS. This basic mix of materials can be 
augmented in a number of ways, for example by adding 10 mm aggregate. A limited 
number of plants may have facilities for heating the mix water in cold weather. This will 
add to the energy requirement for the concrete, but is only used in a limited number of 
cases. 
There are many possible batching plant configurations depending on the situation and 
plant output. There are two basic mixer types - wet and dry batch. In a wet batch system 
the materials are mixed in a central drum before being placed in the truckmixer. For a dry 
batch system the materials are added dry and mixed in the drum of the truckmixer after 
water is added. Where a dry batch system is used care is required to ensure that the 
materials are correctly mixed before placing given that, depending on mix, it may take up 
to 10 minutes to fully mix the material. It is recommended that mixing occurs at the 
batching plant before transportation, however in some cases the truckmixer may set out 
for the site immediately after the materials are added. If the materials are mixed on route 
an energy saving will accrue, but concrete quality may suffer. 
There are also many possible combinations of silo capacity, mixer size, and layout. There 
are two possible extremes of layout - the high and low configurations. These are shown 
in Figure 7-11. 
The energy requirements between two plants of a similar output capacity will be greater 
for the low configuration but only by a small amount. The high configuration requires 
one long conveyor belt to move the materials to the silo, after which they are gravity fed. 
The low configuration requires two separate belts to do the some job, and although the 
two smaller motors will be less efficient than one larger one, the actual work done (the 
weight of materials by the height lifted) is similar. A plant in the tall configuration may 
proouce more dust pollution than a low one, because particles proouced at high level will 
tend to travel further than those at a lower level. 
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In urban locations, where there are a number of competing ready mix suppliers, the 
supplier selected is often determined by the cost rather than distances involved. Concrete 
for each given specification from different batching plants can be regarded as the same 
material, so buying from a plant further away from site will increase embodied energy 
costs without any increase in qUality. 
7.2.4.2 On Site Batching Plants. 
There are occasions where a contractor wiIl opt to batch concrete on site rather than use a 
separate plant. This may only be possible where there is adequate space available. The 
impact on the energy requirement for concrete will depend on the relative locations of the 
source materials and the methods of transportation involved. 
Even when concrete is batched on site, truckmixers may well be required to move the 
concrete around the site - if the concrete is pumped a constant supply is required rather 
than discrete loads of. for example O.5m3 • Even in situations where the concrete is to be 
placed by crane, relative positioning of the crane and the plant might necessitate an 
intennediate movement, although adequate preplanning should avoid this. 
Mobile batching plants used on site will normally be of the wet batch variety rather than 
the dry batch method often found at permanent sites. In addition they will usually be of 
the low rather than high variety to make transportation easier. The power consumption of 
mobile plants will be of the same order as that for permanent plants, given that similar 
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equipment is employed. On very large projects, a permanent hatching plant with specialist 
transportation facilities may be built, however this is outside the range of this work. 
7.2.4.3 Mix Design 
The mix design will have a large effect on the embodied energy of the hatched concrete. 
This is mainly due to the varying proportion of cement, which is the major energy item in 
concrete. The implication of mix design for the total energy in the building will be 
tempered by a number of issues - the change in total concrete required for any given 
change in specification or design, transportation requirements and smaller items such as 
formwork and placing. Although it is possible to make concrete with characteristic 
strength4 ranging from 20 - 80 N/mm2 with little problem (and higher grades if required), 
most of the concrete used in the UK falls into two basic bands - low strength blinding 
(around 20 N/mm2) and structural grades (30 - 40 N/mm2) referred to as C20, C30, etc. 
It is possible to produce concrete with a given characteristic strength in a number of 
different ways, depending on the relative proportions of cement, cement replacements, 
water, aggregate and additives. Generally, a higher slump will require more water and 
will have a lower strength for any given quantity of cement. There may also be a 
requirement to produce two different variants on the same strength concrete depending on 
the method of placement - pumping concrete may require a high cement and fine 
aggregate content (referred to as pump mixes). 
A mix specified as having a characteristic strength of, for example, 40 N/mm1 may 
actually perform above that specification so there may be a difference in the environmental 
impacts of concrete mixes which are ostensibly the same grade. This could occur, for 
example, when concrete is ordered from ready mix suppliers who over specifies the mix 
in order to avoid any possibility of failure during testing. The greater the consistency of 
results, the lower any margins would need to be. 
The SEEAM model considers a range of concrete mix designs, shown in Table 7-37, 
which have been used to illustrate the relative material quantities. These mixes are either 
actual site mixes or have been designed after discussion with the manufacturers and 
reference to the relevant literature (6,7). The range of possible combinations for materials 
is so great that this work can only hope to provide a representative sample and mixes used 
in any specific instance may well be different. 
Of particular interest in energy terms is the use of materials as substitutes for cement in 
the design. Both PFA and GGBS have significantly 107er environmental impacts than 
cement (see calculations later in this section). The broad effects of these materials, when 
used as a cement replacement, are shown in Table 7-38. The suggested effects, while 
correct in general terms, will vary with the situation. PFA has a water reducing effect 
.. The characteristic strength is the level above which 95% of all cube aushing results will fall 
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which can either be used to increase strength, by reducing the water content, or as an aid 
to pumping if the water content is held. PFA is less effective as a cementitious material 
than GGBS and can not be used in such high quantities. Both materials reduce initial 
setting time and lower initial strength gain and this may affect striking times. Both 
materials provide a lower heat gain than cement which is a benefit when heat is a 
problem. but may be a drawback in cold weather concreting. 
The overall environmental impacts for batched and placed concrete are considered in a 
later section which includes an analysis of the effect of mix design. 
Table 7-37: Mix Designs 
Mix Name O~ GGBS PFA Lytag Agg Water Admix 
(kg/m) (kg/m) (kg/m) (kg/m) (kg/m') (kg/m') (IIm') 
C20 240 1943 195 
C20PFA 160 90 1940 190 
C20GGBS 120 120 1950 190 
C30 295 1880 192 
C30GGBS 150 150 1900 190 
C30 GGBS Pump 160 155 1895 192 
C30 Lytag 360 800 600 190 
C30 Lytag Fines 360 1275 190 
C30 Lytag GGBS Pump 205 205 670 730 190 1 
C30 Lytag PFA 280 130 800 560 190 
C30 Lytag PFA Pump 290 130 620 750 190 1 
C30 Lytag Pump 410 600 730 190 1 
C30PFA 210 100 1900 190 
C30PFAPump 200 110 1890 192 
C30Pump 320 1880 192 
C40 340 1812 190 
C40GGBS 190 190 1814 177 
C40 GGBS Pump 200 200 1830 190 
C40Lytag 460 800 505 190 
C40 Lytag Fines 460 1175 190 
C40 Lytag GGBS Pump 275 275 640 620 190 1 
C40 Lytag PFA 360 160 800 440 190 
C40 Lytag PFA Pump 390 170 640 590 190 1 
C40 Lytag Pump 550 600 620 190 1 
C40PFA 240 120 1810 170 
C40 PFA Pump 240 115 1850 190 
C40Pump 360 1792 190 
C60 470 1780 180 
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Table 7-38: Effects of Replacing Cement with PFA or GGBS 
PFA GGBS 
Deslan Staae 
Cement Substitution 30%* 50%* 
Cementitious Action 82% 100% 
Pozzolanic Pozzolanic, Cementitious 
Fresh State 
Setting Time ~ ~ 
Heat Generation Re.duald R~ 
Air Entertainment Reduced (depends on carbon) 
Wata' Reduced need (approx 5% lower) Slight reduction 
Pumping Better for given water content 
Cohesion I Improved 
Hardened State 
Early Strength Slower gain Slower gain 
Long Term Strength Equa1 to OPC Slightly bigher 
Permeability Lowered (if correctly wred) 
• Higher proportions may be used 10 some situatIons (80% for GOBS, 40% for PFA), but not 
normally in conaete used for frames. 
7.2.4.4 Waste And Pollution 
Wastage during hatching is minimal compared to the gross quantities of materials 
involved. Some waste occurs during washing out of the truckmixer after each delivery 
and at the end of the day, although this is again small compared with gross volumes. At 
most plants there is a restriction on disposal of water used for washing out, so generally it 
is moved through settling tanks and reused as wash out water. In a limited number of 
more advanced plants, the si urry material can be reused in a new mix, after being stored 
overnight in the truckmixer, with the cement hydration retarded. This may have an impact 
on the quality of concrete it is used to produce the next day depending on the grade and 
type, although it should be generally suitable for lower grades. 
Other waste material comes from concrete returned by the site. This is expensive in terms 
of both energy and money (a return charge of about £75 per m3 commonly being made). 
At some plants, usually a central plant with other plants located near by, this material can 
be separated and reused, with attendant input energy cost, but in most cases disposal is 
simply by dumping the wet concrete with subsequent breaking up and removal to a 
tipping site. If is possible the hardened concrete may be broken up and reused as hardcore 
or aggregate. 
Most concrete hatching plants have some problems with dust (mainly cement), noise and 
visual pollution. Dust is the major problem with newer plants having measures such as 
water sprays and sealed hoppers installed to limit the leakage. 
Older plants tend to be of the tall variety with modem sites limited by environmental limits 
on height - although, as noted above, taller plants tend to be slightly more energy 
efficient 
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7.2.4.5 Energy Figures 
As noted in the preceding sections, there is a very wide range of hatching plant 
permutations. In addition each pennanent plant will have associated office requirements 
which can range from a simple cabin for two peOple. up to a regional office containing 
sales and technical staff. Since an estimate can be made separately for the office 
equipment, a mobile hatching plant series was selected to perform the energy calculations 
on. As noted in the previous section, the energy requirements for a mobile plant operation 
is expected to be similar to a permanent plant of similar capacity and design (Iow profile). 
These plants are wet hatch and so allow a totally separate consideration of the truckmixer 
transport energy component. In addition it is simpler to make an assessment of additional 
equipment, such as testing, quality control or water heating, that may be run along side 
the plant as they are designed to be modular. 
Table 7-39 contains data for a range of hatching plants. These are mobile batching plants 
and so using these figures will allow for comparison to be made between on site against 
dedicated batching plant in energy terms. The total power (the maximum rated loading) 
available increases approximately linearly with the increase in output capacity. These 
motors are designed to handle the peak load condition which occurs at start-up, from 
where the power draw will fall to around 33% of the maximum. The 120 KVA maximum 
power for the smallest plant is only double the hoist capacity for the larger tower crane 
detailed previously. 
Table 7-39: Batching Plant Power and Output (8) 
Model Output Aggregate Total Power 
(m3/hr) (t) KVA 
CRM20 20 10 120 
CRM30 30 15 150 
CRM40 40 15 180 
CRM60 60 25 220 
CRM80 80 30 300 
CRM 120 120 50 350 
The transportation energy involved in moving a mobile plant has also been considered 
when it is situated on site. Where the mobile plant energy measurement has been used as 
a substitute for a permanent plant, the transport energy has been ignored as insignificant 
over the life of the plant. 
Each of the batching plants comes in containers - larger plants will require more 
containers. For example, the CRM 60 batching plant will require, in the basic 
configuration, delivery in four containers - two for the main plant (including mixer and 
aggregate silos), one for ancillary equipment and one for the cement silo. Additional silos 
will each require one container. These are standard containers and require no special 
tranSportation permission. 
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Table 7-40 has been calculated from the data in Table 7-39. The average power 
consumption has been assumed to be 33% of the maximum, divided by the output per 
hour. This was averaged for the whole range of plant which gave an energy consumption 
of 1.42 kWhlm3• This includes the energy for the batching plant control booth. An 
addition for one extra person who is assumed to be controlling quality and supervising 
production and this has been added at the basic site accommodation rate. The 
transportation component has been calculated for the CRM 60 model, based on a six 
month stay on site. The energy for delivery of cement has been calculated separately. The 
output per half year (l5OOOm3) has been calculated assuming 50m3 output per hour for 
eight hours over two and a half days. This has been used in distribution of the office and 
transportation cost. The transportation cost is for the plant and equipment rather than for 
moving concrete. 
Table 7·40: Environmental Impacts: Batching (Mobile Configuration) 
Batching Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Fnergy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m3) (kg/m3) (miles/m3) (hours/m3) 
Batcbing Plant 0.014 0.75 
Loading Shovel 0.003 0.22 
Basic Accommodation 0.000 0.01 0.00 0.000 
Equipment 0.001 0.06 0.04 0.001 
Total 0.018 1.03 0.04 0.001 
Table 7-41 details the energy contributions for a static batching plant. The transportation 
energy is assumed to be distributed over such a large quantity of produced material that it 
is insignificant. The energy for batching and the loading shovel are assumed to be the 
same as for the mobile configuration, however the office energy has been increased to 
take account of the sales and technical staff that would be found on a static site. The total 
quantity produced per half year has been assumed to be twice that for the mobile plant. 
Table 7 ·41: Environmental Impacts: Batching (Static Configuration) 
Batching Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Fnergy CO2 Distance Time 
Primary (GJ/m3) (kg/m3) (miles/m') (hours/m3) 
Batcbing Plant 0.014 0.75 
Loading Shovel 0.003 0.22 
Basic Accommodation 0.000 0.03 
Office 0.000 0.02 
Total 0.018 1.01 
The requirements for a static batching are higher than for a mobile plant in spite of the 
lack of transportation for the plant. This is incurred because of the extra staff required for 
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sales. This analysis takes no account of the on site space requirements needed for a 
hatching plant. 
7.2.5 Energy Figures For Materials Other Than Aggregate 
The energy figures for aggregates have already been discussed, but other materials are 
used in production of concrete. The most important of these is cement. 
7.2.5.1 Cement 
The calculation of an embodied energy value for cement was beyond the scope of this 
thesis, so data from the BRE (9), which is currently unpublished, has been used and 
shown in Table 7-42. These values are national figures for both wet and dry cement 
production processes. The dry process tends to produce cement with a lower embodied 
energy. The figures ranged from 5.1 - 6.7 01/t (primary) which indicates that there has 
been a considerable improvement in accuracy from the 1994 figures detailed in Table 4-7 
which indicated a range of 3.0 - 7.5 OJ/t. This information includes an element for 
transportation, but the actual breakdown was unavailable, therefore a separate calculation 
has been made. 
Bulk cement transportation occurs in sealed silos which can be linked directly to hatching 
plants and which minimise the handling requirement The transportation data has been 
provided by Rugby Cement based on the output for their Barrington works. The total 
output was around 250000 tonnes of cement and the distribution mileage was 828000. 
The cement silos contain 25 tonnes maximum and these would normally be transported 
full. This means a total of 10000 trips made at an average of 82.8 miles (return trip). The 
average fuel consumption for the lorries involved in this distribution was 7.5 MPO. The 
values calculated for embodied energy and COz have not been incorporated into the BRE 
data, but are shown (in brackets) for comparison purposes. These are values calculated 
for this model and may not be the same as those calculated by the BRE. The 
transportation time and distance have been included because these elements were not part 
of the BRE calculation but exclude the raw materials procurement. 
Table 7·42: Environmental Impacts: Cement 
Canent Embextied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Canent Production 5.800 1193.00 
Transportation (0.087) (5.70) 3.29 0.088 
Total 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
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7.2.5.2 GGBS 
GGBS is made from the slag produced during the iron making process. Slag made from 
steel is not used in this way because of the quantity of heavy metals present. There are a 
number of uses for this product, but in terms of this thesis the calculation has been made 
for use as a cement replacement material. 
The values shown in Table 7-43 were provided by Civil and Marine Slag Cement 
Limited, based on production from four plants. Only the average value for these plants 
has been provided for reasons of confidentiality. These figures were provided as primary 
rather than delivered energy and it is not known what conversion factors were used. No 
allowance has been made for partitioning (that is reduction of the pig iron energy and 
increasing the GGBS energy). These values are for work at the plant. The plants are all 
situated next to steel workss reducing the transportation requirement. The values here 
compare favourably to those for cement and using GGBS as a cement replacement is 
likely to reduce concrete embodied energy. 
The transportation energy has been calculated at an average of 105 miles, and 
transportation occurs in the same manner as concrete. 
Table 7·43: Environmental Impacts: GGBS 
GGBS Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles It) (hours/t) 
GGBS Production 1.228 63.53 
Transportation 0,222 14,56 8,40 0,224 
Total 1.450 78.09 8.40 0,224 
7.2.5.3 PFA 
PFA is a waste product from coal fired power stations. As such the supply is reducing' 
with the reduction in numbers of coal power stations outlined in Chapter 2. The 
information about PFA was provided by Ash Resources and gives the delivered energy 
required in the basic processing. This figure also includes an element for associated office 
energy. 
The basic waste source material is taken straight from the power station, on which site the 
plant is located. This material is air classified (sorted) into different categories for 
different uses, of which only use as a cementitious ~aterial is considered. The ash 
material has a residual calorific value after being burnt by the power station. No 
allowance has been made for this for two reasons, firstly the British Standard for PFA as 
5 Only steelworks producing iron provide useable GGBS. There is therefore no production from electric 
arc fumaoes which ooly use recycled materials. 
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a cementitious material limits the carbon content of the material to 7% (material with 
values higher than this can not be used) and second, all the useful energy for power 
generation has already been extracted .. 
It is possible to make a case to reduce the environmental impacts for PFA because 
previously, when used considered a waste product, it required transportation and disposal 
as landfill. This requirement has been now been eliminated but is not considered due to a 
lack of data. 
Table 7-44: Environmental Impacts: PFA 
PFA Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
PF A Production 0.118 6.30 
Transportation 0.222 14.56 8.40 0.224 
Total 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
7.2.5.4 Light Weight Aggregates 
There are a number of lightweight aggregates which can be used in concrete both 
naturally occurring and man made. There are no natural sources in the UK, so supply is 
limited to man made types. Lytag is one of the most widely used and this is the material 
which has been studied. The information used has been provided by Lytag6. Lightweight 
aggregates have a number of uses, but in terms of construction use it is mainly used in 
concrete. This is done from a number of possible reasons -
• Lower density. Concrete made from Lytag weighs less than concrete made using 
standard weight aggregates (typically 1800 against 2400 kg/m3). This could allow 
longer spans, thinner sections and smaller foundations. 
• Lower thennal expansion coefficient allows fewer construction joints 
• Better fire resistance than concrete made with nonnal aggregates 
To benefit from these features the design must be optimised - a simple substitution of 
normal for lightweight concrete will incur little benefit and cost significantly more. 
Typically in the UK, lightweight concrete made with Lytag has been used in steel 
structures as a topping for metal decking to maximise clear span distance. 
In terms of low impact structures, some of the features which make Lytag advantageous 
in normal construction may be drawbacks. Lightweight aggregates may require less 
materials in total, have a lower density and are better insulators than standard concrete. 
11 Lytag is both the name of the product and the company producing the product. 
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Standard values for both standard and Lytag concrete are included in Table 7-45. In 
simple terms, the lower density means that less heat can be stored for any given quantity 
of material and the lower conductivity slows the heat movement through the concrete. The 
possible effects of these factors should be fully examined before lightweight concrete is 
exploited for the thermal mass. 
Table 7-45: Properties of Concrete 
Density Thennal Conductivity Specific Heat Capacity 
kg/m) w/mK J/kg K 
Standard Concrete 2400 1.13 1000 
Lytag Concrete 1800 0.85 1000 
The production of Lytag is similar to PFA in so far as the plant takes the raw PFA directly 
from the Power station. The processing makes use of two fuels - electricity and oil which 
consume 30 kWh and 8 litres per tonne respectively. The electrical energy includes the 
office running cost. The office is relatively small with a maximum of ten people in 
occupation. The oil used in processing has an calorific value which has been taken as 
47.90J/t. 
Transportation has been assumed to be similar to that for normal aggregates, except over 
the same distances as PFA. 
Table 7-46: Environmental Impacts: Lytag 
Lytag Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Eoergy CO2 Distanoc Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Lytag Production 0.648 40.43 
Transportation 0.272 17.84 12.35 0329 
Total 0.920 58.27 12.35 0329 
The total energy for Lytag, as shown in Table 7-46 is just under 1 OJ/t and this is an 
order of magnitude greater than the energy for basic aggregates. This will clearly have an 
impact on any concrete containing this material. Where aggregate impacts approach the 
BRE upper figure, the difference would be less pronounced. 
7.2.5.5 Admixtures 
A calculation has been made for additives. based on information supplied by Grace 
Chemicals. The production of admixtures is relatively small scale, with one factory 
supplying the whole UK. Annual production is around 16000 tonnes per annum. The 
production energy inputs come from two fuels - gas and electricity - at a ratio of around 
10:1. Most of the additive products manufactured by Orace make use of water as the 
carrier agent (that is water will make up the major proportion of the finished material), 
however in two cases a gas oil variant is used in this role and an estimate for the 
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feedstock energy has been made in these cases: The variants that use gas oil are used as 
mould release agents, rather than in batched concrete, but are included here because they 
are produced in the same location and using the same processes as concrete admixtures. 
For ·these calculations admixtures has been taken to include all plasticisers, 
superplasticisers, accelerators, etc. It was practically impossible to allocate energy 
individually given that 79 varieties are produced on one site. 
The calculation for transportation energy was made relatively simple because of the 
accounting methods used on site. Distribution of materials is via bulk container, each of 
which will carry 6 different varieties on each trip. These are taken from site to site topping 
up containers which are pennanentiy- located at the hatching site. The lorries continue 
distribution until all the tanks are empty. In other circumstances this could make 
calculation difficult, however in this case a simple average figure of distance per tonne 
had already been calculated - 35 miles per tonne. 
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 7-47 and Table 7-48. For admixtures the 
transportation energy forms the vast majority of the total energy. 
Table 7·47: Environmental Impacts: Admixtures 
Admixtures Embodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hoW'S/t) 
Additive Production 0.085 4.40 
Transportation 0.770 SO. 56 35.000 0.933 
Total 0.855 54.95 35.00 0.933 
Table 7·48: Environmental Impacts: Release Agent 
MRAl Embodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles!t) (hoW'S/t) 
Additive Production 0.085 4.40 
Transportation 0.770 SO. 56 35.000 0.933 
Feedstock 46.991 
Total 47.845 54.95 35.00 0.933 
The analysis in Table 7-48 includes an addition for feedstock energy based on 95% of the 
total being gas oil, the other 5% comprising the active ingredients. No addition has been 
made for the associated CO2 which is considered to be sequestered. Clearly adding in the 
energy for gas oil increases the energy enonnously - the energy per tonne approaching 
double that of steel! There are 1172 litres per tonne, so the energy per litre is 0.041 GJ 
and each litre could be expected to cover 5 - 5.5 m2 of formwork. For the other items, 
which are made up mostly of water there are 1000 litres per tonne. 
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7.2.5.6 Water 
No allowance has been made for water for nonnal use in concrete. However, in some 
cold whether heated water might be used to increase the concrete temperature. Generally 
the aim would be to increase the temperature of the concrete to between 7-lOoC, but the 
starting point for the materials will depend on the prevailing conditions. In a situation 
where the temperature has been O°C, the water would need to be raised to around 2rC to 
get a resultant concrete temperature of around lOoC. The calculations are based on a 
specific heat capacity for water of 4.187 kJ/kg.k, which translates to 1.16 kWh per 1°C 
temperature increase (delivered energy) and assume a ratio of water to other materials of 
11: 1 by weight. The water is assumed to be heated by electricity, so appropriate 
conversion factors have been used. 
Table 7-49: Environmental Impacts: Water 
Heated Water +27" Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (units) (units) 
Water Heating 0.312 16.71 
Total 0.312 16.71 
7.2. (; Concrete Transportation 
Work carried out by Anson and Cooke (10) and calculated using 108 trips in a regional 
study of the ready mixed concrete industry, shows the average speeds achieved by 
truckmixers. These figures can be compared with the ETSU data for standard light and 
heavy goods vehicles. This comparison shows that truckmixers have lower average 
speeds in rural areas than both HGV and LGV and that the urban values are similar to 
HOV's. The figures in Table 7-50 are calculated using kilometres radial (straight line 
point to point) rather than kilometres travelled. This will tend to reduce the figure quoted 
for the distance covered, but the extent of the underestimation is not stated. 
Table 7-50: Average Distances Travelled For Concrete Delivery (10) 
Vehicle Category A verage Radial MPH 
Truckmixer Urban Peak 12.5 
Urban 16.9 
Rural 20.6 
There is currently no data available on the fuel economy of Truckmixers, but given the 
low average speeds and time spent on site, it is expected that these will be worse than for 
similar vehicles doing other work. The time spend on site is crucial to the calculation of 
the transpOrtation element of embodied energy since, as calculated by Anson and Cooke 
(10) and shown in Table 7-51, it can consume as much as 56% of the time for a return 
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trip. During this time the engine must be kept running to provide power to the mixing 
drum. 
Table 7-51: Truckmixer Round Trip Times (10) 
Radial Distance 2 Miles 4 Miles SMiles 
Min. % Min. % Min. ~ 
Travelling To Site 9.4 23% 15.3 34% 23.2 38~ 
Time On Site 23.0 56% 16.2 36% 17.1 28~ 
Returning From Site 8.6 21% 13.5 30% 20.7 34~ 
41 45 61 
Interestingly, the time on site in real tenns is higher on shorter trips (23 minutes) than on 
longer ones (16.2 and 17.1 minutes for 4 and 8 miles respectively). The report provides 
no explanation for this fact. The time on site includes an element for washing out, which 
took up, on average, 4 minutes. Using the data in this table, an average speed can be 
estimated. The total travel time has been found and used in conjunction with the radial 
distance. The radial distance has been increased by 50%, based on discussion with 
truckmixer drivers, to approximate the actual distance travelled. This gives average 
speeds of 10, 12.5 and 16.4 MPH for 2,4 and 8 radial miles respectively. In this case the 
selection of the site to hatching plant distance has been calculated using the mode rather 
than mean average because this best represents the 'average' site. The average distance to 
site has been taken as 3 miles. 
The average fuel consumption of 7 MPG is significantly worst than an average HOV. 
This is because of the time spent with the engine running on site and at the hatching plant. 
Therefore the road miles travelled include all the energy required by the truckmixer. The 
time on site has thus been rated as requiring zero energy, since it has already been 
included elsewhere. 
The data presented in Table 7-52 has been tabulated for a range of average load sizes. 
Obviously a lorry carrying 1 m3 will incur more energy per metre than one carrying 6 m3• 
The average load is simply the total material carried per pour divided by the number of 
deliveries. This calculation is based on a maximum six cubic metre capacity truckmixer. 
Any pour where all the deliveries are full will obviously have an average of 6 m3• All 
medium and large pours (20 m3 or more) should be above 5 m'. For the purposes of this 
work all slab pours are assumed to be 5.75 m3 average while column and beam pours are 
assumed to be 5m3 average. A figure has also been assumed for on site hatching, for 
which an average load has been taken as 5.5 m3 • This assumes use of truckmixers rather 
than dumpers and that this unloads in the same way as truckmixers coming from off site. 
The time and distance for this transportation is zero, because it occurs off the public 
roads. 
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Table 7 -5 2: Environmental Impacts: Concrete Transportation 
Concrete Embodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Transportation Energy CO2 Distance Time 
A verage Load (m3) (GJ/m3) (kg/m3) (miles/m3) (hours/m3) 
1 0. 170 11.) 0 6.00 0.600 
2 0.085 5.60 3.00 0.300 
3 0.057 3.70 2.00 0.200 
4 0.042 2.80 1.50 0.150 
5 0.034 2.20 1.20 0.120 
5.5 (Column & Beam) 0.031 2.00 1.09 0.109 
5.75 (Slab) 0.030 1.94 1.04 0.10 
6 0.028 1.90 1.00 0.100 
On Site 0.006 0.37 0.00 0.000 
7.2.7 Concrete Movement On Site 
The active phase for concrete construction involves the movement from the batcrung plant 
onto site and within the site to the place of use. Figure 7-]2 shows the steps that must be 
considered in pumping and skipping concrete. The calculation for crane energy has 
already been made, so only the pumping energy is discussed here. 
Figure 7 -1 2: Concreting Acti vities 
Concret ing Wi th Crane , Bucket Concretin q With Pu mp 
J J 
' ill ~ _1 ~ ___ • ___ ~o ~!::iA9 
----.---' ----I 
Once the concrete has been delivered to site the main requirement is to place it in the 
shortest time. There are two main methods for the placement of concrete in any quantity -
using a pump and using a crane. Other methods can be used for ground floor or 
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basements placing, for example by tipper truck, or ideally in energy terms simply via the 
truckmixer chute. 
Placing via a pump is the best solution for any large quantity of pour, for example, floor 
slabs, however cranes will be better iri areas where small precise amounts are called for, 
such as columns and walls. The use of a crane will depend on the time required for other 
jobs and the scheduling. Where the frame material is concrete, the tower crane will 
usually be given over to this task as a priority. Incorrect scheduling of a concrete pour can 
lead to extreme waste of materials due to time limits being exceeded. 
To prepare for the concrete pour, there is a requirement for reinforcement, form work, 
faIsework and forms to be prepared. These will all incur an energy cost, both through 
embodied energy and transport costs. In addition, where items have been stored on site 
for long periods of time, waste may occur. 
During the pour, a small number of plant items will be required for placing including 
poker vibrators and possibly power floats. These may be running for long periods of time 
during the pour. After the pour, there may be a requirement for use of curing agents, 
covers or some special finish, however the small quantities involved mean that these have 
not been considered. In the longer term, the form work can be struck and moved to a new 
position or disposed of. In this analysis no allowance has been made for curing because 
these factors will vary depending on the system used. 
7.2.7.1 Formwork 
The calculation for the environmental impacts of these factors has been broken up into 
four sections: falsework, shuttering ply, moulds and concrete working. Four separate 
assessments have been made: 
• Slab with flat soffit. 
• Slab with trough or waffle soffit. 
• Columns, beams and walls. 
• Steel decking. 
There are two major types of falsework types which can be used. Historically, adjustable 
steel props were used to support a working area of shuttering ply. More recently modular 
aluminium support systems have been used with a ply 'table top'. This is the system that 
has been selected for assessment using information supplied by Ischebeck Titan. The 
system is illustrated in Figure 7-13. 
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Figure 7-13: Titan Falsework System 
' . -} 1" '. : 
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The system comprises four aluminium elements, the legs, tie struts, beams and top 
supports. The legs can be configured at centres ranging up to 3m x 3m, however in this 
case a grid of 2.4m x 2.4m has been selected as being generally representative. The legs, 
which have been taken as weighing 17 kg each, are tied together with struts weighing 
13.5 kg each. The main support beam run along the top of the legs and weigh 8.9 kg/m 
run. Running over the main beams are the top supports at 500 mm centres and weighing 
5.6 kg/m run. Shuttering ply is laid over the top supports and fonns the 'table top' upon 
which the concrete is placed. The ply is supplied by the concrete contractor and is 
recommended at ] 8 mm. The number of reuses will depend on the grade of ply and the 
care with which it is handled. Ply used in this manner will tend to last longer than using 
an old steel prop system due to the gentler striking required. Once this system has been 
erected once, it can be moved as a whole unit rather than having to be disassembled. 
Assuming that all the supports run in one direction and legs at 2.5m square, this provides 
a total of ] ] .5m2 of form work and weighs 304 kg. The weight per square metre is 26.4 
and this is the figure which has been used in calculation of transportation and waste. 
Titan have one depot, located in Burton Upon Trent, which supplies the whole country, 
which results in relatively high transportation impacts. The average delivery distance was 
calculated at around 125 miles with an average load of 15 tonnes. The waste per job (the 
elements damaged beyond repair) was estimated at 2-3%, but will fluctuate with the 
contract. This waste element provides the majority of the energy due to the high embodied 
energy of aluminium. The environmental impacts for falsework are shown in Table 7-53. 
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Table 7-53: Environmental Impacts: Falsework 
FalsewOIk Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/m2) (miles/m~ (hours/m2) 
Transportation 0.001 0.06 0.04 0.001 
WasteEna'gy 0.008 0.00 
Transportation 0.001 0.06 0.04 0.001 
Total 0.009 0.07 0.04 0.001 
The shuttering ply for use with the titan falsework is supplied by the contractor. For this 
calculation the infonnation was supplied by Manson Timber. This analysis showed that, 
as with falsework, long transportation distances were involved. The ply was sourced 
from North America and imported via Bristol to a central depot in Sheffield, giving a UK 
transportation distance of 166 miles. The average load per trip was 24 tonnes and 20 
packs, with each pack having a volume of 2.5m3 • No assessment has been made for the 
transportation at sea. From the central depot, the timber is distributed to regional outlets, 
the pattern varying with time. For this assessment shuttering ply with a thickness of 18 
mm was assumed, giving an area per pack of 140m2• The ply has been assumed to last 
for the full duration of the job and then been disposed of. No value has been assigned for 
possible use of the timber as fuel or methane in landfill. 
A value has also been added to the ply for release agent. This provides nearly half of the 
energy due to the use of gas oil as a carrier for the active agents. The environmental 
impacts are shown in Table 7-54. 
Table 7 -54: Environmental Impacts: Shutterlng Ply 
Shuttering Ply Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/m2) (miles/m~ (hours/m2) 
Travel To Yad 0.000 0.02 0.02 0.000 
Travel To Site 0.000 0.01 0.01 0.001 
Embodied Ena'gy 0.009 0.83 0.00 0.000 
Release Agent 0.008 0.01 0.01 0.000 
Disposal 0.000 0.01 0.01 0.000 
Total 0.018 0.87 0.04 0.002 
Two version of the shuttering impacts have been calculated: one for flat slabs which 
includes shuttering ply and falsework and one which includes an allowance for soffit 
mould (for waffle and trough decks) in addition to the other elements. The environmental 
impacts for these fonns are high due to the high embodied energy of the materials from 
which they are manufactured (GRP) and the high waste that occurs. For this assessment 
the forms, are assumed to be reused 50 times (although these reuses need not occur on 
the same site) and cover 60% of the slab. After 50 uses the mould would require 
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refurbishment and could then be used for a further 50 times, but this element has been 
excluded from the calculation. On sites where the moulds are not treated well, the number 
of reuses might be lower. The transportation element is relatively unimportant as shown 
in Table 7-55. 
Table 7·55: Environmental Impacts: Moulds 
Moulds Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Enecgy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/m2) (miles/m~ (hoW'S/m2) 
Transportation 0.000 0.01 0.01 0.001 
Waste 0.087 6.98 
Removal 0.000 0.01 0.01 0.001 
Total 0.087 7.00 0.02 0.001 
The final element which has been added is for the plant required to enable the pour. Two 
items have been included - a compressor which is used to clean out the form work prior to 
the pour and a poker vibrator for compaction. No transportation element has been added 
for these items due to the difficulty of assessing the way the energy should be split and 
the magnitude of impacts involved. The impacts are also thought to be too minor to be 
measured. The plant impacts are shown in Table 7-56. 
Table 7·56: Environmental Impacts: Plant 
Moulds Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Enecgy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m2) (kg/m2) (miles/m~ (hoW'S/m2) 
Compressor 0.002 0.11 
Poker Vibrator 0.001 0.07 
Total 0.003 0.17 0.00 0.000 
The items out lined have been added and together provide a unit rate for impacts and are 
presented under the broad heading of form work. These values are shown in Table 7-57 
(for shaped soffits) and Table 7-58 (for flat soffits). 
Table 7·57: Environmental Impacts: Formwork (Shaped Sofflts) 
Formwork (shaped Fmbodicd Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Soffits) Eneci}' CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/m2) (miles/m~ (hoW'S/m2) 
Falsework 0.009 0.07 0.04 0.001 
Shuttering Ply 0.018 0.87 0.04 0.002 
Moulds 0.087 7.00 0.02 0.001 
QtTLoading 0.005 0.33 
Craoeage 0.009 0.51 0.18 0.004 
Plant 0.003 0.17 
Total 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 
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Table 7·58: Environmental Impacts: Formwork (Flat Soffits) 
Formwork (Flat Fmboctied Fmboctied Transportation Transportation 
Soffits) Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m2) (kg/m2) (mi1es/m~ (hours/m2) 
Falsework 0.009 0.07 0.04 0.001 
Shuttering Ply 0.018 0.87 0.04 0.002 
Off Loading 0.005 0.33 
Craneage 0.009 0.51 0.18 0.004 
Plant 0.003 0.17 
Total 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 
All the formwork values calculated up to this point are for slabs, either flat or trough, 
however a significant proportion of on site work involves columns, beams and walls. 
The values shown in Table 7-59 are derived from the values for slabs. The value for 
shuttering ply has been doubled because roughly twice the ply is required for the same 
volume of concrete (exactly so in the case of walls which fonn a concrete 'sandwich') .. 
The exact ratio will depend of the relevant dimensions. For example a column 500 x 500 
mm by 3.6 m tall requires 7.2 m2 of ply and 0.9m3 of concrete (neglecting the effect of 
reinforcement and ply overlaps) which equals 0.125m3 of concrete per m2 of ply. A slab 
of depth 250 mm equals 0.25 m3 of concrete per m2 of ply, which is double that for the 
column. The values for off loading and crane time are the same as for slabs, but no value 
has been added for the compressor because there would be no need on a well run site. 
Poker vibrator energy has been doubled, reflecting the lower rates of placing and the 
increased difficulty of correctly compacting the concrete. No value has been added for 
forms or moulds although in some cases these may be present, usually to act as ties for 
cladding. The value for propping has been taken as zero because the requirements are 
negligible (a high level of reuse and only 2 steel props per column) next to that for slabs. 
Table 7·59: Environmental Impacts: Formwork For Columns, Beams and 
Walls 
Formwork (Columns, Fmboctied Fmboctied Transportation Transportation 
Beams, Walls) Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/m') (mi1es/m~ (hours/m') 
Shuttering Ply 0.035 1.747 0.077 0.003 
OffLnading 0.005 0.33 
CJaoeage 0.009 0.51 0.18 0.004 
Poker Vibrator 0.003 0.20 
Total 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 
These figures represent one possible scenario for provision of formwork, albeit a popular 
one. Other methcxis include using expanded polystyrene formers, coated ply or steel 
shuttering and other falsework systems. 
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The calculation for steel decking has been canied out in a similar way, however the 
formwork is pennanent and must be calculated for a single use rather than 10 uses for 
ply. The transportation distances are assumed to be the same as for structural steel, but 
the energy value is for sheet rather than structural steel and is thus higher (33.7 OJ/t). A 
value for propping has been take equal to 10% of the value for the concrete system as 
suggested by the Titan design office. Although it is possible to use no support at all, it 
was felt to be unrealistic in 'real world' conditions. This value includes the falsework but 
not shuttering ply and mould elements. The off loading, craneage and plant elements have 
all been taken as being the same. This evaluation is show in Table 7-flJ. Clearly, the 
decking requires the majority of the energy, although the transportation element might 
well be higher in other scenarios. 
Table 7-60: Environmental Impacts: Steel Deeking 
Steel Decking Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distanre Time 
(GJ/m1 (kg/m2) (miles/m1 (hours/m2) 
Transportation 0.002 0.14 0.10 0.003 
Energy 0.352 27.91 
Off l.Jwting 0.005 0.33 
Craneage 0.009 0.51 0.18 0.004 
Propping 0.001 0.01 0.00 0.000 
Plant 0.003 0.17 
Total 0.375 29.35 0.28 0.007 
7.2.7.2 Concrete Placing 
The method selected for placing of concrete will depend on a number of factors which 
will include where in the building the concrete is to be placed, the quantity of concrete, 
the availability of a crane and the relative costs involved. This data should be considered 
in conjunction with the section on Concrete Batching and transportation and specifically' 
the work by Anson (10). This data, which looks at the operation and capacity of ready 
mixed plants, while looking in some depth at transportation and discharging times, 
unfortunately contains no information about the method of discharge in each case. This 
makes it impossible to separate out times for crane and pump discharge. 
7.2.7.3 Concrete Placing By Pump 
Attitudes towards the placing of concrete, specifically with regards to pumping, have 
been studied by Anson and Cooke (11, 12) who p&;vide some data which will be 
applicable in calculation of embodied energy. These two articles examine the attitudes of 
concrete pump users, the nature and extent of delays and the rates achieved in pumping 
concrete. The work, canied out in 1997, was originally set out to contrast the differences 
in attitude between the UK and West Germany. For the purposes of this work the UK 
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information has been considered primarily, although in some cases the German 
information has been used to supplement this. The information can be used in a number 
of ways when calculating energy requirements. 
Table 7-61 shows the answers to the question of whether a concrete pump would be the 
placing method of choice in the event that a crane was available on site. The large majority 
was clearly in favour of assessing the situation for each individual pour. The report 
suggested that this was due to pumping being considered uneconomic. Although the 
factors upon which the choice would rest are not given, it is reasonable to assume that 
they might include the cost of pump hire, the size of the concrete pour and the availability 
of the tower crane. 
These results indicate that the assessment of placing energy should be made on the basis 
that larger pours will be carried out by pump, while smaller pours will be carried out by 
tower crane. The exact level of this split would be determined by the level. 
Table '·61: Attitudes Towards The Choice or A Pump (11) 
Would you use a conaete pump if a aane is % Answcring 
already on site? 
Yes 4 
Depends On Many Factors 80 
No 16 
Table 7-62 details the average placing speeds achieved using concrete pumps. This data 
was calculated excluding any initial delays (that is factors with might delay the expected 
start time of the pour, but not the pour duration). The paper does not specify to what 
extent the size of the concrete pump played a part in the rate of placing achieved, although 
it does acknowledge that this was a factor. However, assessing trade literature for a range 
of pumps revealed that even small' trailer' type pumps can achieve throughputs far higher 
than the minimum shown here. It is notable that the average throughputs achieved on 
comparable sites in West Germany were significantly higher than those on UK sites. The 
report also notes that there are examples of much higher placing rates being recorded, up 
to 48m3 per hour. This suggests that factors other than pump size are at work in slowing 
placing rates in the majority of cases. In almost all cases the rates achieved by concrete 
pumps are lower than would be expected, given the rated throughputs of the pumps. This 
will increase the energy requirement involved. 
Table '·62: Average Placing Speed (11) 
PoW'Size Placin~ Speed (m3/h) 
m' UK Germany 
0-20 9.9 13.7 
20-50 12.7 20.8 
50-100 16.0 24.0 
>100 25-30 -
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The actual placing rate will be affected by a range of factors which will include the 
number of men in the placing gang, the mix design and poor access. However the major 
causes of delay on smaller pours was found to be discontinuity of concrete supply. 
Where a pump is used in conjunction with a ready mix supplier, in ideal conditions the 
supply of concrete would be continuous, with one truckmixer starting to discharge 
concrete just another is finishing and moving away. This will only happen in a small 
number of cases on small pours due to problems between the site and hatching plant -
provisional order times, addition of' plus' loads and limitations on truckmixer numbers. 
No data has been found for rates of placing where the concrete is supplied by an on site 
mobile batching plant. 
Of all the problems outlined only one has major implications for energy requirement - the 
time delay on site for truckmixers. This type of delay causes waste mainly because the 
truckmixer must continue to agitate the concrete until it is fully discharged, thus even 
when on site it is not possible to switch off the engine. This type of delay has been 
incorporated into the data via the transportation times detailed by Anson (10) who found 
that the longest delay before initial discharge was limited to 30 minutes in any case. As 
already noted, this has been incorporated in the fuel consumption in transportation. 
For pumping to achieve maximum efficiency and to minimise wear on the machine it may 
be necessary to alter the mix design - tenned a pump mix - this will often have a higher 
slump and be more cohesive that a nonnal mix. This may alter the relative proportions of 
materials, especially the cement and water contents. A selection of mix designs has been 
used when assessing the energy requirements for placing. 
To use the data on pumping rates a figure for a mobile pump fuel consumption is 
required. A machine was selected which could provide a maximum throughput above the 
30m3 per hour suggested by the data and with sufficient power to provide the distribution 
potential to supply the buildings used in the model. In some cases, where a larger pump 
is used, it may be possible to discharge two truckmixers side by side at once. This 
arrangement should ensure continuity of concrete supply to the pump, but will only be 
possible if there is adequate room on site and a large enough fleet of truckmixers 
available. 
When calculating the energy requirement for pumping two major factors need to be 
considered - the pumping and the transportation elements. The distances travelled moving 
pumps to site follow a similar pattern to mobile cranes, so the larger capacity pumps are 
fewer in number and travel further. For trailer mounted pumps the same engine is used 
for both travel and pumping. The infonnation use in this analysis came from two sources 
_ technical data from Putzmeister and operation data from Utranazz. 
The only in use energy data was for a medium sized truck mounted pump capable of an 
output of 60m3 per hour and using 1.3 O/hr. The transportation fuel consumption was 
rated at 12 MPO. The fuel used during pumping provides an energy consumption figure 
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of 0.0043 GJ/m3 and cq~ emissions of 0.282 kglm3 • Given that only one source of data 
was available, a check was made using the technical specifications provided by 
Putzmeister the results for which are shown in Table 7-63. These results are of the same 
order as the real world figure which has thus been used in Table 7-64. It is notable that 
the larger truck mounted pump actually has a greater energy consumption than the 
smaller. This can be tied to the greater pumping distances (both vertical and horizontal) 
required of larger pumps. Larger pumps will be able to pump higher, further and faster 
but at a cost in energy. 
When truck mounted pumps are used they will often only be in operation for a proportion 
of the day. For example, even the relatively small CP40M would be able to place 200m3 
in 5 hours, if used to maximum effect and many pours are smaller in size than that. 
However the transportation energy is the same whether the pump is used on site for 1 or 
10 hours so an output figure is needed to spread the energy per cubic metre. Truck 
mounted pumps would not generally stay on site over night because after a large pour 
there will almost always be a gap before the next can be made ready. This is reflected in 
the different environmental impacts for each of the daily pumped quantities. In Table 7-64 
the value of 5000m3 pumped is to simulate a static trailer mounted pump located on site 
for the duration of the pour. 
Table 7·63: Energy Per Metre By Pump Type 
Trailer Mounted Truck Mounted Real Value 
BSA 1002 BSA 1400 CP40M BRF32.13 
Max. Throu~put m3 20 90 40 116 6(J 
Engine Power (kW) 26 78 48 207 
Max. Throughput Per Day 320 928 
Primary Energy (kWb) 28 84 52 224 
Primary Eoergy (GJ) 0.101 0.303 0.187 0.805 0.257 
Encc2Y Per Metre COJ/m3) 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.004 
CO, per Metre lk2/m3) 0.33 0.22 0.31 0.46 0.28 
Dailv throu2hput based on an ei2ht hour ~. 
Table 7·64: Environmental Impacts: Concrete Pumping 
Conaete Pumping Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
EoeI'gy CO2 Distance Time 
(OJ/m3) (kg/m3) (miles/m3) (hours/m3) 
Pumping Eoergy 0.004 0.28 
Transportation (SOm') 0.033 2.17 2.00 0.080 
Transportation (100JJr) 0.016 1.08 1.00 0.040 
Transportation (150m3) 0.011 0.72 0.67 0.027 
Transportation (200m') 0.008 0.54 0.50 0.020 
Transportation (300m3) 0.005 0.36 0.33 0.013 
Transportation (SOOOor> 0.000 0.02 0.02 0.001 
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7.2.7.4 Concrete Placing By Crane 
Placing concrete using a crane and skip has been observed to be slower than when using 
a pump. This can be atUibuted to a number of factors - the time taken to fill the skip, the 
time for movement to place of use and the time for placing. Genemlly the increased time 
for placing is a function of the complexity of the placing where cranes tend to be used -
for example in columns with high quantities of closely spaced reinforcement. 
Following the work on pumping detailed above Anson provided more information on 
placing rates, specifically 'pours averaging 19m3'. Although it is not possible to specify 
the method of placing in each case, Anson suggests that 'many were in fact direct tips into 
footings or slabs' . This data is shown in Table 7-65. As with pumped concrete pours, the 
rates of placing are surprisingly low with 75% of rates falling at or below 8 m3/hr. This 
compares extremely unfavourably with the maximum rate of discharge possible when 
simply using the truckmixer chute - around 6m3 in 5 minutes, which equates to 72m3/hr! 
When assessing this data it should be remembered that the rates achieved include time the 
truckmixer is on site but not discharging and washing out, if these were excluded the 
figures would be higher, but unrepresentative. 
Table 7·65: Placing Rates For Smaller Pours (10) 









Unlike for pumping, there will probably not be much of an improvement in the rates 
achieved in larger pours, although some gains may be made if truckmixers can be 
arranged for regular arrival. Unlike for pumped concrete, there is no possibility of 
discharging two truckmixers at the same time, unless two cranes are available, which is 
considered unlikely given the demands made on crane time. 
7.2.7.S Other Methods of Placing 
As suggested in the previous section, simply placing concrete directly using the 
truckmixer chute has a very high theoretical maximum rate, however this is usually not 
achieved in practice. Although concrete discharge is generally desirable due to the lower 
energy cost, in many situations it is not possible to do this due to access limitations - the 
truekmixer can usually only travel to the edge of the construction then discharge up to a 
maximum of 3m from the rear wheels. 
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Where direct discharge is not possible other methods are possible, usually making use of 
plant available on site generally tipper trucks, although there are other possibilities 
including excavation equipment (in one case Anson observed placing using an excavator 
which only achieved a placement rate of 1.7 m3/hr). 
7.2.7.6 Values/or all placing rates 
Figure 7-14 show all the possible energy values for placing concrete developed for this 
thesis. All these values will depend, to a greater or lesser degree, on the transportation 
values used. The values using a mobile crane are clearly much higher than the others 
especially for columns and beams, however, it should be remembered that the crane used 
in the analysis has a very high transport component and would be much lower if the crane 
came from a local depot. Based on this analysis using a mobile crane for placing would 
represent an unacceptably high energy use. The value for discharging from the chute has 
been taken as zero because, as noted previously the energy for discharging on site is 
already included in the fuel consumption figure used for transportation. Use of a pump or 
crane are the two major methods of placing. This analysis shows that using a pump for 
relatively small volumes of concrete is more energy expensive than either of the crane 
options. For pours of 200m3 and over the energy is roughly similar. Using a static pump 
on site represents the most energy effective method of placement 
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7.2.7.7 Batched and Placed Concrete 
The factors outlined in this section for concrete hatching and placing have been brought 
together to provide the environmental impacts for concrete batched and placed on site. 
The wide range of parameters mean that simply working through all the permutations 
would be extremely complicated and would serve to obfuscate the wider picture. With 
this in mind two combinations of data have been carried out. The first combination 
assesses all the different mixes using one set of parameters which, except for factors 
where this would clearly be inconsistent with the design purpose, are held constant. This 
should reveal the gross variations between mixes. The values used in this analysis are 
shown in Table 7-66. Where the concrete has been specified as a pump mix, pumping has 
been used as the method of placement, all other mixes are assumed to use the skip, taking 
the value for the smaller tower crane. Two values have been used for the average 
delivered load 5.75 m3 for pump mixes and 5m3 for other mixes. Generally pumped 
concrete will de required in larger quantities with only the final load not being full. The 
list of mix designs, including the waste allowances, are shown in Table 7-37. 
Table 7-66: Values Fixed For Mix Analysis 
Cement 5.800 GJ/t 
GOBS 1.450 GJ/t 
PFA 0339 GJ/t 
Lytag 0.920 GJ/t 
A~_ 0.093 GJ/t 
Wala' 0.000 GJ/t 
Admixtures 0.001 GJ/lt. 
Batcbing 0.018 GJ/m3 
Average De1ivery 5.5m3 0.034 GJ/m3 
Average Delivery 5.75m3 0.030 GJ/m' 
Pumping (200m3 pumped) 0.013 GJ/m3 
Crane (154 EC-H6) 0.009 GJ/m3 
The second method is to use one mix design and vary the other parameters. This will 
show the relative contributions for each of the factors. The mix chosen for this analysis 
was the C30 PFA mix. This was used primarily because of the lower overall quantity of 
cement which made the contributions of other factors relatively greater, illustrating 
changes better. While each of the factors shown in Table 7-66 could be varied, GOBS is 
not required for this mix and the value for PFA calculated in this thesis is the only one 
available. While this mix does not call for admixtures, a value has been added for 
illustration purposes. ( 
7.2.7.8 Concrete Impacts With Set Parameters 
Using the set parameters, each of the mix designs was evaluated for each of the four 
impacts and the results shown in Table 7-67. Clearly there is a wide range of figures with 
embodied energy values ranging from 1.153 to 3.899 GJ/m3, so the largest value is 3.4 
times the lowest! The energy does not directly correlate with the characteristic strength 
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due to the moderating effect of the lower energy PFA and GGBS. Although PFA has a 
lower embodied energy than GGBS, the GGBS mixes have a lower overall energy 
requirement because a higher proportion can be substituted for cement. As expected the 
Lytag mixes are the most energy intensive, with the C30 Lytag normal mix having a 
higher energy than the C60 OPC only mix. This is both because of the higher energy for 
the lightweight aggregate itself and higher amounts of cement used. This effect can be 
moderated somewhat by using PFA or GGBS with the Lytag. The lowest 'structural' 
(00) grade concrete mix used GGBS and has an embodied energy of 1.349 GJ/m'. The 
pump mixes all have consistently higher energy requirements than the skip versions, the 
difference depending on the mix. 
In terms of embodied CO2 the trend is similar to energy, although the range is greater. 
The lowest CO2 is 174.54 and the highest 705.66 OJ/m' meaning that the highest value is 
410% of the lowest. GGBS performs better than PFA in terms of CO2 reduction, simply 
due to the higher levels of substitution for cement. 
The values for distance travelled range from 6.72 to 18.47, so the highest value is 2.8 
times the lowest. In this case the high cement mixes come out better, because of the 
higher local availability of OPC compared with GGBS, PFA and Lytag. The Lytag mixes 
require the most transportation, with LytaglPFA or GGBS mixes incurring the highest 
values. The travel times reflect the same values as the distances although the differences 
are not as great because the longer distances travelled by OGBS, PFA and Lytag tend to 
be on fast roads at speeds higher than for OPC and aggregates. 
A full listing of the values for all mixes, calculated using the stated design parameters is 
contained in Appendix B. 
The range of values for this data is such that it will have a serious impact on any 
environmental evaluation of structures using concrete. The individual factors are assessed 
in next and this will reveal the impacts of individual items of the whole mix. Both PFA 
and GOBS are highly desirable in terms of energy and CO2 reduction, although this is at 
a cost in increased transportation. While PFA has a lower energy, GOBS can replace 
more cement which means that overall it produces the mixes with the lowest energy 
requirements. A PFA and GGBS mix design would probably lower the overall energy 
requirement still further and the possibility deserves attention. 
While Lytag is a good material when used correctly, in environmental terms there are 
clearly problems., It should be remembered that this is simply a measure of energy per 
m' and no allowance is made for the work done by each mix. So while all the standard 
weight mixes of a given grade are directly comparable, the same is not true of the 
lightweight mixes. In spite of this, at a basic level the lowest energy requirement for a 
C40 pump mix is less than half the lowest energy C40 Lytag pump mix and it is difficult 
to imagine a situation where the weight saving by using Lytag enables a steel and 
foundation reduction by half. If values at the higher end for aggregate energy requirement 
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were used then the Lytag would represent a relatively lower impact. Some further 
calculations have been carried out to see the effect on the whole frame and these are 
discussed in Chapter 9. 
Cement has by far the highest impact of all the materials and, while it is required at certain 
levels to enable the reactions in replacement materials or to give early strength, in 
environment terms lower quantities are preferable. 
The wide range of material values is one significant area where steel and concrete differ as 
structural materials - there are limited options available for such massive reductions in 
energy in steel as concrete can make simply by altering the mix design, even when the 
difference between new and recycled values is considered. 
Table 7-67: Environmental Impacts: Concrete Mix Design 
Mix Energy CX>1 Distance Time 
GJ/m) kg/m) mile/m) hours/m) 
C20 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 
C20PFA 1.244 216.31 7.39 0.391 
C20GGBS 1.153 174.54 7.54 0.395 
C30 1.982 374.16 6.79 0.368 
C30GGBS 1.348 209.78 7.64 0.391 
C30 GGBS Pump 1.409 221.46 7.94 0.402 
C30Lytag 2.999 493.23 14.34 0.504 
C30 Lytag Fines 3.368 514.92 18.47 0.573 
C30 Lytag GOBS Pump 2.264 312.46 14.17 0.503 
C30 Lytag PFA 2.564 398.09 14.77 0.506 
C30 Lytag PFA Pump 2.475 401.01 13.30 0.481 
C30 Lytag Pump 3.104 540.30 12.23 0.451 
C30PFA 1.509 271.64 7.38 0.383 
C30 PFA Pump 1.571 264.99 7.64 0.393 
C30Pump 2.112 400.84 7.08 0.377 
C40 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 
C40GGBS 1.620 258.56 7.84 0.390 
C40 GOBS Pump 1.697 271.72 8.26 0.406 
C40Lytag 3.544 608.01 13.99 0.481 
C40 Lytag Fines 3.844 627.00 17.47 0.546 
C40 Lytag GGBS Pump 2.728 398.35 14.29 0.500 
C40 Lytag PFA 3.006 490.49 14.86 0.501 
C40 Lytag PFA Pump 3.054 518.62 13.71 0.482 
CAD Lytag Pump 3.899 705.66 12.38 0.448 
C40PFA 1.675 306.32 7.40 0.378 
C40 PFA Pump 1.808 313.34 7.72 0.392 
C40Pump 2.338 448.50 7.01 0.370 
C60 2.979 580.75 7.07 0.368 
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7.2.7.9 Concrete Impacts with Variable Parameters 
The C30 GGBS mix chosen as the benchmark for assessing the mix design parameters is 
represented in Figure 7-15, which shows how each factor contributes to the four 
measured impacts. 
Figure 7-15: C30 GGBS Environmental Impacts 
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Even for this relatively low cement mix, the embodied energy is dominated by the value 
for cement, at 64% of the total. The GOBS and aggregates both contribute similar levels 
to each other at about 15%, while other values are less significant in this standard 
configuration. The value for water is zero because no heating is used. The batching. 
movement and placing items all contribute small quantities to the total energy at around 
4% for all three. The waste has been taken as 2% but could be more significant on badly 
run sites. The embodied CO2 follows the same pattern as energy. with the cement 
fonning the major item at around 85% of the total. This percentage is higher than for 
energy because of the disproportionally large CO2 for cement. 
The transportation impacts reveal a different pattern. with the aggregates being the major 
facotr at around three times the value for GGBS. The transportation to site is also a major 
item in this analysis. being just less than for GGBS. The distances for cement are nine 
times less than for aggregates. The transportation times follow the same basic pattern. but 
with the tranSportation to site becoming more important than the delivery of GGBS. due 
to the relatively low speed of truckmixer travel. 
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The first set of parameters which was altered allowed for on site hatching and the use of 
site recycled aggregates (figure 7-16). This data set should provide the lowest possible 
value over the range of impacts. There are not many sites where the would be room for 
both an on site batching plant and recycling of aggregates, so the values should not be 
used in any standard evaluation. 
The energy requirement in this evaluation has been lowered by around 9% while the CO2 
has been reduced around 4%. The reductions have been limited because the quantity of 
cement is the same in both scenarios. However the transportation elements have been 
massively reduced with the two single largest elements (aggregate and concrete 
movements) being reduced to practically zero. Transportation distance has been reduced 
fonn 7.64 to 2.01 miles/m', a reduction of 75%. The transportation time is even further 
reduced from 0.391 to 0.053 hours/m', a reduction of 86%. 
Figure 7·16: Environmental Impacts C30 GGBS On Site Batching and 
Recycled Aggregates 
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When using on site batching. but no recycling the reductions are much less dramatic. The 
embodied energy falls by 2% and the CO2 by 1 %. The falls in transportation requirement 
are 14% for the distance with a 28% reduction in time. The time reduction is the most 
significant because it cuts out the relatively slow truckmixer movement. 
The single parameter which has the most significant effect is cement and the BRE 
provided high and low values of 5.1 and 6.7 OJ/t. The transportation elements have been 
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assumed to remain the same. For this mix using the high value results in a mix energy of 
1.49, while using the low value gives 1.24 GJ/m3• This represents a spread of +10 to -
8%. While these differentials are significant, it is difficult to foresee a situation in which 
values for individual plants would be given and without this the data is of limited use. 
Genetally, the plants which are less energy efficient will tend to cost more to run and, in 
the longer term, be the first to be replaced by more efficient plants. 
Of the other items, one which might be of particular importance is admixtures. As already 
noted, it is desirable to reduce the cement in a mix and admixtures (specifically water 
reducing admixtures) can achieve this but incur even lower energy additions than PFA or 
GGBS. The strength of concrete is dependant mainly on the ratio of cementitious 
materials to water (although many other factors come into play). Plasticisers and 
superplasticiers allow the lowering of the water content for a given cementitious content 
with no loss of workability. Conversely, this means that the cement can be reduced 
without loss of strength. One litre of admixture has an energy of around 0.001 OJ while 
one kilogram of cement has an energy of 0.005 OJ. While the limits in the reduction of 
cement in this way is finite and will depend on other design factors, admixtures can 
clearly be used to reduce impacts. 
Aggregates can have a significant effect on the total energy. The high and low values 
suggested by the BRE were 1 and 0.02 OJ/t respectively. These values could result in an 
increase of 2.3 times the total energy to 3.11 OJ/m3 or a reduction to 1.21 GJ/m3• 
Clearly, the possible increase is of much more significance than the possible reduction. 
The high value is actually higher than the value for Lytag. In a situation where the energy 
requirement was that high, the monetary cost could also be expected to increase so it is 
likely that recycled aggregates will be used where possible. The standard value, calculated 
for the thesis, has been used for the basic calculations, but the high value has been used 
for illustrative purposed in the total frame results. 
The effect of heating water, given the increase described earlier, would be around 0.059 
GJ/m3 • This is significant for individual mixes, but should not be required for all concrete 
produced. A significant factor is that lowering cement content reduces the concrete heat 
gain and makes the requirement for heating more likely. However the increase due to 
heating is much less than the saving by cement reduction. 
The values for placing concrete are similar for tower crane and pump, with the pump 
being less efficient for lower quantities. Only the placing using a mobile crane would 
increase the total energy significantly (for C30 GGBS mix the increase from tower to 
mobile crane, while placing to columns is around 15%, which is more than the increase 
for the high value of cement). These values are highly dependant on the pattern of crane 
use and the distances involved. 
The final factor which would have a significant effect is the waste allowance. Different 
waste have been allowed for each of the mixes, based on the placing and the grade (more 
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expensive concrete is less likely to be wasted). For this report a relatively low values have 
been assumed (around 2%), but on badly run sites, this many be higher. 
These figures are for a mix with a relatively low cement content. For mixes with more 
cement the effect of changing other parameters would be relatively less. 
7.2.7.10 Maintenance and Repair 
Where concrete has been correctly placed, there should be little need for repairs and 
maintenance, although in some cases drastic repairs may be required, for example the 
application of cathodic protection. These may be considered as major works in their own 
right and is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
7.2. 7.11 Demolition 
The equipment required for demolition can be considered as a subset of that required 
during construction. These items will incur similar energy costs in day to day use, but 
over a much shorter time span than during the initial construction. Some specialised items 
of plant may be required, for example evacuators with longer than normal reach, however 
these operate using the same basic engine configuration as the standard models and will 
use the same quantities of fuel. 
For larger buildings demolition may occur via explosives followed by movement of 
rubble. On the smaller office buildings considered in this report, the standard method of 
demolition will involve long reach excavators or cranes equipped with wrecking balls. 
Prior to the structural demolition the structure should be stripped out, removing all 
materials with potential to be recycled. Although this process is not directly related to the 
structure, it can have a beneficial effect, removing all the materials which might 
contaminate the concrete waste and reduce the possibility of reuse as aggregate. All 
contaminants should be avoided, but special care should be taken to remove 
reinforcement because it has a recycling value in its own right and it may clog crushing . 
machinery slowing the recycling process. The need to separate contaminants is especially 
true when the material is to be recycled at a fixed off site plant which may take waste from 
several sources - contaminants could reduce the usefulness of these as well. 
The energy calculations for demolition are made in the Steel section. The example 
building was steel framed, but with concrete fire protection. 
7.2.7.12 Recycling 
(' 
Demolished brick stone and concrete structures can be crushed either for use as fill 
materials or reuse as aggregates for concrete. As noted in section 7.2.4.3, concrete can be 
produced at strengths well above 40 N/mml, however recycled materials would not 
normally be considered for use in these due to the inherent variability of the material. 
Given good quality control for recycled material, there is no reason why the majority of 
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concrete should not make use of recycled aggregates, however most recovered materials 
are currentl y used as fIll. 
Table 7-68 shows the energy calculation for recycled materials at the BA quarry both for 
uncontaminated and contaminated waste. The estimate for contaminated waste will vary 
more than for uncontaminated waste, depending on the degree of adulteration. The 
recycled materials have a higher fuel requirement than new materials due to the need for 
greater care when screening which causes a lower average daily throughput. The material 
crushed in this example is not screened and would therefore only be used as fill material. 
This table excludes the energy required for transportation to the quarry site which is 
accounted for in the waste disposal section. Transportation away from the quarry would 
occur in the same manner as for new aggregates. The BF! site handled a relatively small 
quantity of recycled material and these figures are included for comparison with the more 
comprehensive analysis carried out for the demolished building. The average 
environmental impacts for these processes are shown in Table 7-69. Additions should be 
made to these values for handing and transportation. 
Table 7 -68: Plant Fuel Requirements - Recycled Material 
Operation Plant Required Avenge Avenge Fuel 
(Daily Avenge) Material Diesel ffoonc 
(t) (It.) (It.lt) 
Good Material 
Moved To Crusher Wheel Loading Shovel 1200 100 O.~ 
CnJshed &: Gndfd Crusher & 3 Sueens 1200 375 0.31 
Moved To Stock Wheel Loading Shovel 1200 100 O.~ 
O.~ 
Adultaated Material 
Moved To Crusher Wheel Loading Shovel 800 100 0.13 
CnJshed &: Gndfd Crusher & 3 Saeens 800 375 0.4; 
Moved To Stock Wheel Loading Shovel 800 100 0.13 
0.72 
Table 7·69: Environmental Impacts: Brick And Concrete Recycling 
AgreJ8leS (Recyded) Embodied Embodied co2 DistAmclc Time 
Enetgy 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (mileslt) (hourslt) 
Ocal 0.026 1.69 
Contaminated 0.038 2.53 
AvfJl8ll.C 0.032 2.11 
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Table 7-70: Environmental Impacts: Off Site Recycling and Transportation 
Aggregates (Recycled) Fmbodied Embodied CO2 Distance Time 
Inc. Transportation Energy 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours /t) 
Move To Site 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 
Crush and Screen 0.032 2.11 
Move From Site 0.028 1.87 1.29 0.052 
Total 0.097 6.34 3 .01 0.121 
Table 7-70 shows the recycled aggregates including a factor for transportation from a 
demolition site and returned to the same site. The difference in energy requirements arises 
from the different bulk of crushed and uncrushed materials. The site was assumed to be 
11 miles distant. Given that the calculated energy for new aggregates was 0.094 Gllt. but 
with a distance to site of 20 miles, it is clear that the energy efficiency of off site recycled 
aggregates is dependant on the distances involved. The transportation distances are 
greater for the off site recycled materials. reflecting the fact that two journeys are made 
rather than one. It is possible that an arrangement could be made where the lorry is full 
for both legs of the trip. bringing rubble from site and returning with crushed materials. 
This would roughly half the transportation impacts, giving an energy of 0.064 Gllt. 
Figure 7-17 shows a crusher and screens working on site. fed by a tracked excavator. 
This type of arrangement can be used either at a quarry or on a building site. If it is used 
on a site, space may become a limiting factor and should be given serious consideration. 
especially with regard the stockpiled materials. At the BA quarry site, the crusher for fill 
materials is fed by a wheeled loader from a store rather than directly by tracked crane as 
depicted and has no screens. 
Figure 7-17: Waste Crushing And Screening' 
, This picture is for illustration pwposes and was taken from promotional literature rather than on the 
BB site. 
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7.3 Steel Design And Construction 
Much of the steel data on which this report is based, prior to the on site phase, comes 
directly from the companies involved. Overall, the number of processes involved are 
fewer than for concrete and the most complex operations occur during steel 
manufacturing and fabrication stages. This is expected to result in a lower environmental 
impact in areas such as transportation (depending on the relative location of the plants 
involved, the site and methods of transportation). However, because the initial energy 
cost of steel is higher than for concrete, this may not result in a lower overall structUral 
embodied energy. It should also be noted that a 'steel' frame uses significant amounts of 
concrete - for foundations, ground and floor slabs and sometimes for fire protection. This 
means that there is significant linkage between the steel and concrete process diagrams. 
The calculations contained in this section evaluate the processes after the steel works and 
must therefore use a secondary value for the basic steel. The values used have been taken 
from the Oxford Brookes model, previously discussed in Chapter 5. 
7.3.1 GeneralPrinciples 
The same principles that are applied for concrete are applied in steel construction, so the 
design and construction are assumed to have been carried out to a high standard using 
sensible methods. During the design and planning stages, allowance has been made for a 
good construction sequence including adequate crane facilities and storage space with 
work carried out in a logical manner. 
There are an almost unlimited range of possible permutations during the construction 
phase, such as the plant used and the preferences of the main contractor and related 
subcontractors with respect to methods. The major items of variance will be the speed of 
construction and the crane type and use. 
7.3.2 Design 
The design of a frame will have a large impact on the embodied energy of the materials 
involved and in this respect steel provides an interesting illustration of the problems 
reconciling the monetary and environmental cost. 
As with concrete there is more than one possible solution for any given design and for 
steel the trade off is between the quantity of steel used and the complexity of the solution 
and hence the cost of fabrication. Greater complexity will generally lengthen the both the 
fabrication time and the erection period required, but will reduce the tonnage of steel 
required. As stated in "Design For Steel" (13) 
"Minimum weight usually equates to complexity, involving extensive local 
stiffening and stiffeners have a large influence on the cost of fabrication and 
erection. As a rule of thumb, for every fabrication hour saved 100 kg of steel 
could be added to the frame without any cost increase ........ In a design and 
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build situation the steel work contractor may well take advantage of commercial 
benefits of rationalising and simplifying the steel design" 
Clearly there is may be a possible monetary advantage in prcx:lucing a frame that uses 
more than the minimum possible quantity of steel in any given structure. However, 
because of the large amount of embodied energy in steel, and the relatively small amount 
of energy in fabrication and erection, adopting this design method could be expected to 
significantly increase the total building environmental cost. 
7.3.3 Steel Works 
The production of steel involves the use of large amounts of energy, specifically in the 
smelting process, but also in other processes including moving materials around the sites 
which are often large. There are two major types of steel making process - electric arc and 
oxygen f umace. 
7.3.3.1 Oxygen Furnace 
This process is used mainly for production of new steel and thus will require large inputs 
of raw materials. Iron ore and coke, the two main inputs for new steel, are often mined in 
geographically remote areas and tran portation of raw materials into the site will often be 
by sea and rail rather than the road transportation used for concrete. Figure 7-18 shows 
the materials handling for an oxygen furnace works - clearly the scale materials handling 
in this set up is larger than that at concrete batching plants, although there are many more 
concrete batching plants than steel works. A comparison can be made with the batching 
plant in Figure 7-10 on page 156 - this plant stockpiles materials from an on site quarry 
which is used for both concrete batching and simply as aggregate, and is thus larger than 
many examples, but is dwarfed by the steel works. 
7.3.3.2 Electric Arc Furnace 
While the basic oxygen furnace produces new steel, the electric arc is used to recycle 
scrap materials. Metals generally have a high recycling potential - they can relatively 
easily be separated out, using magnets, are relatively compact and are more easily reused 
than concrete materials. 
One problem in calculation of the energy requirement for Electric Arc furnace is that, as 
implied by the name, it makes use of electricity rather than gas for the energy needed to 
melt the scrap. This means that a correction is needed to change from delivered energy to 
primary energy. 
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Figure 7-18: Steel Works Materials Handling 
Because this type of plant uses scrap, there is an increased need for transportation some 
of which will be by rail and some by road. It should also be remembered that recycled 
steel is usually gathered up in relatively small quantities from individual users and then 
moved to larger waste management centres. At the management centre decisions about 
whether to reuse or recycle can be made and materials moved as appropriate. These 
factors are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
7.3.4 Structural Steel Fabrication 
The value for structural steel fabrication and transportation was provided by Barrett Steel. 
The steel is brought in from two sources - 113 directly from steel mills and 2/3 from 
stockholders. The steel directly from mills requires an average of around 50 miles in 24 
tonne loads, the steel from stockholders tends to be more locally sourced, but brought in 
smaller loads, averaging 4-5 tonnes. The value chosen for the calculation of 
environmental impacts is based on the distance from the mill, because even when steel 
comes from a stockholder it will have to have been moved from the works. Therefore an 
average distance of 50 miles has been assumed at an average loading of 24 tonnes. Using 
a single distance rather than two legs may cause a slight underestimate of the energy, but 
this simplification is reasonable given the wide range of possible permutations. 
The fabrication energy was provided as an averaged figure (that it is calculated by 
dividing the whole electric energy bill by the quantity of steel processed over that period) 
and this data is shown in Table 7-71. If a value for steel production of 25 OJ/t was used, 
the fabrication energy would be around 4% of the total. It should also be remembered that 
this value is the average fabrication value. Less complex designs might be expected to 
require less energy than more complex ones. While the depth of information to accurately 
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differentiate these levels of complexity was not available, a basic assessment was made 
by looking at the time required for three different elements and this is shown in Table 7-
71. This suggests that a pin ended beam, requiring simple drilling would require around 
38% of the energy per tonne of a more complex portal rafter. A complex column would 
require more than twice the energy of the portal rafter. These values should be treated 
with caution and are for illustration only. The average value has been used for the overall 
calculations. 
Table 7-71: Steel Fabrication Energy 
Flectricity/Quarter Total 
Drilling & Welding (per tonne) 101 kWb 
Primary Enel'gy 275kWb 
0.99 GJ 
Assumed Production It 
Total Enel'gy 0.989 GJ/t 
CO2 52.91 kg/t 
Table 7-72: Fabrication Energy Split For Different Elements 
Flement Pin Ended Beam Portal Rafter Complex Column 
Information Provided 
Length (m) 6 15 6 
Weight (t) 0.45 1.10 0.45 
WddTime (min.) 26 134 105 
Other Activities Time (min.) 99 200 315 
For 1 Tonne Elements 
Length (m) 13.3 13.6 13.3 
Weight (t) l.OO l.OO l.OO 
~ (m) 7.3 -1.4 7.3 
%age time foream extlam (%) 5% 10% 17% 
%age Change (%) 137% 86% 222% 
New Weld Time (min.) 35.5 115.7 2333 
New Other Activities Time (min.) 108.5 181.7 4433 
Weighting 
%age Weld Time (%) 80% 11)% 11)% 
%age Other Activities (%) 20% 20% 20% 
Weighted Power Required 50 129 275 
As %age 39% 100% 213% 
Weigbted Avenge (OJ/t) 0.38 0.99 2.11 
This table, along with the basic steel energy, allows examination of the proposition in 
"Design for Steel" that, in monetary terms, one hour of fabrication is equal to 100 kg of 
steel. This statement suggests that more complex. but lighter weight, elements could be 
replaced by simpler, but heavier, elements at no extra financial cost. This analysis, while 
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not questioning the validity of that statement in monetary tenns, examines it from an 
energy perspective. 
To perfonn the calculations, use has been made of the most complex example calculated 
in the table. For this element the weld time for a 1 tonne section is expected to be 233 
minutes and this is where the majority of the energy is used. This equates to 0.26t1hour, 
taking the weighted average of 2.11 GJ/t gives an energy of 0.55 GJ/hour. The increase 
in steel for this saving in fabrication is 100 kg at an energy cost of 26.8 GJ/t which is 
equal to 2.68 GJ. Therefore, for a saving in fabrication energy of 0.55 GJ an increase of 
2.68 GJ is incurred in steel (around 5 times the saving). This analysis takes no account of 
the effects on transportation energy or time on site. Clearly, even though the figures are 
approximate, decreasing fabrication time at the expense of increasing the total steel makes 
much less sense in environmental lenns. Following this analysis through to calculate the 
break even point in energy tenns, a 1 hour saving in fabrication time is only offset by 20 
kg of steel. 
The transportation from facbricator to site occurs in two major ways with smaller loads 
travelling shorter distances (suggested averages being 15 tonnes up to 50 miles) and 
larger loads over longer distances (average 23 tonnes over 100 miles). The total for steel 
fabrication are shown in Table 7-73 (shorter transportation distance) and Table 7-74 
(longer route). The waste allowance at the fabrication plant has been set at 1 %, while the 
waste on site has been taken as 0%. 
While it should be remembered that the majority of structural steel will be made from new 
materials, it is possible that it could be made from recycled materials. A figure has thus 
been calculated on the basis that the structural steel is produced from recycled sources, so 
the basic energy is the same as for reinforcement. All the other factors are the same as 
Table 7-73. This modification is shown in Table 7-75. This energy figure alters the 
balance, discussed above, between steel energy and fabrication time. With a input figure 
of 17 GJ/t the energy breakeven point becomes 32 kg. 
Table 7-73: Environmental Impacts: Steel Fabrication (Shorter Route) 
structural Steel Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Fabrication (Shorter) Energy CO2 Distmce Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Basic Steel Energy 26.624 2016.97 
Travel To Fabricator 0.101 6.63 4.59 0.184 
Fabrication 0.989 52.91 
Transport To Site 0.088 5.78 5.33 0.213 
QffLoading 0.005 0.33 
Cnmeage 0.009 0.509 0.179 0.004 
Total 27.816 2083.12 10.10 0.401 
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Table 7-74: Environmental Impacts: Steel Fabrication (Longer Route) 
Structural Steel Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Fabrication (Longer) Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Basic Steel Energy 26.624 1997.00 
Travd To Fabricator 0.101 6.57 4.55 0.182 
Fabrication 0.989 52.91 
Transport To Site 0.200 13.13 9.09 0.242 
Off Loading 0.005 0.33 
Craneage 0.009 0.51 0.18 0.004 
Total 27.927 2070.44 13.82 0.429 
Table 7-75: Environmental Impacts: Steel Fabrication (Recycled Steel) 
Structural Steel Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Fabrication (Sborter) Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles!t) (hours/t) 
Basic Steel Energy 17.029 1290.07 
Travd To Fabricator 0.101 6.63 4.59 0.184 
Fabrication 0.989 52.91 
Transport To Site 0.088 5.78 5.33 0.213 
Off Loading 0.005 0.33 
Cnmeage 0.009 0.51 0.18 0.004 
Total 18.221 1356.22 10.10 0.401 
7.3.5 Reinforcement Cutting And Bending 
The fabrication of reinforcement from basic steel products can be canied out either on or 
off site. This section assesses off site production and then makes calculations for on site 
production using same basic figures except where noted and excluding the extra 
transportation costs. 
The information for production of steel reinforcement was gathered from ROM Ltd and 
Derim Steels Ltd. ROM are a national firm with depots all over the UK, while Derim have 
one plant near Sheffield, although they operate nationally. 
The number of steel plants manufacturing steel for reinforcement in the UK is limited to 
three plants located in Cardiff, Newport and Sheerness (Kent). In some instances 
materials are sourced from overseas, in which case it arrives at various ports including 
Shoreham (south coast), Liverpool or Grove Wharf (Humber estuary) amongst others. 
These calculations have been based on reinforcement(produced in the UK. Due to 
agreements between the steel plants, the cost to the fabricator for delivery is the same for 
steel from each plant, so there is ~o incentive to reduce transportation distances. The 
distances involved are large in both these cases but generally, the further north the site, 
the higher the transportation energy cost for reinforcement will be (excluding possible use 
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of steel brought in via sea). The transportation distances from the steel plants to Derim 
and The ROM plants are shown in Table 7-76 and are clearly going to involve significant 
environmental costs. The transportation distances to Whitbum have not been included in 
the overall analysis because ROM use outside hauliers and it is likely that loads would be 
canied both ways. The movement to the fabricators has been done assuming equal supply 
from all plants with 24 tonne loads. 
Table 7-76: Reinforcement Road Transportation Distances 
To Derim Cannock Whitburn 
From 
Sheamess 250 150 420 
NewporIICardiff 190 110 367 
Steel bar up to 12 mm diameter can be delivered in two forms, either as straight bar 
lengths, or as a coil. Larger diameter bars are delivered as straight lengths. This 
distinction is important in terms of waste calculation because the coils are much longer 
and thus there are fewer unusable 'bar ends' of a few 100 mm in length. However this 
must be set against the energy requirement for decoiling the steel which is significant in 
energy terms (although in financial terms coil is cheaper). Derim Steels have one plant for 
decoiling and one for cutting and bending and the ratio of energy use between the two 
was 2.8: 1. In this case it was not possible to separate out the quantity of steel arriving as 
coil and as straight lengths. For this calculation a simple 'all in' estimate has been made. 
Electricity is the only energy used in fabrication of reinforcement, including loading and 
off loading (which is canied out by gantry crane). The basic energy calculations for 
Derim are shown in Table 7-77. 
Table 7-77: Derim Reinforcement Production 
FJeclricity/Quarter Office Production Total 
Cutting & Bending 750 3340 4090kWh 
Decoiling 1000 10480 11480 kWh 
Delivered Energy 15570kWh 
Primary Energy 42350kWh 
1520J 
ProductioolQuarter 1218 t 
Total Energy 0.125 OJ/t 
CO2 6.70 kg/t 
The energy calculations for ROM ltd are based on figures from two plants, based in 
Cannock (near Birmingham) and Whitbum (near Glasgow) and these figures are shown 
in Table 7-78. Clearly the figures are much higher than those for Derim and this is 
thought to be due to the higher quantities of coiled rather than straight steel used by the 
larger company. The difference between the two ROM plants is thought to be due to the 
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Cannock site perfonning reinforcement prefabrication, in addition to simply shipping cut 
and bent lengths. The Whitbum site does no prefabrication, but also handles around 
double the quantity of materials per quarter. 
Table 7-78: ROM Reinforcement Production 
Cannock Plant 
EIeclricity/Quarter Total 
Decoiling. Cutting & Bending 2SOOOOkWh 
Primary Energy 680000kWh 
24480J 
Production/Quarter 7000t 
Total Energy 0.350 OJ/t 
CO2 18.71 kg/t 
Whitburn Plant 
EIeclricity/Quarter Total 
Cutting & Bending 400712kWh 
Primary Eoa"gy 1089935kWh 
3923.77 OJ 
Production/Quarter 14496 t 
Total Energy 0.271 OJ/t 
CO2 14.48 kg/t 
These figures suggest that, for reinforcement at least, energy economies of scale may not 
apply. For production of the energy calculations, a weighted average for the three plants 
was used. 
Transportation away from the fabrication site occurred in two basic ways, either larger 
quantities moved large distances or smaller quantities moved locally (often collected from 
the plant rather than delivered). Two values have been calculated which reflect this split. 
Notably, Derim reported instances of cut and bent steel being sent to sites in the same city 
as the steel works which originally produced the bar! 
The on site movement has been assumed to be via forklift and tower crane. The off 
loading occurs using a forklift which moves materials to a place of storage from where 
the tower crane lifts it to the slab, to allow the operatives access. In some cases the steel 
can be assembled on the ground and moved into place' whole' , however the actual weight 
moved will be similar in each case. The energy requirement for the forklift is relatively 
low because of the large quantities of material which can be moved quickly (estimated at 
20 tonnes in SO minutes). The reinforcement will be delivered to site grouped by bar 
mark. and these bundle sizes detennines the quantity of material in each off loading cycle. 
However because the forklift energy is allocated by time this factor has been ignored in 
this analysis. Observation on site leads to the conclusion that the quantity of material 
moved by tower crane varies massively each cycle from literally a few bars to whole cage 
assemblies and this makes an accurate assessment very difficult to make. Bearing these 
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factors in mind. a value of 0.5 tonne has been assumed per bundle. so two crane cycles 
are required for each tonne of material. 
There are a number of possible base values which could be used for the input steel energy 
value. As shown in Chapter 5. in the Oxford Brookes study. Amato has noted that 
reinforcement is produced mainly from scrap. while structural steel used raw materials 
and thus has a higher energy. However Table 5-6 shows structural and reinforcement 
steel as having exactly the same values. While it is known that a parametric study of 
structural steel values was carried out. the higher value was used in major calculations. It 
is not clear what value was used for reinforcement in the overall calculations. For the 
purposes of this thesis both values have been used for comparison purposes. however the 
lower (scrap use) values has been used in the main calculations because this represents 
more truly the actual production. Where values from the Oxford Brookes study have been 
used. the transportation element (calculated as 0.44 OJ/t for both structural and 
reinforcing steel) has been stripped out and replaced by the new values. This may well 
result in some factors being excluded because they have not been calculated for this these 
(for example the shipping energy of raw materials) and could result in a slightly low 
figure being assumed. It is not possible to accurately assess this effect because the Amato 
work does not give the transportation parameters. The new values for CO2 have been 
calculated on a pro rata basis from the energy figures. 
The quantity of steel delivered to the fabrication plant will be larger than the amount 
output and this waste factor will differ depending on the site and use. Both Derim and 
ROM estimate a waste factor of 1-2%. This would be expected to be higher for on site 
fabrication for a number of reasons. including the less controlled conditions. the use of 
straight rather than coil steel and an inability to 'save' unsuitable lengths for other jobs. 
The value for on site fabrication has been taken as 5%. The use of straight rather than coil 
should reduce the basic steel energy. but not enough data was available to make that 
distinction. Waste for steel on site after fabrication should be minimal so a figure of 0.5% 
has been assumed. 
These factors are brought together and the various environmental impacts shown in Table 
7-79 and Table 7-SO. The basic steel figures make up most of the total of the total impact 
for both the high (98%) and low (96%) basic figures. This figure decreases by around 
1 % in each case where the longer transportation to site element is used. Where steel is cut 
and bent on site there is actually an increase in the energy by around 2.5%. While the 
travel element decreases by 113! The increase in energy is due simply to the higher waste 
expected on site. Clearly, if a decision about where to cut and bend steel was to be made 
on environmental grounds there would be a conflict in possible strategies between energy 
and transportation. 
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Table 7·79: Environmental Impacts: Reinforcement, Low Steel Value 
Reinforcement Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Fnergy CO2 Distance Time 
(Gllt) (kglt) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Basic Steel Fnergy 17.113 1296.45 
Travel To Fabricator 0.228 14.95 11.50 0307 
Fabrication 0.287 1537 
Travel To Site (Short) 0.133 8.71 10.71 0306 
Off Lnadiog 0.005 0.33 
Cnmeage 0.018 1.02 0.36 0.009 
Total 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 
Table 7·80: Environmental Impacts: Reinforcement Permutations 
Reinforcement Embodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
High Steel Value 27.563 2077.66 22.69 0.625 
Low Steel Value with 18.340 1380.22 12.32 0328 
on site fabrication 
Low Steel Value with 18.065 1334.31 28.23 0.752 
long transport leg 
7.3.6 Mesh Fabrication 
The production of mesh is similar in many ways to reinforcement fabrication. The basic 
steel is sourced from the same plants as reinforcement, however, there are few plants 
operating which transfonn bars to mesh. ROM have one central plant, at Cannock, which 
deals with all mesh fabrication, while all the other depot act only as handling stations. 
This means that, on average, the transportation distances will be further for mesh than for 
reinforcement, with an associated increase in energy use. For ROM the raw steel is 
transported to Cannock, the mesh fabricated and then rehandled to other depots, from 
where it is transferred to site. In some cases the mesh will be sent directly from Cannock 
to site. Derim steel do not manufacture mesh, but do act as a handling centre for mesh 
made elsewhere. 
It was found that the actual fabrication energy for mesh was found to be higher than 
reinforcement due to the welds required at each intersection. The fabrication energy for 
the Cannock plant is shown in Table 7-81 and is around 170% of the reinforcement 
energy. The off loading and on site movement requirements are assumed to be the same 
as for reinforcement The total figure for steel mesh is shown in Table 7-82. 
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Table 7-81: ROM Mesh Fabrication Energy 
FJectricity!Quarter Total 
Decoiling. W dding 396154kWh 
Primary F..na-gy 1O'nS38kWh 
3879.14 GJ 
Production/Quarter 8000 t 
Total Energy 0.485 GJ/t 
CO2 25.94 kg!t 
Table 7 -82: Environmental Impacts: Mesh 
Mesh Fmbodied Fmbodied Transportation Transportation 
Energy CO2 Distance Time 
(GJ!t) (kg!t) (miles/t) (hours!t) 
Basic Steel Eoergy 17.113 1296.45 
Travd To Fabricator 0.228 14.73 11.33 0302 
Fabrication 0.485 25.94 
Travd To Depot 0.082 5.417 4.167 0.111 
Travd To Site 0.133 8.71 10.71 0306 
Craneage 0.018 1.02 0.36 0.009 
Total 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 
The energy and carbon dioxide figures for mesh are around 1.6 and 1.1 % greater than for 
reinforcement, however the transportation elements are 17% greater due to the double 
handling involved. In all cases where transportation distances have been assumed actual 
values for real sites could be significantly different. 
7.3.7 Site Construction 
Site construction of structural steel members calls for a limited range of specialist 
machines, notably a crane capable of lifting each member into place. This is preferably 
done straight off the lorry, but some double handling many well be required. As with 
concrete, to reduced the number of stages in the calculation, the on site processes of off 
loading and materials handling have been included in the previous section. Some welding 
and cutting might be required, but usually only if problems occur so, in line with the 
good practice assumed in the rest of the thesis, no allowance has been made. 
The item which will be of most importance in terms of environmental impacts is the need 
for fire protection on steel elements. For this analysis a board system (Vicuclad) which 
has an embodied energy value of 69.86 OJ/t (Oxford Brookes figure) has been used. The 
most significant aspect for fire protection, after the material energy itself, is the required 
protection time. For any given thickness of Vicuclad there will be a different protection 
time depending on the location in the structure and size of element, but there are two basic 
configurations - 18 and 30mm. 18mm of board will provide 1 - 1.5 hours of protection, 
30mm provides around 2 hours. For the purposes of assessment, values have been 
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calculated for both 18 and 3Omm. The material density has been taken as 405 kglm3 and 
the on site waste around 5%, both figures being provided by the manufacture, Etemit UK 
Itd. 
Table 7·83: Environmental Impacts: Vicuclad 30mm 
Fire Protection (3Omm Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Vicud.ad) Energy Distance Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/ m~ (miles/m~ (hours/m~ 
Transportation 0.004 0.237 0.292 0.008 
:Energy 0.849 2.430 
Off l.oodiog 0.005 0325 
Cmneage 0.009 0.509 0.179 0.004 
Total 0.910 3.68 0.49 0.013 
Table 7·84: Environmental Impacts: Vicuclad 18mm 
Fire Protection (18mm Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Vicudad) Energy Distance Time 
(GJ/ m2) (kg/ m~ (miles/ m2) (hours/m~ 
Transportation 0.004 0.24 0.29 0.008 
:Energy 0.509 1.46 
OffLoadiog 0.005 0.33 
Cmneage 0.009 0.51 0.18 0.004 
Total 0.553 2.66 0.49 0.013 
When calculations have been made for the whole building, the 18mm values have been 
used giving an assumed fire protection value of 1 - 1.5 hours. This is a very significant 
value - for comparison, the energy calculation for steel decking is only 0.375 OJ/m21 
7.3.8 Repair and Maintenance 
Where the steel frame is hidden beneath the building cladding, very little maintenance 
should be required, however external structural members will require periodic repainting. 
If the steel has been badly designed, some serious decay may occur. These factors are not 
evaluated in this thesis. 
7.3.9 Demolition and Recycling 
The demolition phase requires similar equipment to conStruction. In some cases, it may 
be possible to remove and reuse structural members, albeit in non critical situations. The 
reports studied in chapter 5 suggest that steel requires less energy to demolish than 
concrete however the building studied here was built in the (IJ's and had a steel frame 
(gross area of 8100m2) clad in concrete for fire protection which behaved similarly to a 
concrete structure for demolition purposes. The structure is shown, during the 
demolition, in Figure 7-19. 
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Figure 7 ·19: Steel Frame Building Demolition 
Determination of the demolition and recycling parameters is slightly problematical. To 
recycle reinforcement and concrete covered structural steel requires that the concrete to be 
crushed and the materials separated. This step is not necessary if the material is to be sent 
straight to landfill, which means recycling increases the energy requirement This factor is 
linked to the cut off point between old and new environmental impacts. The question arise 
about exactly where the energy added to the tally of the old building stops and starts being 
added to the new. If recycling requires a higher energy than simple disposal , should the 
impacts be added to the new materials or counted for old materials? This split will vary 
depending on the site and the practices used. As with other factors in the thesis, an 
approach has been taken which will maximise recycling, thus all impacts are added to the 
old materials until it is moved to stockpile. From this point a 'clean slate' is assumed. In 
tenns of demolition, this means that recycled aggregates have lower environmental 
impacts than might otherwise have been the case which encourages use. 
These factors are shown graphically in Figure 7-20. These factors could occur over a 
long period of time or happen on the same site contiguously. In some cased a value 
judgement may be called for about where the stockpile occurs because it may be a 
theoretical point. On the site studied, the 'stockpile' occurred just before the excavator 
placed the materials in the crusher and should not be confused with the actual physical 
stockpile of crushed materials. 
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Figure 7-20: Distribution Of Impacts 
Time 
<=>~----------~ ... --
This site used a range of equipment for demolition including a crawler crane with 
wrecking ball, three crawler excavators, several rear tipper trucks and a wheeled loader. 
The building to be demolished was in one corner of a large site upon which, in other 
areas, work was commencing on construction of a new structure. This was advantageous 
for a number of reasons - the work on demolition could continue in parallel with the 
ground work for the new structure, the demolished material could be used in the new 
structure and plant could be used on a non continuous basis. These factors would not 
apply on all sites. The plant and fuel used are shown in Table 7-85. Splitting the data as 
per Figure 7-20, all the energy up to supplying the crusher are added to the old building, 
while the energy after that is added to the new building. The set up in this example will 
reduce the energy for both the old and new building. The demolition of the old building 
requires much less transportation than would otherwise be the case and incurs no landfill 
costs while the new building gains a ready supply of material. As well as the rubble 
material, included within the structure, were a mass of steel, mesh and reinforcement. 
The structural steel was separated by one of the excavators equipped with crushing jaws 
and then sent to a depot for sorting. It is interesting to note that this is one area where 
extra energy was used because the steel was taken to the yard of the demolition company 
while a steel yard existed less than 200m from the site exit. The mesh and reinforcement 
was separated out during, rather than before crushing, which presents a problem in terms 
of how to allocate the energy. This has been dealt with by allocating the crushing energy 
totally to the rubble while adding the transportation for the steel to the old building. This 
slightly over estimates the energy for the new materials, but it was not possible to make a 
more accurate assessment with the data available. 
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Table 7 -85: Demolition and On Site Recycling 
Requirement Machine Fuel Consumption Time On Site Total Fuel Use 
GallonslDay Days Gallons 
Old Energy Total 
Demolition Ruston Bue Cyrus 25RB 50 40 2000 
Stripping & Crushing Samsung 280 39 28 1092 
Breaker Samsung 280 39 20 780 
Materials Movement Dumper Trucks 30 40 1200 
New Energy Total 
Supply Crusher Samsung 210 30 20 600 
Breaking Down Materials Crusher 32 20 640 
Materials To Stock Komatsu 400 37 20 740 
Table 7 -86: Environmental Impacts: Demolition 
Demolition Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Energy Distance Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/m2) (miles/m~ (hours/m2) 
Plant Transportation 0.000 0.03 0.02 0.002 
Ruston Bue Cyrus 0.049 3.21 
Strip And Crush 0.023 1.50 
Beaker' 0.019 1.25 
Tipper 0.030 1.99 
Steel Removal 0.001 0.04 0.03 0.001 
Rebar Removal 0.001 0.04 0.04 0.002 
Total 0.121 7.978 0.022 0.002 
Table 7-87: Environmental Impacts: Fill Materials (On Site Recycle") 
Fill (Recycled) Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Energy Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Plant Transportation 0.000 0.03 0.02 0.001 
Supply Crusher 0.006 0.42 
Crushing 0.022 1.47 
Materials To Stock 0.008 0.52 
Total 0.037 2.43 0.02 0.001 
The demolition impacts as actually occurred are shown in Table 7-86 and the energy 
values for the crushed rubble fill material in Table 7-frl. The value calculated for new 
aggregates, which would often be used as fill, was 0.093, which is more than double the 
value for recycled. In addition there is a negligible transportation element 
To get the most from the data, these values have been combined with other known 
values, for example from the BFI, to cover scenarios other than actually occurred. The 
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first example of this is using the on site materials and assuming that the crushing had been 
accompanied by screens to provide aggregates for concrete and is shown in Table 7-fn. 
An element has been added in for moving the materials from stock to the batcher silo, but 
no allowance has been made for cleaning the aggregates. The energy for aggregate rather 
than simple fill materials increases by around 27%. This value will be used in conjunction 
with an on site batching scenario to assess how the energy value for concrete changes. 
Table 7 -88: Environmental Impacts: Aggregates (On Site Recycled) 
Aggregates (Recycled) Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Energy Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Plant Transportation 0.000 0.03 0.02 0.001 
Supply Crusher 0.006 0.42 
Crushing 0.027 1.79 
Materials To Stock 0.008 7.72 
Materials To Silo 0.005 0.36 
Total 0.047 10.29 0.02 0.001 
The second example of recombining values is for moving the demolished material to a 
processing centre rather than crushing on site. This value has been calculated because 
discussion with the demolition contractor revealed that handling centres are being set up 
to act process and hold these bulk materials, rather than simply metals. This is shown in 
Table 7-89. This option requires increases in energy and transportation compared to the 
on site option, but not massively so, but has the advantage of making recycled materials 
open to a wider range of users because, as noted previously, many sites would not have 
the option of on site recycling due to time and/or space requirements. In this case the 
processing station was 6 miles away for steel and 11 miles for concrete. The 
transportation element is greater than would be the case if the materials had been crushed, 
due to the extra bulk for a given mass of uncrushed materials and it is calculated that, had 
the distance to the processing station been 22 miles or more, crushing on site prior to 
movement would lower the energy requirement 
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Table 7·89: Environmental Impacts: Demolition and Off Site Processing 
Demolition & Off Site Fmbodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Processing Energy Distance Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/m2) (mi1es/m~ (hours/m2) 
Plant Transportation 0.000 0.03 0.02 0.002 
Demolition 0.049 3.21 
Strip And Crush 0.023 1.50 
Beaka' 0.019 1.25 
Tipper 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 
Steel Removal 0.001 0.04 0.03 0.001 
Handling At yat! 0.006 0.41 
Total 0.134 8.81 1.77 0.072 
The suggestion that a steel frame can be dismantled using less energy than a concrete 
frame has been found not to be the case with concrete clad steel frames. A comparison 
with demolition energy given in other reports is shown in Table 7-90. The energy 
calculated for this thesis is similar to the Forintek results for concrete, but significantly 
higher than the Chalmers figures. 
Table 7·90: Demolition Energy 
Report Forintek Chalmers SEEAM 
(GJ/m2) (GJ/m~ (GJ/m~ 
Cooaete 0.119 - 0.176 0.052 
Steel 0.071 - 0.105 0.018 0.121 
Discussions with the demolition contractor suggest that even where there is no concrete 
fire cladding demolition, rather than dismantling, may be the preferred option because of 
the increased speed. With this factor in mind for the purposes of calculation in the 
SEEAM model, a slight modification of the data has been used. Given that the model uses 
actual values for quantity of steel and concrete, these can be used in the estimation of 
demolition impacts. Therefore the demolition value used in the model is not the same as 
found on site, but has been altered to take advantage of the greater information available 
as demolition has been separated from the transportation elements which gives greater 
flexibility. The values for demolition of concrete and steel are shown in Table 7-91 and 
Table 7-92. The values for movement of uncrushed materials on and off site are shown in 
Table 7-CJ3 and the value for structural steel transportation shown in Table 7-94. The 
values in Table 7-CJ3 assume that the weight of mesh and reinforcement is also being 
tranSported, therefore if the on site value is used, the reinforcement, once separated, must 
also be transported and this value is shown in Table 7-95. It the rubble is moved off site, 
then the value for rubble should be used for reinforcement because the two materials are 
not separated. The environmental impacts for reinforcement transportation are greater than 
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that for structural steel (even though the distances are assumed to be the same and the fuel 
consumption is lower) because, even when separated from rubble, the material is not very 
compact. 
Table 7-91: Environmental Impacts: Demolition Concrete Frame 
Demolition (Concrete) Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Enecgy Distanre Time 
(GJ/m2) (kg/m2) (miles/m~ (hours/m2) 
Plant Transportation 0.000 0.03 0.02 0.002 
Demolition 0.049 3.21 
Stripping & Crushing 0.023 1.50 
Breakfr 0.019 1.25 
Total 0.091 5.99 0.02 0.002 
Table 7-92: Environmental Impacts, Demolition Steel Frame 
Demolition (Concrete) Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Energy Distanre Time 
(GJ/m~ (kg/m2) (miles/m~ (hours/m2) 
Plant Transportation 0.000 0.013 0.010 0.001 
Demolition 0.049 3.21 
Breakfr 0.019 1.25 
Total 0.068 4.47 0.01 0.001 
Table 7-93: Environmental Impacts: Rubble Transportation 
Demolition Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Energy Distanre Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
On Site (Unaushed) 0.013 0.841 
Off Site (Uu..rushc:d) 0.036 2.364 1.72 0.069 
Table 7 -94: Environmental Impacts: Steel Transportation 
Demolition Embodied Embodied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Energy Distanre Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Sb1lctural Steel Trans 0.012 0.79 0.55 0.022 
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Table 7·95: Environmental Impacts: Reinforcement Transportation 
Demolition Embodied Emlxxlied CO2 Transportation Transportation 
Energy Distance Time 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (hours/t) 
Reinforcement Trans 0.040 2.60 2.40 0.096 
It should also be remembered that, in real terms, a structure is erected, used for many 
years, then demolished but for this model the structure is assumed to be knocked down as 
soon as it is erected. Current techniques are therefore used to assess the environmental 
impacts. It is beyond the scope of this work to try and evaluate how a building might be 
demolished 50 years in the future. 
7.4 Conclusions 
This section contains a wide range of information on construction methods and materials 
and from this data a number of conclusions can be drawn. 
7.4.1 Generic Items 
• The location of the tower crane is relatively unimportant at this level of the 
analysis. The hoisting energy is by far the most important element 
• Items of plant work in teams which in some cases are better matched than in 
others. It is also the case that a plant team which functions well in one situation 
may not function as well in others. In many cases the plant applied to jobs is 
based on the selection available in the yard, rather than by an assessment of which 
items would work well together. 
• The low price of plant fuel means that there is little incentive for accurate 
measurement and the general level of information was lower than had been hoped. 
• On site transportation is more energy expensive for a given distance than road 
haulage. This means that on site recycling is not as advantageous in energy terms 
as might have been expected. The reason for this factor is not known, but is 
probably due to both the design of site plant (heavier, more durable and lower 
geared for the rough ground),plant may work in inefficient teams and on site plant 
tends to stand with the motor running more than road traffic. 
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7.4.2 Concrete Items 
• The environmental impacts for concrete are spread over a wide number of items. 
While some of these are relatively more important than others (primarily cement 
and aggregates), many other items require consideration. 
• Mobile pumps are much more efficient when larger quantities are moved. It is 
recognised that in some cases pumps provide a much more satisfactory answer to 
placing concrete than a tower crane. Use of a static pump should be much more 
energy efficient and, where site factors make this a viable option, it is 
recommended. Mobile cranes should not be used for moving concrete, given the 
parameters used in this thesis, except when they are on site for other business 
already. 
• There are a wide range of possible values for concrete. Any environmental 
assessment should take account of this by allowing individual mix designs to be 
assigned. 
• Any site which uses one' pump' mix will have higher environmental impacts than 
would be the case if different mixes were used. 
• A reduction in cement use is desirable and this can be achieved by using other 
cementitious materials or by using admixtures. Both of these courses are strongly 
recommended. 
• Reinforcement should not be cut and bent on site due to the higher levels of waste 
expected which will outweigh any benefits which might accrue from reduced 
transportation. 
• On site batching can reduce the transportation element for concrete implCts 
significantly, especially when supplied by on site recycled aggregates. This is also 
desirable in terms of waste reduction. 
• Lightweight concrete is less environmentally sound than standard concrete per 
cubic meter for two reasons - firstly, it is less efficient for thennal mass purposes 
and secondly the embodied environmental impacts tend to be higher both because 
of the energy needed in creation and the higher cements contents generally used. It 
should be remembered that the positive factors for light weight concrete (less 
structure weight, thennal insulation, use of a waste material, etc.) have not been 
directly assessed in this thesis. The use of lightweight concrete in place of 
standard concrete is assessed in chapter 9. 
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• The environmental impacts for concrete are not all positively linked. For example, 
while energy and COl contribution can be made to fall by using PFA instead of 
cement, the transportation elements will rise with the same substitution. 
7.4.3 Steel Items 
• The impact for steel construction is concentrated in fewer items than concrete. 
These items are fabricated off site and will, through the process of financial 
imperatives and increased control, already tend to be efficient. Ovemll there is less 
scope for significant reductions in the associated impacts than for concrete. 
• The design of steel element for simplicity rather than minimum weight will tend to 
increase the environmental impact of a frame. 
• The concentration of energy in a few items makes it imperative that these are 
correctly assessed if the calculations are to be accurate. 
• The fire protection element represents a more significant energy cost than was 
anticipated and this is expected to be reflected in the ovemll frame results. 
• The fabrication element for steel (structural, mesh and reinforcement) is not 
insignificant, although more work is required to assess the cost of differept 
elements. While it was not possible to get energy figures for steel decking, the 
indications are that this item will be similar to the others in terms of environmental 
impact 
7.4.4 Overall Conclusions 
• The calculations are all based on average data and any individual site could have 
different values. 
• There is a trend to distribute equipment from centml depots which increases the 
environmental impacts of construction, especially for concrete. 
• There is a degree of uncertainty in the results and some factors can 'swamp' the 
smaller values. This is compounded by the choice of units - OJ or W. In this 
work GJ have been used which makes some values look disproportionately small. 
• Demolition and recycling of a concrete clad steel frame requires more energy than 
a simple concrete frame. The extent to which the figure for recycled steel takes 
into account this extra energy for transportation and demolition is unknown. Use 
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of on site crushers will be desirable in most cases where fill is required on site due 
to the reduction in transportation. If the materials are required off site, crushing 
will be advantageous if the distances are great or the materials are to be crushed at 
the destination anyway. 
• Assessing the environmental impacts of construction processes is difficult even in 
the present. Accurate assessment of methods which might be employed in the 
future is virtually impossible. Values should not be modified in this way unless 
they are clearly marked as being conditional. 
• There is insufficient data currently available to do a full evaluation of 
environmental impacts, with factors such as plant embodied energy not yet 
available. Using the calculations canied out for tower cranes and aggregate, it is 
possible to say that these while these values might not be expected to change the 
overall values significantly, there will be an impact which should not be neglected 
if the information can be gathered. 
• The data presented can help to optimise construction and limit environmental 
impacts. While it may not be possible to possible to make large improvements, the 
cumulative effect of many smaller improvements should not be ignored. In 
addition many of the items which produce small gains (where materials are 
sourced for example) can be controlled by Architects, Engineers and Contractors, 
while major items (for example the energy of a cement manufacturing plant) can 
not. 
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8. STRUCTURAL EMBODIED ENERGY 
MODEL 
ASSESSMENT 
The data detailed in the preceding chapters has been gathered together in the Structural 
Embodied Energy Assessment Model. The majority of the tables shown in this thesis are 
lifted directly from the model (subject to alterations in formatting to fit in the thesis). The 
model has been designed to be primarily useful at the design stage of a project to compare 
different design options. Over time the values could be checked against actual data and the 
range of data calculations built up. 
Facilities are included in the model for retaining basic design parameters and results to aid 
side by side comparisons of different concepts. The model can be used as a design tool to 
provide numerical assessment of environmental impact for individual designs. However 
to gain maximum value comparisons should be made with different designs. The cases 
could be selected to carry out a parametric study, representing the range of current and 
future design options under consideration in each case. The model can take a wide range 
of data and this variation has been used to show how calculations can be manipulated to 
alter the results to favour one or other material. For the levels of data to be strictly 
compatible any imported data should use primary energy data and process the four 
elements used in this thesis (embodied energy, embodied C01 and transportation time and 
distance). Where imported values are used and the full spread of data is not available, the 
best solution would be to cover these gaps with equivalent information from this model. 
The model was created as a book of spread sheets in Microsoft Excel 5.0, to allow for 
maximum access and compatibility over computer platforms. The workbooks contain all 
of the data needed to perform an assessment of the frame energy, although outside 
supporting programs would be needed to analyse aspects such as thermal modelling. 
A spreadsheet was used rather than creating a standalone application for a number of 
reasons 
• The model can be moved with relative ease across computer platforms. The core 
work was done on a Macintosh but transfer to IBM PC causes no problems with 
the calculations. Basically any computer which can run Excel can use the model. 
• The basic data and calculations made to provide the results are easily accessible 
and can be examined. The model is fully transpar,ent 
• The model can be tailored to suit each company or site much more easily than 
would be possible in a dedicated application. 
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8.1 Structural Embodied Energy Assessment Model Workbook 
The model is split into a number of worksheets which interact in relatively complex ways. 
Care is needed when using the model not to break any of these connections. The 
calculations have been split over a number of sheets into general groups to make it easier 
to understand. 
8.1.1 Summary Worksheet 
There are two duplicates summary worksheets (Summary 1 and Summary 2) which 
allow the comparison of two sets of data side by side. This would take the form either of 
assessing one building with two difference parameter sets (for example different rates for 
structural steel), or comparing different designs for the same building using the same 
parameters (for example a concrete and steel comparison) or even to assess to different 
buildings using different parameters. The values which can be selected in this comparison 
are shown in the 'Data' worksheet. The values in these sheets have been kept simple but 
are based on more complex calculations, which allows a simple, quick and relatively 
accurate assessment to be made without having to configure all the data. One of the 
problems that has been seen in other models is a possible 'overload' of data, due to the 
complexity of the area, which makes comparisons difficult to make. If more control over 
the operation and values used in the calculations is required, it is available from other 
sheets. 
The data is presented in a standard format and the input items required are shown in Table 
8-1. Space has been left in the worksheet to add a limited number of further items if 
required. The items have been split to reflect the bill of quantities, although in some cases 
the units have been changed to make the operation simpler. As noted in the previous 
section, concrete mix has a massive effect of environmental impact and so a high degree 
of configuration has been retained. 
Table 8-1: Input Data 
Substructure Units Superstructure Units 
Excavate and BacUiIl m' Concrete Walls m' 
Excavate and Dispose m' Concrete Columns mJ 
Level & Compact m2 Concrete Beams m' 
Granular beds t Concrete Slab m' 
Sand Blinding t Lightweight Concrete m' 
Concrete Blinding m' Reinforcement t 
Concrete Foundations m' Mesh t 
Concrete Columns mJ Column Fonnwork mJ 
Concrete Walls m' Slab Fonnwork m2 
Concrete Ground Slab m' Steel Decking mJ 
Reinforcement t Steelwork t 
Mesh t Fire Protection m2 
Column Fonnwork mJ 
Slab Formwork mJ 
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Each sheet is split into five areas. The headings area contains the overall results for each 
sheet including the name, gross floor area, results for each section and average figures 
per area of floor. There is also a section to allow notes to be added for each data set 
(primarily for use when printing copies), which should be updated for each set of data 
parameters. The worksheet is configured with a frozen top pane, so these values will be 
in view whichever part of the sheet is being worked on. This area contains a dropdown 
menu to allow the selection of the input building data. 
The second section contains the data for substructure. For each of the items shown in 
Table 8-1 a data value can be assigned. For some items there are several choices, while 
for others (mesh for example) there is only one real option. Due to the way the 
spreadsheet works, any value can be selected for any item. This means that inappropriate 
items could be matched (for example Concrete blinding in m3 could be matched with 
reinforcement in tonnes). In this case the calculations are carried out, but the worksheets 
will present a warning that this has occurred and when printed a warning will show for 
which items this has occurred. This has been allowed to increase the flexibility and ease 
of addition for new data. For each item the unit rates, for all the measured parameters, 
which have been selected are displayed. The total values, where the units rates are 
multiplied with the material quantities, are also displayed. 
The third section contains data for the building superstructure, presented in the same way 
as the previous section. The items for substructure tend to be similar for all types of 
structure, but the items for superstructure will vary more according the materials used. A 
separate item has been included for lightweight concrete to simplify the calculations and 
changeover between different structures. 
The fourth section is for demolition data. No data input is required for this section 
because the values used in construction are 'reversed' to calculated demolition (that is, all 
the concrete and steel materials that have been used construction are assumed to be 
demolished). 
The final section contains some of the basic data which has been used to build up other 
rates. While all the data directly used (for example for structural steel) is directly 
displayed in association with the relevant items, the values for concrete are derived from 
other data (for example cement) which would not otherwise be directly displayed. These 
values are therefore shown to allow the user to keep track of which modifications have 
been made. It should be noted that this base data must be the same for each summary 
steel, so it is not possible to do side by side evaluations using different values for, for 
example, aggregate. If this type of evaluation is required the easiest method is simply to 
create a duplicate of the model, which is then configured with the altered base values. 
Many example summary sheets are shown in Appendix C. 
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8.1.2 Printout Worksheet 
This sheet contains combined data from the summary sheets. A single graphic is 
contained which can be configured to display any of the parameters simply by using a 
dropdown menu. This table shows the total building figures for the selected parameter for 
data from summary worksheets 1 and 2 as well as a selection of the data figures used in 
the calculations. Many examples of the graphic output from the model are shown in 
Appendix C. 
8.1.3 Data Worksheet 
This is the storage area for building data used. The worksheet is configured to accept 30 
separate building data sets each of which can be accessed from either of the summary 
sheets. When new data is entered, it should be placed in this worksheet rather than using 
the summary sheets. 
8.1.4 Built Up Rates Worksheet 
In the model this sheet is labelled' Rates'. This sheet contains all the built up rates which 
can be plugged into the structure data for the overall calculations. These figures are 
gathered from the other data sheets and if a simple record of the values used at any given 
point is required then this is the table which should be printed. The format has been set to 
allow printing to occur with the data taking up one sheet in width printed in landscape. 
Some of the values in this table have been used in the calculation of other process values 
so, for example, the values for tower cranes are used in most other calculations. Each line 
in this sheet is a copy of the final summary line in other sheets, so no actual calculation 
occurs. A sample of this data in shown as Table 8-2. Each item includes in the title the 
data source. In most cases this is 'SEEAM' showing that the data has been gathered 
exclusively for this thesis. Where two sources have been shown but SEEAM is listed first 
the calculation uses data from another source as part of the overall calculation, usually a 
unit rate for steel or cement, but this data is supplementary. Where SEEAM is listed 
second the result has been modified only slightly for this work. In reading data from the 
table care is required to ensure that the units are correct in each case because they differ 
from item to item. 
Table 8·2: Built Up Rates Table Example 
Name Of Process Units Energy 001 Transport 
GJ/unit kg/Unit Miles/Unit Hours/Uni 
Large Mobile Crane (SEEAM) Day 10.450 686.44 100.00 3.33~ 
Medium Mobile Crane (SEEAM) Day 9.216 605.43 100.00 2.85' 
154 EC-H6 (One Cycle) (SEEAM) Cycle 0.009 0.51 0.18 0.004 
280 EC-H (One Cycle) (SEEAM) Cycle 0.013 0.78 0.38 0.005 
Basic Site Hut Per Person (SEEAM) Week 0.153 8.72 2.00 0.053 
Site Office Per Person (SEEAM) Week 0.381 21.47 4.00 0.10i 
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8.1.5 Imported Data Worksheet 
In the model this sheet is labelled' Imported' and contains the few values which could not 
be gather at first hand. Where values from the Oxford Brookes work have been used, the 
data has had the transportation element removed and replaced by a value calculated for 
this report only the basic value is shown on this sheet, while the total figure is listed with 
the built up rates. The table is set up in the same way as other examples with the data 
source listed last. Although a column has been provided for the transportation distance 
and time, no external data was available which provided this information, so the columns 
are not used. Table 8-3 shows an example of the imported data table. 
Table 8-3: Imported Data Example 
Name Of Process Units Eoergy CO, Transport Source 
GJ/unit kg/unit miles/unit hours/unit 
Explosive t 0.001 0.00 MacSporrao 
Cement t 5.800 1193.00 BRE 
Steel (Structural) t 26.360 1997.00 OB 
Steel (Reinforc:emeot) t 16.860 1277.29 OB 
8.1.6 Plant Energy Worksheet 
In the model this sheet is labelled 'Plant'. This worksheet contains data for specific 
machines performing specific actions. A sample of the data is shown in Table 8-4. The 
actual table also includes a notes column which has been excluded in this case to allow the 
table to fit on the page. 
Table 8-4: Plant Energy Data Example 
Use Plant Type Material Units Fuel Energy O)z 
(units/day) (g/day) GJ/unit kg/unit 
Earth Excavation Tracked Excavator 392.0 m3 40.0 0.020 1.33 
BA Move Materials (New) Tipper 1200 t 44.0 0.007 0.48 
BA Supply Crusher (New) Wheel Loading Shovel 1200 t 22.0 0.004 0.24 
BA Crushing (New) Crusher & 3 Screens 1200 t 110.0 0.018 1.19 
PO Demolition Ruston Bue Cyrus 25RB 203 m2 50.0 0.049 3.21 
PO Strip and Crushing Samsung 280 290 m2 39.0 0.027 1.75 
PO Brealcer Samsung 280 405 m2 39.0 0.019 1.25 
8.1. 7 Transportation Impacts Worksheet 
In the model this sheet is labelled 'Travel' and shows all the routes which have been used 
in building up total environmental impacts. The data in this table is called upon mainly 
when building up new rates and alterations to the values for distance, speed and fuel 
consumption are linked to these figures. Table 8-5 shows sample data from this 
worksheet. In the model the route name is supplemented by columns showing origin and 
destination, but these have been omitted to allow the table to fit on the page. The column 
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showing the 'split' indicates how the environmental impacts for the route should be 
allocated between the different units. In the case of, for example, aggregate this is simply 
the load per lorry (17t). Where the route is, for example, transportation of plant, the split 
will be 1, indicating that all the impacts are allocated to the machine being moved. Where 
one load forms part of a machine, for example with a tower crane, the route impacts are 
multiplied out as the rate is built up. The calculations for energy, CO2 and travel are 
controlled by equations which should not be altered. 
Table 8-5: Travel Data Example 
Route Name One Way speed Fuel Split Energy 0), Travel 
(miles) (MPH) (MPG) GJ/unit kg/unit miles/unit hours/unit 
Aggregates 1 20.0 20.0 9.0 17.0 t 0.052 3.40 2.35 O.lU 
Aggregates 2 25.0 20.0 9.0 17.0 t 0.065 4.25 2.94 0.14~ 
Cement 1 41.1 37.5 7.5 25.0 t 0.087 5.70 3.29 0.08~ 
Cement Additives 1 17.5 37.5 9.0 l.Ot 0.770 50.56 35.00 0.93'1 
8.1.8 Rate Build Up Worksheet 
This sheet contains the data used in the rates as they were built up, and these tables have 
been used in the thesis under the heading Table X. Y: Environmental Impacts. 
Material/Process. In addition to the data transferred into the thesis, there are a number of 
other parameters which can be altered and which affect the calculated results, for example 
the waste values used. The build up of these rates calls on data from all of the other data 
sheets. The data has been presented as a single column rather than using the width of the 
sheet (that is the tables are placed above and below each other rather than side by side) 
which allows all the data to be printed out more easily. 
Table 8-6 shows a sample data table. It should be noted that this information has extra 
information from that presented in the thesis, which was needed in data configuration. 
For example the column 'items' shows that the plant rate for a wheeled loader should be 
multiplied by four because that is the number of items employed in that process. while 
there is only one tipper and one set of crusher and screens. The actual tables also include 
a column for notes which has been excluded in this example. The headings and use of 
these mcx:tifier columns change depending on the process being analysed. 
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Table 8-6: Data Build Up Example 
Aggregates (New) Fmbodied Fmbodied Distance Time Materials People Items 
Energy CO2 
(GJ/t) (kg/t) (miles/t) (bours/t) Week 
Explosive 0.001 0.00 
Wheded Loader (x4) 0.015 0.95 4 
Tipper 0.007 0.48 1 
Crusher And Saeens 0.018 1.19 1 
Basic (Laodfill) 0.000 0.00 9888 4 
Office (Landfill) 0.000 0.02 9888 10 
Transportation 0.052 3.40 2.35 0.118 
Total 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 
8.1.9 Calculations Worksheet 
This worksheet contains the constituent data, for example, the calculations of tower crane 
slewing, office energy and all of the information gathered from companies (except where 
this was confidential). A number of these tables appear in the thesis document. 
While this worksheet contains the information built up for concrete constituent materials, 
the calculations for concrete are carried out on another sheet, due to the special 
requirements which become apparent when the data is viewed. 
8.1.10 Concrete Worksheet 
This worksheet contains the calculations used in building up rates for each concrete mix 
assessed. This information was placed on a separate sheet because the calculations 
required a very 'wide' table. 
The range of mixes assessed can easily be extended downward as can the parametric data. 
The parameters which can be changed come in two groups which apply to all mixes and . 
which apply to each mix. The parameters which apply to all mixes include the 
environmental impacts for concrete constituents (cement, aggregates, etc.) while the 
details which apply to each mix are the method of placing. the waste allowance and the 
expected number of loads per trip. 
A printout is available for these concrete mixes (the mix being selected using a dropdown 
menu) showing each of the measured parameters. This feature has been used in creation 
of the data shown in Appendix B. 
8.1.11 Base Data Worksheet 
The table includes the fundamental b1:lilding blocks for all the figures inclUding the energy 
for diesel, the conversion factors from delivered to primary and CO2 values. These values 
are linked to all the calculations made elsewhere so altering, for example, the conversion 
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factor for electricity will affect all processes where electricity is used. Care is therefore 
required to ensure that this data is correct 
8.1.12 Graphics Worksheet 
This sheet contains graphics other than those already noted for concrete and summary 
results. These are linked to the calculation data and will change to reflect changes in the 
data. Only those graphics considered most important have been included, because there 
are simply too many possible combinations for every parameter to be shown. The 
majority of these have been created for use in the thesis. 
8.2 Conclusions 
A mcxiel has been created which allows calculation of frame environmental impacts in a 
form where the basic data is clearly shown. It allows a wide range of parameter to be 
varied, while remaining reasonably easy to understand. It is also possible to substitute 
alternative values where there are variables which require exploration, for example the 
embodied energy value for steel. The basic data used in this mcxiel allows an evaluation 
of the frame materials, however a similar architecture could be used to extend the model 
and cover other areas, for example the cladding. A proportion of the data would common 
to all construction activities. 
The mcxiel also allows customisation to suit specific situations, for example an individual 
company operation. The presentation of results is such that is reasonably clear which 
'headline' figures have been used, although to extract more detailed figures requires a 
more detailed examination of the model set up. 
This mcxiel has been used in conjunction with the gathered data to calculated the results 
presented in the next chapter. 
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9. RESULTS 
The model discussed in the previous chapter has been used to make an environmental 
assessment of a range of buildings frames. This has been done both to assess where the 
environmental impacts occur for different frame types and to make comparisons between 
frame materials, specifically concrete and steel. The structures examined represent only a 
few out of the many possible designs and there many be marked differences between 
buildings. 
9.1 The Designs 
These types were taken from a cost model produced by the Reinforced Concrete Council. 
This model included enough detailed design information to allow a reasonable depth of 
environmental analysis of four building types - 3 and 7 storey buildings located along 
both the M4 and M62 corridors. All four of these buildings were designed in steel and 
concrete. The basic plan and elevation for the 3 storey buildings are shown in Figure 9-1 
and Figure 9-2. The 7 storey buildings are similar to the 3 storey buildings in plan, 
simply having a greater number of floors. This affects the column but not the floor 
design. 
The quantities for these buildings were published along with the cost information and 
these have been used, with some simple modifications to make the calculation. The 
modifications made involved some reorganisation of the data into groups which could be 
assessed using the SEEAM. For example the quantity for concrete blinding was given as 
x m1 at.50 mm depth and this was changed to m' for calculation purposes. The data input 
into the model is shown in Table 9-1. As noted in Chapter 7, the demolition data is 
calculated using the building floor area and the materials quantities, so no data input is 
required for this section. 
The values for the steel buildings used in the Oxford Bmokes report would have been 
used for comparison purposes but because they have not been published they are not 
available. It might have been possible to calculate the quantities using the dimensions 
provided in the relevant references, but problems of accuracy would apply. 
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Table 9-1: Standard Building Quantities 
Strueture Name M62 M62 M62 M62 M4 M4 M4 M4 
Conc Steel Cone Steel Cone Steel Cone Steel 
3 Floor 7 Floor 3 Floor 7 Floor 
Gross Floor Area 4500 4500 10500 10500 4500 4500 10500 10500 
~u bstr ucture 
Excavate and Backfill m' 255 225 273 262 199 114 400 229 
Excavate and Dispose m' 839 753 1851 1391 817 596 1434 934 
Level & Compact m2 2013 1918 2842 2492 1694 1474 2189 1764 
Granular beds t 588 588 602 602 447 447 447 447 
Sand Blinding t 118 118 120 120 89 89 89 89 
Concrete Blinding m3 112 105 173 147 97 81 134 103 
Concrete Foundations m3 254 175 1190 758 356 156 923 469 
Concrete Columns m' 10 16 12 13 5 6 9 8 
Concrete Walls m3 7 12 3 5 
Concrete Ground Slab m' 386 386 394 394 284 284 284 284 
Reinforcement t 19 15 76 56 30 14 77 40 
Mesh t 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 
Column Formwork m2 275 249 321 225 138 115 170 119 
Slab Formwork m2 301 245 693 630 305 221 580 410 
sueerstructure 
Concrete Walls m' 60 299 50 236 
Concrete Columns m3 53 326 89 407 
Concrete Beams m' 2 
Concrete Slab m3 968 420 2740 1188 1346 3036 
Lightweight Concrete m' 527 1240 
Reinforcement t 157 8 508 25 158 5 452 11 
Mesh t 7 20 9 22 
Column Formwork m2 1262 5434 1599 5362 
Slab Formwork m2 3227 9133 4214 9920 
Steel Decking m2 3230 9138 4214 9920 
Steelwork t 53 230 54 600 208 534 
Fire Protection m2 431 3525 511 10319 3480 8355 
Calculation of the results for this data has been approached in the same way as the 
calculations for concrete, with a standard data set used to assess all the buildings then 
other parameters for two selected buildings. To make the structural differences more 
apparent the M47 floor building was used for this purpose because the M64 building 
contains more materials cross over. It is also worth noting that the M4 steel buildings 
were designed to use lightweight concrete and this will make the examination of the 
associated energy effects more valid than if a design where lightweight concrete has 
simply been substituted for standard concrete. 
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9.2 The Standard Data Set 
The values contained in the standard data set are particularly important when the spread of 
results noted in Chapter 7 is taken into account, in particular for concrete. For the initial 
analysis the concrete has been assumed to be 'standard' OPC mixes, C30 pump mix for 
slabs and C40 skip mixes for columns, walls and beams. The lightweight concrete 
calculation uses the C30 lytag pump mix. This will tend to slightly overestimate the 
impacts, because a significant proportion of current mixes make use of other cementitious 
materials. The values selected as standard data are shown in Table 9-2. 
Table 9-2: Standard Unit Rates 
Item Unit Energy 002 Transport 
GJ/unit kg/unit miles/unit hours/unit 
Excavation and disposal (SEEAM) m' 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.12( 
Excavation and BackfiIl (SEEAM) m' 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 
Aggregates (New) (SEEAM) t 0.093 6.04 2.35 O.IU 
Static Batching (SEEAM) m1 0.018 1.01 
Cement (BRFlSEEAM) t 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.08!! 
Lytag (SEEAM) t 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.325 
Admixtures (SEEAM) It. 0.001 0.05 0.04 0.00 
Release Agent (SEEAM) It. 0.041 0.05 0.03 0.001 
Reinforcement (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) t 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.62c 
C20(SEEAM) m' 1.548 392.37 5.18 0.261 
C30 Pump (SEEAM) m' 1.973 474.82 5.48 0.26!! 
C30 Lytag Pump (SEEAM) m' 3.104 540.30 12.23 0.451 
040 (SEEAM) m' 2.087 495.60 5.17 0.25~ 
Mesh (SEEAM/OB) t 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 
Structural Steel (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) t 27.816 2083.12 10.10 0.401 
Pumping (200m' pumped) m1 0.013 0.82 0.50 0.02( 
Formwork (Shaped Soffit) (SEEAM/OB) m2 0.130 8.94 0.28 o.om 
Formwork (Flat Slab) (SEEAMlOB) m2 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.00· 
Formwork (Non Slab) (SEEAMlOB) m2 0.052 2.78 0.26 O.OO~ 
Steel Decking (SEEAM/OB) m2 0.375 29.35 0.28 0.00 
rare Protection (18 mm Vicuclad) (SEEAMlOB) m2 0.553 2.66 0.49 O.OP 
Level & Compact (SEEAM) m2 0.018 1.20 0.02 O.OO~ 
Demolition (Concrete) m2 0.091 5.98 0.015 0.00] 
Demolition (Steel) m2 0.068 4.47 0.010 0.001 
Rubble Off Site Transportation (Uncrusbed) t 0.036 2.36 1.719 0.06~ 
Steel Transportation (Demolition) t 0.012 0.79 0.545 0.02~ 
Reinforcement Transportation (Demolition) t 0.040 2.60 2.400 0.09t 
( 
9.3 The Parametric Data. 
There is a wide range of parameters which could be adjusted altering the results produced 
by the Structura1 Embodied Energy Assessment Model. The majority of these are 
associated with concrete production and use because, as noted in Chapter 7, the 
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production and use of steel is carried out under much more controlled conditions than 
concrete and has smaller range of activities associated. 
No consideration has been given to factors which have been assessed in chapter 7 and 
one 'reasonable value' has been identified. For example the value for reinforcement has 
been based on a value for recycled steel of 16.86 OJ/t. It is possible to assess 
reinforcement energy using the much higher steel figure of 26.36 OJ/t for structural steel. 
This has not been done for the simple reason that the mills producing this type of steel 
require the lower and not the upper energy and to simply change these values would be 
incorrect, however the possibility of structural steel production at a lower cost has been 
addressed, using the value calculated in Chapter 7. 
There is such a wide range of parameters that simply altering values which, in reality, are 
fixed would simply serve to unnecessarily obscure the overall results. The factors 
identified for alteration therefore represent data which might reasonably be expected to 
vary on a site by site basis and have been used to provide a lowest and highest reasonable 
range of results. Five major factors have been identified which should be addressed in 
this parametric study, supplemented by one set of combined of factors, shown below. 
• All the results will be altered by changing the basic transportation factors, for 
example increasing the distances involved. However, as shown in the results 
using the basic data set, concrete use incurs considerably greater impacts in this 
area than steel and changing the basic values would thus have more effect The 
transportation values used in the model are considered representative of 
construction generally and while accurate use of the model for any specific design 
would require the values to be localised, there is little point in doing so in a 
general assessment. Two factors have been modified which will have a serious 
effect on the transportation elements, both of which might reasonably occur - on 
site hatching and on site aggregate recycling. These are expected to provide 
environmental impact figures which are approaching the lowest possible for 
transportation. Where this option has been chosen, it is assumed that the 
quantities required for the new building match or are less than those from 
demolition. Any materials left over are assumed to be used on site for landscaping 
or other purposes. Where not enough materials are available on site and would 
need to be imported, no allowance is made and the environmental impacts will be 
underestimated. This factor will vary from site to site. 
• The constituents of concrete can have a major effect on the calculated embodied 
energy and COl for each mix. High and low values for aggregate and cement have 
been used to calculate the upper and lower bands for these environmental impacts. 
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• The other factor that was identified as having a major impact on concrete 
environmental impacts was the mix design and more specifically the use of cement 
replacement materials. The mix designs suggested in Chapter 7 are reasonably 
representative of the range which might be found on site therefore, where a 
substitution has been made, a similar mix type with the lowest embodied energy 
has been used. This applies to both standard and lightweight mixes. 
• The two factors of mix design and on site hatching and recycling have been 
combined to give an overall lowest value for concrete use. 
• The standard data set provides fire protection using 18 mm board vicuclad. This 
will provide between 1 - 1.5 hours of protection depending on the use which 
would a adequate in most circumstances. The 30 mm option, providing 2 hours of 
protection, might be required in some circumstances and so this option has been 
used to assess the upper energy requirement for this factor. A value has also been 
provided for a structure with no fire protection for comparison purposes. 
• The data rate calculated for structural steel produced using recycled steel has been 
used to see what effect a lower value has on the overall results 
9.4 Structure Assessment 
Each of the buildings has been considered, in the first instance, in conjunction with its 
pair (for example the M62 steel and concrete 3 floor structures) and then with all the other 
buildings for an overall analysis. The pammetric study has been calculated for the M47 
floor building, which is the last of the 4 pairs considered. For simplicity the full results 
have not been included in the thesis text, but are given in appendix e. Appendix e 
contains 2 tables and 4 figures for each of the building pairs assessed using the standard 
data. An additional 3 results sets have been provided for the altered concrete parameters 
(using GGBS, on site recycling and hatching and on site recycling and hatching with 
GGBS). The other parameter changes will not produce large differences in all the results 
so the graphics have not been shown. So, for example, altering the values for structural 
steel has no effect on any factors apart from one value for embodied energy and CO~. 
9.4.1 M623 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings 
The data for these structures are shown in appendix e, tables 1 and 2, with comparisons 
occurring in figures 1 to 4. 
The concrete building incurs an embodied energy impact of 2.31 GJ/m~ compared with 
the steel building value of 3.01 GJ/m1• For this frame and data set the concrete frame is 
77% of the steel total. The highest individual component in the steel frame is structural 
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steel accounting for 49% of the total, while the fire protection is 15% and the decking 
9%. Concrete makes up most of the rest at 18% .. The pattern for the concrete frame is 
different with the major user of energy being concrete at 39% followed by reinforcement 
at 31 % of the total. This structure also uses a significant quantity of structural steel which 
incurs 15% of the total. One other notable item is the form work at around 5% of the total. 
The pattern for CO2 is different from energy, with the steel building having a lower total 
than the concrete - 268 compared with 275 kglm2• The difference is mainly due to the 
higher CO2 generated by using cement compared with steel (cement generates around 2.7 
times the CO2 per GJ compared with steel). The steel and cement figures were not created 
for this thesis, so it is not possible to comment on how these rates were built up. For the 
steel structure the steel is the single largest item (41%). but the concrete used incurs 
almost as much (39%). The decking incurs 8% and the fire protection 5%. The concrete 
structure incurs the majority of CO2 via the concrete (64%) and reinforcement (20%). 
The transportation element reveals a different picture from energy and CO2, The steel 
structure requires only 73% of that for concrete (4.6 against 6.3 mileslm2). While the 
concrete structure incurs transportation for many items, the major occurrence is for 
concrete. Unlike for energy and CO2 however there is also a large element for demolition 
rubble removal, which accounts for 17% of the total. The values for the steel frame are 
more evenly spread, but with demolition waste accounting for 16% of the total. 
. 
The transportation times show a similar pattern to the distances with the average time is 
0.21 hours/m2 for steel and 0.29 for concrete. The concrete traffic travels at an average of 
21.7 MPH. which is very similar to steel traffic at 22.0 MPH, however there is simply 
more traffic generated by the concrete frame. 
9.4.2 M627 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings 
The data for these structures are shown in appendix C, tables 3 and 4, with comparisons 
occurring in figures 5 to 8. 
The results for the 7 floor structure are similar in nature to the results for the 3 floor 
version, except that the substructure is relatively less important In energy terms the 
proportion for the concrete frame substructure has fallen from 22.8 to 21.4%, while for 
the steel structure the amount has fallen from 15.5 to 12.3%. This explains why the gap 
between the energy totals for the two materials has increased. The concrete requires 2.54 
compared to 3.29 GJ/m2 , a reduction of 23%. 
In terms of CO2 the overall values are 282 and 309 kglm2 respectively for steel and 
concrete, a the difference of 10%. 
In transportation terms the requirements have increased due simply to the higher 
quantities of concrete, aggregates and demolition materials that require moving. 
Demolition accounts for 18% of the total distance for concrete, while for steel the figure is 
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16%. The average transportation distance for concrete is 7.03 mileslm2 while the value 
for steel is 4.40, representing a 37% reduction by using steel. The values for 
transportation follow a similar pattern but, due to the low speeds of bulk aggregate and 
concrete movement, the gap has widened to 0.13 hours/m2 from 0.08 hours/m2 for the 
smaller building. The steel traffic is now also travelling slightly faster than for concrete at 
22.7 and 22.1 MPH respectively. 
9.4.3 M43 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings 
The data for these structures are shown in Appendix e, tables 5 and 6, with comparisons 
occurring in figures 9 to 12. 
There are significant differences between the M4 and the M62 building in terms of 
materials. While the M62 concrete buildings makes significant use of structural steel for 
the roof, the M4 has none. The figures for these buildings should therefore represent 
more extreme values for concrete and steel. 
The overall energy values are 2.00 and 2.76 GJ/m2 for concrete and steel respectively, 
with the concrete value being only 72% of the steel value. The superstructure represents 
69% of the energy total for concrete and 85% for steel. The use of lightweight concrete in 
the steel structure means that a volume of 527m3 is required for the suspended slabs 
against 1346 m3 for the standard concrete structure. The energy required for the 
lightweight concrete is 1636 GJ against 2842 GJ. This means that while the quantity of 
concrete for the steel structure is 57% lower than in the concrete structure, the energy is 
68%. This would suggest that the use of lytag concrete is justified in energy terms where 
normal OPC mixes are concerned, however when comparison is made with the M62 3 
floor structure the picture is different. The steel structure requires a concrete volume of 
concrete of 420m3 which is less than the lightweight concrete required in the M4 
structure! There is however a 22 tonne saving in structural steel. Clearly the issue of 
treatment of lightweight concrete is a complex one and is thus discussed further in the 
summary section. 
Even for this structure, where the concrete has a significant advantage in terms of 
embodied energy, the steel structure still has a lower CO2, The embodied CO2 for the 
steel structure is 251 while the concrete produces 264 kg/m2, a reduction of 5%. The 
same pattern emerges with the transportation distances, with the steel structure incurring 
29% less miles than the concrete option. The reduction in transportation time is even 
greater at 39%. The difference in overall traffic speed is the greatest observed so far, with 
the concrete structure traffic moving at an average of 21.5 MPH, compared with steel 
traffic at 24.4. 
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9.4.4 M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings 
The data for these structures are shown in Appendix e, tables 7 and 8, with comparisons 
occurring in figures 13 to 16. 
The M4 7 floor building might be expected to exhibit the most pronounced differences 
between steel and concrete because of the larger totals of materials involved and the 
smaller balancing effect of the substructure. 
The embodied energy show a similar difference to the 3 floor the structure, with a value 
of 2.08 for concrete and 2.78 for steel so the concrete structure represents a reduction in 
energy of 25%. The energy for the steel frame is provided mainly by the structural 
steelwork (47%), while the fire protection, steel decking, mesh and concrete all contribute 
be~een 11-15% The concrete structure energy is made up almost completely two items -
concrete (46%) and reinforcement (41%), with fonnwork contributing 6.9%. The 
substructure is again a much larger item for concrete (20%) than steel (9%), due to the 
much lower overall weight for steel and the higher energy cost for the steel items. The 
concrete structure frame material weighs 12614t, while the equivalent figure for steel is 
5142t, a reduction of 6O%! 
The concrete again contributes the majority of the CO2 towards the total, which is again 
higher than for the steel frame. The steel frame produces an embodied CO2 requirement of 
243 kglm2 compared with 264 for the concrete frame, a reduction of 8% 
The transportation total follow a similar pattern to the previous examples, with the steel 
frame incurring significantly lower loads than the concrete frame. The required 
transportation distance for steel is 3.93 miles compared with 6.03 for concrete, a 
reduction of 35%. The gap in transportation time is even wider with a requirement for the 
steel frame of 0.15 hours/mz compared with concrete which requires 0.27, a reduction of 
41 %. The overall traffic speeds are similar to the 3 floor structure at 22.0 MPH and 25.4 
MPH for concrete and steel respectively. 
9.4.5 M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings Using GGBS Concrete 
The data for these parameters are shown in Appendix e, tables 9 and 10, with 
comparisons occurring in figures 17 to 20. 
As noted in chapter 7, the use of cement replacement materials reduces the energy 
requirement for concrete significantly. For this assessment, the mixes using OOBS have 
been used because these produced the lowest overall energy requirements. This may not 
be the case if the base values, such as for transportation are changed. 
The picture for both embodied energy and CO2 is changed considerably in this 
permutation. The energy for concrete is now 1.78 OJ/m2 compared with 2.64 for steel, a 
difference of 33%. This represents a saving in the total frame energy of 3335 GJ for the 
concrete frame (a 14% reduction) and 1565 for steel (a 5% reduction). To place this into 
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perspective, the reduction would allow an extra 1.5 floors to be added to the concrete 
structure at no added energy cost (neglecting substructure requirements) compared with 
use of the standard OPC concrete. 
The steel structure now also has a higher CO2 requirement compared with the concrete 
(206 kglm2 compared with 186, a difference of 6%). This is simply due to the 
substitution of GGBS for cement which has a larger effect in the concrete than steel 
frame. The concrete frame CO2 requirement has been reduced by a massive 30% simply 
by this single measure, while the steel requirement is reduced by 16%. 
The opposite effect is observed in the transportation requirement due to the increased 
distances required in GGBS transportation. The concrete frame requirement increases by 
7% to 6.46 mileslm2 while the steel frame requirement increases by 8% to 4.22 mileslm2• 
The increase is lightly higher in the steel frame because the concrete materials have a 
greater effect than the smaller quantities for steel. 
9.4.' M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings Using On Site Recycling 
and Batching 
The data for these parameters are shown in Appendix C, tables 11 and 12, with 
comparisons occurring in figures 21 to 24. 
The effect of altering this parameter has had limited effects on the embodied energy and 
CO2 , but massive effect on the transportation elements. There is a slight reduction in the 
energy for the concrete frame by 2% and 1 % for the steel frame and the reductions in CO2 
are even lower (around 1 %). However the transportation distance has fallen by 42% for 
the concrete frame and 21 % for the steel. Even greater reductions in travel time are 
observed, by 55% for concrete and 35% for steel. Ovemll traffic speed is increased by 
300/0 for concrete and 18% for steel. These massive increases can be attributed to the 
virtual elimination of the high volumes of slow moving traffic generated from hatching' 
plants and quarries. 
Even using this set of parameters to massively reduce the concrete transportation 
requirements, the steel frame still incurs lower transportation distances (3.10 to 3.49 
mileslm2) and transportation times (0.10 to 0.12 hours/m2). The transportation 
requirements for lightweight concrete are much more significant due to the requirement to 
bring the Lytag over long distances, because they can not be created on site. In this option 
the demolition transportation requirement represents the larpt single factor at 34%. (' 
It should be noted that the on site recycling of aggregates refers to those required at the 
start of the building life where it is assumed that a building has been demolished and these 
materials are used. The demolition at" the end of the building life is a parameter which has 
not been changed. 
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'.4.7 M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings Using Lowest Reasonable 
Values 
The data for these parameters are shown in Appendix C. tables 13 and 14. with 
comparisons occurring in figures 25 to 28. 
This data set adds the effects from both changes to the concrete mix designs and on site 
hatching and recycling. This represents close to the minimum environmental impact 
values that could be applied in the majority of situations. Other reductions could be made. 
either by refining minor items or by reduction of the transportation element. but these 
should be assessed on a case by case basis. 
This combination provides a reduction in the embodied energy of the concrete structure of 
around 17% and 5% for steel. The difference between the two structures has increased 
from 25% to 34% (steel 2.63. concrete 1.73 GJ/m2). The total savings are only slightly 
better than when simply using GGBS mixes. 
For this combination. the CO2 requirements for the concrete frame requires only 94% of 
that for the steel frame. This set of parameters assumes that GGBS concrete is used and 
thus the transportation requirements increase slightly due to greater distances involved. 
'.4.8 M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings Using 30 mm Vlcuclad 
The data for this parameter is shown in Appendix C. tables 15 and 16. 
Due to the high embodied energy for fire protection. increasing the thickness of the board 
from 18 to 30 mm (broadly this will increase fire protection from 1 - 2 hours) will 
significantly increase the environmental impact The impact on the travel elements is 
negligible when compared to the movement of bulk materials such as concrete. This 
simple measure will increase the energy for the steel structure from 2.78 to 3.06 GJ/m2 
(an increase of 10%). which compares to the standard figure for the concrete structure of 
2.08 GJ/m2• With this option the concrete frame requires 68% of the energy for the steel 
structure. 
There is also an increase in the overall CO2 requirement from 250.1 to 251.5 kglm2• 
which represents a change of less than 1 %. 
'.4.' M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings Using Recycled Structural 
Steel 
The data for this parameter is shown in Appendix C, tables 17 and 18. 
The value for steel has been reduced from 27.8 to 18.2 GJ/t, a reduction of 35% and this 
lowers the frame embodied energy from 2.78 to 2.33 OJ/m2, which compares to a 
concrete value of 2.08 GJ/m2• The steel structure is therefore still 12% more energy 
intensive than the concrete. 
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The embodied COl has also been reduced to 209 kglml compared with the value of 264 
for the concrete, a reduction of 63%. 
'.4.10 M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings Using Low Cement and 
Aggregate Values 
The data for these parameters are shown in Appendix C, tables 19 and 20. 
The reduction of energy in aggregates and cement has a greater effect for the concrete 
frame than the steel, exacerbated by the use of Lytag, for which the energy value is 
unaffected. The new aggregate value is 0.02 compared with the standard value of 0.09, a 
reduction of 78%, The cement value is reduced by 12%. For these parameters, the 
concrete frame energy is 1.91 (reduced from 2.08) while the steel energy is 2.72 (reduced 
from 2.78). The gap between the two frames is therefore increased to 30%. 
The COl values for the low energy figures have not been assessed because of lack of 
source data, but this change would be expected to decrease the difference between the two 
materials. 
'.4.11 M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Buildings Using High Cement and 
Aggregate Values 
The data for these parameters are shown in Appendix C, tables 21 and 22. 
In a similar way to the reduction of energy values, an increase has a disproportionally 
large effect on the concrete frame. In this case the increase in Aggregate energy to 1 OJ/t 
(from 0.09, an increase of 11 times) has given it aslighdy higher energy requirement than 
Lytag. The cement value is increased by 16%. This means that overall the Lytag and 
standard concrete mix have almost identical energy values (4.151 OJ/m3 for Lytag pump 
and 4.125 OJ/m3 for the OPC pump). The higher value for aggregate is slighdy offset by 
the Lytag requirement for more cement than the standard mix. These values mean that the 
steel structure has an energy of 3.05 GJ/ml compared with the concrete value of 2.97, a 
difference of less than 3%! It is considered unlikely that an aggregate with an energy 
requirement this high would ever be used in standard structure because, apart from other 
considerations, the financial cost would be large. 
9.5 Overall Comparisons For A II Data 
The results for all the structures have been collected to show the energy, CO2 and 
tranSportation elements for all the frames in two tables, one for the buildings using the 
standard data set and one for the parametric study. The tabulated data has been presented 
in overall rank order, from lowest (best) to highest (worst) and thus the buildings and 
options may occur in a different order for each of the measured impacts. 
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9.5.1 Embodied Energy 
The embodied energy results for the standard data set is shown in Table 9-3 while the 
parametric data is shown in Table 9-4. 
Table 9·3: Breakdown of Frame Embodied Energy (Rank Order) 
M4 Concrete 3 Roor 
M4 Concrete 7 Roor 
M62 Concrete 3 Roor 
M62 Concrete 7 Roor 
M4 Steel 3 Roor 
M4 Steel 7 Roor 
M62 Steel 3 Roor 























The substructure represents a higher proportion of the total energy in the concrete frames. 
The substructure represents between 20 - 25% for the concrete frame and between 9 -
16% for the steel frames. In energy terms, on a pair by pair basis the steel options are 
between 0.06 - 0.17 OJ/m2 lower. In all cases the substructure represents a lower 
proportion of the total for the taller buildings with a reduction in the proportion of aro~d 
2 - 5% for an increase from 3 - 7 floors. The steel frames all incur lower materials 
weights, especially where lightweight concrete is used. The M62 steel structures require 
only 52 and 63% of the weight of materials of the concrete version, while for the M4 
structure the figures are 46 and 41 % respectively. 
The superstructure requires more energy in the superstructure both in terms· of the 
proportion and in absolute terms. On a pair by pair basis the increase in energy is between 
0.79 - 0.96 GJ/m2• Thus in energy terms, where the substructure is a higher proportion 
of the total there is less difference in the overall energy between steel and concrete, due to 
the averaging effect it exerts because of the similarity of materials and quantities involved. 
The demolition energy is higher for concrete structures due to the greater quantity of 
materials involved. On a pair by pair basis the reduction is around haIf in proportion 
terms and 66% in energy terms. 
The effect of using lightweight concrete varies between the two structures. The energy 
reduction between the M4 (lightweight) and M62 (standard concrete) buildings is 0.16 
and 0.13 OJ/m2 for the 7 and 3 floor structures respectively. The saving for 
superstructure is 0.35 and 0.11 GJ/m2• The majority of the energy saving in 
superstructure comes from a lowering of the structural steel requirement from 1835 and 
61201 for the 7 and 3 floor structures although the concrete energy increases from 1341 
and 749 OJ for the same structures. These values are calculated at an energy value of 
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27.S GJ/t for steel, 2.1 GJ/m3 for C30 pump concrete and 3.0 GJ/m3 for C30 Lytag 
pump. If the steel energy is reduced to 18.2 GJ/t while the concrete values are the same 
there is a net increase in both structures. Alternatively. lowering the concrete values. for 
example by using GGBS or PFA while the steel value is held constant would increase the 
saving. 
Overall. although there are differences between the two designs. the similarities. 
including the structural grid, suggest that comparisons can be made. This suggests that 
while lightweight concrete is more energy intensive per m', in overall terms, an energy 
saving is made, although this will depend on the relative energy values of the materials. 
The energy saving in larger buildings will accrue mainly from a reduced structural steel 
requirement For structures with fewer floors. the savings in other areas would have to be 
considered as well to balance the energy equation. 
For all the structures concrete requires less energy than steel with, on a pair by pair basis. 
the increase for steel being between 30 - 3S%. In real terms this represents an increase in 
energy required of around SOOO GJ for the M47 floor structure or 0.75 GJ/ml. The effect 
of this is examined fully in section 9.6. 
Table 9·4: M47 Floor Parametric Embodied Energy (Rank Order) 
Parameter GJ/m1 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoor. On Site Recycling & Batching. GOBS Concrete 1.73 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoor. GOBS Concrete 1.78 103% 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoor. Low Cement & Aggregate Values 1.91 111% 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoor. On Site Recycling & Batching 2.02 117% 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoor z..M ~ 
M4 Steel 7 Aoo!. Recycled Structural Steel 2.33 135% 
M4 Steel 7 Aoor. On Site Recycling & Batching. GOBS Concrete 2.63 152% 
M4 Steel 7 Aoo!. GOBS Concrete 2.64 153% 
M4 Steel 7 Aoo!. Low Cement & Aggregate Values 2.72 157% 
M4 Steel 7 Aoo!, On Site Recycling & Batching 2.77 160% 
M4 Steel 7 Aoo! ~ .l§J.i 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoo!. High Cement & Aggregate Values 2.97 172% 
M4 Steel 7 Aoor, High Cement & Aggregate Values 3.05 176% 
M4 Steel 7 Aoo!, 30 mm Vicuclad 3.06 177% 
The parametric data, shown in Table 9-4. reveals the possible range of data. Although it 
is possible to get higher and lower figures for both steel and concrete, this data is thought 
to represent the extreme figures which are most likely achievable. 
The lowest figure overall was provided by using on site hatching using OPe/GOBS 
mixes and on site recycled aggregates. which represents a reduction of 17% from the 
standard figure. however simply using OPC/GGBS mixes provides most of the reduction 
(14%) with out the 'on site' aspect. Using the low energy figures for cement and 
aggregates provides a reduction of only 8%. This is due to the calculated standard figure 
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being relatively low and the small range of the BRE cement energy figures. On site 
hatching and recycling provides only a small reduction (3%), although the majority of 
benefits from this set up would be expected to be in transportation reduction. The lowest 
value for the steel frame, using recycled steel, is higher than the standard figure for 
concrete, requiring an increase of 12%. The other factors which affect concrete have a 
relatively smaller effect for the steel frame. mainly thorough the substructure requirement 
The lightweight concrete does not receive much benefit from the on site recycling because 
the Lytag would still have to be transported in from the production plant 
If the highest values for cement and aggregates are used, the concrete structure incurs 
more energy by 7% than the standard steel value. However, where the steel structure uses 
the same cement and aggregate figures the difference is much smaller than for the 
standard data set at 3%. The highest value occurs where 30 mm Vicuclad is used. 
incurring a 10% increase. 
Clearly. fire protection represents a major energy expenditure item and this characterised 
the steel frame overall - a few higher energy items making up most of the total 
expenditure. This means that the correct calculation of the values is vitally important For 
the concrete frame there are more relatively smaller items. The balance for both frames 
will depend to some extent on the relative proportions of the building. 
'.5.2 Embodied CO2 
The breakdown of embodied COz figures is shown in Table 9-5. 
Table '·5: Breakdown of Frame Embodied CO2 (Rank Order) 
M4 Steel 7 Hoor 
M4 Steel 3 Hoor 
M4 Concrete 3 Hoor 
M4 Concrete 7 Hoor 
Total Substructure 
M62 Steel 3 Hoor 268.3 74.3 
M62 Concrete 3 Hoor 274.584.0 
M62 Steel 7 Floor 281.662.2 22.1 




For each of the structural pairs, the steel version has a lower CO2 requirement The 
decrease ranges from 91 - 98%. The reversal of the results from embodied energy can be 
attributed almost entirely to the different rates of CO2 generation for steel and cement The 
differences between the 3 floor structures is less than that between the 7 floor structures 
because the substructure acts as a moderating factor. As the substructure become less 
important, the different values for cement and structural steel exert more pressure on the 
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results. In practical tenns it can be seen that the CO2 from the superstructure slab for the 
larger building is more than the structural steel, where for the smaller building it was less. 
The split between the sub and superstructure elements is smaller than for embodied 
energy with the substructure contributing between 16 - 31 %. The demolition aspect is 
consistently 2 - 3% for all the structures, although the generation per m2 is generally 
higher for the concrete structures by around 40 - 50%. 
Analysis of the parametric data has been restricted to the items where an accurate 
calculation of the CO2 was available. In practical tenns this means that the high and low 
values for cement and aggregate have not been used because the BRE figures from which 
the data was taken provided only one average figure for COl' The parametric data results 
are shown in Table 9-6. 
Table 9-6: M4 7 Floor Parametrle Embodied CO2 (Rank Order) 
Parameter kg/m! 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoor. On Site Recycling & Batching. GGBS Concrete 182.8 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor. GGBS Concrete 186.2 102% 
M4 Steel 7 Floor. On Site Recycling & Batching. GGBS Concrete 204.5 112% 
M4 Steel 7 Floor. GGBS Concrete 205.6 113% 
M4 Steel 7 Floor. Recycled Structural Steel 209.0 114% 
M4 Steel 7 Floor. On Site Recycling & Batching 242.3 133% 
M4 Steel 7 Floor ~ ~ 
M4 Steel 7 Floor. 30 mm Vicuclad 251.5 138% 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor. On Site Recycling & Batching 260.4 142% 
M4 Q!ncrete 7 Fl QQ[ ~ ~ 
The standard data set represents the highest result shown, but as noted, the high values 
for aggregate and cement has been excluded and these could be expected to provide the 
worst case. The lowest overall figures are provided by the concrete frame where cement. 
has been replaced by GGBS, thus eliminating the highest factor. Comparison of the steel 
and concrete frames where GGBS concrete has been used, the concrete frame incurs less 
by 10%. This is in contrast to the standard data set results where the concrete frame 
incurred 8% more CO2, As with the embodied energy results, on site recycling and 
hatching has only a small impact on the production of CO2, 
The values for the steel frame show that using scrap to make steel reduced the CO2 
incurred by 14%, while increasing the fire protection to 30 nim increases it by 3%. 
Generally, using the standard data set means that conckte frames will incur higher CO2 
emissions than the steel counterpart. Substitution of GGBS (or PFA) for cement reduces 
the concrete requirements to the point where the steel frame incurs higher emissions. 
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9.5.3 Transportation Distances 
The tIansportation distances for all the buildings are shown in Table 9-7, while the results 
of the parametric data study are shown in Table 9-8. 
All the concrete options increase the transportation distances incurred, with the difference 
ranging from 37 to 60% for each pair of structures. The pattern of contributions from 
each element are different than for embodied energy and CO2• The percentage contributed 
for demolition has increased to around 19% for concrete frames and is between 13 and 
17% for steel frames. The contribution from the substructure has also increased to as 
much as 50% of the total transportation time, however there is a wide range for the steel 
buildings. 
Table 9-7: Breakdown Of Frame Transportation Distance (Rank Order) 
M4 Steel 7 FI oor 
M62 Steel 7 Floor 
M4 Steel 3 Floor 
M62 Steel 3 Floor 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor 
M62 Concrete 3 Floor 
M4 Concrete 3 Floor 





















The parametric data reveals that, for the concrete frames, drastic reductions in the 
transportation distances can be achieved by using on site batching (around 40%), 
however even in this case the steel frame still incurs more transportation than steel. The 
Use of GOBS, while being 'very beneficial in terms of embodied energy and CO2, 
actually increased the total transportation requirements by around 10%. This would also 
be true of PFA use, although the effect would be less because of the smaller quantities 
involved. The use of on site recycling has a relatively lower effect for the steel frame 
when using Lytag than would be the case if standard concrete is used because, even when 
recycled aggregates are available they could not be used in lightweight concrete. 
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Table 9·8: M47 Floor Parametric Transport Distance (Rank Order) 
Parameter mile/m2 
M4 Steel 7 Floor. On Site Recycling & Batching 3.1 
M4 Steel 7 Floor. On Site Recycling & Batching. GOBS Concrete 3.4 110% 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor. On Site Recycling & Batching 3.5 113% 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor. On Site Recycling & Batching. GOBS Concrete 3.9 126% 
M4 Steel 7 Floor U illJ 
M4 Steel 7 Floor. GOBS Concrete 4.2 136% 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor U ~ 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor. GOBS Concrete 6.5 209% 
The parametric data for transportation excludes data where only the energy values have 
been changed because the materials are all assumed to come from the same source. In 
reality the transportation distances would be expected to change if source plants were 
switched and this fact could be reflected by altering the rates in the Structural Embodied 
Energy Assessment Model. 
9.5.4 Transportation Time 
The transportation times, shown in Table 9-9, follow a similar pattern to the distances, 
however the differences are greater reflecting the fact that a higher proportion of the 
concrete traffic is relatively slow moving. The transportation time for the steel structure 
compared with the concrete incur only 56 -72% of the road time. 
Although the use of Lytag incurs more transportation for the actual material itself, the 
savings in other areas more than offset this. This is reflected by the fact that both the M4 
steel buildings movement times were lower than the M63 structures. The distribution of 
time between the substructure, superstructure and demolition is similar to the pattern for 
transportation distance. 
Table 9·9: Breakdown of Frame Transportation Time 
Total Substructure Superstructure 
hr/m2 hours/mZ hours/m2 
M4 Steel 7 Floor 0.15 0.05 
M4 Steel 3 Floor 0.18 0.07 
M62 Steel 7 Floor 0.19 0.08 
M62 Steel 3 Floor 0.21 0.10 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor 0.27 0.07 
M62 Concrete 3 Floor 0.29 0.11 
M4 Concrete 3 Floor 0.29 0.10 
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The parametric data, shown in Table 9-10, reveals a similar pattern to the distances, with 
on site recycling and hatching massively reducing the total time (by as much as 55%), but 
still being higher than the steel option, although the difference is reduced to 20%. Once 
again, the effect for steel is lessened by the use of Lytag. 
Table 9·10: M4 7 Floor Parametric Transportation Time (Rank Order) 
Parameter hours/m2 
M4 Steel 7 Hoor, On Site Recycling & Batching 0.10 
M4 Steel 7 Hoor, On Site Recycling & Batching, GOBS Concrete 0.11 108% 
M4 Concrete 7 Hoor, On Site Recycling & Batching 0.12 119% 
M4 Concrete 7 Hoor, On Site Recycling & Batching, GOBS Concrete 0.13 129% 
M4 Steel 7 Floor Q..U J.m 
M4 Steel 7 Floor, GOBS Concrete 0.16 158% 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor Q.ll ~ 
M4 Concrete 7 Hoor, GOBS Concrete 0.29 277% 
9.6 Comparison Between Frame And Operational Energy 
A range of energy use figures has been calculated for a range of buildings from the case 
studies shown in Appendix A and the energy efficient office data (1). This information is 
shown in Table 9-11. The data for the low energy structures represents energy targets 
rather than actual figures so there is a margin for error. 
Table 9·11: Building Energy Use 
Building Delivered Primary Total 
Electricity Gas Electricity Gas 
kWh/m2/yr kWh/m2/yr kWh/m2/yr GJ/m'/yr. 
Low Impact Buildings 
University Of East Anglia 24 26 65 2~ 94 0.33~ 
BRE 36 47 98 5~ 150 0.54( 
APU Queens Building 50 108 136 12( 256 0.921 
University Of Lincolnshire 66 84 180 93 273 0.98~ 
DeMontfor! Queens Building 52 143 141 15~ 300 1.081 
an Naturally Ventilated 
Type 1: Typical 48 200 131 22: 353 1.26! 
Type 1: Good 36 95 98 10~ 203 0.73:; 
Type 2: Typical 8S 200 231 22~ 453 1.63:; 
Type 2: Good 61 95 166 lOA 271 0.97" 
EH> Air Conditioned 
Type 3: Typical 202 222 549 24E 796 2.86 A 
Type 3: Good 132 100 359 III 470 1.69:; 
Type 4: Typical 361 273 982 303 1285 4.62E 
Type 4: Good 261 132 710 141 856 3.083 
Conversion Delivered - Primary Gas 1.11 Electricity 2.72 
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Clearly there is a huge range in operational energy requirements, from a low of 0.4 to a 
high of 4.6 GJ/m2/year. This makes comparison with frame (and other structure) 
embodied energy more difficult Obviously, a higher operational energy cost will make 
the frame embodied energy proJX>rtionally smaller. Structures which seek to minimise 
operational energy use will make the initial embodied energy relatively more imJX>rtant. 
The expected life of a building is also imJX>rtant in determining the relative importance of 
the embodied energy. A building expected to be used for SO years at 1 GJ/m2/year will 
clearly use more energy over the life time than one used for 25 years at 1.6 OJ/m2/year. 
The final factor in determining the relationship between operational and embodied energy 
is the frame energy itself. 
As shown by the results in this chapter, there is a considerable variety in results 
depending on the materials used. For the purposes of calculations a figure of 2.3 OJ/m2 
has been selected although a higher figure would be relatively more important and visa 
versa. A data table has been created comparing a building life of 35 years (the age of the 
structure examined as an example of demolition in this thesis) and one with a SO year life. 
The results of this comparison are shown in Table 9-12. The frame energy ranges from a 
high of 19.4% of the total life time structure energy for a low energy 35 year life span 
building to 1.0% for a high energy .50 year building. The number of opemtional energy 
intensive buildings which are erected might be expected to decrease as environmental 
awareness increases. Clearly, if opemtional cost can be reduced further, the embodied 
energy becomes more imJX>rtant. A total structure embodied energy of 8 OJ/m2 means 
the operational energy would be down to 60% of the total. 
Using these figures it is also JX>ssible to calculate, in energy terms, when an old building 
should be replaced by a newer, low energy structure. For example, a building using 4 
GJ/m2/year replaced by one using 0.5 OJ/m2/year, would make an energy saving of 3.5 
GJ/m2/year. If the new building had an energy cost of 8 OJ/m2, then energy savings 
would be made within three years of use! This is a relatively extreme example, but other 
example with a longer payback time can be shown. For example, Figure 9-3 shows a 
situation where a building with running cost of 2.8 OJ/m2/year is replaced by on with a 
operational costs of 1.1 GJ/m2/year and embodied energy of 8 GJ/m2. For this scenario 
the energy break-even period would be during the 4th year of opemtion. These 
calculations ignore the negative effects of demolition which are not directly measured, 
such as increased use of mw materials. However, where a high level of recycling is 
planned for these drawbacks can be largely mitigated. 
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Table 9-12: Operational and Frame Energy 
Building Annual Operational FramE 
Operational Energy As '1£ 
Energy (35 Years) 
GJ/m2/year GJ/m2 (%) 
Low Impact Buildings 
University Of East Anglia 0.339 12 19.4% 
BRE 0.540 19 12.2% 
APU Queens Building 0.921 32 7.1% 
University Of Lincolnshire 0.982 34 6.7% 
DeMontfort Queens Building 1.081 38 6.1% 
ER>Natural Ventilation 
Type 1: Typical 1.269 44 5.2% 
Type 1: Good 0.732 26 9.0% 
Type 2: Typical 1.632 57 4.0% 
Type 2: Good 0.977 34 6.7% 
ER> Air Conditioned 
Type 3: Typical 2.865 100 2.3% 
Type 3: Good 1.692 59 3.9% 
Type 4: Typical 4.626 162 1.4% 
Type 4: Good 3.083 108 2.1% 
Assumed Building Life 35 years 
Frame Energy 2.3 GJ/m2 













- - - -Old Building Operation 
Energy (2.865 GJ/m2/year) 
---New Building Operation 
Energy 1.081 GJ/m2/ye&r) 
and Construction (8 GJ/m2) 
Operational Frame Paybacl 
Energy AstJi Perioc 
(SO Years) 
GJ/m2 (% (years 
17 13.6tJi 6.E 
27 8.5tJi 4.~ 
46 5.0tJi 2.' 
49 4.7'1£ 2.~ 
54 4.3'1£ 2. 
63 3.6QJ LE 
37 6. 3 tJi 3.1 
82 2.8QJ 1..:1 
49 4.7'1£ 2 . .:1 
143 1.6'1£ OJ 
85 2.7'1£ 1.~ 
231 1.0'1£ O. ~ 
154 1.5'1£ 0.; 
o.o~~~---~~-+---~~-+--~~-+---~~-+ ___ ~~ 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Time (Years) 
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A similar analysis can be applied to the question of whether to refurbish or replace a 
structure. As shown in Chapter 4 and Appendix A, low impact structures tend to have 
features not present on standard buildings, for example chimneys to promote ventilation. 
They also tend to be less regular in shape, to take advantage of the local climate. It is 
therefore possible that a refurbished structure would have a larger energy requirement 
than if the building were replaced. 
A range of frame energy figures has been selected from high (3.0 GJ/mz) to low (1.8 
OJ/mz) and these have been compared to a range of energy differences between a new 
and refurbished structure. Even when the difference is as low as 0.1 GJ/m2/year, the 
energy to rebuild is repaid within 30 years based on the highest frame energy. Where the 
frame energy is lower, or the operational energy difference greater the payback time can 
be as low as 2 years. This analysis assumes that the refurbishment requires a complete 
strip back to the frame. Lesser degrees of refurbishment would probably not be able to 
reduce the operational energy requirements to the degree required. If the refurbished 
building is able to match or better the new building operational energy then it will always 
be more energy efficient. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 9-13. 
Table 9·13: Refurbish vs. New Build 
Operational Energy Difference (GJ/m2/year) 0.1 0.5 1 0.05 0.1 0.5 10.05 0.1 0.5 1 
Frame Energy (G1) 3.0 3.0 3.< 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 1.8 1.8 1.8 LE 
Payback Time Required fY ears) 30 6 ~ 46 23 4.6 2.3 36 18 3.6 LE 
9.7 Conclusions 
There are several conclusions which can be reached from analysis of these results .. 
However the same limitations must be applied to these results as for all the other models _ 
could the data have been derived differently and would this have altered the results. The 
conclusions derived are presented below. 
1. The many different permutations possible mean that, until one system is chosen as 
definitive, there will always be room for doubt about the results. 
2. Cement replacement materials should be used a much as possible to reduce the energy 
and CO2 impacts from concrete, although they will probably increase transportation. 
Admixtures can also be used to reduce the cement cohtent. 
3. Concreting operations involving bulk materials should be carried out on site where 
possible, with the exception of reinforcement cutting and bending 
4. Local suppliers should be used where possible, except where it can be demonstrated 
that environmental benefits will occur by using sources further away. 
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5. Where possible, goods vehicles should transport materials on both legs of ajoumey. 
6. While Lytag requires considerably more energy per cubic metre, when considered in 
terms of the total building, the evidence points to an overall advantage. The material 
will not perfonn as well as standard concrete when used as thennal mass. 
7. For the majority of structures and data parameters, the steel frame structures require a 
higher energy input. Where cement replacement materials are used, this advan(age 
becomes more pronounced. 
8. The CO~ requirements are similar for both materials types but will depend to a large 
extent on the relative quantities of steel and cement required. Where OPe concrete is 
used the steel frame could have an advantage of around 10%. Where cement 
replacement materials are used, the concrete frame could have an advantage of 10%. 
9. For the majority of structures and data parameters, concrete structures will incur more 
transportation, both in tenns of on road time and distance travelled. Only where 
concrete is batched and aggregates recycled on site will the figures approach parity. 
10. The frame environmental impacts represents a significant proportion of the total 
requirements over the whole life cycle, and will tend to become more important as 
operational impacts become smaller. 
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9.8 Reference 
1 Energy FIficient Office: 'Energy Consumption Guide 19: Energy Efficiency In 
Offices', Department Of The Environment 1991 
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER 
WORK 
The conclusions reached can be split into the areas of general, data specific and overall. 
The general conclusions cover the infonnation found in literature and from the building 
studied. The data specific conclusions are drawn from the data gathering and operation of 
the model. The overall conclusions draw together the major facts which have been drawn 
from the project as a whole. 
10.1 General Conclusions 
1. The level of general environmental infonnation available was disappointing overall 
and there is clearly room for much more work to be carried out. 
2. Many assumptions need to be made about a wide variety of factors to enable a 
environmental impact assessment to be carried out. These need to be clearly stated 
with the results to eliminate confusion. 
3. To make detailed energy assessments, a good working knowledge is required of 
construction and related processes which enable the manufacture of a building. In 
addition a range of infonnation about environmental impacts is required. To do this 
properly requires the co-operation of relevant companies. 
4. For a structure to take maximum advantage of the local conditions and thus reduce 
environmental impacts, modifications will be needed to both the outward appearance 
and inner functions. Low impact structures will normally need to be tailored more 
than other structures. 
5. The conversion factors used to move between delivered and primary energy are very 
important. This is especially true for electricity, for which the ratio has changed 
considerably recently. 
6. In general tenns, thennal mass for use in structures can be provided by both steel and 
concrete frames as long as the design is tailored to allow this to happen. 
7. In future assessment it will de desirable to differentiate the energy supplies used in 
both materials manufacture and building operation - electricity provided by a 
renewable resource is a very different proposition from that provided by, for 
example, coal. 
10.2 Data Specific Conclusions 
1. The model which has been created calculates four environmental impacts with a 
higher degree of control and transparency than has been available up to this point 
2. The results generated by the Structural Embodied Energy Assessment Model are 
reliant on a wide variety of data. Where this data has been calculated for this thesis 
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there is a high degree of confidence in the accuracy within the selected parameters. In 
cases where the data has been imported from other sources the same degree of 
confidence can not be maintained for a number of reasons which mainly stem from a 
lack of defined parameters. 
3. Some materials are more important in determining the ovemll environmental impacts -
steel, cementitious materials and aggregates. However the effect of other items should 
not be dismissed, especially when they are considered cumulatively. 
4. Where some embodied energy figures have a large impact on the total values and there 
is a selection to choose from, it is possible to change the calculated total frame energy 
by a significant amount. Values used for the main results calculations, as opposed to 
use within a parametric study, have been selected to provide the closest possible result 
for the UK. It is possible to correctly select other values in other situations. 
5. Some materials have a much larger influence than others. In most cases these larger 
figures, for example cement and steel, have been calculated with less precision than 
other smaller items, usually due to the difficulty of obtaining information from 
specific companies. Overall it is desirable to have the most accurate information 
available for all figures and so the lack of detail for some figures has not been viewed 
as a reason not to make accurate assessments for others. Many of the 'less impoI1ant' 
impact items can be affected by the consumers of construction (contractors, 
specifiers, architects, etc.), while large items can not. Since it is not possible for 
individuals to affect the energy consumption of, for example, a steelworks but it is 
possible to select which company removes waste, the calculations where users can 
make a day to day difference might be considered more important 
6. Cement has significant environmental impacts and great improvements can be made in 
structure performance by the reduction of this material using replacement materials. 
Bulk operations should be carried out on or as near site where possible. 
10.3 Overall Conclusions 
1. Embodied impacts are more important than has been previously thought In addition 
these factors will tend to increase in importance as operationally energy sources are 
switched to less environmentally damaging alternatives - there are no certainties about 
how materials or energy will be procured in 50 years time. 
2. The majority of embodied impacts are incurred from materials procurement and 
construction incurring a • front end' penalties, rather than gradual resource use as with 
operational energy. 
3. The interaction between structure embodied and operational impacts are limited to 
thermal mass but not insignificant. A structure which is not designed to accommodate 
low energy operational modes may well incur less environmental penalties if 
demolished. rather than simply refurbished. 
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4. A steel frame has a higher embodied energy than a similar concrete structure for most 
of the parametric sets examined and most importantly for that considered as the most 
likely to occur. 
5. Steel and concrete frames incur similar levels of CO2, The concrete frame has a 
slightly higher requirement for the basic parametric data set. 
6. Recycling should be encouraged, although care is required to plan the methods 
employed to minimise the environmental impacts. 
7. In all cases a concrete frame will impose a higher transportation cost which can be as 
much as twice that for a similar steel frame. 
8. In environmental terms, buildings with high operational impacts should be replaced as 
soon as possible by low impact structures. The embodied impacts are recouped very 
quickly by savings made from not running the old structure. 
9. When converting from delivered to primary energy for electricity, it is necessary to 
use figures as up to date as possible, due to recent changes in power generation 
methods. 
10. The frame represents a significant proportion of the total life cycle environmental cost 
and this proportion will tend to increase with expected reductions in the operational 
energy requirement 
11. Making many small changes can have as much effect as making one large one. 
Considerable progress can be made in increasing construction sustainability simply by 
optimising the factors which can easily be controlled by architects, designer and 
contractors. 
12. A model has been developed which will allow a consistent analysis to be performed 
on a range of buildings with respect to the defined environmental impacts. The model 
is adaptable enough to reflect the prevailing conditions in the environmental impact 
assessment field. 
13. The calculations, assumptions and background information upon which the figures 
provided in this thesis rest have been clearly laid out and could be replicated, allowing 
a margin for the inherent variability of the subject 
10.4 Suggestions For Further work 
There is still a huge amount of work which could be camed out to increase the accuracy 
of embodied energy assessment, however several factors stand out in this case 
The Structural Embodied Energy Assessment Model can be expanded. This includes both 
the range of data it can use, for example structural timber and brick, and also the range of 
construction and materials options. An item of primary interest would be the items for 
which no information is currently available, for example steel decking. There is 
considerable scope for refining the data by comparison with actual site works. In addition 
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a wider range of building data could be input to expand the database available and derive a 
wider range of guidelines to reduce environmental impacts. 
One of the major items which was not available for this thesis was the fabrication energy 
for plant This might well be a significant item and the minimum work that is required is 
to get a basic figure to evaluate the significance. 
Overall much more work is required gaining on site data for actual sites and in particular 
the energy of plant for different activities. 
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Notes For Case Studies 
The quantity and quality of data available for each building was variable and this is 
reflected in the text More infonnation has been given where it is available. For each of 
the quoted cases, enough infonnation was available to make a reasonable analysis 
possible. Many of the features occur for many buildings and so where features have been 
previously discussed, they are not looked at again except where a new feature is 
incorporated. 
Headings have been used in the tables to save space. Each of the heading and notes 
explaining the meaning are shown below. 
UIe Of Thermal Mass 
Use Of Shadin, 
Use or Daylipt 
Type Of Glazin, 
ShaDow Plan Buildin, 
Low EDerIY Use 
Equipment 









Indicates wbere use bas been made of thermal mass to assiSt m temperature control. This 
is usually used in conjunction with intelligent controls. 
Indicates that shadin, has been employed either to minimise glare and control heat gain. 
These CID be internal. external or intelral in the window units. 
Indicates that natural dayli,btin, bas been maximised either througb building orientation. 
window desian or ligbt cbannelling. 
Sinale (xl) double (xl) or triple (xl) alazinl. Wmdow units CID also incorporate shadin& 
IDd ventilation features. 
This indicates ID office depth of less thlD 12m side to aide. The use of an atrium to 
improve lipt througb the middle of the buildin& is also acknowledged 
This indicates tbat low energy fixtures bave been used where possible. for instance 
lipting rIXtures. 
Sbows the number of atria the buildin& contains. These are used in two main ways· to 
provide stack ventilation or bring in li&bt 
Tbis indicates the use of automatic controls or a computer control system. Advanced 
examples have I learning aspect 
This indicates the use of Pbotovoltaics (for power ,eneration) or water beatin, solar 
pauels (as a prebeatinl system) 
This denotes if reclaimed materials have been used in any major way in the construction. 
Select from Regular (square, rectan,ular). Irreaular or Semi Regular indicatin, the 
aeneral buildin& shape. 
This indicates the major frame materiaJ(s) 
The result is qualified in some way. For example a buildin, mipt use some intelligent 
features but in I more limited way thlD most other examples. 
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Anglia Polytechnic University, Queens Building 







Use Of Reclaimed Materials 
Solar Panels 
Building EnerIY Management System 
Provision Of An Atrium 
Low EnerIY Use Equi meDt 
ShaDow FlaD Building 
Type Of Glazing 
Use Of Da light 
Use Of Shading 
Use Of Tbermal Mass 
Features Include~·I'. • o xl o. • o 
This building combines the functions of library, student study areas, TV studio and 
recreational facility for Anglia Polytechnic University. The building, which was 
completed in 1994, is similar to a building at DeMontfort University (see page 288). 
There is a large amount of information about this buildings, including post occupancy 
results, which make it a good building for study. The design also contains most of the 
features that are identified with low impact design - use of thermal mass, low energy 
fittings and intelligent building control. 
This design goes further than many in the use of thermal mass, with even the wooded 
roof baving concrete in fill panels which are can be used as part of the building morning 
preheat or released during night ventilation. It is estimated that 90% of the building 
cooling load is satisfied by the thermal mass, although this would be lower without the 
other energy features. The building has been described as being visually uninspiring and 
this can be partly attributed to the reliance on thermal mass, although there was also a 
tight budget, limiting the possibilities for extra detailing. 
The window units are triple glazed, which is still relatively uncommon, even in green 
structures, and include internal blind as well as being user operable. The minimum 
summer air change rate of 4 per hour is achieved using these windows in conjunction 
with the thermal stack effect provided by the two atriums. These atria also allow for light 
penetration, mitigating the relatively deep plan depth of 30m maximum. Some of the 
ventilation, including the rooflights in the atriums, are controlled by the BEM system. In 
winter, ventilation is provided by trickle ventilators. Novall the building is naturally 
ventilated, with mechanical ventilation for the student bar and TV studio. 
The building has a relatively low density of office equipment, resulting in a measured 
load during occupancy of 2.6 W/ml which reflects the intermittent student use. Lighting 
level drop rapidly from the perimeter not helped by the waffle deck soffit The original 
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design called for a ribbed system perpendicular to the perimeter, but this had to be 
dropped. 
When the user occupancy study was carried out, the building had not been fully occupied 
and this may account for the low loads found, including a total electricity consumption of 
SO kWhlm2 and a figure for lighting of 16 kWhlm2 (this compares to a good practice 
figure of 32 kWhlm2). Total corrected gas consumption was 108 kWhlm2 of which 11 
kWhlm2 was for hot water and 10 kWhlm2 for catering. This is slightly more than the . 
figure for a good practice office. 
The building performance overall mixed with some areas experiencing overheat in 
summer and generally the building design needed to be more completely integrated to be 
fully successful. 
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Resources Centre', Building Services, December 1996, pp 27-31 
Evans, B: 'Learning From Learning', Architects' Journal, 9 January 1997 
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This building, designed to be used as a centre for consumer research, was not actually 
built due to client cancellation. The design reach a sufficiently advanced stage, however, 
for the main features to have been well mapped out 
The structure was to have made use of a number of features, most interestingly two sided 
access to the thermal mass (soffit and top face of the slab). The top face was to have 
provided the major cooling by forced ventilation, with the soffit only accessed via natural 
convection. 
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The building was expected to have relatively high internal gains due to computer 
equipment (20 W/m2) with extensive use of natural light and ventilation to partly off set 
this. The relatively deep plan design (12m across) was partly mitigated by a central open 
courtyard and a covered atrium, which was also used to provide stack ventilation. 
Reference 
Evans. B: 'Cooling With Thermal Capacity'. Architects' Journal. 5 May 1993. pp 45-48 
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This design makes use of both recycled materials and solar power - features which are 
used on relatively few buildings. The structure is a compound design, using concrete and 
timber (top floor only) floor slabs with steel columns. Other features include the use of 
shaped (sinusoidal) soffits oriented at 90° to the windows, designed to increase thermal 
transfer and improve the thermal mass utilisation. The soffits also incorporate internal 
duct work. 
The recycling made use of materials from a number of sources, however due to the lack 
of local materials, this did not provide the energy reductions which might have been 
possible and still incurred significant transportation costs. 
The photovoltaic capacity provides a peak output of 3 kV, but required the installation of 
special inverters to change the current supplied from direct to alternating. 
Although there is no atrium, the building makes use of five wind towers to generate air 
flow. Some mechanical ventilation is provided in case the natural ventilation is inadequate 
at some points. The windows are double glazed and use argon filling and low emissivity 
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'Green Demo'. Building Services. March 1997. pp 18-23 
Stevens. B & Willis. S: 'Building For The Future'. Building Services. May 1995. pp 33-34 
Collins. RJ: 'The Use Of Recycled Aggregates In Concrete'. BRE information Paper. IP5194 1994 
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This building might not, at first, be thought to be a low impact structure because it makes 
use of significant quantities of servicing, however it features a number of designs which 
. 
mark it as such. 
The office is ISm deep and generally open plan, although there are some cellular offices. 
Despite this the design takes advantage on dayighting via two atrium's and two smaller 
courtyards. The building has large amount of glazing and thus requires shading measures 
to reduce glare and solar gain. These measures include an overhanging roof, external 
columns and fixed shades. 
The lower floors has a quantity of thermal mass through the concrete frame, however the 
second floor does not have this feature, making use of a lightweight roof. To counter this 
concrete panels were placed at this level, suspended from the centre of the second floor 
roof. Although it was estimated that 50 mm thick panels would suffice for this need, they 
are actually 7S mm thick for reasons of transport and installation. 
The ventilation is provided by fan assisted cross flow segregated into three zones - outer 
perimeter, internal and atrium perimeter. lights are initially switched by occupants using 
a telephone keypad, with a backup manual system, they could however be controlled by a 
management system. 
Reference 
'Clean Bold'. Building Services. November 1996 
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This building, developed by British Gas, makes used of low energy natural ventilation 
and is built on contaminated land, formerly used for gas storage. The site is in a relatively 
run down industrial area. so the design includes and enclosed atrium area. There is also 
provision for underground car parking. 
With the site being in an industrial area, full natural ventilation could not be used, so 
ventilation air is drawn in from roof level and circulated via an under floor diffusion 
system. The ventilation design makes use of a exposed trough concrete soffit, with 
provision for increasing night air changes to increase heat exchange. The windows are 
not opened at night to increase cooling for security reasons, however they are manually 
operable during the day. The atrium is designed to provide a stack effect to vent used air, 
supplemented by a fan. This air is passed thorough a heat exchanger. 
Light levels are controlled by external light shelves, with the intemallighting being zoned 
to perimeter and internal conditions. To ensure that lighting is not left on when not 
required. a session was planned to educate the occupants. 
The building received an excellent rating under the BREEAM labelling system. 
Reference 
Evans, B: 'Low Cost, Low Energy Offices', Architects' Journal, 6 Apri11994, pp 19-21 
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The cable and wireless building is a relatively early example of low energy design and as 
such has few features than other structures. The principle feature of the of the design is 
the wavefonn roof on the single floor blocks, which were designed to promote natural 
ventilation. The building was designed to cope with equipment loads that are well above 
those that might nonnaJly encountered, because of the building owners are a high 
technology company. 
The double glazed windows are motorised but manually controlled, but the probe report 
found that windows were moved infrequently. The building is thennaJly lightweight and 
thus there is not requirement for night cooling. 
The probe report also found that the actual energy consumption exceeded the typical and 
even the poor benchmarks for the structure type. The building was thought to have too 
much glazing. The occupants rated the winter performance as average and the summer 
perfonnance as poor, particularly with regard to overheating and lighting levels 
References 
'CabJe Talk', Building Services, November 1993, pp 22-26 
'Probe 5: Cable cl Wireless College', Building Services Journal, June 1996, pp 35 - 39 
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The Co-op building represents a slightly different model to the other building assessed 
because, although it makes use of a design that would be considered low energy, it also 
uses an air conditioning system. 
The design is zonal in nature with more services in the areas with excessive heat gains. 
The distribution of services is under floor rather than at ceiling level. The building makes 
use of an ice storage system, rather than structural concrete to provide the thermal mass 
for cooling. The initial design has not strategy for night cooling, but this may be 
incorporated at some time in the future. The walls are heavily insulated. 
The window units are triple glazed with internal blinds. However there is no external 
shading. The windows have a limited opening capability, but this does not contribute 
significantly to the ventilation. 
The lighting design is predominantly artificial controlled by a lighting control system. 
This allows separate switching" of the lighting for the east and west elevations. This 
system also turns lights off at night. 
Reference 
'It's All At The Co-op'. Building Services. August 1996. pp 15-19 
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The DeMontfort queens building is one of the most widely known and reported of all the 
low impact buildings constructed. The building makes use of many of all the basic design 
features, lacking only solar panels and recycled materials. 
The structure has both a BEMS and manually operated windows and has been designed 
to maximise the light ingress. Thermal chimneys a placed along the spine of the building 
to promote stack ventilation, while minimal backup mechanical and electrical services are 
installed. 
Energy consumption figures were compiled from bills for the second year of operation 
and equate to 143 kWhlml and 52 kWhlml for gas and electric respectively which is 
batter than the benchmarks for this building type. 
The user reaction to the building, as measured in the probe report showed that thermal 
quality was considered average while the winter air quality was significantly better than 
average. The combination of thermal mass and natural ventilation was considered 
effective in maintaining the comfort environment during the summer of 1994. The 
lighting was reported as variable, with too much in some areas and too little in others. 
The automatic controls have in some cases been overridden. 
References 
'A Testing Time For Natural Ventilation', Building Services, November 1994, pp 51-52 
Asbridge, R & Cohen R: 'Probe 4: Queens Building', Building Services. April 1996, pp 35-38 
'Learning Curve', Building Services, April 1996, pp 35-38 
'Breath Test', Building, 6 June 1997, pp 44-50 
Hawkes, D: 'User Controls In A Passive Building', Architects' Journal, 9 March 1994, pp 27-29 
Randall, T (ed): 'Environmental Design: An Introduction For Architects And Engineers',ISBN 0419199306, 
Spon 1996 
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This design of this building was slightly constrained by the requirements of a Law Court, 
specifically security. The building is deep plan and has no atrium, although lightwelIs are 
used to increase the daylight penetration. 
The structure was deigned to be thennal heavyweight to soak up excess heat in summer. 
A noise survey rules out using natural ventilation in the courtrooms themselves, but 
public and administration areas are partially ventilated using the lightwells as thennal 
stacks. The degree of opening of these vents is controlled by manual switches located 
throughout the building. 
In use, the feedback has been mostly positive, with users appreciating the simple 
controls. There was some suggestion that mechanical ventilation should have been used 
in the courtrooms, rather than simple mechanical ventilation. 
Reference 
McLaughlin. T: 'Point Of Law'. Building Services. February 1995, pp 17-20 
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This building uses thermal mass and high ceilings to promote natural ventilation. It also 
uses a rooflight which also promotes the stack effect A BEMS controls the night time 
opening of panels which allow night time purging. The windows are made from 
aluminium rather than uPVC due to the perceived environmental problems of the latter. 
Concrete is used as the frame material due to its high thermal mass. 
Reference 
'Second Nature'. Building. 20 September 1996. pp 56-57 
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This was the fist to score maximum points in a BREEAM assessment The building uses 
both triple glazing and natural daylight, but also get its power from a combined heat and 
power plant which bums domestic refuse. 
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The building makes use of the stack effect induced by chimneys assisted by a fan which 
draws air in. Lightshelves are used, in conjunction with the exposed concrete soffit, to 
provide a diffuse light source. 
Reference 
'Breeze Blocks'. Building. 23 April 1993. pp 48-49 
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Ionica is a telecommunications company, which had a requirement for a new low energy 
building which could cope with relatively high quantities of IT equipment including raised 
service floors. The total cooling load estimated for VDU's and lighting was estimated as 
22W/m2. 
The ventilation system is mixed mode, using both thermal mass and atrium's with wind 
towers, but also mechanical ventilation which could be used to run the building if 
required. Thermal mass (260 mm concrete planks) is accessed via exposed concrete 
soffits which also have hollow cores. The hollow core system used is Termodeck. The 
thermal mass is used both for summer cooling and winter warming. Steel has been used 
as the frame material. 
The architects estimate that up to 80% of the lighting can be provided by daylight, but 
artificialJight use is not BEMS controlled, although some automation occurs via light 
sensors. Solar shading is provides by fixed external blinds. The ground floor suffers 
slightly from lack of natural daylight, despite the reflective panels in the atrium. 
References 
Woodward. A: 'Window Of Opportunity', Perspectives. April 1995, pp 4245 
Evans, B: 'Low Energy Design For A High Tech Office'. Architects' Journal, 17 November 1993, pp 29-32 
Jackaway. A & Greene. D: 'PowerGen In The Light Of Day'. Architects' Journal. 14 March 1996. pp 46-47 
'Shedding Light On Ionica'. Architects' Journal. 28 March 1996. pp 51·53 
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This accommodation block was designed with environmental perfonnance in mind from 
the start. In addition, it is one of the few structures to have been assessed for materials 
energy, rather than only operational energy. 
The building makes use of passive solar gain and exposed concrete and block masses. 
The building is unusual, being relatively small and more like a house than an office. 
References 
Evans, B: 'Counting The Global Cost', Architects' Journal, 24 February 1993, pp 57-58 
Edwards, B: 'Towards Sustainable Architecture: European Directives And Building Design',ISBN 0750624922, 
Butterworth Architecture 1996 
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This building makes use of a concrete frame to provide thennal mass and flexibility of 
openings. However the slab has a flat soffit, rather than the troughs usually preferred in 
this type of structure. 
The building is designed to be naturally ventilated and the windows are triple glazed and 
have mid pane blinds. However to satisfy the working environment conditions 
displacement ventilation was used. 
The lights are controlled by a central switching system, but this can be overridden by the 
users. 
Reference 
'Pfizer Offices & Restaurant'. Building, 31 March 1995 
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The building is unusual because it is one of only two to make use of solar panels (the 
other being the BRE). In this case the panels are used to preheat for hot water cylinders. 
Other features include a high level of natural lighting, use of thennal mass and natural 
ventilation (supplemented by mechanical ventilation where required). Once again thennal 
stacks are used to promote ventilation. 
The atrium light ingress is controlled by remotely actuated blinds or by the sum. The 
conference and seminar rooms contain both dimmable lights and room mounted 
photocells for daylight linking. 
Reference 
'University Challenge'. Building Services. February 1997. pp 16-21 
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The new headquarters building for the PowerGen company called for a "quality, naturally 
lit environment, with no direct sunlight on the working plane". The main objective was to 
produce a building which maximised occupant well being while reducing environmental 
impact. The way this brief was fulfilled can be expressed simply as night cooling of and 
exposed concrete coffer and a narrow plan allows office plan to be predominantly 
naturally ventilated with openable windows and good lighting supported by a number of 
other design features. 
These design ideas are not in themselves new, but represents a grouping of ideas and 
concepts in a standard office building, which might historically have been made deep 
plan. This is a building where form follows function and externally at least looks similar 
to other, non low energy, buildings. The design early on took into account the 
requirements for space planning, circulation, work groups and environmental conditions. 
This assessment might not have been possible in a speculative building where more 
simple consideration of gross and net area would have been of more importance. The 
narrow plan design was initially suggested to avoid the producing circulation patterns 
which would divide working groups and fail to integrate staff and because PowerGen 
expressed a preference for openable windows, rather than for possible environmental 
benefits. 
The building is rectangular in , running east to west" with an atrium in the centre around 
which circulation routes run. The distance from window to structural column is IO.8m 
with the inner circulation route increasing the width to I2.6m. Each floor provides 12 
floor plates 7.2m in width. The eastern end contains the computer suites and 
communications centre, while the western end contains the reception, restaurant and 
conference facilities. The eastern and western ends are the most difficult to provide 
natural ventilation for because of the high possible gains from the low angle of the sun 
during morning and evening. These areas can then be easily mechanically ventilated, with 
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the open plan office areas being naturally ventilated. Where possible, heat emitting 
equipment has been grouped into • hot spots' near service cores to allow for easier cooling 
The natura1 ventilation feature are a mix of high and low tech, with openable windows 
during the day supplemented by a building energy management system (BEM) controlled 
night time purging. The window design plays a crucial part in this process to strike the 
correct balance between daylight, solar gain and ventilation requirements. The window to 
wall ratio is approximately 50:50 and the design calls for double glazed, low emmisivity 
units with motorised top pane (accounting for approximately 1/6 of the total glazed area) 
and two manually opening lower panes. The two lower pains are solar shaded on the 
south side by externallouvers and allow for progressive opening of the total area 
To control the nigh time cooling of the building, the BEMS is fed infonnation from a 
number of sensors: for rain. external temperature, wind speed and wind direction. The 
control algorithm was fine tuned over the year after commissioning. The BEMS will open 
windows according to the internal temperature, but can also respond to external wind and 
rain conditions, closing windows if there is a danger of water of excessive wind 
penetration. In a building of this section cross ventilation was calculated to be more 
important than any stack effect provided by the atrium. The stack effect would be most 
important on hot, windless days, although statistical analysis of the prevailing weather 
conditions around the site suggest that still days rarely occur when it is hot (both during 
the day and to allow for night cooling). The estimates for heat gain were based on 
equipment loads of 14W/ml although analysis of existing facilities showed that 7W/ml . 
was more realistic. It is possible that one factor holding back increased use is letting 
agents call for systems to cope with 30W/m1 which makes natural ventilation a problem. 
The lighting design was shaped by three goals. These were ranked as primary and 
secondary. 
Primary : 
• Maximisation of diffuse light at the workspace. 
• Promotion of even dayJighting. 
• Promotion of occupant well being thorough dayJighting. 
• Minimisation of glare from contrasts in the visual field 
• Minimisation of electric lighting loads and operation costs 
• Increasing occupant connection to the natural environment 
Secondary : 
• Minimisation of glare from direct sunlight 
• Utilisation of bright surface finishes to promote daylight distribution 
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To fulfil these design goals, the lighting has been closely integrated with the coffered 
ceiling and equipment mains have been minimised by using 36W florescent sources and 
high frequency control gear. The design aim is to provide 350-500 lux depending on 
location and the 2.4m trough spacing was found to be ideal to provide this light level on 
the working plane. Each luminaire is split into three switchable elements. Individual lights 
can be turned on from each desk, but are turned off by sweeps during the day. Perimeter 
units can be controlled by photocell. The shape of the coffer was altered to maximise the 
light distribution. The outer lamps have the option to run with higher power bulbs if there 
is found to be a shortfall in illumination further away from the luminaire. In addition to 
providing lighting the luminaires incorporate acoustic absorbency calculated to provide 
the correct damping. The glazed area of the atrium was altered (reduced) as the design 
progressed to try and ensure that the best daylighting solution was provided. This also 
slightly reduced the possibility for using the thermal stack effect, because of the reduction 
in air heating. 
In addition to the natural cooling potential the raised flooring also provides twin speed air 
handling units and diffusers. This is used as a peak lopping to provide extra cooling as 
required. The raised floor had been designed to provide enough space to accommodate a 
full mechanical system if required at a later time. 
A number of different equipment models were assessed to find which would provide the 
lowest cost and energy consumption. The mechanical cooling potential has been linked to 
the winter heating system to minimise the excess cost of installation, with hot air passing 
through the heat diffusers. This is supplemented with point heating under the windows to 
combat heat loss there. There are also radiators in the atrium to counter down draughts 
from the large glazing area. This system is expected to cost £18.6K per year to run and 
require an 16 kWhlm:l/y energy input. 
Clearly there are a number of factors at work in this design which helped the designers 
provide a low energy building, not least the willingness of the occupier to use such a 
solution. More specific areas where problems could have occurred but were avoided are 
in the east west nature of the site, allowing maximum use of the sun and the lack of 
cellular offices which would have reduced the cross ventilation potential. 
References 
"rhe New Generation', Building Services, March 1995, pp 19-23 
'PowerGen Headquarters: Project Profile',ISBN 0721014984, Reinforced Concrete Council 
Jackaway, A It Greene, 0: 'PowerGen In The Light Of Day', Architects' Journal, 14 March 1996, pp 4647 
'Sounding Out The Soffit', Architects' Journal, 7 March 1996, pp 43-44 
Parter, 0: 'Mass Appeal', New Builder Concrete Supplement, November 1994, pp 49-51 
'PowerGen's Heat Bus: Servicing A Green Building', Building Services, March 1995, pp 4344 
'Shedding Light On lonica', Architects' Journal, 28 March 1996, pp 51-53 
PJ'he OJoice Of A New Generation', Architects' Journal, 2 March 1995, pp 43-55 
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This building has limited low impact features, but does make use of the Termodeck 
ventilation air handling system. 
Reference 
'Low Energy Takes Right'. Building Services. March 1996. pp 27 - 29 
University Of East Anglia, Elizabeth Fry Building 
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This building makes use of the Termodeck system, but also has low emissivity tripe 
glazed windows. It is notable that the window units were imported from Sweden. 
Reference 
'1'eaching Low Energy'. Building Services. April 1995. pp 19-23 
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This building makes use of a standard range of features including heavyweight 
construction, use of heat recovery and high thermal insulation. The design makes use of 
natural ventilation where possible and Iightwells are used to promote natural lighting. The 
whole system is controlled by a BEMS which is linked to the space booking service to 
ensure that excess energy use is minimised. 
Reference 
'University Challenge'. Building Services. March 1996. pp 30-31 
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(' 
This large structure has both exposed concrete frame and cladding and simple natural air 
supply via open internal courtyards .. 
Reference 
Hayward. D: 'Natural Regression', New Builder, 24 February 1995, pp 26-26 
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Uac or Reclaimed Materials 
Solar Plncls 
BuildiD& EDcrlY MaIlll&Cmenl ~m 
ProViaiOll or An Atrium 
Low EacrlY Uac Equil)menl 
ShaDow AaD BuildiDa 
Type Of GlaziD& 
Uac Of Da li&ht 




natures Includcdl • x3 
This building makes use of the Tennodeck ventilation system. 
Reference 
'Slab et. Trickle', Building Services, February 1994, pp 30-32 
Woodhouse Medical Centre 
GroIII Arca (.;) 






Uac Of Reclaimed Materials 
Solar PlDcls 
BuildiDg EDcrl)' Mallll&emenl SySlem 
ProviaiOll or AD Atrium 
Low EaUI)' UIe Equi] menl 
Shallow Aan BuiIdin& 
Type Of GlaziD& 
UIe Of Da li&hl 
Uac Of ShadiDa 
UIe Of Tbcrmal Ma. naturcllnclUdc~] 
• x2 • • 
The building is more like a house than an office and makes use of high thermal insulation 
and double glazing. Rooflights in the passageways are used to provide the natural 
lighting. The probe report canied out suggests that the systems used for heating were not 
properly understood, overall levels of user satisfaction were high. 
References 
'Introducing The Thick Building', Building Services, January 1990, pp 17-
Edwards, B: 'Towards Sustainable Architecture: European Directives And Building Design', ISBN 0750624922, 
Butterworth Architecture 1996 
Standeven, M &. Cohen, R &. Leaman, A: 'Probe 6 : Woodhouse Medical Centre', Building Services, August 
1996, pp 35-38 
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Table 1: Summary or Results 
Embodied Embodied Transportation Transportation 
Enecgy CO2 Distance Time 
GJ/m3 kg/m3 miles/m3 hours/m3 
C20 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 
C20PFA 1.244 216.31 7.39 0.391 
C20GOBS 1.153 174.54 7.54 0.395 
C30 1.982 374.16 6.79 0.368 
C30GOBS 1.348 209.78 7.64 0.391 
C30 GOBS Pump 1.409 221.46 7.94 0.402 
C30Lytag 2.999 493.23 14.34 0.504 
C30 Lytag Fines 3.368 514.92 18.47 0.573 
C30 Lytag GOBS Pump 2.264 312.46 14.17 0.503 
C30 Lytag PFA 2.564 398.09 14.77 0.506 
C30 Lytag PFA Pump 2.475 401.01 13.30 0.481 
C30 Lytag Pump 3.104 540.30 12.23 0.451 
C30PFA 1.509 271.64 7.38 0.383 
C30PFAPump 1.571 264.99 7.64 0.393 
C30Pump 2.112 400.84 7.08 0.377 
C40 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 
CAOGOBS 1.620 258.56 7.84 0.390 
CAO GOBS Pump 1.697 271.72 8.26 0.406 
CAOLytag 3.544 608.01 13.99 0.481 
C40 Lytag Fines 3.844 627.00 17.47 0.546 
CAO Lytag GOBS Pump 2.728 398.35 14.29 0.500 
CAO Lytag PFA 3.006 490.49 14.86 0.501 
CAO Lytag PFA Pump 3.054 518.62 13.71 0.482 
CAO Lytag Pump 3.899 705.66 12.38 0.448 
CAOPFA 1.675 306.32 7.40 0.378 
CAOPFAPump 1.808 313.34 7.72 0.392 
CAOPump 2.338 448.50 7.01 0.370 
C60 2.979 580.75 7.07 0.368 
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Table 2: C20 
C20 I?mbodied Fnorgy C20 Embodied CO2 
TaoaI E-IxIcI.od ~ I , Gl<al GJI TocaJ &obodoed CD2: 313.Ual103 tP:! 
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Table 3 : C20 PFA 
CO PFA embodied Fnorgy 
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Table 4: C 20 GG BS 
00 GOBS Embodied Energy 
T .... EIobodied &.&1: 1.15 Glloo3 
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Table 5 : C30 
C30 Embodied Energy C30 Embodied CO2 
ToCal Embodied Eo«" " 1.98 Glloo3 GII .. Toal Embodied CO2: 374,2 kC/"" kcl"" 
0.000 0."00 0.100 1.200 1.600 1.000 .. 400 LlOO ' .lOO 
0.00 100.00 200.00 )00.00 400.00 500.00 600.00 '700.00 
ope 1.7 11 
ope 351.9. 
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0,009 W_ 192 -. 
0.51 W_ 192 
~ 0.039 . -- n .•• ..... 7.33 'm;""~ 0.01 ..... 
_ By Clue 154 ECH6. A_aeLood 5.5a3. W_ 2" PIooodByOueI54ECH6. A_Lood5.5113. W_~ 
C30 Trausportatioo Oi6taDce C30 Tl'iDSpOItItion nm. 
T .... Truopo....,. 0;_: 6.79aiialll3 aik!&la3 Toal T .. """,lIIIioo T_: 0368 ~ooalll3 ~.alm3 
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0..000 0..200 0._ 0.600 0.100 1.000 
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A"", .. ..... 2 
A .. ",_ 0.221 
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0.000 !"FA 0.21 
~1.09 "" 
1135 
".,.To" _ 0.109 !;!.... 032 ... _T." ~'!.."'- 11180 235 lIB( 0.11 
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W_ 192 
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Table 6: C30 GGBS 
eJO GOBS Embodied Energy 
T_ s-xliod -11: l.35W.J 
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C30 GGBS Embodied CX)2 
W TOQJ Eoobcdjed CXl2: 209.8 kJl.J 
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Table 7: C30 GGBS Pump 
eJO GOBS Pump Embodied Eoorgy T_ Eoobodiod_l1: 1.41 W.J 
.... O.OC,W 
-0.04 w. .. 0,001 
C30 GGBS Pump Embodied CO2 
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eJO GOBS Pump Trmsponatioo Distaoce 
TooaJ TIIIIIlI"'fIOti. 0;_7.94 ";a.I..:! 
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Table 8 : C30 Lytag 
C30 LytII EmboOed Energy 
Tocal F.aobod*I s-v. 3 GJlal 
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C30 LylO& Embodied CO2 
GJI TOIal Eoobodiod an: ~.2 t,/al 
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Table 9 : C30 Lytag Fines 
(30 4'12& FIDes Embodied Energy 
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Table 10: C30 Lytag GGBS Pump 
(30 LY Ia& GGBS Pump Embodied CO2 <:30 Lyta8 GGBS PIlIq> Embodied Energy 
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Table 11: C30 Lytag P FA 
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Table 12: 30 Lyta 
00 Lyta8 PFA PImp EmbodIed 
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P 
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Pump 
u 1600 
C30 L)'Il PFA Pump Embodied CO2 
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Table 13: C30 Lytag Pump 
00 4'~8 Pump Embodied Blcrgy 
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Table 14: C30 PF 
C30 PFA Embodied ED<r&y 
Teal __ E-11: 1-'1 0IIa3 
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Table 16: C30 Pump 
C30 PUmp Embodied En<rgy 
T.-J_S-",, 2.IIQ/I.3 
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C30 PUmp Embodied CO2 
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Table 17: C40 
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Table 18: C40 GG BS 
040 OGBS EmbodIed Eoorgy 
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C40 GO BS Bnbodied 002 
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Table 19: C40 GGBS Pump 
040 OGBS Pump Embodied Eootgy 
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Table 20: C40 Lyt g 
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Table 21: C40 Lytag F in es 
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Table 22: C40 Lytag GGBS Pump 
C40 Lytag GOBS"""" Embodood Eoorgy 
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C40 Lytag GOBS Pump TI2IlSpOI1:IOool:UtaDcc 
T-' T ____ "", 00.0.- 14.29""'a] 
UI.CI 
11.'0 






Wo_T . .. I." 
-. 
0.12. 
..... U4 ye 
C40 Lyta8 GOBS I'III1p TraDoponalioo Time 
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fAg- 620 2.35 w_ 1510 
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"" .. 0. 14 
Ad_male I o ().I w. .. o.oos 
Table 23: C40 Lytag PFA 
C40 ~tag PFA Embodiod Entrgy 
T-' ~iod ",-",:3.01 QJla] QJI 
C40 Lyll8 PFA Embodied CO2 
Taca/ EIobodiod an: 490.5 kala] 













C40 Lytag PF A TrmoportaIioo DiJIaDoe 











































C40 LYlIg PFA TraoJponatioo 'Ilme 
.i*,al TocaJ Ta.lIIIpOrtIl'" T..-: 0.-'01110."'-.1 











































Appendix B: Concrete Mix Design 
Table 24: C40 Lytag PFA Pump 
C40 LyIIgl'fA PImp Embodied EDqy 
Teal _I0Il E-v:1.~ GJla3 
C40 LyIIg PF A Pump Embodied CO2 
GJI Toal E.-bodiod CO2: '11.6 ka/a3 
















C40 LyIIgl'fA PImp TmDIpanatioa DiItIDco 
Teal ~ ,*"-U,71 aiIooIa3 
0.00 ' .00 &.00 
1.11 





Table 25: C40 Lytag Pump 
C40 Lyllg PUmp EmbodiecI &ergy 









Wo.T. a. 1.94 
_.0.11 
..... $." ... 
C40 LyIIBI'fA PImp 1'rIDIpcItaooo Time 









C40 LytaB PUmp Embodied CO2 




























C40 4'l:Ig Pump TImIIponatioo 0iJ1=e 
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-. 
1.01 




C40 LyIIB Pump Tnmpc¥1arioo Time 
.iloola3 Toal T,, __ ioo T_ 0 ......... ,.,003 . 






















Table 26: C40 PF A 
C40 PFA &Dbodied EDergy 
Toll! s.bodiod &«",: 1.61 GlIal 
Appendix B: Concrete Mix Design 
C40 PF A &nbodied 002 
GII. TocaJ EIobodiod 001: 306.3 ka/al 
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Table 27: C40 PFA Pump 
C40 PFA Pump Embodied Enorgy 
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C40 PF A P\mIp Embodied 002 
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Table 2 8: C40 P ump 
C40 PUmp E'mbodied &>ersY T __ .. &«&:1': 13-4 QllIIl 
Appendix B: Concrete Mix Design 
C40 Pump Embodied CO2 
QII T .... E..bod .. C02:+II.Ha/lll 
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""-. 0 .12 
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C40 Pump TI1DIpOI1IDon Time 
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Table 29: C60 
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Appendix C: SEEAM Results 
APPENDIX C: S1RUCTURAL EMBODIED ENERGY 
ASSESSMENT MODEL RESULTS 
The results are presented for each building in groups of 6 tables and figures (except for 
the final four panunetric changes as noted). Each comparison contains two tables, the fust 
detailing the concrete structure results and the second the steel structure results. These are 
followed by four fismes which display results for both buildings in four categories -
embodied energy, embodied COl' transportation time and transportation distance. These 
tables should be viewed in conjunction with the discussion of results in Chapter 9 of the 
thesis. 
For the final four items in the parametric study. the results have been presented in 
abridged form. For the items listed below only the data tables have been presented. 
• Increased fire protection. 
• Suuctural steel produced using recycling. 
• Concrete produced using low embodied energy values for cement and aggregates. 
• Concrete produced using high embodied energy values for cement and aggregates. 
( 
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Table 1: M62 oncr t 3 Floor Structure using Standard Data 
~I!!!!m!rl: M62 Ccacro .. 3 Aoor No ... STANDARD DATA SET 
Is""" ..... .-. ~, 4\~~ 
MotcriallWap I ~ Total SubrlruclW'c Supc:mructure DcmoIitioo Total 
&d>odied &.qy GJIml 2.32 GJ 2304 7298 S02 10104 
Embodied CO2 k&lml 274.53 ka 365866 796746 32963 1195575 
TruuponabOO 0.- a:aJulml 6.30 a:aJ .. 9187 13153 S083 27424 
T~tiooTUDO bdm2 029 br 489 5(S1 207 1263 
I SP«d MPH 1171 
Elemmt UIIII No Ra" «ted Unil Ra ... Total Vah ... 
EnnJy CO2 T.-porIatioo EnnJy COl T .-porIatioo 
Gl/un;, k , ,;, "';' . 1,, ' brlllnil GJ ko "';1.. ""'~ 
Substruelure 
&<0""" and Bact1ilJ m3 2HO &.. bOO and BockftIJ (SEfAM) 0058 1.16 0.02 0.001 15 m 4 0 
& .. vau and DUpe. m3 8390 &co.noo and DIJpcaI (SEfAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 63 4138 1514 101 
Level rl CoIJ1>Kl ml 2013.0 Level eoa.,.<1 (SEfAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 37 l408 40 4 
GtaDJIar beds I '"0 Aurcp (N ... )(SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 5S 3551 1384 61 
Smd BIiDduta I 1111 Aurcptn (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 11 711 277 I, 
Coocrete BIu>cIma m3 111 .7 C20(SEEAM) 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 189 35041 770 4 
Conae .. FoundatiOlll m3 2$40 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 S64 1(lrm 1706 91 
Cooc:rete Col\.l.lJlm m3 100 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 22 4243 67 4 
Con=teW.n. m3 70 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 16 mo 47 3 
eooa ... GJOUDd Slob m3 '16 0 C40 ~ (SEEAM) 2.338 448.50 7.01 0.370 902 173122 2705 143 
1Uinf0lWtD<Q1 I 190 R....r I (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 340 25527 431 I 
Mesh I 3.' Mesh (SEfA MIOB) 18149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 63 4737 93 3 
Columa~ ml 27SO focmwo<k (NOG SL bXSEEA MIOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 14 764 71 2 
Slab Formwotk ml '01.0 ~ (F1ot SI bXSEfAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 13 S86 79 2 
l!ueer§t[u t lur. 
CooacteW.n. m3 600 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 133 2S458 4Q3 21 
Conc:n:te CoIWDDI m3 "0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 118 22488 356 15 
eoac:n:te Slob m3 961O C30 ~ (SEEAM) 2.112 400.84 7.08 0.377 2044 388015 68S8 36S 
Reidon:antnl I .,7.0 Rad'on:cmonl (StaDdud) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 2.2.69 0.625 2lIl6 210930 3562 91 
CoIumD Formwork ml 1262.0 Fonnwork (Noo SlabXSEfAMIOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 66 3505 324 9 
Slob Formwork ml 3227.0 focmwo<k (Sbapcd Soffit)(SEEAWOB) 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 41 9 2!!861 902 2 
Steelwork I " .0 StI'\ICIInI S .... (Sbon) (SEEAWOB) 27.816 2083.12 10.10 0.401 1(74 110406 53S 21 
Fire Protectioo ml 431.0 Fire i'rote<:llOO (I Rom Vicudodl (SEEA 0.553 16.43 0.49 0.013 238 7083 213 5 
l2e!!!o(ltloll 
DemoIi tioo ml 43" OcmobllOO (Coo.creteXSEEAM) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 3'17 26057 6S 6 
ReB.Ilomo¥a1 I 179 Move Rubble OtT Site (UD<TUShedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 6 424 308 I 
Steel Rcmoval I 53 Steel Transport (D<moIiabedXSEEAM) 0.012 0.79 0.S5 0.022 I 42 29 I 
Rubble Rnnoval t 2714 Mov. Rubble OtT Silt (UD<TUShedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 98 6439 4681 187 
1'[ ... 'ala 
c.-ot t 5.800 11 93.00 3.29 0.088 
GOBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
Ly'" I 0.920 58.27 Il.3S 0.329 
......... tH 0.093 6 04 2.3~ 0,118 
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Elemmt 
pp ndi EEAM Re ult 
tru tur u ing tandard Data 





















En<rI)I CO2 Tnnoportatioo En<rI)I CO2 TramporutiOD 
Sub Iryctur, 
e..""Vlto and Ba m3 USO Eo< """aDdB. i1I (SEEAM) 





m2 1.110 IAotl 
SilO 
1111 A ..... ( • .,)( EEAM) 
m3 104 7 C20 ( EEA () 
Coca.to Fouodao_ m3 17)0 c.oCSEEA () 
Coocrctc CoIumm m3 
'160 I'IImp ( EEAM ) 
. , . 
00 1.16 0.02 0.001 13 262 3 
0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 57 3714 1359 
0018 1.20 0.02 0002 35 2294 38 
0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 55 3551 1384 
0.093 6.04 2.35 0.11 11 711 l77 
1695 313.64 6.89 0.377 177 321!3O 721 
2. 220 424. 0 6.72 0.360 389 74253 1175 
2. 2.20 424. 0 6.72 0.360 36 6789 107 
2.3 8 448.50 7.01 D.370 902 173122 2'105 
ISO ~ 
3 S 


















I 149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 
m2 H.O Formwod< OD Slab)(SEEAMIOB) 0052 2.78 0.26 0.008 
(Fl t I b)(SEEAMIOB) 0.043 I. 95 0.26 0.007 





887 168354 2975 
10 !\ad t(StaJldarcI)(SEEAMIOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 143 10748 182 
7.2 McdJ (SEEA~ B) 
m2 32300 Sin! 0edtuIa (SEllA B) 
2300 SINdIInI ... 1 (SbCIn)(SEEAMIOB) 
m2 .,55 DcmoUQ"" (SIn!)(SEEAM) 
H 
230 
18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 130 9745 191 
0.375 29.35 0.28 0.007 1212 948aI 910 
27.816 2083.12 10.10 0.401 6398 479118 2324 
0.49 0.013 1950 S79l7 1743 
0.068 4.47 0.01 0.001 
2.36 1.72 0.069 
0.55 0.022 
0069 
5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
1.450 7&09 8.40 0.224 
0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
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0 1000 1000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 
M62 Concret 3 floor 10104 G] M62 Steel 3 floor 
Section Total 
Substructure 2304 2029 15.5% 
Supentruc:t\U'e 7298 10720 81.7 % 
Demolition 501 368 2.8% 
Item TOlal ill ItemTollll GJ 
Standard Concrete 988 39.5% Standard Concrete 2391 18.2% 
Lightweight Concrete Lightweight Concrete 
Reinforc:cment 3146 31.1% Reinforc:cment 411 3.1% 
Mesh 63 0.6% Mesh 193 1.5% 
Formwort 512 5.1% Formwort 24 0.2% 
Structural lee I work 1474 14 .6% 6398 48.8% 
tee I Decking 1212 9.2% 
50 14.9% 
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Concrete Foundations ~~~~~~I07772 















o 50000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 45000 50000 
000000000 
1195575 ka M62 Steel 3 Floor 1168435 kg 
I I 
Section Total 
30.6% Subsb'Ucture 27.7% 
796746 66.6% Superstructure 820700 70.2% 
32963 2.8% Demolition 24151 1.1% 
Ita Item Total Itg 
759110 63 .5% Iandard Concrete 455347 39.0% 
lightweight Concrete 
236457 19.8% Reinforcement 30901 2.6% 
4737 0.4% Mesh (' 14482 1.2% 
33716 2.8% Formwork 1168 0.1% 
110406 9.2% Structural Steelwork 479118 41 .0% 
Steel Decking 94808 8.1% 
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Figure 3: M62 3 Floor t I and oncrete Transportation Distance 
Comparison Standard Data 
Rubble Remo a/ 4681 
Steel Remo a1 ~JH 
Reinforcement Remo aJ ~ 01 
Demolition ~~ I,· M62 Steel 3 Floor r 1 cM62 Concrete 3 Floor DEMOLmON 
Fire Protection ~ ... 1743 
SlnIctunl leflwort 2324 ~ 
Sleel Decking rv 910 
Slab Fonnwork III 902 
Column Fonnwork ~ 24 
Mesh ~ 191 
Reinforcemenl Ii.o 182 3S62 




Concrete Beams 8 
Concrete Columns ~3S6 
Concrete Walls ~403 SUPERSTRUcrURE 
Slab Formwork 5'* 
Column Fannwark ~ 9t 
Mesb ~ n 
Rcinforccment ~191 
ConCT'Cte Grnund Slab m~ 
Concrete Walls 117 
Concrete Columns !;f7 
Concrete Foundations .7< 1706 
Concrete Blinding ~7t10 
Sand Blinding ~m 
Granular beds IUt 
Level & Compact 18 
Excavate and Dispose ' 'HO ,,4 
Excavate and Bacldill 1 SUBSTRUCTURE 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 
T,.,.n~"" ... in'! Distance (miles' 
M62 Concrete 3 Floor 27424 miles M62 Steel 3 Floor 20085 miles 
6 ~O mile. /m2 4.61 miles/m2 
Section Total miles Section Total miles 
Substructw'e 9187 33.5% Substructure 8332 41.5% 
Superstructure 13153 48.0% Superstructure 8325 41.5% 
Demolition 5083 18.5% Demolition 3427 17.1 % 
Item Total miles Item Total miles 
Standard Concrete 12912 47.1% Standard Concrete 7685 383% 
Lightweight Concrete Lightweight Concrete 
Reinforcement 3993 14.6% Reinforcement 522 2.6% 
Mesh 93 0.3% Mesh 285 1.4% 
Formwork 1375 5.0% Formwork 128 0.6% 
S\nJCtunl Sleflwork 535 2.0% Structunl Steelwork 2324 11 .6% 
Steel Decking Steel Decking 910 4.5% 
I Fire Prolection 213 0.8% I Fire Protection 1743 8.7% 
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Figure 4: M62 3 Floor t I and oncrete Transportation Time 





Excavate and BICIdiU 8 




























150 200 250 300 350 400 
M62 Steel 3 F1 oor 
Section Total bows 
Substructure 444 48.7% 
Superstruc:lUJ'e 329 36.0% 




Reinforcement 14 1.6% 
Mesh 8 0.9% 
4 0.4% 
92 10.1 % 
23 2.5% 
otection 45 49% 
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Table 3: M62 on er te 7 Floor Structu re using Standard Data 
SYmml[I Idl 7 A_ N STANDARD DATA SET 
I SoruCI\n Or .... A1ra ml I moo 
ldalCrialaW.,p t 125'92 TOIl! Subotructure Supcmru<:<ur< Demolition Total 
EnDodacd EDqy QJ/ml 1St OJ 56S3 19S07 1235 2&394 
Embodied CO2 Ik&lml 309 I:a 872468 2263657 BI1I2 3217237 
T......,.,.,.lIooo......... tIIOle5'ml 70) tIIOl .. 19290 39881 13886 73057 
TraDOJ>CIfUIlloo r.- bdm2 Cl.32 br 1019 1720 56S 3304 
. ,S_d IMPH nil 
EI.."...t Utili N Ra .. Sclo<Iod UDit Rates TotalVaI_ 
&>cru CO2 TlUIIpO<Iatioo &>cru CO2 TlUIIpO<Iatioo 
Olhmi. kohmi. "';I.flmi. h<hmi. Ol .. ..,;, .. hn._ 
~I!!2sl[uell!re 
Ex",VII. I1Id Bad<filI m3 173 0 & ..... 00 ODd UI (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 16 31B 4 C 
&c:ay .... ODd Dupc.c m3 IUIO &_"011 ODd ~ (SEEAM) 0.075 ~93 1.80 0.120 139 9129 3340 l.23 
Level .l Compoct m2 1 .. 10 LeYcl .l ~t (SEEA M) o.OIB 1.20 0.02 0.002 52 3399 57 6 
ChamJIar bodo t 6013 Aurc .. • )( EEAM) 0.093 6.04 135 O.IIB 56 3632 141 5 71 
Saod~ t 110 ~ Aur< (Ne )(SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 135 0. liB 11 7I1 283 I~ 
Coocrcte I3hodma m3 1730 C20(SEEAM) 1695 313.~ 6.89 0.377 293 54260 1192 6 
Cocxrc .. Fouod.aDOCII m3 1190 ° CIO(SEEA 12.20 4~.30 6.72 0.360 2642 504918 7993 428 
Coocrcte CoIumoo m3 11.0 CIO(SEEAM) 12.20 4~.30 6.72 0.360 27 5092 81 , 
Coocrcte Wills m3 110 CIO(SEEAId) 1220 4~.30 6.72 Cl.36O 27 5092 81 , 
Cooac .. 010UDd Slab m3 39H CIO I'IImI> (SEEAM) 2.3 B 448.50 7.01 0.370 921 176710 2761 146 
Ran(O<IXIIItDt t 760 Rad t ( tIDdord) (SEEAMIOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.62.5 1358 102106 Irn 4 
Mc&b t 36 Mcob (SEEA B) 18.149 1359.0) 26.71 0.732 65 ~S 95 3 
CoIumo Formwodl: m2 3210 Farmwodt (Noo SlabXSEEAMIOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 17 891 82 2 
Slab Fom>work m2 6930 (Aat Slab)(SEEAWOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 30 1349 182 5 
ISUI!.[51[l!dUrr 
Cooacte Walla m3 1990 CIO(SEEAM) 2.2.20 424.30 6.72 0.360 ~ 126866 2008 108 
COIlaete CoIumoo m3 316 0 CIO(SEEAM) 2.220 4~.30 6.72 0.360 7~ 138322 2190 117 
eoacroteSlab m3 27.00 C30 I'IImI> (SEGA M) 2.112 400.84 7.08 0.377 S786 1098308 19411 1(133 
ReidO<lXllltDt t SOlO Rftd ,(Standard) (SEEAM/OB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 'X1I9 682500 11526 317 
CoIumo FormwodI: ml ~,. O Farmwodt ( 00 SlabXSEEAMIOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 283 15091 1395 41 
Slab Fom>work m2 91".0 Fom>wodI: ( hapod Sotrh)(SEEAWOB) 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 1186 81683 2552 7 
Steelwork , ~. O StNCtUnl Steel ( bott) (SEEA B) 27.816 2083.12 10.10 0.401 1502 11~ 546 2: 
Firc~OD ml '11.0 FiR l'Iot«aoo (l8mm V.cudadl (SEEA 0.5SJ 16.43 0.49 0.013 283 8397 2.S3 7 
l2£moll!l!!1l 
I)emoIidoo m2 1039' OcmoIidoo (Coo<reteXSEEA M) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 947 62219 154 I 
RcB.RmIovIl I 51. lot"". RubbI. 00 Si .. (UDCfUlb<d~SEE. 0.0)6 2.36 1.72 0.069 21 1389 1010 4( 
S1M11taDOY1I I 
,. Steel TIaDIpCC1 (O<moIiIb.dXSEEAM) 0.012 0.79 0.55 0.022 I 43 29 I 
Rubbl.R_oJ t 7385 M"". Rubble 00 S, .. (UDCfUIb.dXSEE 0.036 136 1.72 0.069 266 17461 12693 SOS 
IBue Il.l.ta 
CcmaIt t 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GOBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 o.~ 
PFA t 0.339 20,86 8.40 O.~ 
!,yea. t 0.920 58.I1 12.35 0.329 
lA ... IH I 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 
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Tabl 4: ) 7 tru tur u In t ndard Data 
STANDARD DATA ET 
Demob .... Tocal 
34235 
S6947 
23264 7658 ~S'n4 
915 312 2008 
Tocal VII .... 
TraDIpORI .... 
IilllU1tllUIIU 
Ex""" .. ....s 1113 161 • 0. 116 0.02 0.001 15 30S ~ 
&_*ODdo....- a3 .,'1. 0075 4.93 1.80 0.120 104 6861 2510 
Levd.t~ IIIIl un . ~ .... Id} 0011 1.20 0.02 0.002 ~ 2980 50 
GzanuIar boda 601. 0.09 04 :U5 0.111 56 3632 1415 
Soa.cIlIImdoIa 120..1 1\ cw}( 0093 6.04 135 0.118 11 727 283 
C-.. 1113 14 • M} 1695 313.~ 6.89 0.377 249 <46027 1011 
C-.. , .. 1220 4~ 6.72 0.360 1683 321620 5091 273 
CooLntc CoIUIDIII 1113 I 0 1220 ~~.30 6.72 0.360 29 5516 87 5 
Coocn .. o.o...d lab 1113 ,.0 1 448.50 7.01 0.370 921 176710 2761 I~ 
~ WOO) 17.872 .50 2169 0.625 1001 75236 1271 
,. I 1~9 135903 26.71 0.732 6S 4845 95 
IIIIl 22 • B) 0052 178 0.26 0.008 12 62S 58 
IIIIl noo SEEA S) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 27 1226 165 
Coocr ... Sllb 1113 11 .. 0 C30~(SEEAM) 1112 400.84 7.08 0.377 2508 476201 8416 448 
1 0 I ( IIDdud) (EEAWOIl) 17.872 1343.50 2169 0.625 ~ 33588 
Mesh 10) M .. (SEEA ~ B) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 368 27570 
St£d Occbna IIIIl 'UIO SIHl (SEEA~ S) 0.375 29.35 0.28 0.007 3428 268213 2573 
St£d......t< 60 0 SINCllftl IHl (SbonHSEEAWOB) 27.816 2083.12 10.10 0.401 16689 I ~91174 6062 241 
Fire Prot«tioo ml '1111 M 1'n>ooctJ00 (I V,cudod) (SEEA O.S53 16.43 0.49 0.013 S709 169S73 5104 131 
~£moll!l°D 
Oemcblioo ml 10 pt .00 (SIHlXSEEAM) 
RcB.Romo¥oI 10' Mo ... RubbI. 00 S,,, CVD<NlbtdXS 
5 .... 1 Rm:IoYII fOO .... Tnnopon (OemobahocIXSEEIIM) 
DI S 1211. 
Ccm<ul 5.800 11 93.00 3.29 0.088 
GOBS 1.450 78.09 8.40 o.2~ 
PFA 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
l.y". 0.920 58.27 113S 0.329 
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Figure 5: M62 7 I or t 
Standard Data 
nd oncr te Embodied Energy Comparison, 
Reinforcement Remo aJ 
DEMOuno 
J--I9IP!!I!!P------------------- t6689 
ReinforcemeDt ~="=7=========:::::J 9079 
Ughtweight CODcrcte 8 
CoDcrete lab ~~~~~===::J S7 6 
Coocrcte Beams 8 
Coocrete Ground Slab 
CoDcrete FoundatioDS ~~~~2642 
Excsvate and Dispo e 
Excavate and Backlill 
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 
M62 CODcrete 7 Aoor 26394 GJ M62 Steel 7 Aoor 
SectioD Total SectioD Total 
Substructure 5653 21.4 % Substructure 
Superstructure 19507 73 .9% Superstructure 
DemolitioD 1235 4.7% D molition 
ltem Total GJ Item Total 
Standard CODcrete 11083 42.0% tandard Concrete 
Ughtweight Concrete Ughtweight Concrete 
ReinforcemeDt 10437 39.5% Reinforcement 
Mesh 65 0.2% Mesh 
Formwork 1516 5.7% Formwork 
StruCturaJ Steelwork 1502 5.7% Structural Steelwork 
Steel Decking Steel Decking 
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Figur 6: M62 7 t 
Data 
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Appendix C: SEEAM Results 
Table 5: M4 Concrete 3 Floor Structure using Standard Data 
Summarl;: M4 Concre .. 3 Roor No ... STANDARD DATA SET 
I Structur< Gross A .... m2 4768 
M.teriaho Weiabt I 5548 Total Subotructure SupcnII'UCIlIr< DemolitiOD Total 
EnDodied D>"'I)' OJ/m2 2.00 GJ 2395 6610 553 9558 
Embodied CO2 It&lm2 263.60 ka 366735 853764 36325 125682< 
Tt'I1lIpOtIation DiDn .. milelim2 6.32 miles 8745 15656 5738 30139 
Trusponatioo Time brlm2 0.29 br 462 704 234 1399 
I TrmmortItion Soeed MPH 21.54 
Elem<nl Unil No. Ra .. Seloctcd UnilRa ... TOIal Valuca 
EDeraY CO2 TraDOpOrtation EDeraY CO2 Traorponatioo 
r.Jhm;' .. ,,,,;, "";1.1"n" hTh.n;' (;1 ko ma •• hrn~ 
Substructure 
Ex""",, and Bac:ldill m3 199.0 Excav.tioo and S.ckfill (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 12 232 3 0 
Excav ... and Dispooe m3 817.0 Excavation and DispoAl (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 61 4(30 1474 911 
Level .l CompaCI m2 1694.0 Level.to CompaCI (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 31 2026 34 3 
Gtauu1ar beds I 447 .0 Aaareples (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 42 2699 IOS2 53 
Sand Blinding I 89.3 Aaarep ... (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 8 539 210 II 
Coooto .. 8liDdina m3 97.3 ClO(SEEAM) 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 165 3OS17 670 3 
Conere'" FoundotiODS m3 356.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 790 151051 2391 128 
Coner ... Colwma m3 5.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 1I 2122 34 2 
Con ... le Walls m3 3.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 7 1273 20 I 
Con ...... Ground Slab m3 214.0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 2.338 448.50 7.01 0.370 664 127375 1990 IOS 
Reinforcemenl I 30.0 ReinforocmC!ll (S tlDdard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 536 4(3OS 681 19 
Mesh I 2.6 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Colwm Formwork m2 138.0 Fonnworlr. (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 7 3113 35 1 
Slab Formworlt m2 305.0 Fonnwnrlr. (Flal SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 13 594 80 2 
Suetrstructure 
Concn:l. Walls m3 50.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 111 21215 336 18 
Concre .. Colwma m3 89.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 198 37763 598 32 
Coocr ... B ...... m3 2.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 4 849 13 I 
Con ...... SI.b m3 1346.0 (30 Pump (SEEAM) 2.112 400.84 7.08 0.377 2842 539534 9536 S08 
Reinforcemrol I 158.0 Reinf~1 (StlDdard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 2824 212274 3585 .~ 
Column Formworlr. m2 1599.0 FonnwnrIr. (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 113 4441 411 1 
Slab Formworlr. m2 4214 .0 Formworlr. (Shaped SoffilXSEEAMlOB) 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 S47 37689 1177 3 
t;!e m!! II SI!!1! 
Demolition m2 4768 DemoIitioo (Ooo"","XSEEAM) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 434 28528 71 7 , 
ReB.Removal I 191 Move Rubble Off Si .. (UnausbedlCSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 7 451 328 13 
Rubble Removal I 3107 Mov. Rubble Off Site (UocrushedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 112 7346 5340 21~ 
IH.se U.t. 
Ccmml I 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GOBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
LYIII I 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
I Aomo ..... I 0093 604 B5 0118 
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Table 6: M4 Steel 3 Floor Structure using Standard Data 
Sum marl: M4 S tee.1 3 Aoor No," STANDARD DATA SET 
I SlrUcrure Gross Area m2 4768 
Malerials Wciabt I 2.549 Tot21 Subslr\lCtw"C Supcntr\lCIw< Demolition TotoI 
Fni>odied Enazy GJIm2 2.76 GJ 1602 11187 387 13177 
Embodied CO2 k&Im2 250.94 1<& 252676 918337 2.5454 1196467 
Tnnsportltion DUlancc milu/ml 4.47 mile. 6479 11818 3Q36 21333 
Tnnsponatico Tim< hrIm2 0.18 br 34S 405 124 874 
'[~r1ation S __ d MPH 24-40 
El.",..,1 Unil No. Ra .. Selected Unil Rates Tot21VaI .... 
E'.IIetiY CO2 Transportation EDorK)' CO2 Trampcxtatioo 
OJ/uni ~.I .. "; . "" •• I.~; br/uni. GJ k. .... 1 .. Iono~ 
Substructure 
Ex"" .... tmd Baddil1 m3 11 4.0 Exc:o .. tioo tmd B,c:kfi11 (SEEAM) O.OSS 1.16 0.02 0.001 7 133 2 C 
ExClv, .. tmd Di_ m3 '96.0 ExC:OVltion and Disposal (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 45 2940 1075 7l 
Love! .t Compact ml 1474.0 Love! .t ~ct (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 27 1763 29 3 
GtamtIar bedr I 4~7. 0 AU"'aates (N.w) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2..35 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
SlIld Blinctin& t '9.3 AU"'aates (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2..35 0.118 8 539 210 11 
Coocr. .. BI.iodina m3 80.8 C20(SEEAM) 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 137 25342 557 3e 
Cooae .. Foundations m3 156.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 346 66191 1048 SI! 
Coocre .. ColWDDI m3 6.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 13 2546 40 2 
Cooae .. GroUDd Sbb m3 284 .0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 2.338 448.50 7.01 0.370 664 127375 1990 105 
Reidorccmonl I 14.0 Reidm=ntDI (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22..69 0.625 250 18809 318 9 
Meab I 2.6 Meab (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Coluum Formwcrlt m2 11'.0 Foanwcrlt (Non SlabXSEEAMIOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 6 319 30 1 
Sllb Fonnworl< m2 221.0 Fonnworl< (Aal SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 10 430 SS 2 
Superstructure 
U&brweiahl Concre .. m3 527.0 00 Lytaa Pump (SEEAM) 3.104 540.30 12.23 0.451 1636 284738 6445 238 
Reidorccmonl I ' .0 Reidorccmen. (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22..69 0.625 89 6718 113 3 
Meab I 9.4 Meab (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 170 12714 250 7 
S .. e1 Dooma ml 4214.0 Steel Dcckina (SEEAMlOB) 0.375 29.35 0.28 0.007 ISSI 123691 1187 3( 
SI«lworl< I 201.0 StnICI\nl Steel (Sbon) (SEEAMlOB) 27.816 2083.12 10.10 0.401 S786 433290 2102 83 
Ft. ... Protection ml 3480.0 Fire ProtecbOO (ISmm Vic:ucl,dl (SEEA 0.553 16.43 0.49 0.013 1925 57187 1721 
'" 
;QSl!!olltlon 
Demolition ml 4761 Demolitioo (SteelXSEEAM) 0.068 4.47 0.01 0.001 325 21335 47 5 
ReB.Rano .. 1 I 31 Move Rubble Off Si .. (UDCruSbedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 1 73 53 2 
Steel Removal t 201 Steel Tmarpon (DemolisbedXSEEAM) 0.012 0.79 0.55 0.022 2 164 113 . 
I Rubble Removal 1642 Move Rubble Off ~; •• IUn<ruShedVSEE 0.036 2.36 172 0.06~ 59 ~IIII? "'" 11 
l!m 12111 
Cemml I 5.800 11 93.00 3.29 0.088 
GOBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.2.24 
PFA I 0.339 20, 8.40 0.224 
Lytl8 I 0.920 S8.27 12.35 0.329 
IA ...... III ... t 0093 6,04 2.35 0.118 
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Figure 9: M4 3 Floor Steel and Concrete Embodied Energy Comparison, 
Standard Data 
Rubble Removal ~2 
Steel Removal 0 
Reinforcement Removal 1 
Demolition ~a~~ I~ M4 Sleel 3 Floor )~ C M4 Concrete 3 F100 DEMOLITION 
Rre Protection 1925 u 
Structural Steelwork u 5786 
Steel Decking 1581 u 
Slab Formwork ~~7 
Column Formwork ;f83 
Mesh ,, 170 
Reinforcement 89 2824 
lightweight Concrete 1636 
Concrete Slab r ~ 28~2 
Concrete Beams 2 
Concrete Columns ~ 198 
Concrete Walls ~ 111 SUPERSTRUCfURE 
Slab Formwork 19 
Column Formwork ~ 
Mesh tl 
Reinforcement ~536 
Concrete Ground Slab ~~U 
Concrete Walls 9 




Concrete Blinding ~m 
Sand Blinding I 
Granular beds H 
Level &: Compact ~1 
Excavate and Dispose ~ 
Excavate and Baclr.fill 12 SUBSTRUCfURE 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
Embodi~d F-'lcl1N (G.TI 
M4 Concrete 3 Floor 9558 G1 M4 Steel 3 Floor 13177 G1 
2.00 nTlm' 2.76 GJ/m2 
Section Total G1 Section Total GJ 
Substructure 2395 25 .1% Substructure 1602 12.2% 
Superstruc1UTe 6610 69.2% Superstructure 11187 84.9% 
Demolition 553 5.8% Demolition 387 2.9% 
Item Total 01 Item Total GJ 
Standard Concrete 4792 50.t % I Standard Concrete 1161 8.8% 
lightweight Concrete lightweight Concrete 1636 12.4% 
Reinforcement 3360 35.2% Reinforcement 340 2.6% 
Mesh 48 0.5% Mesh 218 1.7% 
Formwork 651 6.8% Formwort 16 0.1% 
Structural Steelwork Structural St cl work 5786 43.9% 
St cl Deckina St el Decldna 1581 12.0% 
Fire Protection I Fi re Protection 1925 14.6% 
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Figure 10: M4 3 Steel and Concrete Embodied CO2 Comparison , Standard 
Data 
Rubble Removal ~i6 
Steel Removal b64 
Reinforcement Removal HI 
Demolition ~mH8 /,.M4 Steel 3 Roor r/ DM4 Concrete 3 Roor DEMOunON 
Fire Protection ~S7187 
Structural Steelwork 433290 
Steel Decking 123691 
Slab Formwork ~37689 
Column Fo.rmwork ~I 
Mesh ill 12714 
Reinforcement 6718 212274 
Lightweight Concrete 284738 
Concrete Slab rn S39S34 
Concrete Beams R49 
Concrete Columns ~37763 
Concrete Walls P 2121S 
SUPERSTRUCfURE 
Slab Formwork m 
Column Formwork m 
Mesh ms 
Reinforcement ~2830S 
Concrete Ground Slab mm 
Concrete Walls 9273 
Concrete Columns ~m 
Concrete Foundations - ",Q, ISI051 
Concrete Blinding ~Wtr, 
Sand Blinding m 
Granular beds im 
Level & Compact ~m 
Excavate and Dispo e l%~tO 
Excavate and Bacldil\ m SUBSTRUCfURE 
0 100000 200000 300000 400000 500000 600000 
r.. 
. , C02(kI!1 
M4 Concrete 3 Roor 1256824 kg M4 Steel 3 Roor 1196467 kg 
263 .60 h /m2 250,94 kR /m2 
Section Total kg Section Total kg 
Substructure 366735 29.2% Substructure 252676 21.1% 
Supentttucture 853764 67 .9% I SupentlJUcture 918337 76.8% 
Demolition 36325 2,9% Demolition 25454 2.1% 
Item Total kg Item Total kg 
Standard Coocrete 911697 72 .5% Standard Concret 221454 18.5% 
Lightweight Concrete Lightweight Concrete 284738 23.8% 
Relnforcement 252579 20.1% Reinforcement 25527 2.1% 
Meah 3590 0.3% Mesh r 16304 1.4% 
Formwotk 4·3 107 3 .4% Formwotk 750 0.1% 
I Structural Steelwork Structural teelwork 433290 36.2% 
I Steel Decking Steel D cking 123691 10.3% 
! Fire~ • IFirc Protection ill81 4.8% 
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Figure 11: M4 3 Floor Steel and Concrete Transportation Distance 
Comparison, Standard Data 
Rubble Removal " . '? 5340 
Steel Removal ~113 
Reinforcement Removal ~328 
Demolition b~j I~ M4 Steel 3 Floor ~ D M4 Concrete 3 F100 DEMOunON 
Fire Protection 1721 I U 
Structural Steelwork 2102 
Steel Decking 1187 
Slab Formwork In 1177 
Column Formwork ~411 
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Reinforcement 011 3 3585 
lightweight Concrete 6445 
Concrete Slab rn 9536 
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Slab Formwork as 
Column Formwork jg 
Mesh 11 
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Concrete Ground Slab 1338 
Concrete Walls 20 
Concrete Columns t2 
Concrete Foundations ~,n~R 23 91 
Concrete Blin<ting ~mo 
Sand Blinding ~m 
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Level & Compact n 
Excnate and Dispose '--- ln7~474 
Excavate and BackfiU ~ SUBSTRUcrURE 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 
I niSI"nl''' (mil"cl 
M4 Concrete 3 Floor 30139 miles M4 Steel 3 Floor 21333 miles 
6 .32 mil ... /m2 447 mil ... /m' 
Section Total miles Section Total miles 
Substructure 8745 29.0% Substructure 6479 30.4% 
Superstructure 15656 51 .9% I Superstructure 11818 55.4% 
Demolition 5738 19.0% Demoli tion 3036 14.2% 
Item Total miles Item Total miles 
Standard Concrete 15588 51 .7% Standard Concrete 3635 17.0% 
lightweight Concrete lightweight Concrete 6445 30.2% 
Reinforcement 4266 14.2% Reinforcement 43 1 2.0% 
Mesh 71 0.2% Mesh 320 1.5% 
Formwork 1703 5.7% Formwork 87 0.4% 
Structural Steelwork Structural Steelwork 2102 9.9% 
Steel D cking Steel Decking 1187 5.6% 
[Fire PrOtection . Fire Protection 1721 RI " 
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Figure 12: M4 3 Floor Steel and Concrete Transportation Time 
Comparison, Standard Data 
Rubble Removal 11. 214 
Steel Removal ~ 
Reinforcement Removal B 13 
Demolition bS7 I- M4 Steel 3 Floor r\ DM4 Concrete 3 Floor DEMOLITION 
Ere Protection ~44 
Structural Steelwork 83 
Steel Decking lie- 30 
Slab Formwork ~3S 
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Concrete Blinding ~~7 
Sand Blinding ~ II 
Granular beds ~~l 
Level &: Compact ~ 
Excavate and Dispose ,= 98 
Excavate and Backfill 8 SUBSTRUcruRE 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
or. 1 ;~'1 Time (hn" .... 1 
M4 Concrete 3 Floor 1399 hours M4 Steel 3 Floor 874 hours 
0 .19 hours!m2 o 111 hnll ... ! ... ' 
Section Total hours : Section Total hours 
Substructure 462 33.0% SubstruC1Ul'e 345 39.4 % 
SUpersbUcture 704 50.3% Superstructure 405 46.3% 
Demolition 234 16 .7% Demolition 124 14.2% 
Item Total hours Item Total hours 
Standard Concrete 831 59.4% Standard Concrete 194 22.2% 
Lightweight Concrete Lightweight Concrete 238 27.2% 
Rein! orcement 117 8.4% Reinforcement 12 1.4% 
Mesh 2 0 .1% Mesh 9 1.0% 
I Formwork 50 3 .6% Formwork 2 0.3% 
Structural Steelwork Structural Steelwork 83 9.5% 
1St el D eking 1St el D cldng 30 3 .4% 
I Fire Protection I Fire Prn,_ction 44 5 .1'" 
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Table 7: M4 Concrete 7 Floor Structure using Standard Data 
Summar! M4 Concrete 7 Aoor Notes STANDARD DATA SlIT 
lsttucrure Gr""" Area m2 1275 
Materials Weiaht t 12614 Total SubolnlCtUrc S upc:rotl'UClW'e Demolition Total 
EoDodied m"'llY GJ/m2 2.08 GJ 4651 17484 1288 23424 
Embodied CO2 kalm2 263.81 kg 689141 2200660 84634 2974435 
Transportltion Di""" .. mil .. /ml 6.03 miles 15122 40231 12651 68()Ot 
Transportatioo Time br/m2 0.27 br 789 1781 516 3Q;16 
Lransoortltion S"",d MPH . 22.04 
Element Unit No. Rare Selected Unit Rates Total Values 
&!orgy CO2 Tramportation &!orgy CO2 Tramportation 
GJlunit ko/unit mile/unit hr/unit GJ ko mile. hourw 
Substructure 
ExClvare and Backfi1l m3 400.0 Excavation and Bacldill (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 23 466 6 0 
Excavate and DUpose m3 1434.0 Excavation and Disposal (SEEAM) 0.075 493 1.80 0.120 1(11 7cm 2.588 173 
Level & Compact ml 2189.0 Level & Compact (SEEA M) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 40 2618 44 4 
Gnnular beds t « 7.0 Aurell"leO (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 235 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
Sand Blioding t 89.3 AWell"tes (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 235 0.118 8 539 210 11 
Concrete Blinding m3 134.4 ClO(SEEAM) 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 228 42161 926 51 
Cooactc Foundations m3 923 .0 C40(SEEAM) 2220 424.30 6.72 0.360 2049 391629 6199 332 
Concrete CoI= m3 9.0 C40(SEEAM) 2220 424.30 6.72 0.360 20 3819 60 3 
Concrete Walls m3 5.0 C40(SEEAM) 2220 424.30 6.72 0.360 II 2122 34 2 
Concrete Ground Slab m3 284.0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 2.338 448.50 7.01 0.370 664 127375 1990 105 
Reinforcement t 77.0 Reinfon:ement (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 1376 103450 1747 411 
Mesh t 2.6 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Column Fonnwork m2 170.0 Formwork (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 278 0.26 0.008 9 472 44 I 
Slab Formwork m2 580.0 Fnrmwork (Aat SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 25 1129 152 4 
Sueerstructu re 
Concrete Walls m3 236.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 524 100135 1585 8 
Concrete CoI= m3 407 .0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 904 172690 2734 146 
Concrete Slab m3 3036.0 C30 Pump (SEEAM) 2 112 400.84 7.08 0.377 6411 1216957 215111 114 
Reinforctmmt t 452.0 Reinfon:ement (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 2269 0.625 8078 607264 102.56 2B2 
Column Formwork m2 5362.0 Fnrmwork (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 278 0.26 0.008 280 14891 1377 40 
Slab Formwork m2 9920.0 Formwork (Shaped SoffitXSEEAMlOB) 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 1288 88722 2772 8 
12emoli tion 
Demolition m2 11275 Demolition (ConcreteXSEEAM) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 1027 67461 167 I 
ReB., Removal t 532 Move Rubble Off Site (UncrushedXSEE.. 0.036 236 1.72 0.069 19 1257 914 3 
Rubble Removal t 6732 Move Rubble Off Si .. (UncrushedXSEE 0.036 236 1.72 0.069 242 15916 11570 463 IiBse ata 
~t t 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS t 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
Lylal t 0.920 58.27 1235 0.329 ~23tes t 0.093 6.04 2,35 0.118 
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Table 8: M4 Steel 7 Floor Structure using Standard Data 
SummarI M4 S",.I 7 Aoor No ... STANDARD DATA SET 
Slruorme (""""", .... m2 1127i 
Materiala W cighl t 5142 Total Suboorw:lUre Supc:ntructure Dc:molition Total 
EuDodied Eo"'llY GJ/m2 2.78 GJ 2849 27643 890 31382 
Embodied CO2 kalm2 243.43 ka 430610 225S542 58481 2744632 
Tmupor13tion Dislanc:<: mil.slm2 3.93 mil •• 10003 28323 5934 44260 
Transpomotiao Time brlm2 0.15 br S25 973 244 1743 
on Soeed MPH 25.40 
Element Unit No. Rat< Selected Unit Rates Total Valuos 
Ene'i)' CO2 Transpomotion Ene'i)' CO2 Tranoponation 
GJ/unit ko/unit mile/unit br/unit GJ ko "';1., hours 
Substructure 
Ex",vat< and Baddill m3 229.0 Excavation Illd Baeldill (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 13 267 4 0 
Ex",va", aDd Dispose m3 934.0 Excavation and Oiopoal (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 70 48:r7 lIillS 112 
Lev.1 &0 Compact m2 1764.0 Lev.1 &0 Compact (SEEA M) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 32 2110 35 4 
GllIIIU!arheds t «7.0 AIPiitcs (N.w) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
Sand Blinding t 89.3 Aurcii'" (N.w) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 8 539 210 11 
Con=", Blinding m3 102.6 C20 (SEEAM) 1.695 3 13.64 6.89 0.377 174 32164 706 39 
Conent< Foundations m3 469.0 C40 (SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 1041 198997 3150 169 
Coner.", Columns m3 8.0 C40 (SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 18 3394 54 3 
Conent< Ground Slab m3 284 .0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 2.338 44850 7.01 0.370 664 127375 1990 105 
Reinforoemont t 40.0 Reinfon:emont (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 2.2.69 0.625 715 53740 9(1! ~ 
Mesh t 2.6 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Column Fonnwork m2 119.0 Fonnwork (Non Slab)(SEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 6 330 31 1 
Slab Foanwork m2 410.0 Fotmwork (Flat Slab)(SEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 18 798 107 3 
Superstructure 
lightweight Concre", m3 1240.0 C30 Lyraa Pump (SEEAM) 3.104 540.30 12.23 0.451 3849 6(fWII 15164 559 
Reinfon:emont t 11.0 Reinfot=:DODt (StaDdard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 197 14779 250 7 
Mesh t 22.0 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18. 149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 400 29929 S88 16 
S ... I OecJcina m2 9920.0 Steel Deema (SEEAMlOB) 0.375 29.35 0.28 0.007 3721 291176 2794 70 
S ... lwork t HU Sorw:turaI Steel (Short) (SEEAMlOB) 27.816 20113.12 10.10 0.401 14854 1112388 539S 214 
Fire Protection m2 8355.0 Fire Proteetion (l8mm Vicuclad)(SEEA 0.553 16.43 0.49 0.01 3 4623 137299 4132 106 
l2emo11lloD 
Dc:molition m2 11275 Dc:molitioo (StecI)(S EEA M) 0.068 4.47 0.01 0.001 768 50451 III II 
ReB.Removal t 76 Mov. Rubbl. Of! Si", (UocruabedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 3 179 130 5 
Steel Removal t S34 Steel Tmnspon (Demo\ished)(SEEAM) 0.012 0.79 0.55 0.022 6 421 291 I 
Rubble Removal t 3143 Move Rubble OffSitelUncru.,hedlt'SEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 11 3 7430 5401 216 
naSl l2!t! 
Canont t 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS t 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA t 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
Lytal t 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
iAII2I'C'JI!Ites t 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 
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Figure 13: M4 7 Floor Steel and Concrete Embodied Energy Comparison, 
Standard Data 
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Section Total GJ Section Total GJ 
Substructure 4651 19.9 % Substructure 2849 9.1% 
Superstructure 17484 74.6% Superstructure 27643 88.1% 
Demolition 1288 5.5% Demolition 890 2.8.% 
Item Total GJ Item Total 01 
Standard Concrete 10810 46.2% Standard Concrete 1897 6.0% 
Lightweight Concrete Lightweight Concrete 3849 123% 
Reinforcement 9454 40.4% Reinforcement 911 2.9% 
Mesh 48 0.2% Mesh 448 1.4% 
Formwork 1602 6.8% Formwork 24 0.1% 
Structural Steelwork Structural Steelwork 14854 473% 
Steel Decking Steel Decking 3721 11 .9% 
I Fire Protection Fire Protection 4623 14.7% 
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Figure 14: M4 7 Steel and Concrete Embodied CO2 Comparison, Standard 
Data 
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Demolition 84634 2.8% Demolition 58481 2.1% 
Item Total kg Item Total kg 
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lightweight Concrete lightweight Concrete 669971 24.4% 
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Figure 15: M47 Floor Steel and Concrete Transportation Distance 
Comparison, Standard Data 
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Figure 16: M4 7 Floor Steel and Concrete Transportation Time 
Comparison, Standard Data 
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Table 9: M4 Concrete 7 Floor Structure using GGBS Concrete 
Summar! M4 Cooael< 7 Aoor No~. GOBSCONCRErE 
Srru«u .. Gras. A re. m2 11275 
Materials Weiaht t 12614 Total SubStructure Supcntn.lCiUrO Demolition Total 
Em>odied &lCfllY GJ/m2 1.78 GJ 3833 14967 1288 20089 
Embodied CO2 kalm2 186.17 kg 464937 154~74 84634 209904S 
Trauoportation OisIance nileslm2 6.46 nile. 1661 5 43549 12651 72815 
Transponation Tim< br/m2 0.29 br 830 1875 516 3220 
Transnortation Soced MPH 2261 
Element Unit No. Ro., Selected Unit Rates TotalV.h ... 
EI>etiY CO2 Tranoportation EI>etiY CO2 Tranoportation 
GJ/unil 1r.2lunit nilolunit brlunit GJ . U -'IIiI •• .hoIn. 
Substructure 
ExcavI., and BacIdiIJ m3 400.0 Excavation and B.cldill (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 23 466 6 0 
Excavlte and Di_ m3 1434 .0 Excavltioa and Disposal (SEEAM) Om5 4,93 1.80 0.120 I Cl! 7073 2588 173 
Level cl Co""",.1 m2 2189.0 Level cl CompaCI (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 40 2618 44 4 
GraIJUlar beds I «7.0 Au.e&al<l (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 235 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
Sand Blindina I 89.3 Au.e&al .. (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 235 0.118 8 539 210 11 
Coocrote Blinding m3 134.4 C20 GOBS (SEEAM) 1.153 17"'54 7.54 0.395 155 23463 1014 53 
Conen., Foundations m3 923 .0 C40GGBS (SEEAM) 1.620 258.56 7.84 0.390 1495 238650 7232 3tiO 
Concrele Columns m3 9.0 C40 GOBS (SEEAM) 1.620 258.56 7.84 0.390 15 2327 71 4 
Conc:releWalls m3 H C40 GOBS (SEEA M) 1.620 25856 7.84 0.390 8 1293 39 2 
Conere., Gtound Slab m3 284.0 C40 GOBS Pump (SEEAM) 1.697 271.72 &26 0.406 482 77169 2347 115 
Reiofon:cmtDl I 77.0 ReiofOl'CC1D<nl (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 2269 0.625 1376 1<n45O 1747 48 
Mesh I 2.6 Mesh (SEEAMIOB) 1&149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
CoIWIDl Formworl< m2 170.0 Formwodt (Non SI.bXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 9 472 44 I 
Slab Formworl< m2 580.0 Formworlr. (All SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 25 1129 152 4 
SUl!rrstructurr 
Cooc:rcleWalls m3 236.0 C40GGBS (SEEAM) 1.620 25856 7.84 0.390 382 61020 1849 9 
Concrele Columns m3 407.0 C40 GOBS (SEEA M) 1.620 25856 7.84 0.390 6.59 105233 3189 15') 
Concrete Sllb m3 3036.0 C30 GOBS Pump (SEEAM) 1.409 221.46 7.~ 0.402 4279 672344 24107 121S 
Reinforcemenl I 4H.O Rcidorccm:nl (Standard) (S EEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 8078 607264 10256 282 
CoIWIDl Fnrmwori< m2 '362 .0 Formwori< (Nno SllbXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 2tKl 14891 1377 40 
Sllb Formwori< m2 9920.0 Formwodt(Sbaped Soffil)(SEEAMIOB) 0.130 &~ 0.28 0.008 1288 88722 2772 8:l 
12rmo!ltl°D 
Demolibno m2 11275 Demolitioa (Cooc:rcleXSEEAM) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 1027 67461 167 I 
ReB.RAmovll I 532 Move Rubble Off Site (UncrusbedXSEE. 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 19 1257 914 3 
Rubble Romovll I 6732 Move Rubble Off S"e (UncrusbedXSEE. 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 242 15916 IIS?O 463 
I Ha~f ata 
Ccmml I 5800 11 93.00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA t 0.339 20. &40 0.2.24 
Lytaa I 0.920 5827 1235 0.329 
lA .......... I 0093 604 2.35 o IIR 
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Table 10: M4 Steel 7 Floor Structure using GGBS Concrete 
M4 Sue17 Aoor 
Element Unit No. Rat< Selected 
NO/n OOBS CONCRETE 
Total SubctruclUtC 
OJ 2325 
ka Wal l 
miles 10%0 
br 552 

















EneraY CO2 Transportation EneraY CO2 TramporIItiOD 
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ExoovlullDdDiopaoe m3 934 .0 &cavltionllldOupoaJ (SEEAM) 
Level cl Compact all 176-4.0 Level cl Compoct (SEEA M) 
«7.0 Agrept<l (New) (SEEAM) 
19.3 Agrept<l (Now)(SEEAM) 
m3 102.6 C2000BS (SEEAM) 
Concrete FoUDdaoons m3 469.0 C40 GGBS (SEEA M) 
• . 0 C40 GGBS (SEEAM) Con""'te ColIllDQl m3 
COn .... tt: Oround Slab m3 284 .0 C40 GOBS Pump (SEEAM) 
I 
0.058 1.16 0.Q2 0.001 
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13 267 4 
70 4607 1685 
32 2110 35 
42 2699 1052 
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Figure 18: M4 7 Steel and Concrete Embodied CO2 Comparison, GGBS 
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Figure 20: M4 7 Floor Steel and Concrete Transportation Time 
Comparison, GGBS Concrete 
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Reinforcement 330 10.3 % Reinforcement 32 1.7% 
Mesh 2 0.1% Mesh 18 1.0% 
Formwork 128 4.0% Formwolt 4 0.2% 
Structural Steelwork 0 0.0% Structural Steelwork 214 11.7% 
Steel Decking 0 0.0% Steel Decking 70 3 .8% 
IFire Prolection . 0 OO CJ. I For~ Protection 106 S.8CJ. 
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Appendix C: SEEAM Results 
Table 12: M4 teel 7 Floor Structure using On Site Batching and 
Recycli ng 
IS !!mmarl: ~S .... 17Aoor N .... ON SITE BATCHlNG AND AGGREGATE PRODUCTION 
I SmJctuo". 0 ..... Arn m2 Il ns 
Mal<riaIJ Wciabl I 5142 TOIa! SubcINCrurc SupanuctUrC IXmolitiOD Tola! 
Em>odIed EoCQDI GJIml 2.77 GJ 2718 27571 890 311110 
Embodied COl qtm2 141.17 Ita 422177 225(l!87 58481 273154<1 
Trao>poI1IQoo 0iII0.D0C aaJcaIml 3.10 mile. 4Ql6 149Q3 5934 34923 
Tmuponalioo TUDO brIm2 0.10 br 18:1 735 144 1161 
I TtonmOttIb"" Sooed IMJ'H '1008 
ElClDtDI UIIII 0. RaIoSdOCled Ullil Ra ... ToIaI Val_ 
En<ray CO2 TmBpOfIlItion En<ray CO2 TmBpOfIlIti.oo 
. OJ/urn, !<ohm; ' "';1.J "n;' h,h 'n; ' m h "';1 •• hN~ 
~!!b5I ructurt 
Exco .... and Back1iII mJ 2190 Ex ..... oo and Blckfill (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 13 201 4 0 
ExClvIICaDd DiJpoIc mJ Pl4 0 Exco DOll aDd o.JpQGl (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 70 4fI:J1 1685 112 
Level Co~OI m2 17640 Levd et: ec.q,.el (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 32 2110 35 4 
GfUIIlar bocII I 4-4 0 Recyded Fill Malerial (SEEAM) 0.026 1.71 12 766 
Saod 1l!J.odul. I 193 Recyded Fill Mlterial (SEEA M) 0.026 1.71 2 153 
Coom .. 81u>cha. m3 1026 C20(SEEAM) 1.577 305.97 1.05 0.027 162 31377 107 3 
eooae .. Fouodoo_ m3 46f.O CAD (SEEAM) 2.1 11 41 7.24 1.35 0.036 990 195688 634 I 
CODent< Coh ..... mJ 10 CAD (SEEAM) 2.111 417.24 1.35 0.036 17 3338 11 0 
Cooa<o: G10UDd Slob mJ 114.0 CAD Pump (SEEAM) 2.231 441.60 1.74 0.053 633 125413 494 1 
Reidorccmetll I 40.0 Red I (StaDwd)(SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 715 53740 9a! ~ 
Mesh 1 16 Mesh (SEEA B) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
CoIwm Formwodt m2 1190 Formwodt (Noo Sllb)(SEEA MlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 6 330 31 1 
Slab Fexm-'" m2 4100 Focm-'" (All Sllb)(SEEAM/OB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 18 798 107 3 
Supsratructurt 
UablW<iabl Coocrct< mJ 1240.0 C30 Lyta. Pump (SEEA M) 3.046 536.55 9.47 0.259 3777 665316 11744 321 
ReidOR>Clll<llI I 11 0 RtuII' I (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 197 14779 2.50 7 
Mesh I 11.0 Mesh (SEEA ~ OB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 400 29929 588 H 
SI.el Declt:in. m2 9920.0 Sleel Decla.Qa (SEEA M/OB) 0.375 29.35 0.28 0.007 3721 291176 l794 71 
S .... I-'" I , 4.0 S~ Steel ( boo) (SEEAMIOB) 27.816 2083.12 10.1 0 0.401 148S4 111 2388 5395 21' 
Fire Pn>tectioa m2 IlH.O Fire PIotocuoa (lSmm Vicudldl (SEEA 0.553 16.43 0.49 0.013 4623 137299 4132 106 
12s m o 111lo D 
OemoIItioa ml 1127S DanoIl.oo (S'ccIXSEEAM) 0.068 4.47 0.01 0.001 768 50451 III 11 
R.BwRomoYal I 76 M ..... Rubbl. 00 Site (UncruobcdXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 3 179 130 5 
5 .... 1 Removal I ». Steel TfInIPOII (DemoIished)(SEEAM) 0.012 0.79 0.55 0,022 6 421 291 1 
I Rubble Rrmcwal 'll~l M"". Rubble Off Si I. (U"""" hed'lt'SEE. n.m6 2.36 1.72 0,069 113 7430 5401 216 
I!a~! £21111 
Ccmool I 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0,088 
GGBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.2.24 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0,224 
Lytl8 I 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
I A.orrn~. 0.047 308 
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Figure 21: M4 7 Floor Steel and Concrete Embodied Energy Comparison, 
On Site Batching and Recycling 
Rubble Removal ~ !21 
Steel Removal 8 
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0 1000 4000 6000 8000 10000 11000 14000 16000 
Fmbodied Energy (GJ) 
M4 Concrete 7 Roor 11831 GJ M4 Steel 7 Roor 31180 GJ 
2.02 GJ/m2 2.77 CT1/m2 
Section Total GJ Section Total GJ 
Substructure 4466 19.6% Substructure 2718 8.7% 
Superstructw'e 17077 74.8% Superstructw'e 27571 88.4 % 
Demolition 1288 5.6% Demolition 890 2.9% 
Item Total GJ Item Total GJ 
Standard Concrete 10254 44.9% Standard Concrete 1802 5.8% 
Ligbtweight Concrete 0 0.0% Ughtweight Concrete 3777 11.1% 
Reinf orcemeDt 9454 41.4 % Reinforcement 911 2.9% 
Mesh 48 0.2% Mesh 448 1.4% 
Formwor1c 1602 7.0% Formwor1c 24 0.1% 
Structural Steelwork 0 0.0% Structural Steelwork 14854 47.6% 
Steel Decking 0 0.0% Steel Decking 3721 11 .9% 
I Fir~ 0 0.0% IFirt ~ 4623 14.8% 
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Figure 22: M4 7 Steel and Concrete Embodied COl Comparison, On Site 
Batching and Recycling 
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Figure 23: M4 7 loor t I and oncr t Tran portation Di tance 
Compa rison On it 8 thing and R cycling 
Rubble Remo 11 ' CAn I 11370 
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3.49 mil~./m2 3. 10 miles /m! 
I Section TolaI miles Section TOIa! miles 
Substtucture 6552 16.6% SubslrUclUre 4086 11 .7% 
Superstructure 20151 51.2% SUperslnlCIUre 24903 71.3% 
Demolition 12651 32 .1% Demolilion 5934 17.0% 
hem TolII miles lIem TolII miles 
Slaodard CoDcrete 7648 19.4% Slaodard Concrete 1246 3.6% 
Ugblweigbl Concn:le 0 0.0% Ugblweigbl Concrele 11744 33.6% 
Reinforoemenl 12003 30.5% Reinforcemenl 1157 3.3% 
Mesh 71 0.2% M~sb 659 1.9% 
Formwnrk 4344 11.0% Formwork 138 0.4% 
SlnICturaI S leel work 0 0.0% SlrUctural Sleelwork 5395 15.4% 
SI eel Deckin, 0 0.0% Sleel Decking 2794 8.0% 
I Fire .... 0 0.0% I Fire Do 4132 11.8% 
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Figure 24: M4 7 Floor Steel and Concrete Transportation Time 
Comparison, On Site Batching and Recycling 
Rubble Removal ... 463 
Steel Removal , t2 
Reinforcement Removal ~37 
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Section Total hOUTS Secti on Total hours 
Substructure 285 20 .7% Substructure 182 15.7% 
Superstructure 578 41 .9% Superstructure 735 63 .3% 
Demolition 516 37 .4% DemolitioD 244 21.0% 
Item Total hOUTS Item Total hOUTS 
Standard Concrete :U5 16.3% Standard Concrete 3S 3.0% 
Ugbtweigbt CODCTete 0 0.0% Ugbtweigbt Concrete 32 1 27.7% 
Reinforcement 330 24.0% Reinforcement 32 2.7% 
Mesh 2 0.1% Mesh 18 1.6% 
Formwori< 128 9.3% Formwori< 4 0.3% 
Structural Steelwork 0 0.0% Structural Steelwork 214 18.5% 
Steel Decking 0 0.0% Steel Decking 70 6.0% 
Fir. Protection 0 00% Fire Protection 106 9.2% 
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Table 13: M4 Concrete 7 Floor Stru ctu re using Lowest Reasonable Values 
Summar~ M4 Ccocrcoe 7 Roor No ... ON SITE BATCHlNG AND AGGREGATE PRODUCTION. 
GGBS CONCRETE 
.r. Am m2 11 275 
M • ...w.Weip • 12614 TocaI Subotructure SupntrudUre Ocmolitioo Total 
Eui>odied &wrJy GJIm2 1.73 GJ 3648 14556 1288 1\l492 
Embodiod CO2 kaIm2 182.75 k, 452973 1522921 84634 2060521! 
TransportatiOD DUun .. miI .. /ml 3.90 mile. 8013 23275 12651 43938 
TranrportItioo Tim< brJml 0.13 br 32A 661 516 ISOI 
Tnrmnrtation S_d MPH '2927 
Semen. Unit No. Rue Sdoctod Uni.Ra ... TocaI VIIt ... 
EneriY CO2 Tnuoponatioo EneriY CO2 Trmopoctation 
Olh.n;, k. /.m;, ... l.".m;, hr/,m;' m >. ... , .. hn, ... 
Substructu re 
Excava .. and Bacidill m3 400.0 ExcaVltiOO and B.ckfilI (SEEAM) 0.058 \.16 0.02 0.001 23 466 6 C 
Exc:avlIc and 0iJp00e m3 1434.0 Excavatioo and 0iJp0saI (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 la! 7073 2588 173 
Lov .. .tCo~ct ml 21'9.0 Lovel.t Compac. (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 40 2618 44 
GtanuIar boda • 447.0 Recycled Fill Material (SEEAM) 0.026 1.71 12 766 
Sand BtiDdiD, • 19.3 Recyclod Fill Material (SEEAM) 0.026 1.71 2 153 
Coocre .. 8liDdina m3 134.4 C20 GGBS (SEEAM) \.034 166.85 1.68 0.044 139 22429 226 6 
Conacl< FoundatiOOl m3 923.0 OIOGGBS (SEEAM) \.51 1 25 I. SO 2.47 0.065 13\l4 232132 2276 6C 
Concrete CoIwmr m3 9.0 010 GGBS (SEEAM) \.511 25\.SO 2.47 0.065 14 2263 22 I 
Con .... teW.u. m3 '-0 010 GGBS (SEEA M) 1.51 1 251.SO 2.47 0.065 8 1257 12 0 
Coocnl< Ground Slob m3 2".0 OIOGGBS Pump (SEEAM) 1.588 264.70 2.90 0.084 451 75175 82S 2.01 
Rmlfon:cmml t 77.0 Reidoc=Dml (StlDdare!) (SEEAWOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0..62.5 1376 103450 1747 411 
Mesh • 2.6 Mesh (SEEAWOB) 18.149 1359.03 26. 71 0.732 48 3.590 71 2 
CoIuzm Formworlt ml 170.0 Fonnwod< (NOD Slab)(SEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 9 472 44 I 
Slab Formwork ml 510.0 Formworlt (A.I Slab)(SEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 2.5 11 29 152 ~ 
Sueerstruetur. 
Con.,.teW.u. m3 236.0 010 GGBS (SEEAM) \.511 2.51.50 2.47 0.065 356 59353 S82 I 
Concrete CoIU1Dllll m3 407.0 OIOGGBS (SEEAM) \.5 11 25 I. SO 2.47 0.065 615 102359 1004 2 
Concr.te Slab m3 3036.0 C30 GGBS Pump (SEEAM) \.297 214.21 2.40 0.071 3938 650331 7285 21 
R.cinforoemttlt • 4H .O ReidoroemtDt (S_d) (SEEAM/OB) 17.872 1343.SO 22.69 0.62.5 8078 607264 102.S6 282 
CoIwm Formworlt ml 5362.0 Famwork(Noo Slab)(SEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0..008 la) 14891 1377 4C 
SI.b Formworlt ml 9920.0 Famwork (Shapod Soffi.)(SEEAWOB) 0. 130 8.94 0.28 0.008 1288 88722 2772 B:l 
12£m!!lItloll 
Ocmolitioo ml 11275 DemoIitiOD (Coocrete)(SEEAM) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 1027 67461 167 I 
ReB.Removal • 532 Move Rubble Off Si te (UDCtUSbedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 19 1257 914 3 
Rubble Removal t 6732 Move Rubble OffSi'e (UDtTUShedXSEE 0..036 2.36 1.72 0.069 2A2 15916 11570 ~ 
Base ala 
Canon, • 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS I 1.4SO 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA • 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.22A 
Ly1a, I 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
A .......... 0.047 3.08 
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Table 14: M4 Steel 7 Floor Structure using Lowest Reasonable Values 
S!!mmarx M4S...,1 7 Aoo< No<n ON S.rrE BATCHlNG AND AGOREOA TE PRODUcnON. 
IStru=Gnm , .. ~~ "T7~ 
GOBS CONCRETE 
MleeriaIa Wciabl • 5142 TolaI Subclruclurc: SuporstI'UduIo Demolition Total 
&modied~ GJIm2 2.63 GJ 2194 26S3O 890 29614 
Embo<iod CO2 q/m2 204.47 ka 2'78610 1968360 58481 2305451 
TBIlIpOl1IbOO DiDDCc miI .. lml 3.39 miles 5014 27310 5934 38258 
TRDI)XlC1aIiOD Tin>< bdm2 0. 11 br 206 799 244 1250 
,S"""d MPH 30.61 
Elcmon. UDiI No. Ro"ScIcctod Uoi.Ro ... ToIaIVaI_ 
"-aY CO2 Traaoponabon "-aY CO2 TnDIpOIIIbOO 
m l"n;' •• 10 ,";, "".J,m; "'/o m;' m h • n;O •• hrn .. 
~ ubst[uct!!re 
Excova" and Baddi1l m3 229.0 Excovllionand B.cIdilI (SEEAM) 0.058 1.\6 0.02 0.001 13 20/ 4 0 
ExcovlUlDd~ m3 934.0 ExClvlbonand DiJpoaI (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 70 4617 Hill5 112 
LevelolCo_c:t ml 1764.0 Level ol Compac. (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 32 2110 35 ~ 
Gr.onuIar bods t 4~7.0 RocycIed Fill MI.erial (SEEA M) 0.026 1.71 12 766 
Saod IlIiD<ioa • 19.3 Recycled Fill Maccrial (SEEAM) 0.026 1.71 2 153 
Coocn: .. lll.indina m3 102.6 C20 GOBS (SEEAM) 1.034 166.85 1.68 0.044 106 17111 173 5 
Coocn ... FouodaIiODl m3 469.0 C40 GOBS (SEEAM) 1.511 251.50 2.47 0.065 7(11 117952 1157 31 
CoDcre .. Colwmr m3 1.0 C40 GOBS (SEEA M) 1.511 251.50 2.47 0.065 12 2012 20 I 
Cooae" GroUDd Slab m3 214.0 C40 oaBS Pump (SEEA M) 1.588 264.70 2.90 0.(114 451 75175 825 lA 
Rcidort:ClDOD. • 40.0 RcidOrocmtD' (S"",dard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 715 53740 9(1! ~ 
Mesh • 2.6 Mesh (SEEAMIOB) 18.149 1359.03 26. 71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Columo Formwodt m2 119.0 Foanwork (Noo SlabXSEEAMIOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 6 330 31 I 
SII b Formwork m2 410.0 Formwodt (FII' SllbXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 18 798 lOO 3 
Superstructur. 
ughlW<igh. Coca ... m3 1240.0 C30 Lyua GGBS Pump (SEEAM) 2.206 308.70 11.41 0.311 2736 382789 141 51 386 
Rcidon:cmm. • 11.0 Rcidon:emcu. (S"",dord) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 197 14779 250 7 
Mesh • 22.0 Mesh (SEEAMIOB) 18. 149 1359.03 26. 71 0.732 400 29919 588 11 
S .. cJ Dockina ml 9920.0 S...,I Dcckina (SEEAMlOB) 0.375 29.35 0.28 0.007 3721 291176 2794 7( 
S...,lwork • 534.0 Structural SIOCI (Short) (SEEAMIOB) 27.816 20!13.12 10.10 0.401 14854 1112388 5395 214 
Fire l'roI.ceIioo ml 1355.0 Fire l'roI.ceIioo (l8mm V,cuclad) (SEEA 0.553 16.43 0.49 0.013 4613 137299 4132 106 
12!wS!IIt IOIl 
Demolition m2 11275 DcmoIitioo (S...,IXSEEAM) 0.068 4.47 0.01 0.001 768 50451 III 11 
R.B.-Itcmovol t 76 Move Rubble Off Si .. (UocruabedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 3 179 130 5 
S...,I Itcmoval t 534 S .... Tmuport (DemolisbedXSEEAM) 0.012 0.79 0.55 0.022 6 421 291 Il 
Rubble Removal t 3143 Move Rubble Off Si.e (tJn<:rushedYSEE 0.036 2.'6 t ." 0.M9 113 7430 S40t 216 
~ue ~Ill 
c.-nt t 5.800 1\93.00 3.29 0.088 
oaBS t 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA t 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
Lyraa t 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
A .......... t 0.047 3.08 
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Figure 25: M4 7 Floor Steel and Concrete Embodied Energy Comparison, 
Lowest Reasonable Values 
Rubble Removal ~~l2 
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0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000 
Embodied Energy (G1) 
M4 Concrete 7 Floor 19492 Gj M4 Steel 7 Floor 29614 GJ 
1.73 GJ/m2 2.63 GJ/m2 
Section Total GJ Section Total GJ 
Substructure 3648 18.7% Substructure 2194 7.4% 
Superstructure 14556 74.7% Supentructurc 26530 89.6% 
Demolition 1288 6.6% Demolition 890 3.0% 
Item Total GJ Item Total GJ 
Standard Concrete 6915 35.5% Standard Coocrete 1278 4.3% 
Ligbtweigbt Concrete 0 0.0% Ligbtweigbt Concrete 2736 9.2% 
Reinforcement 9454 48.5% Reinforcement 911 3.1% 
Mesh 48 0.2% Mesb 448 1.5% 
Formwork 1602 8.2% Formwork 24 0.1% 
Structural Steel work 0 0.0% Structural Steelwork 14854 50.2% 
Steel Decking 0 0.0% Steel Decking 3721 12.6% 
IFire 0 0.0% IFire Do 4623 15.6% 
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F igure 26: M4 7 Steel and Concrete Embodied COl Comparison, Lowest 
Reasonable Values 
Rubble Remo al ~7&!6 
Steel Removal ~2t 
Reinforcement Removal 1n7 
Demolition ~mul , - M4 Steel 7 Aoor rl DEMOLmON DM4 Concrete 7 A oor 
Fire Protection ..- 131299 
Structural Steelwork 1112388 
Steel Decking 291176 
Slab Formwork ~88722 
Column Formwork ~14891 
Mesh ~29929 
Rein! orcement 14779 607264 
Ugbtweigbt Concrete 382789 
Concrete Slab [ 0 65033 1 
Concrete Beams 8 
Concrete Columns PI02H9 
Concrete Walls ~ 59353 SUPERSTRUCTURE 
Slab Formwork m9 
Column Formwork m 
Mesb me 
Reinforcement ~1834S0 
Concrete Ground Slab ~mH 
Concrete Wall s Ym 
Concrete Columns ~m 
Concrete Found~tions 
-- 17o" 232132 
Concrete Blinding ~~WI9 
Sand Blinding m 
Granular beds m 
Level & Compact Wi 
Excavate and Dispose Fifo~! SUBSTRUCTURE 
Excavate and Backfill iU 
0 200000 400000 600000 800000 1000000 1200000 
Embodied C02 (kg) 
M4 Concrete 7 Roor 2060528 kg M4 Steel 7 Aoor 2305451 kg 
182.75 kP lm2 204.4 7 kl! /m2 
Sectinn Total kg Section Total kg 
Substructure 452973 22 .0% Substructure 278610 12.1 % 
Superstructme 1522921 73 .9% Superstructme 1968360 85.4% 
Demolition 84634 4.1% Demolition 58481 2.5% 
Item Total kg Item Total kg 
Standard Concrete 1145301 55.6% Standard Concrete 212250 9.2% 
Ugbtweigbt Concrete 0 0.0% Ligbtwe.ight Concrete 382789 16.6% 
Reinforcement 710714 34.5 % Reinforcement 68519 3.0% 
Mesb 3590 0.2% Mesb r 33519 1.5% 
Formwork 105214 5.1% Formwork 1129 0.0% 
Structural Steelwork 0 0.0% Structural Steelwork 1112388 48.3 % 
Steel Decking 0 0.0% Steel Decking 291176 12.6% 
Fire 0 0.0% IFire n. n7299 6.0% 
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Figure 27: M4 7 Floor Steel and Concrete Transportation Distance 
Comparison, Lowest Reasonable Values 
Rubble Removal ~~~~~~~~~"=:'.~========:J 11370 
Steel Removal ~ 291 
Reinforcement Removal ~9t~ 
Demoljtion ~\h I- M4 Steel 7 Aoor I le M4 Concrete 7 AoorJ 
~132 Fire Protection ~u 
Structural Steelwork 
.,. _______ 3393 
Steel Decking 279~ 
Slab Formwork 0 2772 
Column Formwork ~1377 
Mesb • .588 
Reinforcement I HO 
ligbtweigbt Concrete 
Concrete Slab rn ~===========:J 7285 
Concrete Beams 8 
Concrete Columns ~ tOO~ 
Concrete Walls ~m 
Slab Formwork ~ ~~1 
Column Formwork U 
Mesb 11 
Reinforcement ~17~7 
Concrete GTOuod Slab ~m 
Concrete Walls 92 





Concrete Blinding ,m 
Sand Blinding 8 
Granular beds 8 
Level & Compact U 
Excavate and Dispose _ 1685 2588 
Excavate and BackfiU t 
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
Transportation Distance (miles) 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoor 43938 miles M4 Steel 7 Aoor 
3.90 miles/m2 
Section Total miles Section Total 
Substructure 8013 18.2% Substructure 
Superstructure 23275 53 .0% Superstructure 
Demolition 12651 28.8% Demolition 
Item Total miles Item Total 
Standard Concrete 12233 27.8% Standard Concrete 
ligbtweigbt Concrete 0 0.0% ligbtweigbt Concrete 
Reinforcement 12003 27.3% Reinforcement 
Mesb 71 0.2% Mesb 
Formwork 4344 9.9% Formworlo: 
Structural SteeIwork 0 0.0% Structural Steelwork 
Steel Decking 0 0.0% Steel Decking 
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Figure 2 8: M4 7 Floor Steel and Concrete Transportation Time 
Comparison, Lowest Reasonable Valu es 
Rubble Removal " 463 
Steel Removal ~ t2 
Reinforcement Removal ~37 
Demolition ~Ih I ~ M4 Steel 7 Aoor rl DEMOunO" D M4 Concrete 7 Aoor 
Fire Protection 106 : u 
Structura1 SUelwork 214 
Steel Decking 70 v 
Slab Formwork 0 82 
Column Formwork ~40 
Mesh . 16 
Reinforcement i 7 282 
Ligbtweight COncrete 386 
Concrete Slab 2tS 
Concrete Beams 8 
Concrete Columns ~27 
Concrete Walls p tS 
SUPERSTRUcrURE 
Slab Formwork ) 3, 
Column Formwork I 
Mesh ~ 
Reinforcement ~48 
Concrete Grolllld Slab ~U 
Concrete Walls 8 
Concrete Columns I 
Concrete Foundations ---, 60 
Concrete Blinding ~ ~ 
Sand Blinding 8 
Granular beds 8 
Level & Compact ~\ 
" Excavate and Dispose 173 SUBSTRUcruRE 
Excavate and BacldiU 8 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Transportation Time (bours) 
M4 Concrete 7 Aoor 1501 hours M4 Steel 7 Aoor 1250 hours 
o . t ~ hours/m2 Ott hnllM;/m2 
Section Total hours Section Total hours 
Substructure 324 21.6% Substructure 206 16.5% 
Superstructure 661 44.0% Superstnlcture 799 64.0% 
Demolition 516 34.4 % Demolition 244 19.5% 
Item Total hours Item Total hours 
Standard Concrete 348 23 .2% Standard Concrete 60 4.8% 
Lightweight Concrete 0 0.0% Lightweight Concrete 386 30.9% 
Reinforcement 330 22 .0% Reinforcement 32 2.5% 
Mesb 2 0.1% Mesh 18 1.4% 
Formwork 128 8.5% Formwork 4 0.3% 
Structura1 Steelwork 0 0.0% Structura1 SUelwork 214 17.1% 
Steel Decking 0 0.0% Steel Decking 70 5.6% 
Fire Dr. "hnn n 0.0 '1. IFire n. . 106 R~'I. 
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Table 15: M4 Concrete 7 Floor Structure using Increased Fire Protection 
I s!!m I!! ao: M4 Ccoac .. 7 Aoor No ... 30mm VICUcu.O 
I ~,",,,,,,,. n ..... A". m2 11275 
MoreriaJo Wciah! I 12614 ToW SubclrUClIJR S~ DemoJilioo ToW 
Ezmodied ED'"IY GJ/ml 2.08 GJ 4651 17484 1288 2342.4 
Embodied CO2 kalml 263.81 loa 689141 2200660 84634 2974435 
Tramponalioo 0iIw>0c mileslml 6.03 miI .. 15122 40231 12651 68J04 
Transponalim Time brlml 0.27 br 789 1781 516 3086 
IT""unon'boo S.-d IMPH 2204 
Elcmml Uait No. R.o .. ScIoc:ted Uoil R.oln TobllVaI .... 
EDnaY CO2 Tnooponalioo EDnaY CO2 Tnnoponalion 
r.1h'n;' hhm;' "';1./ . brlunil GJ ko "';1 •• 
......-
S!!!2structu[t 
ExClV." and Baddill m3 400.0 Excav.limand BackfiIJ (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 23 466 6 0 
ExClV ... and~ m3 1434.0 Excav •• m and DispoaI (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 108 7073 2588 173 
Level .t; Compact ml 1119.0 Level.t; eoq,.el (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.Q2 0.002 40 2618 44 • 
GramJIar beds I 447.0 A unPin (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
Smd Blindina I 89.3 Aunpln (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 8 539 210 IJ 
Coocre .. BIiDdm& m3 13 ... C20(SEEAM) 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 228 42161 926 51 
Cocacte Fouodacioos m3 913 .0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 2049 391629 6199 332 
= .. Col"""" m3 9.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 20 3819 60 3 
Coocrel. Walls m3 5.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 11 2122 34 2 
C<lca<,. Grow><! Slab m3 1'4.0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 2.338 448.50 7.01 0.370 664 127375 1990 105 
ReiDfOR>e1DnlI I 77.0 ReiDfon:cmenl (Standard) (SEEAMlOB ) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 1376 103450 1747 41 
Mesh I 1.6 Mesh (SEEAMIOB) 18.149 1359.03 26. 71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
CoIumo Formwod< ml 170.0 Formwod< (Non SI.bXSEEAMIOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 9 472 44 I 
Slab Fonuwod< ml 580.0 Formwork (All SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 25 1129 152 4 
SUllerstructure 
Cooc:rcle Walls m3 136.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 42.4.30 6.72 0.360 52.4 100135 1585 8 
Coocre .. Col"""" m3 407 .0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 904 172690 2734 146 
Coocrc .. SI.b m3 3036.0 C30 Pump (SEEAM) 2.112 400.84 7.08 0.377 6411 1216957 21S08 1145 
Reinforcement I 451.0 ReiDfor=uoul (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 8078 607264 10l.S6 :zk! 
Column Formwork ml 5361.0 Foanwork (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 l8l 14891 1377 4( 
Slab Foanwod< ml 9910.0 Formwod< (Shaped SoIfiI)(SEEAMlOB) 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 1288 88722 2772 8: 
12em o1ltlO !l 
DemoJilion ml 11275 Dcmolilioo (CcoacleXSEEAM) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 1027 67461 167 I 
ReB_Rcm"",1 I 531 Move Rubble Of! Sile (Uoc:nWudXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 19 12.57 914 3 
Rubble Removal I 6732 Move Rubble OfT Sile (UocrusbedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 2.42 15916 11570 463 
IBa .. ata 
Cemml I 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GOBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.l.2A 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.22.4 
LYlaa I 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
l A _~, .. I n.1lQ1 6.04 2.1~ 0.118 
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Table 16: M4 Steel 7 Floor Structure using Increased Fire Protection 
SI! !I! marl:: M4 Steel 7 Aoor No .. s 30mm V1CUCLAD 
<hr. (',"""'~ .... m2 11275 
Materials Weiahl t 5142 Total Substructur. SupontnJdWe Demolition Total 
&modiedfnerv OJIm2 3.06 0) 2849 30715 890 34464 
Embodied CO2 lr.allDl 151.S4 1r.8 430610 2347074 58481 2836165 
TranJpOnation 0iJw>cc mJu/1Dl 4.17 mil •• JOOO3 31078 5934 47015 
Transponatiao Time brJlDl 0. 16 br S15 1044 244 1813 
Trz.<DOftI """ S_d MPH 25,93 
Elemmt Unit No. RaIC Seloc:tod Unit Rates TotoI VaI_ 
EDetiY CO2 TnnoportItion EDetiY CO2 TnnoportItion 
Gl/unit Ir.olunit "'Ielunit hr/unit Gl kg ... 1 .. hm~ 
Substructure 
ExClva .. andBaddill nU 229.0 Excavatiao and B •• 1dill (SEFAM) 0,058 1.16 0.02 0,001 13 267 4 0 
ExCl .... and 0iJp00e nU 934.0 Exca •• tion and 0iJp0AI (SEEAM) 0.075 4,93 1.80 0,120 70 4811 Hi8S 112 
!.eYel .t Compact IDl 1764,0 !.eYcl.t Compact (SEEAM) 0,018 1.20 0.02 0,002 32 2110 35 ~ 
0taraIIar bodI t « 7.0 A .... ptes (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
Sand Blindina I 89.3 A .... pt .. (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 8 539 210 11 
Coot:re .. BliDdina nU 102.6 C20(SEEAM) 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 174 32164 706 39 
Coocr ... Fouod.1cooa nU 469.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 1041 198997 3150 169 
Concrete Columns nU •. 0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 18 3394 54 3 
Con,"" Grouod Slab nU 284.0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 2.338 448.50 7.01 0.370 664 127375 1990 105 
Reinforcement 1 40.0 Reinforccmmt (SlaDdard) (SEEAMlOB) 17,872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 715 53740 9a! 2! 
Mesh t 2,6 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18,149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Columo Formwork IDl 119.0 Formwod< (NOD SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 6 330 31 I 
SI. b Formwoclr. m2 410.0 Formwodt (Flat SlabXSEFAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0,007 18 798 107 3 
Superstructure 
Liabtwciabt Concrete m3 1240,0 eJO Lylll Pump (SEEAM) 3.104 540.30 12.23 0.451 3849 6fHJ71 15164 559 
Reint'oJ'CcmtDl t 11 .0 Reinforccmmt (SlIUldard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 2269 0.625 197 14779 250 7 
Mesh t 22,0 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 400 29929 588 11 
Steel Doc:kin, m2 9920,0 Steel Doc:kina (SEEA M/OB) 0.375 29,35 0.28 0,007 3721 291176 2794 7( 
Steelwod< I 534.0 Structural Steel (Sbort) (SEEAMlOB) 27,816 2083,12 10.10 0,401 14854 1112388 5395 21' 
Fir. Protection m2 1355.0 Fire Protection (3!krm Vicuclad) (SEEA 0,922 27.39 0.82 0.021 7705 228831 6887 177 
l2e!l!0lltloD 
Demolition m2 11275 Demolition (S ... IXSEEAM) 0,068 4,47 0.01 0.001 768 S0451 III 11 
Re.B. RCIDOYaI t 76 Mo •• Rubbl. Off Si .. (UocrushedXSEE 0,036 2.36 1.72 0,069 3 179 130 5 
SteelRcmoval t 534 Steel TIlIJlIPOrI (DemolishedXSEEAM) 0.012 0.79 0.55 0.022 6 421 291 1 
Rubble .Remo.al t 3143 Mo.e Rubbl. Off Sit. (Uocrush.dYSEE 0,036 1,'\6 1.7' 0069 113 7430 5401 '16 
1!8S. l!!!! 
Cemml t 5,800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS t 1.450 78.09 8.40 0,224 
PFA t 0.339 20.86 8.40 0,224 
Lylal t 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
IAR""'''''' t 0,093 6.04 2.35 0,118 
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Table 17: M4 Concr ete 7 Floor St r ucture using Recycled Structura l St eel 
~~mmarl' 1<14 CcJacrc .. 7 Roor No ... RECYCLED STRUcrURAL STEEL 
I Structure ar- Aru m2 11275 
Maomalr w .. p • 12614 Total SubctrucoJr. SupcnlI'IJdlUo Demolition Total 
Ezmodi.d mcraY OJ/m2 2.08 OJ 4651 17484 1288 2342A 
EmbodIed CO2 kalm2 263.81 k, 689141 2200660 84634 2974435 
Tramponatioo 0iItance miI. m2 6.03 ail .. 15122 40231 12651 68004 
Tl'OIUJ'OIUliOll TUD< br/m2 0.27 br 789 1781 516 3086 
IT~r ... ion Sooed I MPH 22,04 
Elcmm. UD" No. RI" Selected Uol. RI," TataI Vat_ 
EnnaY CO2 Tronoponalioo I2>craY CO2 Tl'IDIp<lIUliOD 
GJIuru. ko/uni. milvu";. hrhmi. 111 kG ••• a hft.~ 
S ubs truct l![£ 
&cav ... ODd BaddiIJ m3 400.0 &cavatioa ODd B.ckfill (SEfAM) 0,058 1.16 0.02 0,001 n 466 6 C 
&cav ... aDd Dupcoe m3 1434.0 &cavllioa ODd 0iJpccal (SEEA M) 0,075 4.93 1.80 0,120 108 7073 2588 173 
Lcvel&Compact m2 2189.0 Lcvd & ~~. (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 40 26IB 44 4 
Gtaaular beds • « 7.0 AlP.'" (N.w) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
SODd Bliwiaa • 19.3 AlP.'" (New) (SEfAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 O. IIB 8 539 210 11 
eoaa. .. BhDdina m3 13404 ClO(SEEAM) 1.695 313.64 6.89 0.377 228 42161 926 51 
COD ...... FowxbbODS m3 9230 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 2049 391629 6199 332 
CoDcre .. CoIumno m3 9.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 20 3BI9 60 3 
CODae .. Walls m3 H C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 11 2122 34 2 
COD ...... OtoUDd Slab m3 214.0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 2338 448.50 7.01 0.370 664 127375 1990 105 
RcidOl'CC1DC'Dt 
• 
71.0 RciDfon:cmro. (StaDdard) (SEfAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 1376 1034SO 1747 411 
Mesh • 2.6 Mcoh (SEfAMlOB) IB.149 1359.03 26. 71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
CoIurm Fonnworlt m2 170.0 Fcrmwork (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.7B 0.26 0.008 9 472 44 I 
Slab Fcrmwork m2 lIO.O Fcrmwork (FII. SlabXSEfAMIOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 25 1129 152 4 
S Ul!e[ l tructu[e 
CODm: .. Walls m3 236.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 524 100135 I SlIS 8.! 
CODer ... CoIWIIIIS m3 407.0 C40(SEEAM) 2.220 424.30 6.72 0.360 904 172690 2734 146 
Coocre .. Slab m3 3036.0 C30 Pump (SEEAM) 2.112 400.84 7.08 0.377 6411 1216957 21508 114 
Rcidorcemcn. • 4l2.0 Rrinforcemcn. (StaDdard) (SEfAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 8078 
6Cf12fA 10256 282 
Colwm Fonnworlt m2 5362.0 Fonnworlt (NOD SI.bXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 278 0.26 0.008 280 14891 1377 4( 
Slab Formwod< m2 9920.0 Formwodt(Sbapod Soffi,XSEfAMlOB) 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 1288 88722 2772 III 
l2~mol l tloD 
Demolition m2 11 2" Demoli tion (Coocre"XSEEAM) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 1027 67461 167 I 
ReB .. Removal • 332 
Mov. Rubble Off S ... (UDmIIhcdXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 19 1257 9 14 3 
Rubble R....,.,aJ • 6732 Mov. Rubble Off Si .. (UDmIIhedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 2A2 15916 11$70 463 
IHase ua t a 
Ccmm. • 5.800 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS • 1.450 78.09 8.40 0,224 
PFA • 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.22A 
Ly'" • 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 I A ...... res • 0,09"1 6.04 2.35 01 18 
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Table 18: M4 Steel 7 Floor Structure using Recycled Structural Steel 
Su!!!mar!: M4 Sceel 7 Aoor No",. RECYCLED STRUCTURAL STEEl. 
I SlI'Ucture Gran Area m2 1?7~ 
Materials Woiahl 1 5142 Total SubctruclUre Superr1r\I(:NI'e DcmoIition Total 
Enilodied Encrv.Y GJIm2 2.33 01 2849 22519 890 26258 
Embodi cd CO2 kalm2 209.00 ka 430610. 1867374 58481 2356465 
T ransportItioo DUuacc milu/ml 3.93 mile. lOOO3 28323 5934 44260 
Tl'INpO<IOtiOll Tim< brlm2 0.15 br S25 973 244 1743 
I Tr>nSPOT1lIlioo S_d IMPH 2540 
Elcmml UOIt No. Rale Sclo<tcd UaitRa ... Total Values 
Eaorzy CO2 T ransponatioa F.anzy CO2 T raaoponatioa 
OJ/unit kolunit mileJnnit !>rh",;, r.J ~D ... 1" hOtlB 
~ubstru(l!!r~ 
Excaya", and BaddiIJ m3 229.0 Excay,tioo and Backftll (SEEAM) 0..0.58 1.16 0..0.2 0.00.1 13 Ui7 4 ( 
ExcaYlce and 0.- m3 9H.O Excay,tioo and 0iJp0aI (SEEA M) 0..075 4.93 1.80 0..120. 70. 4607 1685 112 
Level .t: Compact m2 1764.0 Level .t: CompaCI (SEEA M) 0..0.18 1.20. 0..0.2 0..002 32 2110. 35 ~ 
GtawIar beds t 447.0 Aur<PICI (New) (SEEAM) 0..093 6.04 2.35 0..118 42 2699 1052 53 
Sand Bliaana 1 19.3 Aur<PICI (New) (SEEAM) 0..093 6.04 2.35 0..118 8 539 210. 11 
Cooaoce lIImd.na m3 102.6 Clo.(SEEAM) 1.695 313.64 6.89 0..377 174 32164 706 39 
Comn:ce FouadlI.oas m3 469.0 OW(SEEAM} 2.220. 424.30. 6.72 0..360 1041 198997 3150 169 
Coocrece CoIUIIIDS m3 ' .0 OW(SEEAM) 2.220. 424.30. 6.72 0..360 18 3394 54 3 
Coaacrc Grouad SLab m3 214.0. OW Pump (SEEAM) 2.338 448.50 7.0.1 0..370. 664 127375 1990 105 
ReiDforcemrnl , 40..0. RdnforoomtDt (Staadard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0..625 715 53740 9aI 2! 
Mesh t 2.6 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0..732 48 3590 71 2 
Columa Formwork m2 119.0 Fonnwork (Noo SI,bXSEEAMlOB) 0..0.52 2.78 0..26 0..008 6 330 31 I 
Slab Formwork m2 410..0. Formwork (All SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0..043 1.95 0..26 0..007 18 798 107 3 
Suptrstructure 
liahlWoaht Caacrcte m3 1240.0 C30. LYII. Pump (SEEAM) 3.104 540.30. 12.23 0..451 3849 66Wl1 15164 559 
Rcinforcemcat , 11.0. Reinforcement (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0..625 197 14779 250 7 
Mesh , 22.0 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0..732 400 29929 588 11 
Sleel Decl:ina m2 9920.0. Sleel DecI:ina (SEEAMlOB) 0..375 29.35 0..28 0..007 3721 291176 2794 7( 
S,ulworlt: , 534.0 Strucnnl Stccl (RecycledXSEEAM) 18.221 1356.22 10.10. 0..401 9730. 724221 5395 21. 
Fir. Protoctioa m2 8355.0 Fire i'rolCCtioo ( ISmm Vicucl,dl (SEEA 0..553 16.43 0..49 0.0.13 4623 137299 4132 106 
l2emollt!on 
Demolition m2 11275 DcmoUtioo (SleeIXSEEAM) 0..068 4.47 0..01 0..001 768 50451 111 11 
RoB. RemoYal t 76 Moyo Rubble Off Site (UocrusbcdXSEE. 0..036 2.36 1.72 0..069 3 179 130 S 
Slee1 Removal t 534 Sleel Tnn.cpon (DcmoUshedXSEEAM) 0..0.12 0.79 0.55 0.0.22 6 421 291 l 
Rubble R""",yaI , 3143 Moye Rubble Off S',e (UncrwhedXSEE 0..036 236 1.72 0.069 113 7430. """1 "6 
I!as! 12-1! 
Cement t 5.800 1193.00 3.-,i 0..088 
OOBS t 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA t 0..339 20.86 8.40 0..224 
Lylla , 0..920 58.27 12.35 0..329 
A ...... Ie. , 0..093 604 ?1S 0..118 
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Table 19: M4 Concrete 7 Floor Structure using Low Energy Figures For 
Cement and Aggregate 
SummarI M4 Coocrete 7 Aoor No,.. LOW VALUES FOR CEMENT AND AGGREGATES 
I ~,""nw. r..- A". m' 11 275 
Malerials Wei&b! I 12614 Tollll SubslrUClUre SUpel'S1I'UCIUre Demotitioo Tow 
Emlodiod &1c:rgy GJIm2 1.91 GJ 4147 16137 1288 21573 
EmboGeclC02 kaIm2 296.44 ka 786563 2471111 84634 33423Ql 
Tran.oponaDOO I>UaDcc rril .. /ml 5.32 miJu 13006 343SS 12651 60011 
TransportIDOO Tim< brlm2 0.23 br 645 1383 516 2S44 
TrmmortaDOO S_d MPH " ~9 
Semenl Unil No. Ra .. Sdectecl Unil Rates Tollll Val ..... 
EoeraY CO2 TrmrporllItion &qy CO2 TraDIpOIUItioo 
GJ/unil koJuni, ",;1,/,m;1 ... h ,n; ' m ko ... , .. !."'-
Substructure 
exCl.I" ODd Baddill m3 400.0 exoa .. Doa and Bocldill (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 23 466 6 0 
exCl .... IDd~ m3 1434.0 exoa.l1ioa ODd 0iJpca1 (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 108 7073 2588 173 
Lovel.tCo~ m2 2119.0 Lov.l.t Ccimpecl (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 40 2618 44 • 
GnnuIar becIa I 4<47.0 Aur<ptes(New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
SIIDd Btin<lna I 19.3 Aur<P'" (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 8 539 210 11 
Concrete Btin<lna m3 134.4 ClO(SEEAM) 1.373 392.37 5.18 0.261 185 52744 696 3! 
Co""",, FoUDO:!otionr m3 923 .0 C40(SEEAM) 1.846 495.60 5.17 0.255 1704 457443 4769 235 
Coacrcte CoIUZDIl$ m3 9.0 C40(SEEAM) 1.846 495.60 5.17 0.255 17 4460 47 2. 
Coo=I<Wa1ls m3 5.0 C40(SEEAM) 1.846 495.60 5.17 0.255 9 2478 26 I 
Cooac .. GroUDd Slab m3 214.0 C40 PIu:np (SEEAM) 1.951 519.02 5.48 0.266 5S4 147402 ISS5 76 
Reidon:emrnl I 77.0 Reidor=D<DI (Scmdard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 1376 103450 1747 48 
Mcib I 2.6 Meoh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Column Formwod: m2 170.0 Fcrmwork (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 9 472 44 1 
Slab Foanwork m2 580.0 Formwork (A.I SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 25 1129 152 ~ 
SUl!erstruclure 
Concrc .. Walls m3 236.0 C40(SEEAM) 1.846 495.60 5.17 0.255 436 116963 1219 60 
Concre .. Columns m3 407.0 C40(SEEAM) 1.846 495.60 5.17 0.255 752 201711 2103 104 
Concrete Slab m3 3036.0 C30 PIu:np (SEEAM) 1.747 474.82 5.48 0.268 5303 1441561 16628 814 
Reidon:emrol I 452.0 RcidOr=D<DI (Scmdard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 2.2.69 0.625 8078 607264 10256 282 
Column Formwork m2 5362.0 Foanwork (NOD SllbXSEEAMJOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 2IIl 14891 1377 4C 
Slab Formwork ml 9920.0 Foanwork (Shaped SoffilXSEEAMlOB) 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 1288 88722 2772 82 
l2emoll t l!!!I 
DemoIitioa m2 11275 Demolition (CoocreteXSEEA M) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 1027 67461 167 1 
ReB.-Removal t ' 32 Move Rubble Off Si .. (UocrusbedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 19 1257 914 3 
Rubble Removal I 6732 Move Rubble Off Si .. (UocrusbedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 242 15916 11S70 463 
Base Data 
Cement I S. IOO 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
Lytaa I 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
A .......... 0.020 4S.OO UI 0.060 
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Appendix C: SEEAM Results 
Table 20: M4 Steel 7 F loor Structure using Low Ener gy Figures For 
Cement and Aggregate 
Summar~ M4S ... 17Aoor Nota LOW VALUES FOR CEMENT ANDAGOREOATES 
I Structure G ..... Area m2 11275 
MlteriaJoWciabt I 5142 Total Subotruc ...... Sup<n1r\JdW'e DemolitiOD Total 
Eai>odied m<r'IIY GJ/ml 172 Gl 2528 27215 890 30633 
Embo<iod CO2 kaIm2 15111 Ita 492723 2291339 58481 2842542 
T......,.,.,.dODou...- milu/ml 374 ail .. 86S3 27546 S934 42133 
TnDIJ'ClCUItiOD Tuno brIml 0..14 br 434 920 2A4 1598 
T S_d IMPH 2636 
E1emml Uoil No. R .. , Soloc:wd UDiIRarn Total Vlh ... 
EoorJ.y CO2 TnDrpOIIaliOD Ezqy CO2 TnDIJ>OCI>liOD 
Ol/"n;, "-' ,n; "';1,1un; hT/.m;, 0 h ..,;, .. .. ~.-
::!ubltructure 
ExClVI .. &Dd BoddiU m3 229.0 ExClVltiOD aDd Blcld'ill (SEEAM) 0..0.58 1.16 0..0.2 0.001 13 267 4 0 
Excovlt< aod ~ m3 934.0 & ... 1000 aDd 0iJpcaJ (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 70 ~ l/i85 112 
Lev.1 & Co_" m2 1764.0 Level & Coalpocl (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 32 2110 3S ~ 
GJaDU!or bodo I 447.0 AUtC ..... (N.w) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.3S 0.118 42 2699 IOS2 53 
Saod Bliodma I 19.3 A UtCIP'" (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 8 539 210 11 
eoo... .. BIiDdio, m3 102.6 ClO(SEEAM) 1.373 392.37 5.18 0.261 141 40237 531 2 
Cooc:rc .. FoundaOODl m3 469.0 C40(SEEAM) 1.846 495.60 5.17 0.255 866 232439 2423 120 
Cooa-... CoIumos m3 1.0 C40(SEEAM) 1.846 495.60 5.17 0.155 15 3965 41 2 
Cooaelt GJOUDd Slab m3 214.0 C40 Pump (SEEA M) 1.951 519.02 5.48 0.266 5S4 147402 ISS5 7E 
RcmfOlCCtl:K'Dt I 40.0 Rcidorccm<Ol (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 715 53740 9<1! 2.l 
Mesh I 2.6 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Colwm Formwodc m2 119.0 Focmworl< (Non SI.bXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 6 330 31 I 
Slab Formwork m2 410.0 Formwodt (Aa I SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 18 798 107 3 
Suptrstruelure 
uahrwaahl Coo.,..,. m3 1240.0 00 LYII, Pump (SEEA M) 2.7S9 569.17 11.60 0.409 3421 705768 14387 SO? 
Rcidon:emcnl I 11.0 RciDfon:emcnl (SlIDdard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 197 14779 250 7 
Mesh I 22.0 Mesh (SEEAMIOB) 18. 149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 400 29929 S88 11 
S ... I Doc:kin, m2 9920.0 5 ..... Doc:kina (SEEAMIOB) 0.375 29.35 0.28 0..007 3721 291176 2794 7( 
S ... lwodt I 534.0 StructURI 5 ... 1 (Sbort) (SEEAMIOB) 27.816 2083.1 2 10. 10 0.401 14854 111 2388 5395 21. 
Fir. I'roccc1iOD m2 1)".0 Fire ProlCClioo (11m:n Vicucladl (SEEA 0.553 16.43 0.49 0.01 3 4623 137299 4132 106 
UtWol1tlo!l 
DcmoIitiOD m2 11 275 DemoIitiOD (S ... IXSEEAM) 0.068 4.47 0.01 0.001 768 S0451 III Il 
R.B.lUa>o¥aI I 76 Mew. Rubble Off Si~ (UDCrUSbodXSEE 0.036 2..36 1.72 0.069 3 179 130 ~ 
S ... I~a1 I 534 S ... I Tnoopon (Dcmo1iabedXSEEAM) 0.01 2 0.79 0.55 0.022 6 421 291 Il 
Rubbl. Removal 3143 1.4~ " Rubble OffSi.e tU"""",hedVSEE 0.036 ~"6 71 O.M~ I' 7430 <;4/l' ?\I 
nau UII! 
Cemenl I 5. 100 11 93.00 3.29 0.088 
GOBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.2.24 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
Lyll, I 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
lA .~Id 0020 4<.00 1.51 0.060 
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Table 21: M4 Concrete 7 Floor Structure using High Energy Figures For 
Cement and Aggregate 
Sl!mm·rI M4 Coocrccc 7 Roor No ... LD'\Y VALUES FOR CEMENT AND AGGREGATES 
Struc!Ur< C'w ..... A". m2 11275 
MaterilllaWriah< • 12614 Total Substruc_ Supcntructure Demolition Total 
EI:dlodied&lClJ)' GJ/ml 2.97 GJ 7332 24863 1288 334&3 
Embodied CO2 Ir.atml 296.44 ka 786563 2471111 84634 33423~ 
Transponation DUancc milu/m2 5.32 mile. 13006 34355 12651 60011 
TraDIpOr1>tioo Tim< br/ml 0.23 br 64S 1383 516 2S44 
TraMDOt1Jtion S_d Ml'H 23,59 
El<tD<D' Unit No. 1U .. 5cleetcd Unit Rates Total VII .... 
EneraY CO2 Tramportation EneraY CO2 Tramportatioa 
GJ/uni. ko/unit mile/uni. hr/unit ra 
.ll mile. . hOlllL 
Substructure 
Ex ... a .. and Baddill m3 400,0 Excavatioo and Batkftll (SEEAM) 0,058 1.16 0,02 0,001 23 466 6 0 
Exca.ate and 0iJpc0e m3 1434,0 Exco.atioo and lMpooal (SEEAM) 0,075 4,93 1.80 0.120 I~ 7cm 2588 173 
Level .l Compac. ml 2189.0 Level.l Compac. (SEEAM) 0.018 1.20 0.Q2 0.002 40 2618 44 4 
Chanular beds • 447.0 Awe .. '" (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6,04 2.35 0.118 42 2fH9 1052 53 
Sand Blindina • 89.3 Awep ... (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6,04 2.35 0.118 8 539 210 11 
Coocrote Blindina m3 134.4 ClO (SEEAM) 3.753 392.37 5.18 0.261 504 5Z744 696 3 
CooaelC Foundations m3 923 ,0 C40(SEEAM) 4.189 495,60 5.17 0,255 3867 457443 4769 235 
Concrete CoIWDDS m3 9.0 C40 (SEEAM) 4,189 495.60 5.17 0,255 38 4460 47 2 
Con""'te Walls m3 ' .0 C40(SEEAM) 4.189 495.60 5.17 0.255 21 2478 26 I 
Concre .. Ground Slab m3 214.0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 4.307 519.02 S.48 0.266 1223 147402 155S 7~ 
ReiDfcm:cmon. • 77. 0 ReiDfan:emm1 (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17,872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 1376 103450 1747 4Ii 
Mesb I 2.6 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Column Formwork ml 170.0 Formwodt (Non SlabXSEEAM/OB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 9 472 44 I 
Slab Fonnwork ml 380,0 Fonnwork (Flat SllbXSEEAMlOB) 0,043 1.95 0.26 0.007 25 1129 152 4 
Sl!l!erUructure 
Concrecc Walls m3 236.0 C40 (SEEAM) 4.189 495.60 5.17 0.255 989 116963 1219 6C 
Conerete CoIWDDS m3 407.0 C40(SEEAM) 4.189 495.60 5.17 0.255 1"105 201711 2103 104 
Concrete Slab m3 3036.0 C30 Pump (SEEAM) 4,125 474.82 5.48 0.268 12523 1441561 16628 814 
ReiDfcm:cmonl I 
.'2.0 ReiDl"On:emonl (Standard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 8078 607264 10256 282 
Column Formwodt ml 5362,0 Fonnwork (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 280 14891 1377 4( 
Slab Fonnwork ml 9920,0 Formwodt(SbapcdSoffiIXSEEAMlOB) 0.130 8.94 0.28 0.008 1288 88722 2772 82 
~£molltl°!l 
DemoIitioo m2 112" DemoIitioo (Coocr .. eXSEEAM) 0.091 5.98 0.01 0.001 1027 67461 167 I 
ReB.-Removal I "2 Mo.o Rubble Off Site (Uncrusbcd)(SEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 19 1257 914 3 
Rubble Remo.1I I 6732 Mo.e Rubble Off Si .. (UncrusbedXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0,069 242 15916 11570 463 
.e ata 
Cemenl I 6.700 1193,00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
Lytal I 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 A __ ..... I 1.000 45.00 1.51 0.060 
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Appendix C: SEEAM Results 
Table 22: M4 Steel 7 Floor Structure using High Energy Figures For 
Cement and Aggregate 
Summarl: M4 Steel 7 Floor Notes LOW VALUES FOR CEMENT AND AGGREGATES 
I ~rn"h ... r .. "", Ar .. m2 11275 
MalCrialo Wri&bl I 5142 Total SUbsllUClUrC SupcmructU1'C Demolition Total 
&d>odiod mCIiY GJIm2 3.05 GJ 4558 28941 890 34389 
Embodied CO2 kalm2 252.11 kg 492723 2291339 58481 2842542 
TranoportatiOD Dian.,. milealm2 3.74 miles 86S3 27546 5934 42133 
Transpon:otiOll Time brlm2 0.14 br 434 92D 244 1598 
Tnnsnonation S_d MPH 26.36 
Bem<nl Unil No. Rn, Selected Unil Ral .. Total Values 
Energy 002 Tnnoportatioo Energy 002 TranoporllIOOD 
Glhm;! k./un;! .na./nn;! h.hm;, GJ h ... 1 •• hoUR 
Substructure 
Excovato aDd Baddill m3 229.0 ExClVlltiooIDd Backfilj (SEEAM) 0.058 1.16 0.02 0.001 13 267 4 0 
Excavate aDd DiJpooc m3 934 .0 ExClvltioolDd ,Dispooal (SEEAM) 0.075 4.93 1.80 0.120 70 4(IJ7 1685 112 
Level &0 CompaCI m2 1764.0 Level &0 CompaCI (SEEA M) 0.018 1.20 0.02 0.002 32 2110 35 4 
Gtamllar beds I 447 .0 Aureaotcs (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 42 2699 1052 53 
Sand BJinQ'ng I 89.3 AureaalCl (New) (SEEAM) 0.093 6.04 2.35 0.118 8 539 210 11 
Coo=te Blindina m3 102.6 C20(SEEAM) 3.753 392.37 5.18 0.261 385 40237 531 2 
Concrete FouodatiOl1l m3 469.0 C40(SEEAM) 4.189 495.60 5017 0.255 1965 232439 2423 120 
Concrete ColumtlS m3 1.0 C40(SEEAM) 4.189 495.60 5.17 0.255 34 3965 41 2 
Concreto GroUDd Slab m3 284.0 C40 Pump (SEEAM) 4.307 519.02 5.48 0.266 1223 147402 15.55 71 
Rrioforcemml I 40.0 Rrioforcemml (SlIDdord) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 715 5.3740 9(J! 2 
M<>h I 2.6 M<>h (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 48 3590 71 2 
Column Formwork m2 119.0 FonnwoIk (Non SlabXSEEAMlOB) 0.052 2.78 0.26 0.008 6 330 31 1 
Slab Formwork m2 410.0 Fonnwork (FlII SI.bXSEEAMlOB) 0.043 1.95 0.26 0.007 18 798 107 3 
Superstructure 
LiahlWciahl Concrete m3 1240.0 C30 Lytaa Pump (SEEA M) 4.151 569.17 11.60 0.409 5147 705768 14387 5(f1 
Rriofol'Cemotll I 11.0 Rrioforcemonl (SlIDdard) (SEEAMlOB) 17.872 1343.50 22.69 0.625 197 14779 250 7 
Mesh I 22.0 Mesh (SEEAMlOB) 18.149 1359.03 26.71 0.732 400 29929 588 IC 
Steel Deema m2 9920.0 Steel Deckina (SEEAMIOB) 0.375 29.35 0.28 0.007 3721 291176 2794 7( 
SteclwoIk I 534.0 Scru<tWal Steel (Short) (SEEAMJOB) 27.816 2083.12 10.10 0.401 14854 1112388 5395 214 
Fire Protection m2 I3H.O Fire ProtccUOD (18mm Vicudad) (SEEA 0.553 16.43 0.49 0.013 4623 137299 4132 106 
I!e!l!°lltlog 
Demolition m2 11275 Demolitioo (SteelXSEEAM) 0.068 4.47 0.01 0.001 768 S0451 III 11 
ReB ... Removol I 76 Move Rubble Off Site (Ut>CTUSbcdXSEE 0.036 2.36 1.72 0.069 3 179 130 S 
Steel RemoYal I '34 Steel TJIII.IIlO1l (DemolisbedXSEEAM) 0.012 0.79 0.55 0.022 6 421 291 1 
I Rubble R"""",a1 3143 Mov. Rubble OffSile (Uncrushed)(SEE 0.036 2.36 172 0.069 II ~ 7430 5401 "6 
naU l2!t! 
Cemonl I 6.700 1193.00 3.29 0.088 
GGBS I 1.450 78.09 8.40 0.224 
PFA I 0.339 20.86 8.40 0.224 
LytaC I 0.920 58.27 12.35 0.329 
A .... ""tell I 1.000 45.00 1.51 0.060 
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